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The word 'Idealist' is sometimes used, in a 
popular manner, to denote one whose mind is chained 
by certain ideas, which one sets before him as the 
norms of one's action, keeping oneself blind to other 
sagacious considerations. Brutus is called an 'Idealist', 
since he stabbed Cresar, only because he thought he 
was a tyrant. He could not think of the personality 
of Cresar as a whole, the effects that would be 
produced by his death, the condition of the Roman 
people at the time, his personal considerations for 
him as a friend, and the good that Cresar might 
produce were he allowed to live. An idealist in this 
sense is a mere visionary, who, instead of taking into 
consideration all circumstances and conditions, and 
the bearing of the moral principles in the varying 
fields, in which they are applied, abstracts the moral 
principles from the concrete reality, in connection 
and in correlation with which alone they may be 
said to be imperative. When Kant withdraws his 
moral maxims from the field of experience and accepts 
them only as the form of the Law, and considers 
reverence for such a law as the only sentiment that 
should be present in the performance of a moral 
action, his moral philosophy becomes as abstract 
as Geometry. In the ancient epics of India there are 
many instances of action according to certain set 
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principles. Ra.ma went to forest, because father's 
wishes are to be respected ; and he banished his wife, 
because the wishes of the people are to be respected. 
Yudhisthira courted his banishment, because the laws 
of the ~me of dice were inexorable ; Bhil?ma courted 
his death, because of his principle that his arrows 
should not hurt a woman; and Draupadi took five 
husbands, because a mother's wishes have to be 
respected. All these instances show that actions 
according to certain set principles are visionary and 
abstract and that such actions arc sometimes more 
immoral than moral. Such ideals may come from 
within or may be picked up from customally practices, 
or from scriptures. But in any case they defeat their 
purpose, because they are not in consonance with 
the whole, with reference to which alone they may 
claim to have their imperative character. The 
scriptural code of conduct prescribed for a Hindu or 
a Christian suffers from the same defects. 

But, however these may be, the popular connota
tion of the word 'idealist' shows, that idealism means 
the reference of a person in his entirety to certain 
ideas which must determine his actions. The cardinal 
ideas in such idealists are not mere inert ideas, 
admissions of mind or cognitions, but they have a 
determinative function, a potential activity which 
ultimately guide and determine the person in his 
active capacity. 

The word 'idealism' is also sometimes used to 
denote an optimism as a basis of action. Thus we 
say that a true man of action must have some 
idealism. We mean thereby that, though there may 
be failures, miseries and sufferings, and though there 
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may be circumstances, conditions and obstructions, 
which for the time being may appear inexorable, 
invincible and impregnable, yet the man of action 
must get himself sljated upon the bed-rock of an 
unflinching faith in a possibility of a betterment of 
things which should goad him to action even through 
destruction. Demogorgon in Prometheus Unbound 
of Shelley echoes this form of idealism when he 
says:-

"To suffer woes which Hope thinks infinite ; 
To forgive wrongs darker than death or night : 

To defy Power, which seems omnipotent ; 
To love, and bear ; to hope till Hope crt>ates 
From its own wreck the thing it contemplates ; 

• Neither to change, nor falter, nor repent ; 
This, like thy glory. Titan, is to be 

Good, great and joyous, beautiful and frc<' ; 
This is alone Life, Joy, Empire, and Victory." 

(ACT. II.) 

Idealism in this sense means a supreme faith in 
the ideal which is realising itself and is bound to 
realise itself, more and more completely, even though 
obstructions in their multifold forms may, at the 
present moment, seem to check and defy its exalted 
career. The word 'idealism' is very closely associated 
in the above sense with an ideal of truth, love, or 
goodness, as far outweighing the powers of evil and 
misery over which it dominates. The ideal is 
subjective, and yet not wholly subjective, because it 
actualizes itself in the objective world, and even when 
it cannot so actualize, the firmness of the faith and 
the serenity of self-reconciliation with it achieves for 
it a development and transformation of personality 
which never submits itself to evil, but always defies 
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it iri an unflinching manner and makes the person 
a king of himself. Thus Prometheus says in another 
passage:-

"Pity the self-despising slave~ of Heaven 
Not me, within whose mind sits peace serene. 
As light in the sun, throned: 

• • * 
Pain is my clement as hate is thine ; 
Y e rend me now: I care not. 

* * * 
Yet am I king over myself, and rule 
The torturing and conflicting throngs within." 

(ACT. I.) 

This idealism implies a dynamic personality 
which has set itself on certain ideals through the 
self-evolving value sense of faith in which he faces 
all evil and obstruction and dominates over them even 
through his own destruction. Another type of this 
idealism permeates practically through most systems 
of Indian Philosophy which believe in a possible 
ultimate extinction of sorrow as 'emancipation' which 
all men are destined to attain through a long course 
of births and rebirths, and the moral strife implied 
therein, such that ultimately the good overcomes the 
evil and man attains perfection and goes beyond good 
and evil. 

Idealism in its true sense implies a spontaneous 
progressive movement as induced by ideals that live 
and form the very inmost being of the person 
himself. As a matter of fact, one may go even farther 
and say that 'being' with reference to an ideal 
constitutes one's very personality which can be defined 
only as a spontaneous self-evolution, a transformation 
of all objectivity into subjective demands for reaching 
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a goal which though seemingly outside itself is in 
essence the very inside of spiritual movement. This 
idealism defines personality as a spontaneous move
ment in which the "lalue and the movement become 
identified ; and which extends the limits of personality 
in accordance with the spiritual movements that 
draw itself forward,-yet living within itself, defying 
the notions of space and time in its eternity. In this 
sense the ideal becomes identical with personality 
which again is the same as the spontaneous movement 
in accordance with the ideal. The ideal thus is not 
something outside or posited as a being as opposed 
to the Person, or as something which is external to 
it, which i~ has to reach but which it has not reached. 
But the personality itself is defined both by its 
connotation and its denotation by the ideal, and as 
such it is different from the empirical ego which is 
only a contingent abstraction from the life of the 
personality and as such is as external to it as any
thing else. Personality in this sense would mean a 
concrete self-evolving spontaneity which integrates in 
itself past, present and the future. The Prometheus 
that is presented to us in Shelley's work is not 
Prometheus limited by space and time. It is the 
Prometheus typifying the ideal of faith, hope, love 
and freedom that not only defies and destroys evil 
but outlives Demogorgon's external necessity and is 
unlimited and infinite in itself as it represents an 
uncurbed progressive will in whose nature all separate 
discreet acts and aspects have dissolved and melted 
themselves. Such a personality may well be under
stood in the concept of an integrated self-evolution 
of a unitY of ideals which cannot be limited by 
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anything else external to it or by any abstracted being 
or by any aspect which may be torn off from its 
inside. 

Idealism and value are th~ very closely con
nected. The sense of value and the value itself, may 
also be regarded as identical in nature only with the 
qualificatory provision that the sense of value is a 
cognitive abstraction from value itself. Value under
stood in this sense is a dynamic spontaneity which 
like the ray of the sun is invisible and indescribable 
in itself but which shows itself only through specific 
reflections by which it splits up its nature and shows 
itself through abstracted forms. In the field of 
physical science all attempts to define th~ nature of 
light have up till now failed miserably. The mathe
matical descriptions of the nature of light are but 
abstract numerical equations just as the physical 
perceptions of light arc but unique sense-abstractions 
of its nature. The reality of light, therefore, exists 
as a dynamic principle but baffles our grasp. Value 
also represents the reality of the dynamic personality 
of which we have been speaking but it is only in 
its emergent forms of abstraction that its nature can 
be grasped, intuited or described. The multiplicity 
of values is thus only an abstraction. The certainty 
and the reality of personality as described herein 
coincides exactly with the concept of dynamic value 
as herein described. Kant's conception of value or 
the moral ideal is also formless, but this formlessness 
is the formlessness of abstraction which stands 
opposed to the empirical ego as a command or im
perative which it must obey, but which is in a sense 
outside of it. Kant has made no efforts to show the 
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intrinsic relation subsisting between the empirical ego 
and the transcendental law, and has given no reason 
as to why the empirical ego should obey demands of 
the so-called transcendental ego. 

The word 'ideal' even in its popular sense of a 
goal has a meaning only in relation to a progressive 
movement and is in itself only an abstraction from 
the very nature of movement. It is conceived as 
being something outside the movement, only because 
the movement as such cannot be conceptually realised. 
The realisation of movement by an intuitive absorp
tion is also only a partial grasp of it, for the 
movemeut as such involves (when conceptually 
abstracted) elements and relations and their inter
relations which are not intelligible by any intuitional 
grasp as such. The movement as such is not 
intellectually comprehenftible, nor also intuitively 
intelligible as a pure duration, as Bergson thinks ; 
for what is understood by Bergson's pure duration 
is only an element of the intellectual, though he 
positively denies it to be such. Bergson says that 
reality is mobility. It is not things made, but things 
in the making ; not self-maintaining stages, but only 
changing states exist. The consciousness we have of 
our own self in its continual flux, introduces us to 
the interior reality on the model of which we must 
represent other realities. All reality, therefore, is 
tendency, if we agree to mean by tendency an 
incipient change of direction. Bergson thinks that by 
violent mental effort one can get himself away from 
the various states and relations and place himself in 
the very nature of the flowing pulsation in which the 
perceiver himself together with everything else in the 
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world are dissolved, as it were, into a pure flow of 
mobility,-a river divested of its waters and intuited 
as a mere flow. Things are but-abstractions when 
taken apart from the all-engulfing flow. It is this 
unintermitted flow that is the nature of reality and 
we can know it through intuition of our own 
person with which the reality of the world is 
coterminus. For intuition reveals the fact that we 
have nothing but flowing-a flowing duration which 
extends through all and everything without any 
break: and this want of break is duration. Bergson 
says that we can realise the nature of this reality 
by intuition and not by abstraction, as is, the case 
with all intellectualism. But a little reflection will 
show that Bergson's intuition is nothing more than 
abstract imagination. The violent effort of which he 
speaks is the effort of ima!¥nation to divest the mind 
for the time being from all aspects of our experiences 
and to concentrate it only on the aspect of the flow 
just as the ordinary intellectualist, a follower of Plato 
for example, would abstract only the universal types 
of our experiences-the ideas as the only realities. 
Intuition ought to mean a concrete vision akin to 
perception, at least if it is to be differentiated from 
intellectual abstraction. We have, however, seen that 
Bergson's intuition is nothing more but an abstract 
imagination which pins itself upon the flowing aspect 
of our experience as distinguished from the static 
aspects. By a peculiar confusion of thought he thinks 
that this flowing aspect is given to us by our intuitive 
vision as a fundamental reality, in consequence 
whereof he is led to believe the static aspects as mere 
abstraction. 
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The mystery behind the flowing and the static lies 
in the fact that the relation behaving either as relata 
or as relations shc~w themselves in their multifold 
emergent forms. There is no mere flow from which 
the relations and the relata are only abstracted as 
petrified objects. If they are abstracted from it, that 
is, if they were not in the very nature of the flow, they 
would be all false and we should be landed in pure 
illusionism of thought and perception. Even if they 
are half-truths their whole truth must. be in the very 
nature of that flow in which they arc welded together. 
If that is so, t.he flow is not the only reality, for the 
flow holds within itself all that is said to be abstracted 
from it as its partial appearances-as congealed facts. 
The mere flow in itself is as much an abstraction 
as all that is said to be abstracted from it. The flow 
thus has no reality in itself .apart from all that flows. 
The very word 'flow' means the emergents of varied 
forms, relations or appearances, taken together in a 
whole from which the elements cannot be detached 
except by abstraction. The flow, the pure act, the 
movement is transcendental in the sense that it cannot 
be intuited by any known means of cognition as a 
basic reality which stands alone by itself. It, there
fore, goes beyond our experience, so much so that 
Plato in Greece, his seniors, the Upani~adic sages in 
India, and their follower, fiankara, denied the reality 
of all movement. The Buddhists on the other hand 
as well as the crypto-Buddhist.s such as the Yot:a
vasi§thins pinned their faith on the mere flowing 
nature of all our experiences and things represented 
by them. But having failed to demonstrate the 
nature of such a pure act of the mind, or a pure flow, 
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a pure passing movement they ended in denying all 
reality as such. If the mere movement, the mere 
passing away was the most impr.essive and the most 
dominant characteristic of our experiences, and if there 
was nothing to hold them together, then there would 
be no reality, there would be only the passing 
phenomena like images in Banquo's glass ; specific 
priority would be the only definition of causation and 
since nothing existed as the permanent pivot of the 
world, the ultimate truth would be one of nihilism. 
It is for this reason that while the Lanklwatara 
describes our experiences as the only realities and 
discards the objectivity and the materiality as existing 
outside and regards the experiences ' as being 
generated by the spontaneous activity of the spirit of 
the Mind, it is unable ultimately to define the nature 
of the mind or the spirit as, such. For if such an entity 
existed it would not be movement, and by the very 
nature of Buddhistic hypothesis nothing else but 
movement could be regarded as the dominant fact. 
The Lankavatara, therefore, ultimately denies the 
reality of the Mind and shrinks itself to the position 
that the assumption of Mind is only a convenient 
expression for the surging out of mental phenomena 
from their beginningless pre-determinants. We have 
here a doctrine of spiritual creation without a creator, 
and a view of movement as the successive and 
integrated passing away of phenomena to phenomena, 
or of phenomenal wholes to phenomenal wholes. As 
a matter of fact, the phenomenal wholes also have 
no reality as they are but products of an imaginative 
synthesis without an objective counterpart. · 

To supplement these defects some schools of 
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Indian Philosophy have accepted the doctrine of 
spiritual creation as an emanation of movement as 
spiritual reality. T}le upholders of these doctrines 
started from the position of an incessant spiritual 
creation from within as explaining the entire universe 
of our experience ; but by the logical necessity of 
thought they could not rest merely in the fact of an 
integrating process of spiritual creation, and were 
obliged to accept the transcendental existence of a 
spiritual reality, tranquil and undisturbed in itself as 
the ultimate ground of the ceaseless processes of spiri
tual creation. They thought that unless such a ground 
was admitted they would be swallowed up in the 
Buddhistic outlook of pure nihilism, and would be 
unable to assert anything as real. The passage from 
the tranquil transcendental to the process of ceaseless 
creation thus remains une~plained. In the case of 
Buddhism where a ceaseless process of phenomena 
rising and dying away is admitted, the movement or 
activity is to be taken in abstraction from that which 
moves ; for the Buddhists do not admit that anything 
persists, and therefore they cannot also admit that 
anything moves. The so-called movement is thus 
merely an abstraction referring to the vacuity preced
ing and succeeding any moment of phenomenon. 
Since any phenomenon dies the very moment it rises 
into being, its nature cannot also be described as 
anything more than the movement of vacuity with a 
characteristic appearance. The so-called movement 
of phenomena rising into being and dying away thus 
becomes a process of vacuous movement where 
vacuity and movement cannot be distinguished from 
each other. The ultimate ethical goal of Buddhism, 
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therefore, cannot hold for itself anything more than 
this vacuity. The highest value of the system there
fore, the Nirvii1Ja, cannot also be ontologically 
characterised as anything more than pure extension 
of vacuity, and the subsidiary values leading to the 
highest value have also to be characterised in terms 
of negation as detachment from desire, greed or 
grasping ; and the highest wisdom is also regarded 
as the superior knowledge of the essencclessness of 
the universe. When Buddhism admits sympathy and 
love as principleg of value, these only follow as 
subsidiary corollaries from detachment from self, and 
not from independent positive principles. It is clear 
from this that Buddhism really fails to give a proper 
concept of the nature of movement which is a 
fundamental doctrine of its philosophy. For not only 
movement is here reduced to mere vacuity but even 
the terms or entities that move are b~t illusory 
appearances of vacuous forms. There is not only no 
statical essence but there is no dynamic essence as 
well. It is for this reason that passage {rom Buddhism 
to Vedanta and from Vedanta to Buddhism became 
so easy in the history of the development of these 
two systems. The Vedanta admits the characterless 
essence, which it calls pure Spirit, but denies move
ment, and explains the latter and all characterless 
forms emerging therefrom as nothing more but vacu: 
ous forms, pretending to have a reality only through 
their inexplainable association with the pure static 
essence, the spirit. Thus the theory of spiritual genesis, 
which is a fundamental doctrine of both Buddhism and 
the Vedanta fails to give an account of the spiritual 
creation, spiritual movement, or the spiritual act. 
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The Nyaya regards movement as a separate 
category which is associated with substance by an 
inalienable inherent relation and thereby refuses to . . 
give any philosophical explanation of the substance, 
the quality and the movement. They are like three 
sticks which arc bound together in a particular 
manner, and are responsible through their colloca
tions for all the happenings. In Plato there is no 
account of becoming as such, but there are only the 
'ideas' which arc in themselves immutable. Nature 
exists in reality so far as they arc communicable in 
the shape of these ideas. The clement of matter or 
of movement is pure non-being in Plato. Aristotle 
denies the" Platonic transcendence of ideas and holds 
that it is by movement alone that i&as are realised 
in matter. But even for him the very expression that 
'thought thinks' implies that what is thought is already 
a realised reality which as· such can be defined and 
idealised in a system of fixed and unchangeable 
concepts. The nature thus has only meaning with 
him as static forms of the intellect. Thus Grntilc says 
in his Teuria Gencrale ddlo Spirito come Alto puro, 
"11 divcnire aristotelico, in quanta non c, nt\ puo essere 
divenirc del pensiero, resta ma pura esigcnza: 
pensanto, non e divcnirc ; come divenirc, non si puo 
pensare." 

Hegel pointed out that the dialectical thinking of 
the real was impossible if it was separated from the 
act of thinking and merely regarded as a presupposi
tion of it. According to him, reality could not be 
conceived dialectically unless it was also conceived 
as thought. But in the actual working of his system 
Hegel seems to dissociate the dialectical character of 
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thought from the concepts which he makes evolve 
through it. The deduction of the categories of his 
'logic' illustrates it. Becoming is .an identity of Being 
and Non-being, because the Being which is not, 
becomes. Thus, starting from pure being, which is 
devoid of every determination and is the last abstrac
tion of thought, Hegel passes over to the concept of 
becoming on the ground that being is as unthinkable 
as non-being, and therefore self-identical with each 
other. But if the absolute indeterminateness of being 
is equivalent to nothing there is really no unity of 
being and non-being which constitutes becoming. 
Tht-re is no opposition or contradiction ; no thesis 
and antithesis which are to be resolved in 'the higher 
synthesis of becoming, for if being is identical with 
non-being, it becomes a supposition of identity from 
which no movement can, emerge. If being is both 
identica.l and different from non-being, then they are 
not absolutely indeterminate, for in the absolutely 
indeterminate no distinctions can be drawn. And 
Gentile rightly says, "In tal caso l'essere come puro 
essere sarebbe estrancs al non-essere come puro 
non-essere, e non ci sarebbe quell'incontro e que! 
cozzo dei due, da cui Hegel vuole che sprizzi Ia 
scintilla della vita. In conclusione, siamo, da una 
parte e dall' altra, innanzi a due cose morte, le quali 
non concorrono in un movimento." As a matter of 
fact, one can go still farther and say that when being 
and non-being are taken together as two abstract and 
absolutely indeterminate categories, it is impossible "to 
understand how one may be opposed to the other. 
Opposition involves a movement and a counter
movement, and as such the two dead categories cannot 
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involve the two different types of movement that arc 
involved in the conception of opposition. The concept 
of movement is given neither in 'being', nor in 
'non-being' and mt1st, therefore, be conceived as 
extraneous to it. The meaning of movement thus 
falls entirely outside the categories and is initiated 
from outside, and is not explained in the deduction 
of the categories. The real being must belong to the 
concrete thought which in its non-being, in its self
positing, and in becoming defines and explains 
itself and not to the abstract being with which the 
category starts. Dialectic docs not belong to thought 
but the thought itself is dialectic. This point has 
been very• clearly brought out by Gentile when he 
says, "L'esserc, chc Hegel dovrebbc mostrarc identico 
al non-essere nel divenire, chc solo e reale, non (\ 
l'essere che egli definsce come l'assoluto indetcrminato 
(l'assoluto indeterminato non puo cssere altro che 
l'assoluto indeterminato!) ; rna l'esscre del pcnsiero 
che definisce e, in generale, pensa : cd e, come vide 
cartesio, in quanto pensa, ossia non essendo (pcrchc, 
e, se fosse, il pensiero non sarebbc quello chc <\ un 
atto), e percio poncndosi, divencndo." The chief 
teaching of Gentile is that thought and act arc 
identical. Action or movement does not belong to 
thought but it is thought itself-the thought that brings 
out of itself the manifold of ideas and is not something 
different from them nor is different from its self
creating spontaneity in which the many and the one, 
the present, past and the future are held together 
annulled and re-created. This is what he means by 
saying that the method or the process of the thought 
and the thought are the same, and the dialectic does 
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not belong to thought, as Hegel supposed, but is 
identical with the thought. Thought, therefore, is not 
the nominative of becoming but the becoming itself. 
It is not the starting point of ; race to be run, of 
an objective to be attained, of a goal to be realised, 
but being identical with what it seeks to achieve and 
what it achieves which again being identical with the 
seeking itself, it is not possible to blot it with a mark 
anywhere in its spontaneous process except by 
arbitrary abstractions from methodological interest. 

In our discus.<;ion of the principle of movement 
with reference to an ideal goaded by the urge of a 
sense of value as defining the nature of idealism in 
one of the significance of the term, we ''passed in 
review various systems of thought, Eastern and 
Western, and we discovered that a gratuitous assump
tion of separation between being and movement is 
responsible for many conf~tsions of thought and logic. 
The notion of movement is the notion of history, 
and the notion of philosophy and so far philosophy 
and history are identical. In Buddhism we have the 
notion of a progressive history which annuls the past, 
maintains itself in the present, and is dying away 
for the future. The integration of the universe in 
its past, present and future is present in one solitary 
moment of the present, yet this solitary moment has 
nothing abiding in it, for it is only a vacuous 
appearance, and the so-called movement, the march 
of history shrinks itself to a point which has position 
but no magnitude. Movement implies history and 
history implies relational reference and integration. 
Signor Gentile's thesis is that all relational integrations 
are a creation of an inner spontaneity which he calls 
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the spirit. Whether this is so or not is a long question 
into ·which I should not like to enter in the present 
moment, but it certainly sounds a new note, more or 
less in the line of his famous compatriot Signor Croce, 
that the notion of movement cannot be external to 
thought. Nothing can emerge in thought that is not 
in itself an integration of relations. The fact that 
relations can become cognisable, is due to the peculiar 
phenomenon, which typifies the nature of thought as 
integrating relations. Thought enlarges itself to the 
extent, in which the integration is richer and more 
complex. The world of nature and the world of 
thought may be distinguished from each other, in this, 
that white detached relation-complexes taken from 
out of the life of the thought may be marked or 
labelled as this or that object, or this or that character, 
standing apart from thoug]lt, the life of thought is an 
ever-increasing process of integration in which all 
labels or marks are constantly changing their posi
tion and value. The word 'process', which is almost 
synonymous with movement, implies the phenomenon 
of wider and wider systems of synthetic relationship, 
when the function of each one of these relations 
contributes to the other a something, which, in its 
totality, marks off what we call a process or a move
ment. Movement thus is not something different 
from thought. It is not its quality or character, 
neither am I prepared to see eye to eye with Signor 
Gentile in holding that the action or the movement 
is a prior or a more fundamental fact of what con
stitutes the essence of thought. The act in itself as 
apart from the emergent relations is transcendental 
and there is no proof that it exists as apart from the 
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relations or in any one of them. Yet the movement 
is immanent inasmuch as it shows itself in the widen
ing synthesis of relations that constitutes the nature 
of thought. Relational complex~s denoted by our 
thought as existing outside of it, as an object, may 
thus in one sense be regarded, as only a partial and 
lesser truth, inasmuch as in their separateness the 
potentiality of contribution arising out of a unitary 
complex is devoid of force or meaning. They may, 
therefore, be regarded in some sense as limbs and 
parts torn off from the living flow of thought. It is 
in thought alone that the relational-complexes are 
continually being intermingled and are continually 
looking forward and thus by their mutual con
tributory functions ascribe meaning to the whole. 
The self-reference and the other reference of relations 
mutually amongst themselyes, in a way to introduce 
continuously other relations, is the soul of activity, or 
spontaneity that is implied in thought. When stress 
is laid on the fact of emergence as a process or 
activity, it appears as a transcendental something 
which cannot further be explained. But, as a matter 
of fact, to take this activity out of relation from all 
that with which it is integrally associated is to take 
it in abstraction. For, movement as defined by us as 
self-reference and other-reference of relations among 
themselves, is involved in the very nature of relations. 
Thought is thus nither being, nor non-being, nor 
becoming, nor the object, nor the subject-not that 
which is thought of or that which thinks, but a 
process which involves them all at one and the same 
time-a unity of self-reference and other-reference in 
which relations appear and contribute to the emerg-
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ence of content-characteristics. Neither the process, 
nor the being can be regarded as any more primary 
than the other factors involved in it. If the move
ment or activity as such could be separated from the 
content-element, the content would be outside the 
movement and could not be expressed by it. The 
multiplicity of the content loses its character as such 
when it is seen in its proper aspect as a melted whole 
in the very being of the thought movement. 

The Platonic or the Cartesian ideas may be 
regarded as positive in the sense that they are think
able, and they are positive only with reference to 
the subject which posits them. But when taken 
merely from the point of view that they are posited 
by the subject. they are to be regarded merely as 
dead objects, and cannot be regarded as positive in 
the sense in which the self-eptanating thought may be 
regarded as positive. That which is effected, finished 
and realised ceases to be thought and ceases to be real. 
because there is nothing to be done with it and it 
can do nothing. The Buddhists. perceived the truth 
of this doctrine when they formulated the principle 
of positivity as that which effects something, which 
becomes, achieves or realises a purpose. The merely 
effected and finished product has no right to exist
ence even, for when once effected it becomes divorced 
from the life of thought and becomes petrified. It is 
on this ground that they regarded all things as 
momentary and evanescent. They held that a 
moment, with its characteristic appearance, when 
produced, cannot farther be produced or related with 
movement, for, what is once done cannot be done 
again. It thus becomes detached from the life of 
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thought, and thereby loses its right to exist. The 
universals, therefore, of Plato or the innate ideas of 
Locke have no right to being, as they are not involved 
in their dea.d positivity in the contributory process of 
the development of thought. These universals are 
never positive in so far as they fulfil their function 
in knowledge. True positivity is not something 
external to the self-relationing process of thought and 
presupposed by it. It is its own positive and real 
exposition of its own activity. It is equally true of 
the theory of empiricism, for, when empiricism 
opposes sensation or immediate experience to their 
concept, it is the subject which makes the concept its 
own by the very positing of it as an abstraction, con
struction or a presupposition. That which is posited 
for thought, is no longer thought, and that which is 
posited by it no longer exists for it, has gone out of 
it. When the Buddhists held that the world is 
recreated every moment, it is this definition of reality, 
the spontaneous reanimation into life by the enlivening 
process of thought that was implied by them. It was, 
therefore, that when the old school of Buddhism 
happened to admit the doctrine of momentarism, it 
transformed itself into a school of uncompromising 
idealism which appeared as nihilism in comparison 
with the schools of statical ideals that prevailed in 
\nuia. The nre Ol \hougn\ a\wa)IS bums ana \eaves 
no ashes ; and in the very burning of it no one can 
put his finger and see this is and this is not. It is 
the very activity of the se1f-re1ationing thought process, 
which reveals itself in and through the terms of its 
relations, that is the true subject and support of our 
knowledge. 
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The individual and the universal are but two 
abstractions. Think the individual and in thinking 
it you universalize it: think the universal and in 
thinking it you individualize it. It is for this reason 
that the Buddhists on the one hand denied the being 
of universals as permanent individual or the subject 
of experiences. It is in the thought itself that the 
two terms show themselves in their immanent 
characters. From the universal which can be 
thought of but does not think and from the individual 
which can be intuited but does not intuite, one must 
turn to the concreteness of things in act, in which 
both of them, show themselves. When Descartes 
wanted to •assure himself of his being, he did so by 
the argument, 'Cogito ergo sum'-I exist because I 
think, that is the existence of the thinker is assured 
in the process of thought and not what is posited by 
thought. The philosophy Of the Vedanta wanted to 
abstract away all movement and take its ultimate 
refuge in a posited being, but it could not deny 
positivity to movement and its permanent association 
with the Ultimate Being. In doing this, it adopted 
a suicidal policy, as a result of which they precluded 
themselves from all knowledge regarding the nature 
of movement, which had yet to be regarded as 
positive in itself. The final mystery remains in the 
wrong abstraction of being from movement, which 
renders movement mysterious and the Ultimate Being 
indefinable and unspeakable except through its asso
ciation with this mysterious category, the movement. 

In the present view of the situation the dispute 
between the nominalists and realists vanishes, for, 
both the universal and the individual are real in the 
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very identity of them both, such that nothing exists 
outside the universals, for it is they that individualise 
them, and nothing exists outside the individuals, 
because it is they, which show theinselves as universals. 
Both of them are aspects of a self-relationing process. 
Signor Gentile rightly says, "Giaccbe oltre l'universale 
del pensiero non c' e l'individuo essendo che l'univers
ale stcsso il vero individuo ; e fuori dell' individuo non 
c' e ne anche il nome di un universale, poiche 
l'individio stesso, nella sua genuina individualita, non 
puo non essere, per lo meno, nominata, e investito 
de un predicato, e insomma della universalitla deJa 
pensicro." 

The Vedanta in its effort to deny any reality to 
movement and all that is implied in it seeks to 
demonstrate the unreality of the thought-process of 
our waking states on the analogy of the unreality of 
the dream-states and argues that jm~t as the dream
processes are unreal as they are negated by waking 
processes, so the waking processes are unreal as they 
stand negated in a possible state of pure unchangeable 
consciousness as pure being. But it misses the 
fundamental point that dream-states are unreal not 
because they are negated by the waking experiences 
but because they belong to a universe of experiences 
which cannot be related with the waking experiences. 
The fundamental fact that makes reality, is that of 
rclationing. The unrelational, therefore, stands as 
dead and therefore outside reality. The mystic 
states of communion and the like are more or less 
of a supra-relational order and involve experiences 
which may not be as relational as the experiences of 
the waking state but yet which involve a richness of 
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experience which may be regarded as the throbbing 
of inarticulate relationing which has its roots in the 
character of the experiences in the ordinary life. The 
mystic experiences in" the true sense can only be the 
outcome of a supernormally religious or moral life 
where the urges of relationing become too fast 
for expression and thus dissolve themselves in 
ineffableness. 

The most fundamental notion of the activity 
involved in thought is this relating process in which 
the relata and the relations so contribute to one 
another by their mutual reference that a field is 
produced which further induces other fields into life 
and thus carries on the purpose or meaning which 
is the very structure of thought. The interchange 
of functions, the possibility of elements standing as 
wholes and wholes as elements is so great that it is 
impossible to speak of movement as different from 
that which moves, the ideal as being different from 
the person who seeks it, the value as being different 
from the effort that runs to achieve it. The ordinary 
pictorial form in which our language is constructed 
is entirely inefficient to give a graphic intention of 
the process of the inner life. Any philosophy that is 
constructed on the intellectualistic and atomistic type 
of linguistic expression is, therefore, bound to baffle 
its purpose. A geometrical figure remains what it is 
howsoever it may be placed, but every element of 
our thought-life has a distinctive tinge by the history 
of the processes that has gone before it and those that 
are yet to come out of it. Our mental processes may 
be regarded in an ordinary manner as standing 
between the past and the future but their meaning 
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extends beyond the dim twilight-region of the past 
and the undiscovered region of the future now dark. 
They, therefore, assimilate the !=haracter of the past 
and the future and hold within themselves an eternity 
of value and meaning. The infinity is easily under
stood when we consider that there being nothing else 
hut they, there is nothing anywhere which can limit 
their scope, meaning and extent. Movement is not 
prior to relations, for, movement itself is but a specific 
function of relations. Relations also are not prior to 
movement, because without movement there is no 
relation. 

The ideal of movement is not something outside 
the movement hut is contained in and "through its 
very pulsation. The movement itself again is nothing 
but an ever-expanding field of mutually self-referring 
and self-creating relations. The call of the ideal is, 
therefore, nothing but the inherent call of one's own 
self-expanding personality. The expansion of the 
persons can only he in and through the relational 
integration and the expansion of other persons. 
That which curbs and misdirects or shortens tlie 
process of these self-expanding relational systems 
which form the personalities of man is sin. Sin is 
antagonistic to our nature inasmuch as it cuts short 
the self-expanding process by rousing obstructions to 
the onward movement of personality ; that which 
helps the advancement of the continual process of 
the self-integrating personality is virtue and holiness. 
When we look at a moral law as a command of a 
superior voice to which our lower self must submit 
and yet unwilling to submit we have a concept of 
alienation which is inexplainable. On the other hand 
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if we look at the moral law as the normal process of 
the self-expansion of personality and all transgres
sions as violations of this normal order we can well 
understand why we should desist from a prohibited 
course. The mere animal errors represent a universe 
of relations, the sphere of expansion of which is 
naturally limited by the appetites. The man, 
however, who is alive to his own special sphere of 
reason and the higher emotions may naturally find 
his progress impeded by the obstructions offered 
from the animal directions by which his progress of 
expansion must be barred. We call love a virtue 
and hatred a vice because hatred brings to the fore
front the ufliverses of the animal-man who is limited 
in the course of expansion by the brute necessities 
of the appetite and which, therefore, impedes the 
course of the self-expanding relationship which might 
otherwise have gone on. No appetite can be called 
a vice unless and until it impedes the course of the 
movement of spiritual life. Love is a virtue because 
it dissolves one person into another and so creates 
the other in himself that he realises him in himself 
and on the pretext of loving him is bent on a career 
of self-expansion. It is not a union in the ordinary 
sense where the unification is the goal, for true love 
is a course of self-creation where egotism, vanity, the 
animality and the smallness and narrowness shrink 
aside and under the fostering care of a happy 
emotion of Love the tree of life shoots forth its 
branches breathing love and light everywhere. The 
movement for the ideal is thus not a movement 
towards something which proceeds out of one's 
self but which in reality is a progressive self-illumina-
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tipn, an enlightened elaporation of one's own 
personality. 

There is an old ll').dian adage that love trans
forms itself into knowledge ; and some systems of 
Indi.an Philosophy assert that wisdom comes from 
Love, and they distinguish two kinds of knowledge, 
passive and dynamic. Love means the propulsion 
of desire. The object of desire can only be attained 
when it becomes a part of the person who desires it. 
Physical objects or objects of the desiring man as an 
ani~al can only be assimilated in the animal system. 
Such desires are thus extremely limited in the direc
tion of the progressive expansion. When desire 
COflleS in the way of the fulfilment of man in the 
direcijons in ~hich one persdn is opposed to another 
or set against the other we have the narrow 
indiyidualities typified in egotism, vanity, selfishness, 
jea~ousy, ~atred and the like. When one falsely 
i~entilies oneself with these emotions which are closely 
associ!lted with the universe of man in the animal 
spher;C. and desires to realise himself in these 
capacities, one naturally gets oneself opposed to other 
individuals of the same sphere. His desires being 
thus continually struck against the desires of others, 
there is a continual friction and the desiring man 
finds his desires refracted hack to himself and 
becomes subject to constant misery and suffering. 
Desires in this sphere, thus, are always being largely 
frustrated. Only desires of a higher sphere can be 
de!\ignated as love. In this sphere a person does not 
desire to enlarge himself towards the direction of 
narrow limitatic~ns, but wishes to place himself in the 
very pen;o~lity or the reallty of the objf')ct or objects 
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of his love. His dismissal of his lower spheres of 
existence leaves himself free in his higher sphere 
which becomes untrammelled and unrestricted by the 
obstructions of his biological and semi-biological 
selves: and it is in this sphere that we can designate 
desire as spiritual. Such desires can, therefore, be 
fulfilled to an infinite extent and are not likely to be 
obstructed by any extraneous cause. Our mental 
tranquility and peace are disturbed whenever our 
desires arc obstructed from outside ; and it is such 
obstructions that produce misery, suffering, and 
pessimism. The positive feeling that is associated 
with unobstructed desires may be designated as the 
emotional aspect of love. Such desires express them
selves in feeling the spiritual unity that we have with 
other persons and with the world as a whole. They 
require no contribution from others, and arc, there
fore, spontaneous, unrestric"ted, and infinite. Such 
spontaneous love produces wisdom or rather is 
wisdom itself, for, it is a movement of an unfettered 
personality in the dynamic of its thought. Desires of 
this type can only move in the true affirmation of 
others in ourselves and only assimilation of them into 
us by a progressive expansion of our own spiritual 
universe. Pessimism results only from a narrow and 
fettered outlook of things. When the world is taken 
in its proper perspective, we have nothing to complain 
about it, for it then reveals itself in its true spirituality. 
Signor Gentile brings out the significance of this love 
in a very remarkable manner in his Frammento di 
una gnoseologia dell' amore. 
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The practice of writers on moral philosophy has 
been to start with the mental or moral plane of an 
adult member of society. The facts of moral con
sciousness, to which appeal is generally made, 
generally refer to the moral experience of grown up 
men belonging to the society to which a writer 
himself belongs, or to societies which are akin to it. 
Such a procedure often overlooks the true bearing 
of moral experience in other fields. Among the 
wliters of evolutionary morality we find constant 
references to the different kinds of moral expelience, 
prevailing among different societies and nations in 
different parts of the world, and also to societies in 
different epochs of history with which we are 
ordinarily familiar. The problem of the growth of 
moral experience with the growth of reason or 
maturer experience, is thus left often in the dark. 
Random references to different kinds of experiences 
regarding good and evil among the primitive, or 
more or less savage people, can give but little idea 
regarding the manner or the meaning of the actual 
and possible growth of the content of our moral 
experience. Writers, again, like Kant deny the 
possibility of any growth of moral experience by the 
separation which they preach of the content of moral 
experience from its pure form as the moral law which 
only, according to them, determines the morality of 
our actions. If the contentless form of a moral law 
were the sole arbiter of the morality of actions, such 
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a law, being universal in all men, irrespective of age, 
society, time or place, there could possibly be no 
growth of moral experience. 

Kant defined moral good to consist in nothing 
else than the conception of the law itself, which 
certainly is only possible in rational beings in so far 
as this conception, and not the expected effC'cl, 
determines the will. The conception of God as the 
supreme good is, according to him, also derived from 
the idea of moral perfection, which reason frames and 
connects inseparably with the notion of a free will. 
All moral conceptions have their seat and origin com
pletely a priori in the reason ; and they cannot be 
abstracted from any empirical or contingent know
ledge. It is just this purity of their origin that makes 
them worthy to serve as our supreme practica 1 
principle. To be able to act according to the concep
tion of laWS Ol' pure moral principles is to have a 
will. Will, thus, is the faculty to choose that only 
which reason, independent of any inclination, 
recognises as practically necessary, i.e., as good. If 
the ordinary will, however, does not in itself 
completely accord with reason (which is actually the 
case with man), then the actions, which objectivt•ly 
are recognised as necessary, are subjectively 
contingent ; and the determination of such a will, 
according to objective laws imposed by the pure 
reason, is obligation. That which serves the will as 
the objective ground of its self-determination is the 
end ; and if this is assigned by reason alone it must 
hold for all rational beings. Since all moral will is 
the free and spontaneous determination of pure 
reason, the end of every particular individual must be 
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the same as the end of other individuals, for 
individuals only differ from one another in their 
contingent aspects. The moral end of every 
individual, therefore, coincides with the moral end of 
all other individuals. The moral imperative, there
fore, necessarily means an injunction so to act as to 
treat humanity in one's own person or in that of any 
other, in every case as an end, never as a means. 
The unity of ends implied in it supplies the 
basis of Kant's conception of the kingdom of Ends. 
The will in itself which determines its end itself gives 
a law and, therefore, since both the ends and the law 
are given by it, it is absolutely free and independent 
of experience and free from the bondage of anything 
gained in experience. By 'kingdom' Kant under
stands the union of different rational beings in a 
system by comomn laws. But since all contingent 
and experimental elements have to be eliminated, all 
ends have to be conceived as combined in a 
systematic whole, as determined by the spontaneity of 
action engendered by the pure reason. Every 
individual being in such a kingdom is himself both 
the legislator and a subject under the domination of 
the law. All rational beings come under the law that 
each of them must treat itself and all others never 
merely as means, but in every case at the same time 
as ends in themselves. 

The question that naturally arises out of the 
above estimate of Kant's doctrine of morality is 
regarding the nature of the pure reason, which is the 
source of the moral will. If this pure reason is 
absolutely a priori and independent of all experience, 
it should naturally so distinguish itself from experi-
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ence of all kind as to appear the strongest, when it is 
unburdened by the shackles of experiences which 
often tend to oppose it. The struggle of moral will, 
leading to the moral sense of obligation, appears to 
present itself at its highest only in adult consciousness. 
The supremacy of the moral will appears also in 
greater and greater degree in persons who are them
selves subject to the call of various interests depend
ing on the attainment of vast experiences of pleasure 
and interest in various dimensions. A man whose 
interests are very limited has but occasion to show 
the strength of his moral will only feebly. Again, in 
the infant, where contingent experiences are at their 
lowest, th~re is hardly any intuition of the so-called 
pure reason, as functioning as the moral will. As a 
matter of fact, a young child has practically no 
consciousness of morality at all. The sense of 
morality grows with the development of the man in 
association with society. The young child lives in a 
universe mostly of appetites. The development of its 
personality goes on in proportion as his association 
with other fellow-beings continually grows. It may 
thus be inferred that whatever a priori element there 
may be in the intuition of pure reason showing itself 
in the functioning of the moral will, it reveals itself 
only in association with the social consciousness that 
he develops in his adult stage. It may also be noted 
that the moral consciousness shows itself more and 
more definitely and imperatively with the greater 
advance of social intercourse. The upholders of the 
theory of Evolutionary morals have demonstrated it 
to satisfaction that the sense of the "good" is not the 
same in similar situations among diverse nations in 
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different periods of history. A study of experiences 
of the "good" among different people does not reveal 
the presence of the consciousness or reason function
ing the will which may be regarded as universal or 
uniform. It is seen that various kinds of interests 
influence the notion of the "good". If, however, one 
would maintain that Kant's definition of the moral 
will has to be accepted as true in itself as apart from 
our judgments of good and had, then such a definition 
would be of a parochial nature and ought not to 
detain any one in consideration of moral philosophy 
as a science ; for in all discussions regarding moral 
science we are interested in delieneating the nature of 
our affirmation of any action as good or'bad, such 
atlirmation imply a notion of value, and the main 
interest of a moral philosopher is to analyse the 
concepts. 

The structure of kno~ledge is such that nothing 
enters into it which cannot he expressed or conceived 
in terms of relationship. If the a priori intuition of 
pure reason were wholly differetlt from all that are 
found in experience it would be impossible to establish 
any relation between it and the notions of experience, 
which would virtually mean that the pure reason is 
wholly alienated from the field of experience and this 
would baffie moral activities as a whole ; for the 
transcendental pure reason must act in and through 
our experience. Kant himself says that the pure 
reason which is intuited as formal law determines the 
will as choice in the field of experience. The pure 
reason thus has to be admitted as working in and 
through experience by a spontaneous activity. Pure 
reason is said to have no form in itself but is regarded 
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as the pure form of law. The pure form of the law 
as "thou shouldst" only expresses the notion of 
transcendent value which Kant regards as being one 
and unalterable and as working spontaneously and 
determining our choice. He furfhcr says that so far 
as our actions are chosen or rletcrmined by this unique 
universal and uniform sense of value they arc to be 
called moral. If we look at Kant's problem from this 
point of view, it is difli.cult for us to agree with Kant, 
that such a notion of value should always remain 
transcendent yet practical. To be practical requires 
the notion of value to be immanent. The notion of 
value, therefore, must be immanent in our expeti
ence. The•chief fault of Kant both in his Critique of 
Pure Reason and his Critique of Practical Reason 
has been the assumption of the transcendental factors 
which have been permitted to remain transcendent 
and yet are allowed to take part in experience in 
which their immanence is denied. It is for this reason 
that the transcendent principle remains purely as a 
contentless form unchanged and unchagcablc which 
in a mystical way is accepted to determine our choice. 
The other conception would have been to ascribe 
transcendence to notions of value in an entirely 
different manner. It would be possible for us to 
accept a notion of value as determining all our choices 
and yet to admit that the notion of value is not 
exhausted in any particular universe of choice. As 
the experiences are dominated and controlled by the 
notions of value, the notions of value themselves dis
integrate and emerge back in luminary forms of other 
higher values. There is thus as much dialectic of 
values and experiences as of values themselves. 
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Kant, in keeping pure reason apart and unassociated 
with ordinary experience, stopped a further way of 
relating the two together, a condition which is required 
in all moral judgments. Such a transcendence of 
morality in a formal region is in conflict with 
an immanental view of values in experience. 
The value-sense, so far as it refers to an 
undefined and undefinable norm, naturally, however, 
refers to something transcendent and different 
from the mere assertive experiences. Our thoughts, 
ideas, and perceptions on their cognitive side 
refer to a norm, and it is called the norm of the 
"truth". Our actions refer to some ideal, and this is 
called the norm of the "good". Some of odr emotions 
refer for their satisfaction to certain norms, which 
may be called the norm of the "beautiful". Thus the 
sense of value in its projected form shows itself not 
only in the department of our moral experiences, but 
also in all other departments of our cognitive, conative 
and emotive life. The reference to value characterises 
our experience, which expresses the underlying con
viction in us, that our experiences are only worth 
their nature, only when they reveal in themselves 
certain appreciation of value. So long as our experi
ences are looked upon as detached from such a notion 
of value, they do not form an integral part of our 
personality and are regarded by us as more or less 
detached elements to be negated or discarded as 
accidental and out of harmony with ourselves. We 
no doubt pass through falsehood, but we do not wish 
to retain falsity as a part of ourselves. We no doubt 
commit evil actions, but we do not consider our nature 
as evil and often think of the evil as transitory states 
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to be negated and passed over and thrown outside 
ourselves. This sense of value which presents itself 
in the three departments of our experiences, the 
cognitive, the conative and the affective, integrates in 
itself all our experiences, as the universal element 
ever-present in the flux. We may misperceive an 
object or misjudge a situation, but as soon as these 
errors are disclosed, we try to dissociate ourselves 
from them and take our shelter in such of our experi
ence as are still believed to be true. Truth consists 
in the subsistence or non-subsistence or the affirmation 
or denial of one or more relationships between deter
minants and relational complexes or between them 
and relations or qualitative emergents to the extent, 
order, or manner in which such relationships subsist 
or do not subsist or exist or do not exist (restricting 
the words existence to o!Jjects of non-denotative 
experience and subsistence to objects of denotative 
experience or their presuppositions). Such a defini
tion of truth does not explain the fact why what is 
felt as true should be valued and preserved and why 
what is perceived as false and untrue should be 
rejected. This assumption of the unworthiness of the 
untruth and the worthiness of the truth is the most 
fundamental and elementary nature of our mental 
development. The appreciation of value is some
thing different from the relationships and their mean
ings. When we accept what is true and reject what 
is untrue we have a revelation of something that 
characterises the tendency of the movement of our 
thought-personality. Ethics begins with relations of 
personalities. No question arises as to why truths 
should be valued and the untruth despised, the good 
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should be adored and the bad shunned, the beautiful 
should be sought and the ugly ignored just as we can
not say why pleasures should be aimed at and pain 
avoided. We have thus four distinct notions of value 
as truth, good, beauty and pleasure, as representing 
the intellectual, moral, resthctic and biological which 
appear to be so ultimate and irreducible in terms of 
other concepts that they remain the last terms of 
explanation beyond which we cannot go. In this 
sense we can speak of them as unique and unrela
tional, but their nature as such is due to the fact that 
they are the methods of operation of the complex 
phenomena which constitute our personality. They 
contain within them some advancing goals which 
elude our grasp because they constitute the ultimate 
structure on which the web of our experiences is 
continually being spun, They thus contribute to 
the integrity, solidarity and the unity of our advanc
ing personality. The continual flux of our experiences 
spinning apparently over nothing, through ceaseless 
changes of new relations appearing in different con
texts and emerging forth in meaning of diverse 
purport have a bond of unity in the fourfold values 
which arc the dialectic of the dynamic of our being 
and which run forth throughout the entire span of 
our conscious, semi-conscious or unconscious exist
ence. The biological value which has its foundation 
in life as adjustment of acts to ends for the purpose 
of self-preservation and race-preservation holds in it 
the method that reveals the identity of the animal man 
with all other living beings. The other three values, 
though they appear to be different from one another 
and each unique in its own sphere, appear only at the 
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human stage and distinguish it from other stages of 
living existence. Though each of these has its special 
features and modes of revelation they have such a 
fundamental affinity that they may be marked off as 
different determinations in different spheres of the 
same identical value-ideal. When we try to define 
what this value-ideal is, we fail to do so because in 
its formal nature as apart from the sphere in which it 
shows itself, it can hardly be said to have any exist
ence at all. It is the goal which manifests itself in 
the working of the mind-complex in different aspects 
of its activity. It is present in every act of the mind
complex so far as it is not chained down to the 
biologicar aspects of life. It cannot be abstracted 
from the activity of the mind-complex and the spheres 
in which that activity shows itself because of the fact 
that it is manifested as the very nature of the activity 
itself in consonance with its sphere of self-main
tenance. Kant's chief mistake consisted in the 
abstract separation of this value from the mind and 
the sphere of its activity. Taken apart from the 
relative sphere of its appearance it is an illusory 
abstraction. 

When we seek truth we aim at a special con
sonance of relationship between two or more sets 
of relational orders, that is to say, the mind as 
a relational complex tends to affirm its unity in the 
various movements of its relational activity. This is, 
in fact, the self-realisation of the minds amidst 
apparent oppositions and obstructions. As such, the 
seeking of the truth is the setting free and the coming 
back of the spontaneous activity of the mind which 
is not satisfied until it has succeeded in discharging 
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the functions of its spontaneity by weaving new 
types of relationship. It is, therefore, that the drive 
of the mind towards the goal of truth which is 
identical with its notion of value cannot be separated 
from its concrete sphere, for it itseH is an emergent 
function of the concrete sphere. But as the 
spontaneity can never cease, the goal of truth can 
never be finally reached. It continues to reveal itself 
in ceaseless creational spontaneity. 

The moral sphere in which we seek the good is 
only a special sphere of our search for the truth 
where we seek to relate ourselves with other persons 
in a bond of fellowship, in a recognition of their 
existence in ours, in looking into them as much as 
we perceive ourselves as our own ends. Such a self
reference to other persons is expressed in the moral 
sphere in a tripartite mrnner through knowledge, 
feeling and action. Kant's kingdom of ends is valid ; 
but not in the sense in which he accepts it but in 
the entire sphere of the concrete personality where 
the human personality in its self-affiliatory processes 
tends to overcome the superiority of the primary and 
more universal value of the biological sphere. A 
question of the man in the street as to whether a moral 
value does really curb the egotistic demands of the 
biological sphere is meaningless ; for whether or not 
the egotistic impulses are actually curbed by the 
superior value-sense is a matter of training and 
discipline. It is sufficient for our purposes if the 
normal man expects that in other persons the moral 
value ought to get precedence over biological values. 
It is from this point of view that Kant's maxim that 
"one should act according to a maxim which one can 
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universalise at the same time" finds its significance. 
The universalisation does not refer to the formal Jaw 
but to the moral activity in association with the entire 
sphere or conditions in which it appears. Given 
such and such a condition, given such and such a 
moral prompting, what should be my duty or the 
duty of any other person-that is the question. 
Under such circumstances, I contend that the 
universalisation of the superiority of the moral law 
would be acknowledged in one's own person as well 
as in those of others. Compare the utilitarian dictum
ideal of conduct "each person is to count himself as one 
and not more than one" with Green's ideal of conduct. 

When· Spencer defmed 'good' as the adjustment 
of acts to ends and elaborated it in the physical, 
biological, psychological and social spheres and tried 
to show that the evolution of the conception of the 
'good' indicated its gradual passage from the 
more homogeneous to the more heterogeneous, less 
co-ordinate to the more co-ordinate, less concrete to 
the more concrete, he proved that an action which 
is called more good involved more heterogeneity, 
concreteness and co-ordination in all the four spheres, 
i.e., the physical, the biological, the psychological and 
the sociological at the same time. His contention was 
that as human conduct evolved more and more to 
a higher and higher sphere it was possible that there 
should come a time when there would not be any 
conflict between what is socially good and what is 
physically or biologically good. He meant that in 
the course of evolution the disparate characters of the 
biological and physical values would be annulled and 
would show themselves in perfect unison with what 
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is conceived as the socially good. Ordinarily there 
is a conflict between the individual and the society 
in certain spheres of action. This conflict is due to 
the fact that in the present state of society the 
biological good sometimes tends to differ from the 
social good. But Spencer thinks that, when evolved, 
the two values would show themselves as one 
and the conflict would be overcome. If Spencer's 
contention is right, as I believe it to be, the biological 
value ultimately manifests itself for its satisfaction 
in the same direction as the moral value. Two values 
may not be exactly identical but they would not 
point to two different poles ; and in tending to be 
morally good one would find a supreme ~atisfaction 
of what is biologically good in the highest degree. 
If this is so, the biologically good should have to be 
acknowledged as being in some sort of unity with 
the morally good, such that the former exists 
ultimately for the latter. Thus, just as the inorganic 
exists for life, so life and its values ultimately exist 
for the value as the moral good. 

In our conception of the identity of the value 
as true and the value as the moral good we defined 
the moral good as a self-affiliatory process by which 
a person completely harmonises himself with all 
other persons of the world such that he can do 
nothing for himself and think nothing for himself 
which so far as it is possible for him, he would deny 
to others, i.e., in affirming himself in any particular 
manner he would also wish to affirm others in the 
same manner. When Mill defined the highest good 
as the greatest amount of happiness for the largest 
number of persons he committed the mistake of 
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identifying the moral good with happiness. In so 
identifying he probably thought that he gave more 
concrete form to the idea of moral good than what I 
conceive here as almost indefinable. But in defining 
the moral good as happiness and in accepting different 
kinds of happiness, he really transferred the 
indefinability of the moral good to happiness. But 
he struck the right note of the self-affiliatory process 
of morality when he suggested that in case of the 
conflict between one individual and others one has 
to count himself as one and not more than one. 

The fact that in the growth of life, the individual 
is at first associated with the biological impulses and 
values and the fact that the ordinary biological 
interests are often in conflict with those of others 
create separation and opposition between one in
dividual and others of his community. When we 
deal with ancient hedonism' we find that individual 
pleasure, defined both in its positive and in its negative 
aspects as absence of pain, is the standard of judg
ment. Excepting the cyrenaics, gradation or classili
cation of pleasures as higher and lower is admitted by 
all Hedonists, which strikes at the root of pleasure 
as a definable entity and also the theory of pleasure as 
the ultimate standard. The transition of modern 
hedonism from individual pleasure to the pleasure of 
the greatest number is unwarranted in Mill, and can 
only be supported by supplementing the doctrines of 
social ethics such as is propounded by Leslie 
Stephen-that it is by seeking the well-being of the 
society as a whole that the well-being of the individu~l 
can be looked after. But if individual happiness be 
the 'goal the cases in which the individual well-being 
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is not encouraged or is definitely opposed to, social 
weli-being will remain unexplained and instances of 
heroic moral sacrifices of the individual for the 
society will not be accounted for by the theory. 

Moral good thus may be thought to presuppose 
a social sphere for its achievement in which the 
individual acknowledges or posits the other members 
of the society as having equal rights and privileges 
for existence, enjoyment and advancement, with 
himself. In such a sphere each individual by his 
self-affiliating activity recognises the truth of others 
in himself and is prepared to give to others which 
he takes himself. But such a self-affiliation naturally 
presupposes a self-alienation from the- biological 
side. One must also be able to dissociate in mind 
the spontaneous spiritual adivity moving forward 
in the self-atliliatory process and thereby rise above 
such sheaths and obstructions that one constructed 
through one's daily intercourse with fellow-beings in 
society. Apart from the purely biological feelings 
and appetites that come as reflexes from the life of 
the body, our social intercourscs help the production 
and growth of certain social crusts which come to 
us as an inferior social personality in which we 
associate ourselves with society not as spiritual beings 
but as separate social replicas of biological entities. 
The self-affiliatory spontaneity being of the nature of 
movement implies in ito;elf an opposition to it as 
self-position, for without the self-position there would 
be nothing to account for the self-distinction without 
which self-unification would be impossible. Thus as 
the mind rises from the biological to the social plane 
the necessity of the social intercourse forces a man 
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to create certain constructive elements by which he 
can assign his place in society as against and in 
contra-distinction with the position of other 
fellow-beings. Just as in the biological plane an 
animal must assert itself in order that it may live 
and help others to live, so in the social plane with 
the evolution of the social personality there is a 
self-affirmation of it which makes it possible for it 
to exist as a separate social unit. Vanity, sense of 
superiority, desire for fame, traditions, ambitions, 
ideals, self-assertions in multifold directions show 
themselves as characteristic qualities of such a self
affiliatory social unit. In a manner these may be 
regarded as' the secondary instincts of a social animal. 
Just as in developed animal organisms the individual 
cells have an independent life to live but yet they 
cannot do so without the co-operation and co-existence 
of other livin~ cells, so each individual social being 
has a double life, a life that he has to himself and 
a life that he leads in co-existence and co-operation 
with the lives of other selves. Yet the very 
independent life, which the cell or a man may be 
said to have as different from the life of other cells 
in the organism or of other men in the society, would 
not have been possible except for the co-presence 
of these other cells or men. The clements which 
constitute the life of an individual as a self-positing 
entity could never have shown themselves had it not 
been for the intercourse which he had with his 
fellow-beings ; yet being the product of such an 
intercourse they may so enclose in a sheath, as it 
were, the self-developing individual that they may 
in their turn, obstruct the self-affiliatory processes for 
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the very necessity of which they were created. This 
is what may be called the social dialectic, and this 
encased personality may be termed secondary social 
personality as different from the primary social 
personality of the self-developing individual. The 
secondary social personality may thus often work as 
an obstacle which together with biological personality 
must be transcended over to achieve the ends of the 
pure primary personality in the development of the 
virtues of the primary social personality as universal 
friendship, compassion, sympathy and the like 
through its self -affiliatory processes. It is possible 
thus to conceive that the pure personality may have 
to overcome the opposition of the' biological 
personality as also that of the secondary personality 
in an abstract manner without emphasising the 
positive self-affiliatory J?TOCess by which a definite 
and concrete affirmation and realisation of the 
primary social personality can be achieved. A 
large portion of Hindu ethics on its absolutistic 
side is directed towards the self-conquest of the pure 
personality over the biological personality and the 
secondary social personality. Freedom from passion, 
vanity, antipathy, greed and desires of all kinds is 
regarded to be the aim of the Y ogins who have not 
so much something positive to strive for as to attain 
a culmination of the negative process of the conquest 
of the pure personality on the other two personalities. 
Such an abstract conquest thus though potentially 
super-social virtually remains indifferent to the 
realisation of the primary social personality and 
remains content in circumscribing the limits of pure 
personality to itself which is regarded as the goal of 
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the self-realisation of the Yogins and Saints of similar 
class. The self-affiliatory processes thus remaining 
shut up within the bounds of the pure personality 
become contentless and thus generate the notion of 
a contentless static self or of vacuity such as Nirvil1Ja. 
In some schools of Buddhist ethics, however, great 
emphasis has been laid on the development of the 
primary social personality and it has extended its 
bounds on all living beings. Such a widening 
of the limits has its natural difficulties in this 
that in putting oneself in the equal position with 
every living being the biological conflicts become 
insurmountable though in grandeur, magnificence of 
outlook it surpasses all possible ethical codes. The 
extension of social demands to animals where society 
is not present even in an implicit manner renders 
the attainment of the extended social goal almost 
impossible. If the demands of the man-eating tiger 
and that of a kind friend be put on the same level. 
disastrous consequences arc bound to follow. The 
Buddhist motto of life that one should live for the 
good of living beings is an extension of the social 
principle to logical extremes and it, therefore, defeats 
its own purpose. 

In the sphere of Hindu Scriptural ethics a 
distinction is drawn between the code of Scrip
tural duties limited to particular communities 
or particular stages of life and the broader 
and the more universal codes of ethics such 
as may be demanded for the realisation and 
fulfilment of the primary social personality. The 
former is called the varna dharma and the latter the 
sadharatJa dharma and. the narrow code of Hindu 
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ritualistic ethics would, in a case of conflict, give 
preference to what contributes to the social weHare 
of the country to that which would contribute 
to the welfare and well-being of the humanity as a 
whole. We thus sec that while the Hindu ethics 
rises to a very high eminence by abstracting the 
activities of the pure personality within itself in some 
systems and while in certain systems of Buddhist 
ethics the self-affiliatory processes are given the widest 
latitudes in extending over all living beings, the 
sobriety and moderation by which alone pure 
personality could overcome the obstructions of the 
biological and the secondary social personality and 
emphasise the scope of its operation in the realisation 
of the aims and aspirations of the primary social 
personality, are largely lacking. Hindu and Buddhist 
ethics, therefore, though they rise to high eminence 
and magnificence of outlook, suffer from the 
defect of logical extremism and one-sidedncss. The 
Scriptural Hindu ethics is consistently commonplace 
in emphasising the importance of narrower duties in 
preference to the broader ones. 

It is not out of place here to mention that the 
present atiiclc is not written on the assumption of 
the existence of the soul-entity or the soul-substance as 
the statical entity. In most systems of Indian 
thought, where this assumption has played an 
important part, the connection of such an entity with 
thought as a whole as well as with volitions, desir~ 
and ideas have always remained unexplained. 
Various opinions have prevailed regarding the nature 
of the soul as the self. Some have conceived it as 
atomic ; some as all-pervasive, some as elastic ; some 
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have regarded it as pure consciousness ; some as the 
unity of being, consciousness, and bliss ; some as 
devoid of any consciousness, feeling or volition. But 
in any case though the soul is regarded as the seat 
of all experiences, there is such a disparity of nature 
between the latter and the former, that the nature 
of their association has always remained practically 
unknown or unknowable. The present article is 
based on a view (which must remain an assumption 
until the writer has a chance of explaining it 
elaborately in his future writings) that the total per
sonality of man is composed of the diverse relational 
groups (which may be regarded as elementary 
personaliti~s) acting in unison and behaving in 
uniformity such that its composite nature is often lost 
sight of. These personalities are often identical in 
so far as they involve unifo,rm self-relating processes 
each having its peculiar mode and each trying to 
influence the others. The final action, tendency and 
character of the whole person is determined by the 
comparative development and strength and the mode 
of the joint operation of the composite personalities. 
What we call the self or the individual is like the 
grouping together of many horses. When some of 
the horses are slack for the time being they may 
follow the lead of the one most active at the time. 
They may all be striving in different directions and 
draw the whole group in accordance with the 
sum-total of the different activities. The strength of 
the different directing personalities is neither equal, 
nor uniformly same such that one may exert itself 
at the expense of the others, for, being of the nature 
of relating activities, transformation of activities from 
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one direction to another is possible up to certain 
varying limits. But they all being of the nature of 
relational activities, subordination of one type by the 
other is possible to an extent. 

What we call the biological personality includes 
within it all the appetitive functions in their primary 
original state as we find in the case of animal life, 
showing itself in the self-preservative and race
preservative directions and also in their modifying 
manners due to their limitation and modification in 
diverse ways in the co-presence of other personalities. 
The biological personality in man may show itself 
primarily in a purely brutish manner and secondarily 
in a modified human and more complex manner due 
to the restrictions imposed on it and the modificatory 
influence contributed to it in the co-presence of other 
personalities with which it is associated. Thus when 
a hungry man rushes towards food we have an 
instance of the activity of the primary biological, but 
when the same person engages himself in the business 
speculation for hoarding money in the bank, this is 
an instance of the activity of the secondary biological 
personality. While the activities of the primary 
biological personality are limited by the needs of the 
body, as in the case of the animal, the activities of 
the secondary biological personality are almost 
infinite ; for through reflection and re-reflection they 
can be advanced almost without limit. What I mean 
here by pure personality is the self-relationing activity 
which may in some sense be looked upon in an 
abstract manner as apart from the directing activities 
of the different specific personalities and representing 
in itself ·as some kind of surplus relational activity 
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that works as a determinant of the various personal· 
ities. The pure personality, therefore, may be looked 
upon as having a central position from which it tends 
to bring to prominence the various higher aspirations 
which reveal themselves in the human selves. The 
pure personality, however, can only show itself in 
a concrete manner by enlarging the activities of the 
concrete social self as against the promptings of the 
lower biological self. 

The sense of value thus of each personality 
within the composite-complex is apparently of a 
diverse character. The biological has a biological 
end in view which, therefore, serves for itself as the 
ultimate V'alue. The secondary biological though 
naturally depending on the biological may itself often 
stand independently of it and may produce a distinct 
emergent value quite independent of the former. 
Even the ordinary biologicil sense of value contains 
within itself its opposite as is illustrated by the 
fact that the instinct of self-preservation is closely asso
ciated with that of race-preservation even in the very 
lowest forms of life. This may be called the dialectic 
of values and is deducible from the emergent nature 
of self-relationing complexes, i.e., the relational 
complexes spontaneously give rise to other complexes 
and each complex is associated with its own specific 
type of value. Value may thus be defined as the 
objective and relating activity of any specific 
type. Value should, therefore, be regarded as being 
inherent in the spontaneous nature of self-relating 
activity of the complexes. The order of its superiority 
may be determined by a gradation of fields of 
emergence of its new types provided always that they 
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are not obstacles to the development of newer types 
and newer fields of emergence. The appearance of 
the value in the objective is reflected back on the 
on-rushing personality as an obligation. What is 
called conscience in ordinary language is thus an 
apperception of the situation of a relational complex 
in co-presence with an objective. 

A mind-complex does not represent within it 
merely the reflections of the biological reflexes as one's 
biological personality, but also the integrated history 
of his race, nation, society, community and family. 
The fact of biological heredity in which the biological 
datum, the constitution of the body and the brain 
are integrated to its previous genetic history in multi
fold directions as regarding the emergence of a special 
type of intellectuality, emotiveness or conative 
character, is well-known, and I should not dilate on 
it in this lecture. But 'apart from this biological 
heredity where the history of the bodily constitution 
is an important determinant of the emergence of the 
character of the mental plane in the individual, there 
are other important considerations, to which I like 
to direct my attention. I refer to the fact that 
apart from body-relations a mind-complex has an 
implicit co-presence with other mind-complexes which 
gradually becomes more and more explicit and 
enlarges its horizon to more and more extensive limits 
and through its influence works an important change 
on the ethical structure of man. The mind-complex 
is not only related to other mind-complexes through 
the medium of his body, but a mind-complex as soon 
as it emerges forth as a separate entity from its body 
reveals its nature as one that exists in and for 
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other mind-complexes. Even when the infant lisps 
forth the few words in its infancy, it shows in an 
implicit manner the consideration that it has for its 
parents, brothers and sisters whose language it picks 
up, and whose manner of denotation it imitates. 
The quickness with which a baby picks up his 
child-vocabulary, his manners, behaviours, terms of 
expression, and even wit and humour, which is 
absolutely non-biological, completely demonstrates the 
fact that as the mind is emerging in the baby, it 
is trying to associate itself to conceive other selves 
in himself and co-express himself to others. An 
intelligent child displays social habits to such an 
extent that he may easily be regarded as if he were 
already a member of the society, understanding his 
duties and responsibilities to other persons of the 
family, or visitors, and showing in a more or less 
marked manner many chani.cteristics of the secondary 
social personality also. This shows that just as the 
mind emerges it manifests that it exists in co-presence 
with other minds of the family and with such members 
of the society with whom the family is in close contact, 
and the diverse personalities which were implicit in 
it, and on account of such co-presence gradually makes 
itself explicit. As the child goes to school he 
comes in association with his superiors, inferiors, and 
friends and thereby finds himself in contact with the 
miniature society for which he was already well
prepared in the first few years of his family life. The 
real sQcial life begins at a much later stage when the 
family or the society wants him to look not only to 
his own interests but to serve their interests also both 
individually and in the collective manner. Society, 
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from our point of view, is not merely an aggregation 
of individuals, nor an organism in which each 
member is a part of it, nor a mystical entity standing 
over and against the individuals, but an ever-enlarging 
whole in which both the society and the individuals 
exist as inter-dependent entities or beings in mutual 
co-presence, co-alliance, conflicts and annulment 
of conflicts. Society thus considered is not the 
physical compresence of individuals but the mental 
compresence of a number of striving ideas, ideals, 
traditions, economic and other instincts, of a large body 
of minds. It is thus a spiritual entity and though 
it may in a sense be regarded as made up of 
individual constituents, it has an emergeflt form by 
itself, and from a certain point of view may be 
regarded as an individual unit. The various depart
ments of social activities, such as the political, the 
religious, the economic· and the like may in a 
modern society have such a wide and deep scope, 
that each of these departments may separate itself 
out in relief, and the social minds co-operating in 
that department may behave as a separate whole 
showing their special characteristics as if they were 
a single individual. In older societies there was 
often an overlapping, and a mere custom appeared 
simultaneously as religious, economic and moral. 
Thus caste-consciousness in older societies of India 
functioned in religious, moral, economic, social and 
political ways. In modem societies the activities of 
each type are so · wide and deep, that they 
operate together and act independently as it were 
by themselves. This fact often finds expression 
in such phrases as religious mind, social mind, 
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political mind, economic mind. The ideas and 
tendencies and their relating activities in these 
different spheres stand out as separate from one 
another, following their own special characteristics 
and individualities. But still, they must have some 
community, some common field in a broader sphen• 
in a greater social mind from which they had 
emanated as it were, and from which they must draw 
their nourishment, and which must be regarded as 
the ground of the continual changes which arc being 
effected through the mutual jostling of the different 
social individualities and which remain as reserve
power as it were. In an ordinary individual, 
we have •the different personalities-primary bio
logical, secondary biological, primary . social, and 
secondary social-which are jostling against one 
another and arc yet deriving their nourishment 
and direction or restrictions ultimately from pure 
personality, which works or shows implicitly from the 
earliest stages of individual development. 

It will thus be seen that though our personalities 
apparently seem to be individual entities, our life is 
not merely a resultant of the conflict or co-operation 
of these personalities. There is a common field of 
life in which they share a joint existence and which 
serves as the reserve tending towards the true notm 
of the more and more extending processes of 
self-affiliating realisation. Thus there is an eternal 
message of hope for all individuals and nations 
that even in times of an individual moral crisis 
or a national moral crisis the different person
alities would not necessarily wreck themselves 
into destruction by mutual conflict. When these 
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personalities weaken themselves by conflict or 
through want of nourishment, the reserve person
ality operates towards the good and rejuvenates 
the entire concrete life. This explains reformation 
in individual life and renaissance in national life. 
This is possibly on account of the fact that though 
the emergent personalities appear to be different from 
one another and to possess a separate independant 
existence of their own, they are ultimately nothing 
but modifications of the self-relating activity. And 
their mutual difference and unity are both partial 
abstractions of a nature which cannot be duly 
expressed without emphasising it, now on this side, 
now on the other. Both the unity and the rlmltiplicity 
are but transitional stages through which alone the 
self-relating activity is intelligible to our intellect. 

It thus appears that the parallel personalities 
participate in one another, both independently and 
also by sharing the life of a bigger whole with which 
they arc all connected. A diminution or usurpation 
of the fund of life of this bigger whole is bound to 
prove disastrous to the life of the concrete composite 
personality as a whole. I have said above that the 
infant is born in a potential society of its family. As 
his tics with the family in various directions go on 
increasing, he fotms a family personality by which 
he perceives within his own universe the different 
members of his family and the varied relations that 
he has formed with them. As he is gradually intro
duced to a bigger society, his social life extends into 
his adult stage and he perceives within his universe 
the diverse social tendencies and his place among 
the fellow-members of his society,-his duties and 
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responsibilities, his expectations and ideals, and his 
ideas regarding the extent to which he can surrender 
himself to others and the extent to which others 
should surrender themselves to him. He thus feels the 
joys and sorrows associated with such apperceptions 
and gradually learns to form his social personality. 
This social personality is something different from 
the family personality. It is in some sense superior 
to the family personality, as it demands a larger and 
greater extent of the development of the self-affiliatory 
processes. But just as in an ordinary individual, 
there are secondary social personalities, so the social 
ego or mind behaving itself in the individual may 
have its own aberrations and degrading tendencies 
which baffle the way to its integration with other 
social egos or minds. It may be filled with 
arrogance, vanity, jealousx, just as any composite 
individual may be found to possess in his individual 
sphere. In the family personality also there may be 
similar aberrations as well as a tendency towards 
larger and more extensive self-affiliatory processes. 
In the case of a conflict of an individual between 
his family personality and his social ego, it does 
not necessarily follow that it is his clear duty that 
he should prefer the latter to the former. He has 
to think with proper deliberation whether he, by his 
action, is promoting the aberrating side of the social 
ego or the self-affiliatory side. A self-affiliation on 
the aberrative side is a mis-understanding of the 
whole situation. The demands of the social ego are 
to be preferred, as it is only on this side that 
it shows a greater and deeper scope for the develop
ment of the self-affiliatory processes. So also in a 
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conflict between an individual family and society 
there are situations in which the rights of the 
individual for his self-satisfaction may be regarded 
as superior to the self-aberratory demands of either 
the family or the society or the two together. 

A nation is a biological (or economic) and 
secondary biological (or political) unity of one or 
more social egos, which have the potentiality to grow 
and is always tending to grow into a more and more 
intrgratcd social unit, both on the secondary social as 
well as on the primary social sil.les, generally mtder 
limitations of a geographical and a unified race
consciousness. Passing from individual, family, 
community and society, the growth of the"nation-ego 
happens to be the latest development. Its primary 
and fundamental character is to stand for the 
economic and the politicCj.l advantages of the society 
as a whole within specified geographical limits as for 
the furtherance of similar advantages of its constitu
ents as also against other nation-egos appearing forth 
from under other geographical limits. The right of a 
nation as a separate entity as against the rights of its 
constituents such as individuals, families, communities 
and societies within it, consists in a demand of efforts 
and sacrifice that the latter must make and undergo 
for the attainment of the good in which the consti
tuents as a whole or the majority of them may parti
cipate, howsoever the good may be defined. The 
good is not necessarily restricted to the economic and 
the political, but may also be extended to many other 
types of values which are possible in the case of 
individuals. '(he nation, thus, has a right to demand 
any economic or political sacrifice on the part of the 
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constituent individuals or communities such that by 
it the majority of such constituents may reap the 
benefit. The individual has, on the other hand, the 
right to demand of its nation the fulfilment of its 
moral economic and political welfare. Thus every 
individual has a right to demand of its nation that it 
should be well-fed and well-clothed and kept above 
the ordinary biological want.-; ; but since values are 
heterogeneous, no nation has a right to demand the 
sacrifice of such values on the part of its individuals 
that may. not lead to the participation in those values 
by the majority of the fellow-members of the society. 
The same principle applies to the conflict between the 
individual, Jamily and society. For the principle is 
that in the case of values which are not commensurate 
with one another, it would be immoral to sacrifice the 
higher for the lower. 

Modern times have secb the rise of a nation
consciousness in the manner as it was never witnessed 
in the past. The nation-consciousness is built upon a 
large sphere of consciousness in which the largest 
majority of a people living within a certain geographi
cal area may participate. Since it is impossible 
that the largest majority of people should be able 
to enjoy the realisation of the highest developments of 
which human beings arc capable, it cannot be expected 
tl).at the highest notes of human aspiration should 
sound themselves in nation-consciousness. There is 
a tendency towards vulgarisation as we pass from 
individuals to groups or crowds, and from crowds to 
nations. A democratic government, in which the 
largest body of people may be allowed to shape their 
own destiny in the nation, can have largely their 
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biological interests taken care of, in which alone 
they can all participate, and as such it is likely 
to be more animalistic unless there are positive 
safeguards. Pure autocratic governments also, where 
the sovereign ruler cannot stimulate the highest 
sentiments in his people, must also remain content 
only in rousing the biological instincts and aspire 
for the solidarity of his people by that means. 
The best form of government can only be where a 
leader who is filled with the highest moral sentiments 
enjoys the fullest confidence of his people and is able 
to open new points of view, ushering new outlooks 
of an enlightened interest in the higher destiny of 
man. It will thus be seen that, howsoe.ver great a 
nation may be in opulence, pomp, glory, and prestige, 
the national mind remains largely in the economic 
and political stage, and it is always possible that there 
should be many individaals in it who have outgrown 
the national limits and have formed a mentality in 
which the biological and the secondary biological 
instincts and tendencies have shrunk to their minimum 
and the highest aspirations have bloomed forth in 
such a manner that they are one with the humanity 
of all times and faiths. Such a union is spiritual 
in the highest degree, for here one rises above the 
limitations of his body and unites himself with the 
highest interests of man, and in love and sympathy 
finds himself with his fellow-men, and in working 
out his own destiny works out the destiny of the 
spiritual man, and establishes the kingdom of Heaven 
on earth. 

The national mind being largely in the biological 
stage shows only the economic and political needs and 
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problems, and, through opposition and conflicts, forms 
its own integrity as a separate unit. The individuality 
of the biological mind shows best in its hunger, its 
efforts in hunting others, seeking conflicts, mistrusting 
everybody, fighting with . others, snatching away 
others' due share of food and dislodging them from 
their position. All this is a sign of the growth of the 
animal mind. When we look from the national point 
of view, we see that they have on their banners lions, 
bears, eagles,-all rapacious birds and animals, which 
show the mentality of the national personality. One 
nation is trying to exploit others either through 
economic ~riff or bayonets, roaring canons, poisoned 
gases or the like on the battle-field. Peoples, the 
individual members of which have contributed so 
much to the well-being of humanity physically, intel
lectually and spiritually, am not ashamed to behave 
as animals in the collective spheres. Though, on 
the one hand, the individual may be regarded as 
being only a part and constituent of the nation, yet, 
on the other hand, he may be regarded as largely 
transcending the lower limits of it, and has, therefore, 
a right to transcend it. He is within it, and yet 
transcends it. Instances are not rare when, like 
diamonds in the mine or pearls in the ocean, great 
minds have come forth when their nations were 
plunged in utter darkness (e.g., Mohammed, Jesus). 
But on the whole, the bulk of the people share the 
national mind in its outlook of morality. Thus when 
a nation spreads the poison of distrust and mistrust 
to other nations, when it is revengeful and self-seek
ing, it is but natural that whatsoever there may be 
in the teaching of the learned treatises of ethics, and 
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whatsoever good instructions and exhortations may 
be given in the individual and the social sphere for 
becoming good, the influence of the national grossness 
and vulgarity is bound to affect the masses, both in 
the individual and in the social sphere. If the nation 
is not filled with high ideals and if it does not strive 
to effect them into practice, if it is filled with grossness 
and animality, it is bound to reflect its nature on large 
masses of its constituent minds ; and their vulgarity 
is bound to reflect itself on the national mind, and 
drag it down to still lower levels. There is, thus, a 
vicious circle from which there is no escape. In times 
of war, when the animality of the nationaJ mind rises 
to a high level, the animal instincts of large masses 
of the peoples are excited, and even those who are in 
ordinary times gentle and mild, become ferocious and 
wild through the infusion of the national virus of 
hatred. The only scope of regeneration and recovery 
from the poisoned atmosphere can only be through 
influence of great individuals who do not succumb. 
In the efforts of such men to eradicate the evils of 
their own nations there arc conflicts again between 
the individuals and the nation in which the former 
have often to emulate themselves for the good of their 
country. The individual morality is thus very closely 
related with national morality. It is not enough for 
individuals if they are moral only in their private 
spheres of life, as members of their family or society, 
in their private dealings with their fellowmen ; but 
they have to infuse their spirits and bring their influ
ence upon the nation such that they may contribute 
to higher national consciousness and thereby affect 
the dealings of the nations among themselves. 
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Just as it is a clear duty of individuals living in 
society to contribute to the economic and spiritual 
welfare of their fellow-members and find themselves 
in ties of sympathy and love-where no sacrifice is 
felt as sacrifice but as self-realisation, so nations ought 
also to strive to respect the integrity of other nations 
and never to treat them as means to an end. "Every 
nation is an end in itself" should be the motto of every 
nation in its behaviour and dealings with other 
nations. When the truth of this is lost sight of and 
a nation looks upon itself as the ultimate end of its 
actions and other nations as the means, such as 
Deutschland uber alles (Germany over all), the nation 
itself is tu.rned into a common enemy to the exist
ence and integrity of other nations and in no 
time becomes itself a prey to the rapacious instinct of 
other nations. Each nation. ought, therefore, to make 
every effort to know lhe actual conditions of other 
nations and to profess, in words and deeds, its concern 
for the welfare of and friendship for them and to 
devote a part of its national funds to the furtherance 
of that end. "Grow all" should be the motto of each 
nation, rather than "grow 1". No dogma of individual 
morality can be fruitful unless it is supplemented by 
the still higher truth of inter-national morality. It is 
regrettable that no writers on ethics have shown the 
close relationship that subsists between inter-national 
morality and the individual morality. If a nation is 
deliberately immoral in its dealings with other nations, 
it can hardly expect its individuals to be moral in the 
social spheres. Clouds of the national religion are 
bound to sweep in darkness the little cheery sun-shine 
that may prevail in the family and the social spheres. 
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The national weight will drag the individual down to 
the sway of its biological instincts. 

When nations will realise the responsibility that 
they have in the growth and well-being of other 
nations, not in a spirit of furtherance of their own 
economic welfare, but through an inspired and 
enlightened feeling of sympathy and love in recognis
ing other nations as their fellow-beings · and should 
make every possible effort for securing this fellow
ship on a sound basis, that is, when the traditions of 
individual morality could be found operative in the 
national spheres, and nations should work together 
for their mutual well-being through spirit qf love, the 
mission of the great Jesus will be fulfilled and the 
kingdom of Heaven will be established on earth. 
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It may not be considered very wrong to think 
that--a search after Reality may in some sense be 
regarded as the fundamental task of metaphysics. 
There may be many who think that the attempts of 
metaphysics during the last two or three thousand 
years in this direction have been a series of failures ; 
judging from that, the presumption is that there is 
not much to hope from metaphysics, and that, there
fore, it is now high time that we should leave it off. 
This, I think, is in one sense a misconception. To 
answer by way of comparison, we could say that 
because the moral endeavours of the whole humanity 
after perfection have been a record of failures, we 
should think of giving up our moral endeavours. 
I have no mind to enter into any detailed examina
tion as to how far the failures of metaphysics have 
been greater than those of morality, for, I think it to 
be more or less useless. The failures of the moral 
endeavours of my past life may stare me in the face, 
but still so long as I have the moral instinct in me, I 
should be continuing the moral struggle. Hunger 
cannot be satisfied with the knowledge that food is 
not available. There is in us a thirst after Reality 
which justifies those intellectual attempts of ours which 
go by the name of metaphysics. 

Whether these intellectual efforts are required 
ultimately to point to some kind of solid experience 
as the ultimate result or whether the efforts them
selves are sufficient to satisfy the craving of the mind 
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in this direction, is a matter in which the Western and 
the Indian minds are not in thorough agreement. I do 
not say that there is any history of open and positive 
disagreement and quarrel over this matter between 
them, but, it seems from the history of philosophy of 
the two countries, that European minds were always 
generally satisfied with the theoretical and rational 
enquiry whereas the Indian minds, though they 
enforced strictest rational enquiry, always demanded 
some real experience which could verify the net results 
of the intellectual enquiry. With the Indian thinkers 
mere theoretical accuracy of thought leading logically 
to a certain conclusion, was not considered to be 
sufficient. It is curious that there were certain meta
physical results which they considered as being 
strictly verifiable in experience, and in which all the 
conflicting systems of thought, which were in hopeless 
quarrel over the epistemological, ontological and 
logical parts of the theoretical enquiry, were 
practically in agreement;-

! hold no brief for India, but I pause to think 
about the scope of metaphysics. There is always a 
way of conventionally putting a limit somewhere. 
But with this I am not satisfied. Of course you can 
always have your definition and you can always say 
that thus far and no farther should we go. But 
with me the ground and justification of all meta
physical enquiry lies in the innate craving of the mind 
to get at the Reality: And I ask myself whether this 
enquiry should merely be limited to certain theoretical 
deductions and constructions or whether it · is 
incipiently an attitude of the mind to reach an experi
ence which it was only imperfectly trying to grasp by 
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the processes of logical thought. Does the notion of 
Reality mean merely a notion, or a consistent system 
of ideas giving satisfaction to the logical propensity of 
the mind just as a piece of poetry may in some external 
sense be regarded as a system of thoughts or imageries 
satisfying our cesthetic temperament? Or does the 
notion of Reality involve the suggestion that behind 
the search after the theoretical consistency of a con
struction of the nature of Reality, there is a deeper and 
more or less unanalysable tendency of the mind to 
come to a truth which will not only be logically 
unassailable, but should also be felt as an experience 
leaving in it the final justification of its search 
after Reality ? Is a philosopher merely a caterer 
to the taste of the logical propensity of the intellect 
as a confectioner is to the palate? Is our notion of 
Reality, a system of ideas which will explain a certain 
class of facts and relations' in which we as men are 
widely interested? Certainly in this sense meta· 
physics cannot be verifiable and is not, therefore, 
verifiable. Must it not then be an intellectual 
myth or fancy which is different with different 
individuals? We read Shelley, Browning and Keats 
and enjoy, and so do we read Kant, Hegel and Lotze. 
But there is this difference that there is no pretension 
on the part of the former for any exclusive privilege. 
Each philosopher, on the contrary, claims that his 
system is the only valid theory to the exclusion of 
those of others. What this claim for validity means 
is, however, again uncertain and vague ; it generally 
takes two forms, namely, that one system is logically 
more consistent than the others and that it satisfies 
the demands of our nature better than the others do. 
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The precise meaning, however, of the latter claim is 
not so easily intelligible and many philosophers have 
often taken advantage of this vagueness (often 
unconsciously) and have uncritically given it some 
sort of a convenient interpretation and have tried to 
convince others in the same way. The fact that this 
satisfaction of the demands of our nature is offered 
as a criterion for the validity of any system or as a 
claim for its acceptance, again leads us to think that 
apart from the craving of the intellect for a logical 
consistency, there is some other craving which requires 
to be satisfied in our enquiry after metaphysics. 

It seems to me that( most branches of human 
enquiry, science, philosoP'fiy, resthetics etc., require 
some sort of satisfaction obtainable by direct experi
ence which it wants to supplement by intellectual 
consistency or vice versa. When one deals with 
resthetics, he understands" that whatever may be the 
consistency of the canons of criticism, their ultimate 
test must lie with the satisfaction of our resthetic sense ; 
when one deals with physics, he understands that all 
its laws must stand the test of sense-experience. But 
in philosophy, we cannot point to any special kind 
of experience whose satisfaction we want ; the sort 
of satisfied experience that we want seems to me to 
be something like a focussed point where all our 
demands have so~ehow met':\ If I may apply an 
imagery, I should say that oul different sorts of crav
ings as men were being projected forth in our own 
inner space like rays of light and that if they were 
not obstructed in the way by their individual satisfac
tions, they would all converge together at a spot, 
further than which, there is nothing more. It seems 
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to me as if this projected point of focus is incipiently 
felt as the goal which all the satisfactions of our 
individual tendencies point to. /Each experience gives 
us a touch of it only in the s~e that it points to a 
region ever beyond, to a distant glimpse of a vanishing 
point transcending the series. But this is a digression, 
and we cannot anticipate the results of any meta
physical enquiry until it has been actually demon
strated.'\ What I want to do in this paper is simply to 
discuss ollie method that ought to be adopted for the 
building up of any metaphysical hypothesis that can 
justify itself to us. 

The subject matter of metaphysics is much wider 
than that of any other investigation, and it is said that 
it seeks to harmonise them all. But I do not know 
what we mean by this. Harmony is a word 
which has an intelligible sens,e in music, because there 
it corresponds to a particular kind of experience. In 
music the different notes are heard and their commingl
ing in a certain manner producing the harmony is 
also a matter of direct experience. When this 
harmony is felt, our musical craving is satisfied and 
we do not expect anything more. The relations 
between the different tones before the harmony has 
formed were not one of logical inconsistency, but a 
defect in their resthetic expression which made us 
expect that the proper place of the tones would be 
served if they could make themselves the means for 
the production of that experience which our musical 
sense was wanting for its satisfaction. The. dissatis
faction produced by a single note is due to the fact 
that it gives the suggestion of a kind of experience 
which our resthetic sense was longing to have, but at 
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the same time fails to produce it. I do not say that the 
combining of the tones gives this sense by the pro
cess of addition, but I think that the experience of 
harmony is an experience totally of a different kind,
just as water is different from Hydrogen and Oxygen 
of which it is composed. The musical tones were all 
individually real in the sense that they were experi
euced, and in this sense they had as much reality as 
the harmony ; but the reality of the harmony is higher 
in quite another sense, namely, that it represents 
the ultimate satisfaction of the craving of the 
resthetic sense. The experience of the harmony 
thus in a sense transcends the experience of the 
separate notes, but it is all the same felt to be the 
ultimate meaning of them ali-in the sense that they 
were somehow implying or suggesting it imperfectly. 

It is precisely in tqis experience of an implied 
imperfect satisfaction of the tones and the realised 
perfect satisfaction of the harmony that the higher 
reality of the latter is felt. If this finds any corrobora
tion with the logical definition or deduction of 
harmony as the reality of music by any thinker, we 
should surely welcome it as an additional proof ; but 
our experience of the harmony must demonstrate to 
us its reality. It cannot be accepted simply by dicta
tion. So, if our enquiry after the ultimate Reality in 
metaphysics should seek to find a Reality which 
would harmonise all our experiences, this could only 
be done on the basis of the test of a corresponding 
experience. Words would not be of much avail. I 
should require that such discovery of reason should 
also be testified by experience. When the notes com
mingle together and form the harmony, we can 
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seldom detect their exact process ; but when the 
harmony is produced, it is felt to be the Reality which 
the notes were implying. Similarly, even if the exact 
processes through which our individual experiences 
commingle together may not be detected at every 
stage, the final stage must be a matter of direct experi
ence and there ought to be found sufficient links in 
the intermediate stages to justify the fact that the 
inner notion of ultimate Reality realised, was the thing 
to which other experiences of ours were pointing. 

I must make it clear that I am not appealing to 
any kind of mysticism or emotionalism, though I think, 
these emotions and mystic experiences should always 
be regardtld as relevant considerations for any one 
who proposes to investigate all our experiences. I 
am only arguing that no theory of epistemology or of 
metaphysics formed from outside could ever have the 
right to dictate to us. Logic is the language with 
which we interpret our diverse expCiiences to 
one another. It can work upon facts and give us 
the clue to many new relations of facts, but it does not 
create new facts, nor does it stand a guarantee for 
the validity of the result, if the validity of the facts 
supplied to it cannot be certified beforehand. What
ever Spinoza's opinion may have been, metaphysics, 
I think, is not geometry. You cannot take a maxim 
or a principle either as an axiom or as a postulate and 
then, sitting upon it, continue to spin and spin until 
you have got a web big enough for covering all 
experiences with an Absolute along with them. I do 
not deny that even in this procedure there may be 
found some results with which one could be in agree
ment, but I think that to depend only on such a pro-
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cess without any reference to experience, is hopelessly 
wrong in metaphysics. It is done nowhere. Even 
in geometry, when you start from certain principles 
and arrive at certain results, these are verified in 
experience though their validity may be claimed 
apart from those verifications. Geometry starts with 
certain axioms and postulates regarding the nature of 
space relations and from them, by a process of logical 
reasoning, proves other space-properties. This result 
is valid as a logical deduction, but this is verifiable 
too by actual experience in accordance with our other 
experiences of time-relations and space-relations. 
But if the deductions of geometry could not be verified 
otherwise, and if it would not have dire~tly taken 
part in other experiences with which we are interested, 
they might still have remained valid for thought, but 
no one would have thou~ht to relate these logical 
constructions with other parts of our experience. 
Physics makes abstractions from experience, but a1 
each step these abstractions are verified in experience. 

A metaphysician surely misses his vocation if he 
considers himself to be Moses, the law-giver. (He 
cannot claim to dictate to us what Reality is ; hut 
his business is to seek and find what people imply 
when they speak of Reality. He should seek to find 
out by an analysis of experience, as well as by the 
synthetic implications of experience, the validity of 
the range and scope of our craving after finding the 
Reality. He should examine the place of our meta
physical tendencies in our other groups of tendencies 
and the results of our diverse mental experienc~ 

Our logical faculty is the faculty with which we 
can leave off the details of any presentation in thought 
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which are unessential for any particular purpose and 
link ourselves to other identical or similar traits with 
which we are interested at the moment. This is at 
once its advantage and defect. Without this faculty 
we should have been lost in the fleeting presentations 
and could not have pursued a definite line on the 
ground of any identity of relations. But its defect is 
that if we should trust ourselves merely to it, we might 
be brought to places which we had no inclinations to 
visit. When using abstract logical thought as vehicle 
of journey for finding out Reality in experience, we 
are always to get down at stations at convenient 
intervals and assure ourselves with the experience of 
the place tl\at we are proceeding along the right route. 

Logic with me means the process by which our 
thought may be led to get beyond the immediate 
experience of the present, e~ther as sensuous percepts 
or as felt wholes, which arc only realised as a 
continuum, but not analysed into constituent parts. 
No thought can be satisfied with what is merely 
immediately given, either through the senses or 
directly to the mind. The logical faculty of thought 
(if I may be allowed such an expression) always 
seeks to break up the immediacy of anything that is 
given, into differences, and then guided by any parti
cular kind of interest to pick up any of these and 
unite them with other entities, si~ilarly broken up 
and abstracted from other unities. When our experi
ences remain as mere immediacies, or felt wholes of 
the moment, they remain shut up within themselves ; 
conceived as such, these are isolated facts which can 
seldom be connected up with one another. Each felt 
whole stands alone by itself. But the activity of the 
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mind could not be content with such immediacies, for 
the essence of activity consists in the passage from 
one to the other and we notice two kinds of such 
movements in our mind, the one, automatic and 
random, and the other, necessary and connected. 
The first is represented by all that is given through 
the senses and through automatic suggestions and 
associations, and the other, by the logical process 
though voluntary, yet necessary, connecting elements 
of abstraction in a definite order. 

Both these are essential for thought. The 
presentations of our thought come to us quite 
uncontrolled by us, but the activity of the mind is not 
satisfied by this involuntary movement, tbr it wants 
consciously to unite those presentations in some way or 
other, and when this is found impossible it detaches or 
abstracts certain features,from the concrete felt wholes 
in diverse experiences, tacitly treats them as actually 
existing entities and unites them in a new unity. We 
may start with a certain abstracted feature and 
continue the process of establishing its relations with 
other abstracted features. But however we might 
do it in one single line, or multiply it in diverse lines, 
we cannot get at the truth of our experience. The 
automatic inrush of new experiences is the materials 
over which the logical activity of analysis and 
synthesis works. • What is the exact nature of the 
relation between any two logical abstractions taken 
at random is more than we can say. It was Hegel's 
belief that they were so connected with one another 
that you could start from any logical abstraction, and 
if you had sufficient patience to continue the process 
of analysis and synthesis, you could arrive at any 
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other abstraction. They were to him but moments 
or links in a self-contained evolving cycle of the 
dialectic process. But however good may be some 
aspects of the general results of his philosophy, all 
his attempts in this direction failed, and even if 
he had been successful in showing such an 
universal self-developing inter-connection between 
the categories, the question as regards the complete 
wholes of experience would have been left quite un
touched. Hegel would probably have dismissed them 
as unimportant, but that would not improve matters. 

However less we might know about it, there is 
probably an unconscious or subconscious bond 
which holds together the different isolated felt-wholes 
forming a totality of inter-connected experiences. 
The unity which the free play of our logical faculty 
gave us, was of a quite different type; it was the 
conscious establishment of new unities, on the basis 
of the materials supplied by automatic presentative 
experience appearing either directly or through 
memory. Without the presentative wholes, there 
cannot be any realisation of the logical activity and 
without the latter, the former sinks below the 
threshold of thought. The inner demand of our 
nature craves to be satisfied in both ways. It seeks 
to arrive at new relations between the abstracted 
features with which discursive thought deals and it 
also wants to have the experience of the concrete 
presentative wholes. These two worlds, namely, that 
of logical thought, and that of a logical concrete 
experience, are neither completely different nor 
merely parallel, but are more like two sets of curves 
which are continually intersecting and separating ; 
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and they are so inter-woven that in adult life, the 
mind in its continual passage from one to the other, 
hardly notices the two as distinct and the passage 
from concrete experience to logical thought by 
analysis, and from logical thought to experience by 
synthesis, is felt to be so sure, so necessary and so 
orderly that the mind runs on through them, seldom 
suspecting that in its progress, it is always in touch 
with two different kinds of worlds. There is pro
bably somewhere a knot which ties the two fabrics 
together in a universal and unalterable order. But 
what the nature of this knot is, is yet to be discovered. 
People who set out to discover the reason of this bond 
of unity have often ended in making an easy solution 
by dropping either of these altogether and resting 
contented with the one. Thus there have been 
mystics and philosophers.. who regarded all logical 
thought as untrue appearance, unwarranted construc
tion and illusions, and based their ultimate enquiry 
into the nature of reality upon the immediate 
experience of such a concentrated nature as could 
completely get rid of the logical movement, or upon 
an intuitive grasp of the truth by pure symi>athy alone. 
There also have been philosophers who considered 
logic as the only truth and regarded the method of 
the logical movement of thought as representing the 
method of movement of the Reality itself. The march 
of logic is as a rule linear, and these philosophers 
attempted to show that all experiences were evolving 
in a circular chain the method of which was in 
essence the same as was involved in logic. The 
success that they attained in this cannot certainly be 
regarded as indisputable. And when they had to 
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face the problem of explaining the concrete wholes 
of experience they generally tried to a void it as 
unimportant. 

The main point which I want to emphasise is 
this: that the process of thought in logical abstraction 
and that of enjoying the experience of concrete wholes 
being complementary to each other, no attempt at 
finding out the nature of Reality could be justified 
which made an abstract principle, the sole criterion 
of Reality. In such specific notions of ours as the 
space-time notion, where the one unified notion is so 
ultimate and so unique, that it is hardly affected, 
complicated by other experiences, the logical 
deductions have the greatest chance of holding 
good, independent of verifications from experi
ence ; for all our mathematical judgments are 
hypothetical in the sense that provided there 
is this space-time notion, these deductions from 
it must hold good. But this cannot hold with refer
ence to our enquiry after Reality, for it involves as 
its data the whole of our experience. As I have 
hinted above, our logical chain of reasoning holds 
good for our experiences within certain limits. We 
cannot put ourselves in a logical train of reasoning 
and proceed on and on without reference to experience 
and ultimately come to a point where we could be 
sure that there must be a Reality or an experience 
within which all other experiences have been 
enmeshed. When logical abstractions arc made 
from the concrete wholes of experience, the extent to 
which these abstractions may stand as representatives 
of the concrete wholes from which they have been 
taken is always limited ; and, therefore, there is 
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always the chance that any unverified logical train 
should land us in a place where we had no intention 
to proceed. Cases are by no means rare where 
philosophers were driven to a conclusion by a logical 
course of reasoning and having come there tried to 
convince themselves that, that was exactly where 
they had intended to come. 

The enquiry after Reality is an enquiry which 
proceeds from the totality of our being ; it is not a 
mere pastime of intellectual exercise ; it is, therefore, 
necessary that any result that is attained in this 
course must be such that it should not only be made 
somehow logically consistent, but should pe felt in 
the experience as a whole in which we arc really 
interested. The business of a metaphysician should 
be to interpret experience and not to hold forth a 
logical principle and then.stiflc all those experiences 
that would refuse to obey it. Our notion of Reality 
is not a mere logical principle, a rule or a maxim, but 
if it indicates anything, it indicates an imperfectly felt 
Reality which carries with it the actual suggestions of 
its perfecter form. So the search after Reality that 
metaphysics ought to adopt should always follow the 
indications to Reality that may be actually found in 
our experience and not imposed upon them from 
outside by excessive logical subtlety. A theory 
unfounded and untestified by experience in meta
physics may more or less be regarded as mythologies 
of metaphysics which may no doubt be attended with 
its own peculiar pleasure due to a robust intellectual 
exercise or a fine flight of fancy. 

If I am asked to give an example of a meta
physical system where logic overdoes its part, I may 
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just try to give an example after the manner of 
certain philosophers. 

"Anything which requires something else for 
understanding it is self-contradictory and therefore 
appearance." 

"I can call something self-contradictory and 
unreal only because I know the real." 

"The Reality is that which is self-contained." 
"Such a Reality must exist" and "It is of the 

nature of an experience in which all other experi
ences are welded up into the whole." The abstract 
logical principle which shows itself in all the above 
ramificatiops of thought is that, what is self-contained 
is Reality. By the very hypothesis, the Reality is to 
contain all. So the next attempt consists in declaring 
that it does contain all. There are many confusions 
and inconsistencies of such.a system, but to these I 
do not refer, for I am not now engaged attempting 
any serious criticism of it. But what I want to point 
out is this, tha~o one has the right to ask me for any 
definition of Reality without previously testing it in 
the light of our experience. Another important point 
about it is that even if there was such a Reality as a 
super-experience in which all other experiences melted 
down, I do not think that I should be least interested 
about it unless I find it indicated in my experience. 
So long as it is a· mere matter of logical deduction 
from a doubtful proposition, I do not see how it can 
satisfy either our earnest and sincere enquiry after 
truth or our search after Reality. In our search after 
truth or Reality, we try to satisfy the inherent 
demandS of our nature in those directions.) If there 
was any super-experience in which all oiir experi-
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ences melted down, without the whole affair being 
in any way felt or indicated in experience, it would 
have little interest for us. (It could surely have a 
great value as a philosophial hypothesis, if such a 
hypothesis is in any way explained, at least a fairly 
large amount 1of our experience is involved in that 
tendency of our mind which demands satisfaction 
from metaphysics.\ 

I do not wanrlo bring in the discussion, whether 
any particular person's Absolute does so or not. 
But if that philosopher does not try to demonstrate 
that it does, apparently he does not think it necessary 
to do it. Once you assume unconsciousJy that all 
you are required in metaphysics is to start with an 
abstract principle and apply its litmus-paper test to 
all things, in order to determine if there is any such 
absolute acid which will dissolve all things, and accept 
uncritically that this test is the right one, you may 
find such kinds of Absolutism pretty satisfactory. 
Any piece of well-sustained subtle argument affords 
us a certain amount of intellectual satisfaction, but it 
will, I think, be wrong to think that a metaphysician's 
duty is finished if he can dazzle or outwit us by subtle 
arguments. We do not want a cosmology from a 
true metaphysician of our times. We want our 
metaphysician to take into consideration at least all 
the important cravings manifested in experience such 
as logical, resthetic, moral, religious etc., and tell us 
what ultimate fact or facts of Reality may be 
assumed on their direct evidence. I admit that this 
will indeed be a difficult task, but I feel that even if 
our progress be slow, it will at least have a stronger 
and more hopeful basis. 
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I cannot help thinking that the philosophy which 
aims at giving us some sort of a cosmology without 
largely depending on experience, will on the whole 
resemble mythology only with this difference that it 
would use subtle logic on many unessential parts of 
the scheme. With a Jupiter or a God of the Old 
Testament, with his wrath and kindness, we could 
certainly explain many things in quite a smooth way. 
There are, so far as it appears to me, systems of 
philosophy which resemble these mythical explana
tions, or at least the task of building systems of 
metaphysics becomes in the hands of clever thinkers 
something like intellectual pastimes. There was a 
time when any one who occupied a Chair of 
Philosophy in Germany prepared a system of meta
physics which people were asked to believe. 

But at this stage, I belteve, I ought to modify 
some of the statements I have made, or else I may 
be misunderstood. I beg to point out that I do not 
wish to maintain that no philosophers ever attended 
to experience in framing their constructive scheme 
of philosophy. This would indeed be impossible, for 
they could never apply any logical p1inciples, maxims 
or criterions without having before them some field 
of experience, in which they could discover them. It 
is also true that they had to apply to some extent 
these principles on experience in order to test their 
validity. But with most of them, the tendency had 
been to refer to experience, only so far as could yield 
them an abstract principle, and when this is once got, 
they forthwith proceeded to construct their work 
without further reference to experience. When they 
were challenged with experiences, which did not tally 
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with their abstract principles, they tried to explain 
away the experiences, or twis} them in such a way 
as to suit their principles. \The satisfaction that 
these systems give, is limited to the extent to which 
their abstract principles are certified by ~xperience. 
In this sense, I should think, that most systems 
contain some partial truth. It does not matter much, 
if we cannot agree with any system of philosophy, in 
its details, or even, so far as its general results are 
concerned, for it is enough, if after critically sifting 
their doctrines, we can find something true in their 
explanations of experience. We can fruitfully 
utilise the labours of the philosophers of the past, if 
we stick to these. At this point, I think, it is well to 
remember that the results of the labours of the 
philosophers of India of the past will be specially 
valuable, for, they, partly on account of their insular 
geographical position, and partly on account of 
distinctive national peculiarities and climatic condi
tions, interested themselves in some important aspects 
of experience which did not attract much attention 
in Europe. A careful study and appreciation of 
these is bound to stimulate us into new channels of 
thought. 

../The general results of this paper consist in this 
that, I consider 4he justification of all enquiry into 
the nature of Reality to be based upon a natural 
craving of the advanced human mind in this direc
tion.) Our enquiry in this direction can only 
satisfactorily proceed, if we search our experieaces 
and try to find out from their direct evidences, impli
cations and suggestions, if we can discover any 
notion of reality which will satisfy the craving after 
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Reality, manifested in a general manner in all our 
experiences. Any undue importance given to 
deductions and constructions from abstract prin
ciples are likely to be futile. A carefully conducted 
logical reasoning with a view to discovering what is 
given or impli~d through the wide field of our 
experience with regard to the notion of reality can 
only help us out of the difficulty. The labours of past 
workers can be of help to us mainly so far as they 
have penetrated into the evidence and implications of 
experience. No deductions from a hastily formu
lated abstract principle can hope to be successful, for, 
the search after Reality being essentially a tendency 
of the mind, the object of search has to be achieved 
in the field in which the mind moves, namely, the 
experiences. A neglect of these considerations has 
led some philosophers (Bosanquet-Esscntials of 
Logic, p. 106) to think thafphilosophy can tell us no 
new facts and can make no discoveries and that all 
it can tell us, is the significant relation of what we 
already know. Many questions may be raised here 
as to the nature of the experiences, or their relations 
with logical thought and self, but these questions can 
only be discussed in the chapters that would follow. 
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Sanskrit scholarship is under a deep debt of 
gratitude to the works of Western scholars. The 
many-sided activities of Sanskritic researchers of the 
present day would have been well-nigh impossible 
if occidental scholars had not opened so many new 
avenues and continued persistently their labour of 
love to unravel the mysteries of Indian civilisation 
and culture. By their researches in Vedic philology 
and literature, their editing of the Pali canons, their 
connecting Tibetan and Chinese studies with Sanskrit, 
their archeological discoveries in India, Central Asia, 
Turphan, Indo-China, Java and Bali and by their 
scholarly works in many other spheres of Sanskritic 
studies, they have opened up almost a new world of 
civilisation to the students of Ancient India. But in 
one sphere, namely, that of Indian philosophy their 
works have not, however, been as remarkable, though 
in this field also they have been opening new sources 
of study for Buddhistic researcheS! by their transla
tions from Tibetan and Chinese. The reason for 
their backwardness in Indian philosophy is primarily 
threefold. Firstly, the Sanskrit of the philosophical 
texts and commentaries is often too difficult for them ; 
secondly, most of the European Orientalists lack 
proper sympathy for Indian philosophical and 

*"The Buddhist Conception of Nirvii'!a" by Tk. Stcherbatsky, 
Leningrad, 1927, and "Nirvii'!a" by L. de !a Vallee Poussin, 
Paris, 1925. 
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religious thoughts ; and, thirdly, there are probably 
no European Orientalists who are also bona fide 
students of philosophy. As a rule, the European 
Orientalist is seldom able to understand a difficult 
piece of philosophical Sanskrit and when he tries to 
understand it he can proceed only philologically and 
most often misses the true philosophical import. 
This is enhanced by the fact that he starts with a 
preconceived notion, implicit or explicit, that Indian 
philosophical or religious literature does not contain 
any such original or deep thoughts as might stimulate 
our present-day philosophical enquiries. His interest 
in Indian matters is almost wholly antiquarian and he 
is always satisfied with curious and antique aspects of 
Indian culture in his investigations. He seldom has 
proper respect for the thinkers whose thoughts he is 
trying to decipher and consequently great thoughts 
pass before his eyes while h~ is running after shadows. 
There are, however, a few notable exceptions, and 
Professor Stcherbatsky is one of them. He studied 
the .old Nyaya at Darbhanga and Benares. He can 
speak in Sanskrit as fluently as a Benares Pandit can. 
He is an excellent scholar of Tibetan. He knows half 
a dozen European languages almost as well as his 
own mother tongue. ·And above all, he has a genuine 
sympathy and high respect for Indian thoughts and 
thinkers and when he approaches Indian philosophy, 
he does so with the deep reverence of a humble 
learner. He has long been devoting himself to the 
study of medireval Buddhism, the Vaibha~ikas, 
Sautrantikas and the Madhyamikas. His present 
work, The Conception of Buddhist NirvatJa has been 
published from the publishing office of The Academy 
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of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., Leningrad, April, 1927. 
It may be considered as a sister volume to the author's 
Cetltral Conception of Buddhism published by the 
Royal Asiatic Society, London 1924. The author was 
stimulated to write this work as a criticism of L. de la 
Vallee Poussin's NirvatJ,a, Paris, 1925. The book 
contains 246 pages, of which only 62 pages are 
devoted to the main work of the book ; ISO pages 
are devoted to the translation of Chapters I and XXV 
of Nagarjuna's Miidhyamikasutra and the Prasan
napadli commentary by Candrakirtti, as an appendix. 
The remaining 34 pages form various indices of the 
book. 

One of the main theses of Professol' L. de la 
Vallee Poussin, which Professor Stcherbatsky combats, 
is that at the beginning nirvlitJ,a meant a simple faith 
in the immortality of the soul, its blissful survival in 
a paradise, a faith emergihg from practices of obscure 
magic. I may quote here one or two passages where 
Prof. la Vallee Poussin tries to emphasise the view 
that the original conception of nirvli1J-a did not evolve 
in opposition to the Brahmanic view of a permanent 
state of liberation, but it itself meant an ever-living 
eternal deliverance as a positive state of supreme 
happiness. It is to be regarded as an invisible state 
of existence into which saints retired. Thus he says 
in his NirviitJ,a (Paris 1925, p. 57) "Surtout rien ~e 
permet d' affirmer que le nirval}a des bouddhists fut 
concu en opposition aves quelque theorie brahmanique 
que .ce soit. Le NirvaQa, Immortal ou Delivrance, 
nous apparait comme une donnee rudimentaire, 
vierge de toute speculation metaphysique, bien plutot 
engagee dans le mythe que dans la metaphysique. 
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Le Nirvar:ta est un sejour invisible Otl le saint disparait, 
souvent au milieu des flames et dans une sorte d' 
apotheose." In support of it he refers to a passage 
in the Udiina VIII. 10. where the Buddha is repre
sented as saying "On ne reconnait pas o\1 va lc feu 
qui s'est peu a peu eteint: de meme estil impossible 
de dire oil ont les saints parfaitement dclivrfs qui ont 
traverse le torrent des desirs, qui ont atteint le bonheur 
inebranlable." He further holds that there has been 
a primitive Buddhism, very much different, even as it 
would seem, quite contrary to what later on finds its 
expression in the Pali Canon. Pessimism, Nihilism, 
Soul-denial, psychology without a soul, annihilation 
as ultimate end, all these features that mark out 
Buddhism among other religions, Indian as well as 
non-Indian, did not exist (NirviitJa, pp. 17, 27, 33-34. 
46, 52, II5-II6, 125, 129, 132 etc.). He further con
siders Buddhism as a brancb of yo~a or asceticism, 
but as to the meaning of this yo~a, he thinks, one feels 
uneasy when such a question is asked (rien de plus 
malaise. p. n). But, yet on the next page, he informs 
us that this yo~a was nothing but vulgar magic and 
thaumaturgy coupled with hypnotic practices (Nous 
pensons que le yoga est, dans lcs temps prc
bouddhiques, cc qu'l restera au cours de l'histoire ; 
essentiellement un ensemble de pratiques en honneur 
des les plus vieux ages de l'Inde aryenne 011 autoch
tone, pratiques des orders et des thaumaturgcs, et dont 
il semble que Ia recherche des etats hypnotiques soit 
le motif dominant). He further thinks that this yo~a 
was a technical routine in itself quite foreign to 
every moral, religious or philosophic view-C' est une 
technique etrangere en soi a toute morale comme a 
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toute vue religieuse ou philosophique (p. 12). The 
yoga from which, according to Prof. la Vallee Poussin, 
Buddhism sprang forth was thus this kind of yoga 
without any speculative tendencies. And the 
Buddhism of the Hinayana remained in this condi
tion beginning from the Mahavagga up to Buddha
ghosa as a yoga, almost without any alloy (p. 53). 

The objections against the views expressed in 
Prof. Ia Vallee Poussin's nirvii?Ja as raised by Prof. 
Stcherbatsky in the first part (pp. r -68) of his book 
under review are thus directed to two principal points 
viz., la Vallee Poussin's theory that the early 
Buddhism was but a yoga of the thaumaturgical 
nature and that the conception of nirvii~a in early 
Buddhism was but a simple faith in soul's immortality. 
Prof. Stcherbatsky urges that there is no vagueness 
in the meaning of the word yoga. The word yoga 
can be derived, in an objective sense (yujyatc etad iti 
yogaiJ), meaning the concentrated thought itself as a 
psychical condition, or in the instrumental sense 
(yujyate anena iti yogaiJ), :Ls the method through 
which this condition has been created, or in the 
locative sense (yujyate tasmin. iti yogaiJ), as the place 
where this concentrated thought has been produced. 
In the third sense the word yoga or more exactly the 
term samiipatti is used as a designation of the mystic 
words in all the eight planes of mystic existence where 
the denizens are eternally merged in trance. In the 
second sense yoga, rather the word samiidhi as the 
faculty of concentrated attention, denotes a mystical 
power which can transfer the meditator to higher 
worlds and change life altogether. Yoga is neither 
vulgar magic nor thaumaturgy but is in essence that 
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concentrated meditation that induces a condition of 
quiescence. He then goes on explaining the method 
of yoga according to Abhidharmakosa of Vasubandhn 
(300 A. D.) and describes how in the incessantly 
changing elements, that produce delusion of a 
personality the struggle of moral progress between 
the good and bad inclinations takes place. Though 
the momentary elements of moral inclinations cannot 
really influence one another, yet in consequence of 
the predominance of the good elements the immoral 
elements are driven out. The immoral faculties or 
elements are of two kinds, one, that can be removed 
by insight or reason, (dr§~i-heya) and the other that 
can be removed by concentrated attention only 
(bkiivanii-heya). The fully developed faculty or 
concentration becomes a mystic power which can 
transfer the inddividual into qigher planes of existence 
or spheres of purified matter (rupa-dhlttu) or still 
higher regions of pure spirits (arupa-dhatu) with 
ethereal (bltiisvara) bodies. The denizens of these 
spiritual realms are merged in contemplation of some 
unique idea, e.g., the infinity of space, the infinity of 
thought or of the void or in a dreamy semi-conscious 
state. Their condition is merely cataleptic. In this 
state since the meditator does not require any food, 
the sense-data of smell and taste do not exist for him. 
The feeling of hatred is totally absent. These beings 
have no need for clothes, they are provided with 
houses by their own karma. The phenomenon of sex 
is spiritualised and there are no organs of physical 
procreation ; gross sexual passion does not at all 
exist though there may be delicate feelings. The birth 
of a new being is quite free from all pain and filth. 
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The new-born child does not come out of a female, 
and those who happen to be nearest to the place of 
his birth are his parents. But it is also possible that 
sages who are living on this earth can develop such 
mystic powers, that though their bodies may belong 
to this earth, they may attain powers of vision and 
sense objects of other higher worlds of the superior 
mystical meditators, referred to above. This shows 
that given a certain change, in the nature of one's 
existence, where the necessity of food, clothing and 
homes have been eliminated, there will be newer and 
superior spiritual elements forming the structure of 
his personality which are akin to those of the mystic 
meditators of the higher worlds. According to some 
schools the highest cataleptic states of trance are 
eternal (asatttskrta), i.e., they do not differ from 
11irvil'Ja. But, accordiqg to the majority of schools, 
nirvil1Ja is beyond even that. It is the absolute limit 
of life, the extinction even of this kind of the thinnest 
vestige of consciousness which is still left in the 
highest of all imaginable worlds of cataleptic trance. 
Apart from the above described, general functions of 
yoga, the Hinayana Buddhism also believes in the 
possibility of a sudden illumination by which the saint 
directly views the universe as an infinite continuity 
of single moments in grarlual evolution towards final 
extinction. Arguing in the above manner, Prof. 
Stchcrbatsky holds that the doctrine of yoga is to be 
regarded as an "inseparable, inherent part of the 
pluralistic universe of separate elements (dharma) 
gradually evolving towards extinction," though thP 
possibility is not excluded that the germ of the yoga 
doctrine is older than the Buddha himself. Continuing 
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in the same strain Prof. Stchcrbatsky demands-"In 
any case there is no historically authenticated 
Buddhism without this theory, without the mystic 
worlds and its inherent part, the philosophic explana
tion of yoga. All yoga practices which had not this 
philosophic and moral aim, all sorcery and thauma
turgy, the Brahmanical sacrifices not excepted, were 
strongly condemned by the Buddha. They were 
considered as one of the cardinal sins. The details 
of the conditions in the worlds of the mystic and the 
degrees of mystic concentration have always given 
opportunities to much scholastic controversy between 
the schools .• We can safely assert that within the pale 
of Hinayana Buddhism there is no place for trivial 
sorcery." (pp. r8, rg.) 

Before passing to the discussion of nirvii1Ja, it may 
he considered desirable to rev~ew the vi(~ws of the two 
great scholars of Buddhism, L de Ia Vallee Ponssin and 
Stcherbatsky, on yo!f.a. Both of them apply the word 
yoga to denote the earliest practices of concentration 
among the Buddhists. Prof. Stcherhatsky gives its 
threefold etymology in the accusative, instrumental, 
and locative senses. But is this application strictly 
correct? The word yo{!.a can be derived from three 
different roots of different meanings, the intransitive 
verb yuj in the sense of concentration (yuj samadhau), 
the transitive verb yuj, to control (yojayati) and also 
from the transitive verb yujir, to connect (yunallli). 
the suffix ghait for the formation of technical words 
in all case-senses except the nominative, and as snch 
Prof. Stcherbatsky is right in deriving the word yot;a. 
The word yo{!,a is formed by the addition of the suffix 
ghan. PaQini's rule III. 3. rg allows the addition of 
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in three different senses. But yoga in the sense of 
samadhi or concentrated thought (yuj samadhau) 
cannot be formed in the accusative sense, as the root 
yuj of yuj samadhau is intransitive. It does not also 
seem proper that yoga can be formed in the locative 
sense to denote the higher worlds where the mystic 
meditation is performed, for the location of a medita
tive operation cannot be placed in a spatial world. 
Prof. Stcherbatsky has not indicated the source from 
which he has taken these derivations. But whatever 
may be the source, the objections pointed out seem to 
be strong. The word yoga in the sense of samadhi 
cannot probably be found in earlier lite,rature. The 
root yuj with the suffix ghan irregularly forms another 
word yuja to denote periods of time and also parts of 
a chariot, and in these senses the word yoga is pretty 
old as it is found in several places in the IJ,gveda. 
The word yoga is sometimes found in the IJ,gveda as 
in VII. 67. 8., but in the sense of journey or drive. 
In the :~atapalha-braltmatJa 14, 7, I, II the word 
yoga is used in connection with the word ratha ; in the 
Mahiibhii.rata, in various senses derived from "connect
ing" (evidently from yujir yoge). The word yoga is 
used also in the Kalka Upani~ad (6,·II)) to denote 
controlling of senses. The word is used several times 
in the Gita, but in howsoever diverse senses it may 
seem to have been used, they are all derived directly 
or indirectly from the sense of conecting (yujir yoge). 
Manu uses the word yoga in the sense of controlling, 
evidently from yuj, sa1pyamane (Manu 7. 44). The 
!t/ahabhiirata III. 2639 also uses the word yoga in the 
sense of controlling. But nowhere in any literature 
earlier than Patai'ijali do we find the yoga in the sense 
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of samadhi. Any actual verbal use of the intransitive 
verb yuj, samiidhau is hardly available. Turning to 
Pali use, the word yoga is found in the derivative 
senses of connection, control and effort as in 
pubbayoge, or in cittassa nigganhane yogo karatJiyo. 
It seems, therefore, that the word yoga was not 
familiarly used in any literature earlier than Pataiijali 
in the sense of samadhi and its accessory disciplines. 
The word yogin also, in the sense of a man who 
habitually practises the samiidhi processes, is hardly 
available in any literature earlier than Pataiijali. The 
Gita which in my opinion is pre-Buddhistic, as I have 
shown in my second volume of the History of 
Indian Philo.sophy, has no doubt the word yogin in 
it, but the word yoga is almost always used in the 
Gitii in the sense of connecting or its other remote 
derivative meanings, but not in the sense of samiidhi. 
It is probably Pataiijali who first used the word 
yoga in the sense of samadhi. Vyasa thus gives the 
meaning of the word yoga as yoga!J, samiidhil}. 
Vacaspati definitely points out that the word yoga 
in Pataiijali is derived from yuj samiidhau and not 
from yujir yoge (yuj samlidhau ityasmiit vyutpannal} 
samadhyartho, na tu yujir yoge ityasmiit satrtyogiirtha 
ityarthal}-Tattvaisiiradi). 

Prof. Stcherbatsky is, therefore, right in contend
ing against the view of L de Ia Vallee Poussin that 
Buddhism is a branch of yoga. He is also right in 
holding that yoga in the sense of samiidhi is not to 
be found in pre-Buddhistic literature. But I should 
like to go further than this and assert that in Buddha's 
time the word yoga meant only control or the effort 
of control and the different disciplines that consti-
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tuted in later times the yoKa processes were not 
brought under one systematic concept of yoga. The 
application of the term yoKa in Vasubandhu's work 
ought not to ll'ad us to believe that the word yoga 
meant in early Buddhism a comprehensive science 
holding within it the processes of sila, samadhi and 
prajiia. It is possible that (dhyana) meditations were 
practised by many people as isolated endeavours and 
it is also possible that beliefs about the mystical 
powers of those who perform these meditations, were 
current in certain circles. From the Katha, we know 
that senses wNe felt like uncontrollable horses and 
sense control was very much praised and that 
cataleptic states of trance were also rcga,rded as high 
achievements of perfection. It may thus be supposed 
that the Buddha collected all these floating traditions, 
interpreted them in terms of his own dhyana ex
periences and assimilated them into his own system 
of thought. The way in which the Buddha system
atisl'd the different practices, associated them with 
high nobility and perfection of character and welded 
them together in a comprehensive whole, served as 
a model to Patafijali who adapted it in his own way 
with some very important modifications. Far from 
being a branch of yoNa, it was Buddhism which made 
yoRa what it was. It is needless to say that 
Prof. Stcherbatsky is perfectly right in saying that 
the Buddhism of the Buddha has nothing of sorcery 
and thaumaturgy in it. The mere fact that any one 
indulging in mystic experiences believed in certain 
mystic worlds in which mystic experiences could be 
continued without the impediments of bodily limita
tions of hunger, thirst and lust, cannot constitute 
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sorcery. If it did, then even Christianity, which 
indulged in the belief in the kingdom of God, in 
resurrection, in the day of judgment and in the angels 
of God, would also be called sorcmy. The fact that 
Buddhism firmly believed in the gradual advance
ment and elevation of our being through more and 
more moral purity, the gradual destruction of passions 
and antipathies and the gradual moral strife in which 
the higher and nobler states of the mind gained 
supremacy over the lower ones and with the dawn 
of the superior wisdom all desires and rebirth became 
finally extinct, makes Buddhism one of the highest reli
gions of the world. In fact, it is difficult to believe that 
a scholar; of Ia Vallee Poussin's attainments should 
indulge in such baseless and uncritical fancies. And 
one may well suppose that Prof. L de Ia Vall!>e Poussin 
did not actually mean it ; and it is on account of 
the lack of precision and kJOscness of expression that 
it appears that he identifies Buddhism with sorcery, 
beggary, mendicancy and thaumaturgy ; for, on 
page 25 he says that these saints were very much 
higher than sorcerers as they looked forward towards 
gadual elevation and saintliucss-Mais si les Yogins 
ou ascetes prcbouddhiqncs timncnt du "mendiant" 
qui jefme contre lcs villages qui rcfusents, 1' aumone, 
tiennent du sorcier ct mettent a tres haut-prix 
l'hypnose ct Ia thaumaturgic, ils sont sonvent micux 
que des sorciers et des mendiants: ils visent a Ia 
saintete ; ils sont souvent, avec des idees philo
sophiques rudimentaircs et inconsistantes, une con
ception arn~tee de Ia destince de l'homme, une sagesse. 
Le yoga, vers l'epoque que nous considerons, s'ctait 
ordonne ou s'ordonnait suivant trois ou quatre 
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pensees maitresses, les pensees qui dominent l'Inde 
post-vCdique, l'Inde brahmanique bouddhique, 
hindoue, transmigration avec des enfers et des 
paradis ; merite et demerite ; delivrance de Ia trans
paradis ; merite et demerite ; delivrance de Ia trans
migration, bonheur supreme et definitif ; chemin qui 
conduit a la delivrance, a savior le yoga, l' effort, la 
discipline meditative et ascetique. 

(On the subject of nirvatJa, Prof. Stcherbatsky 
points out that Prof.la Vallee-Poussin holds that since 
in the Pali Canon the word 'immortal' is used as one 
of the epithets of nirv111Ja and since in the later 
literature nirvatJa is described as a reality (vastu), it 
can well be supposed that the pre-canonic ijuddhism 
believed in immortality of the soul. He further says 
that Prof. la Vallee Poussin explains Buddha's silence 
on the question of nirviitJa as his incapacity in the 
philosophical field. But if this is so, how can Prof. la 
Vallt~e Poussin argue that early Buddhism believed 
in the doctrine of the immortality of the soul? If the 
Buddha denied an eternal soul against the eternalist, 
but maintained the doctrine of moral responsibility 
against the materialist, how can he be supposed to be 
believing in the doctrine of an immortal soul ? Prof. 
Ia Vallee Poussin draws a historical outline to explain 
the growth of Buddhism in which he says that there 
was in the beginning a simple faith in soul and 
immortality and a primitive teaching of an indefinite 
character, mainly of obscure magic, after that a 
mixed period supervened, when this simple creed was 
contaminated with confused ideology and this allG'Ws 
us to ask whether Buddhism at that period was not 
a gnosis. At last Buddhism received a super-structure 
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of inane scholasticism and we have scholastic period 
of Buddhism just as one we had in mediaeval 
Europe. Primitive faith, then a period of gnosticism, 
and then a period of scholasticism,-these are three 
stages of the development of Buddhism, just as we 
had in the development of the Western Church. 

In criticising the above view, Prof. Stcherbatsky 
points out that early Buddhism never believed in the 
doctrine of the existence of the self or its immortality. 
If by later scholastic Buddhism, the Vaibhii..~ikas are 
meant, then it is not true that they represented in their 
teaching anything substantially different from the 
views of. the early canonical schools, for, the 
Vaibha~ikas are only the continuators of one of the 
oldest schools, the Sarvastivadins and their teachings 
are therefore quite different from the Sautrantikas 
who may be regarded as initiating a new school of 
Buddhism. Hinaya.na, therefore, ought to include 
the Vaibh~ikas, and the Sautrantika school may 
be regarded as a new transitional school leading 
to the Mahayana school of pure idealism. Early 
Buddhism started from a sound philosophical idea of 
a pluralistic universe, it denied substance and 
established lists of ultimate realities (dharmas). Some 
of these elements are highly artificial constructions. 
The maxim which guided these assumptions was that 
corresponding to each difference of the connotative 
terms of language, there must be differences of things 
or entities. The Sautrantikas differed from the 
Vaibbii.sikas in attributing on nominal existence to 
these felt differences in experience. They thus 
objected to the comprehensive list of elements or 
entities as the ultimate data of the Vaibh~ikas and 
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only believed in the sense data and the mind data. 
It is therefore wrong to take them in the same class 
with the Vaibhasikas under the sweeping term of 
scholasticism. The Sautrantikas flourished for at least 
five hundred years from the first to the fifth century 
A.D., side by side with the Vaibha~ikas and the 
Mahayii.nisl<>. Vasubandhu and his pupil Diimaga 
may be regarded as partly Sautrantika and partly 
Vijfianavadin. Ultimately the Sautrantikas merged 
into the Mahiiyanists or the Vijfianavadins. When 
the Vaibha!?ikas declared nirva1Ja to be something 
real, they did not mean that nirvii1J,a was a kind 
of paradise. They only regarded nirva1Ja as the 
annihilation of all life and as a materialistic lifeless 
reality (nirodhasatya vastu). Sautrantikas, on the 
other hand, admitted the existence of the Buddha's 
cosmical body and adhered to the Mahayana concep
tion of identifying nirvii1Ja with the living world itself 
and denying its reality as a separate element trans
cending the living world. Thus both the Vaibhasika 
and ~he early Buddhist schools regard satp,siira ~nd 
nirva~ta as real. But nirvii~za is real only in the sense 
of a materialistic, lifeless reality (yasmin sati cetaso 
vimok!ja~t acetanaM. The Sautrantikas believed 
salttsii.rtt as real and nirva1Ja as unreal (i.e., separately 
unreal). The Vijiiilnavadins or the Yogacaras believ
ed saf?tslira as unreal and the nirviitJa as real. The 
Madhyamikas regarded both the satp,siira and the 
nirviitJ.a as unreal (i.e., separately unreal). 

According to the Vaibh~ikas, existence is of two 
kinds as phenomenal and as eternal. Phenomenal 
existence of matter, mind and forces are but complexes 
of elements. Only space and nirvli~Ja are eternal 
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existences. The phenomenal clements are however 
all real in the present, past and future. This reality 
is thus conceived in two ways, firstly, as momentary 
flashings in actual life aud, secondly, in their abiding 
and everlasting nature (dharmalak~a~ta and dharma
svabhiiva). They held, therefore, that when all flash
ings in acfuallife stopped in nirvii1Ja, there remained 
that lifeless entity in which all flashings of passion 
and life became extinct. It is impersonal eternal 
death, but only as a separate clement and as the 
ultimate reality of the elements, in their lifck>ss 
condition. The simile of the extinction of light 
is to be explained as meaning only this lifeless 
condition. The difference between this view and 
ordinary materialism is that in the latter every death 
would be nirva1Ja (deha-cchcdo mok~aJ;.). And this 
view is therefore called ucchcdaviida. In the 
Vaibha~ika view, however, thei·e is no nirva~za at every 
death, but the different worlds in which a saint may 
be born are produced by llarma and the clements 
composing his personality arc gradually one after the 
other reduced to a state of quiescence and extinction 
until in final nirvli:1Ja all arc extinct. The moral law 
through a long process of evolution reduces the living 
world into a state of final quiescence, where there is 
no life, but something lifeless and inanimate. It is 
therefore wrong to think that the Vaibha~ikas regard
ed nirvli1Ja as a vastu or reality in the sense of spiritual 
immortality. The Sautrantikas, however, denied this 
materialistic nirvana and regarded it as being the 
ultimate extinction. of the entire cyclic processes of 
life without any residue of any kind. There was, 
however, a class of Sautrantikas who believed that 
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there was a subtle consciousness which outlived the 
final extinction of nirvana and that it was from this 
that the elements which ~anifested as life experiences 
(see Vasumitra's SamayabiJ,eda-uparacanacakra in 
Asia Major II. I. pp. 1-78, Leipzig, 1925). It is possible 
to trace the germs of the alayavijiiiina of the Yogii
caras in this doctrine. Later on, however, the 
Sautriintikas objected to ·this doctrine as it leads to the 
denial of the external world in the Y oga.cara school. 
It is also possible that this view was drawn from the 
Mahasiinghikas who did not wish to believ~ in the 
total disappearance of the Buddha in a materialistic 
nirvii1Ja. The Y ogacara view consisted in the belief 
in one pure knowledge as being the ultimate reality 
which seemed through ignorance as being modified· 
into the diverse modes of phenomenal experience . 

. Vn the Mahayanist view, therefore, there is no differ
ence between the nirvii1Ja and the satr'siira. Prof. 
Stcherbatsky then compares the Vaibha.~ika view of 
nirvii1Ja with the Nyiiya- Vaise~ika view of salvation, 
and the Mahayanist view of 11irvii1Ja with the Vedanta 
view of salvation. He also supplements this with a 
valuable general analysis of the principle of relativity 
of the Madhyamika school. 

The main argument of Prof. Stcherbatsky against 
Prof. Ia Vallee Poussin may be summed up in two 
propositions: firstly, that nowhere in early Buddhism 
~as the doctrine of the existence of self been preached, 
and, secondly, it is said that this negative conclusion 
is strengthened by the fact that the Vaibha.sikas, who 
are the continuators of early Buddhism, believed in 
a form of lifeless reality as being the ni1'vlit}a. I am 
in general sympathy with Prof. Stcherbatsky's con-
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elusions, but I do not think that he has sufficiently 
proved them. Firstly, the assertion that in early 
Buddhism we do not come across any belief regard
ing the soul's immortality as nirvaf!a, however true 
it may be, should have been attested by exhaustive 
references from the Pali canons. Secondly, admitting 
that the Vaibha~ikas were the continuators of early 
Buddhism, it still remains to be seen how far the 
Vaibha!;likas made new additions to the views of early 
Buddhism or left off some of their doctrines or 
changed and modified them. This would mean an 
exhaustive comparison of the contents of the Pali 
canons, their commentaries and the Vaibhasika works. 
And unless this is done, it may be dangero~s to make 
assertions regarding the views of Pali canons from 
assertions in Vaibha!;lika works. 

Judging from the early Pali texts it seems very 
probable that nirvaf!a was a cthico-religious state of 
the extinction of desires as a result of ethical practices~ 
contemplation and insight. As such it need not be 
regarded as transcendental. Such a state, however, 
clearly belongs to transcendental, rather than normal 
psychology. It is, therefore, sometimes described as 
unspeakable, and as immeasurable, as in Sutta Nipata 
I076 (atthatrt gatassa na pamlif!amatthi). It is also 
sometimes described as an eternal reality and as such 
it is described as accutatrt lhanatp,, amatatp, padatp,, 
amata nibbli'f}tr dhatu. In the Abhidhamma period 
it is sometimes described, positively, as a sphere of 
existence, and, negatively, as a condition of utter 
annihilation. F. Heiler in his Die Buddhistische 
Versenkung·very aptly says that "only by its concept 
nirva'f}a is something negative, but by its sentiment 
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it is a positive term of the most pronounced form. 
In spite of all conceptual negativity, nirva1Ja is 
nothing but eternal salvation after which the heart 
of the religious yearns." It is by extinction (nibbii'Ja) 
of the fire of passions (riiga ag~;i) that the ultimate 
frcrdom is attained and there is the final extinction 
(parinibbii1Ja). The fire of passions and desires can 
only go out in consequence of the cessation of the 
causes that were producing them, they cannot be 
destroyed by force all on a sudden. It is, therefore, 
that in the earlier texl<> nibbii1Ja is compared to a 
dying fire (aggi anaharo n.ibbuto-Majjhima I. 487) 
and not to a fire blown out. Compare also aniiharo 
nibbiiyettha, Apadana I53· also padipassa eva 
nibbii~laltt vimokkho ahu cetaso. The eternality of 
ltibbarJa in all probability refers to the undisturbed 
tranquillity and peace through the CL'Ssation of rebirth, 
and there is probably no text which can lead to the 
supposition that it is a state of the immortality of 
soul ajaram amarmtt kltemattt pariycssami nibbuti~?t 
(Vimiina Vattlzu 514), sabdasankhiirasamatho 
nibbil~Ja'?t (Sa~?tyutta I. 136). The same idea is repeat
ed in M ajjhima I. so8, iirogga parama labhr7 
nibbii1Ja'?t paramaf?~ sukha1?t a(1han{iiko ca maggii1Ja'?t 
Hcmam amata giimina'?t. Nibbii1Ja is also often 
described as cessation of desire tanltiikkhaya as in 
Vimiina Vatthu 73, also in Sa~yutta I. 39-tanhaya 
vippaha~zena nibba1Jam iti vuccati, also in Vinaya 
I. s-sabdasatikharasamatho nibbii1Ja~. The idea of 
nibbii1Ja as the ultimate extinction and the psychqsis 
as a whole is to be found in Sa1fJyutta I. 136. Angut
tara II. n8, IV. 423, V. 8, rro etc. A~in in Sutta 
Nipata 1094 we find a similar passage-akincanam 
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anadanam etarrt dipamanapararrt nibbii1Jam iti narrt 
brumi ; so also in Sarrtyutta II. IIJ, bhavanirodho 
nibbat;Jam iti. Ir. one of the earliest passages also 
nibbilt;Ja is described as cessation and as wisdom
upasammaya abhi1i1iiiya sambodhaya 11ibbiit;Jaya 
samvattati, again in Vinaya V. 86 nibba1Ja is definitely 
described as non-self-aniccii sabbe sa~zkhiira dukkhtl 
iiatta ca sankhata, nibbilt;Jarrt ca eva1!'& paiiiiatti anatta 
iti nicchaya. Coming to some of the most authori
tative traditional interpretations of Pali Buddhism, I 
shall for the sake of brevity only refer to some 
passages of Buddhagh~a's Visuddhi Mag~a. Buddha
gho~a defines nibbatJa as the substanceless cessation 
of desires (tanha)-yasma ...... tanhiiya nikkhanto 
nissato visarrtyutto tasmii nibbii1Jarrt ti vuccati li. 
On page 295. nibbatJa is described as the highest moral 
quality along with other moral qnalities-khanti 
parama1f& tapo titikkhii nibbatJarrt paramarrt vadanti 
buddha. On page 498 nibba1Ja is again described as 
the supportless liberation, the getting rid of, the 
forsaking and the entire and absolute cessation of 
desires through disinclination to them-yo tassa yeva 
tanhaya asesavira~:anirodlzo ciigo patinissaggo mutti 
anrtlayo ti evan nirodhaniddese atthato ekam eva 
nibbiltJarft. On page 507 a subjective and objective 
distinction of the meaning of nibbiitJa is made. On 
the subjective ethico-religious plane nibba1Ja is des
cribed as in the passage as asesaviraganirodlw and on 
the objective side it is called the noble truth of 
dukkhanirodho. It is said there that it is on this 
account that nibbana is described as peace (santi 
lakkhatJarrt) and as "eternal (accutirasanz). It cannot 
be said that because ordinary men cannot perceive 
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it nibbiina is therefore non-existent like the hare's 
h~rn. F~r. had nibba'J-a been non-existent, the 
ennobling of character and contemplation and wisdom 
which are methods of the attainment of nibbli1Ja 
would be futile. For, if nibbli1Ja does not exist, then 
the processes of character-discipline etc. do not exist, 
and if they do not exist. then passions and afflictions 
which are destroyed by them do not exist also,-which 
is impossible. Nibbli1Ja thus is not non-existent, it 
is not also mere destruction (khaya), but it is the 
destruction of passions (rligakkhayo). Nibba1Ja is 
called deathless and eternal, because it is attained only 
through the right path and not produced by anything 
(pattabbam eva h' ettft miir;r;e1Ja, na uppadetabbatft : 
tasmii appabhavam eva, appabhavatta ajariima
ra1Jatft, pabhavajaramaratJatft bhiivato niccam). It 
does not seem that nibbiitJa can be described as an 
existent with positive characters, it can be called as 
a negation of non-existence only because it is attain
able by special wisdom and steady efforts which are 
positive in their nature casithilapariikkamasiddhena 
onnavisese1Ja adhir;amaniato sabba1iiiuvacanato ca 
parammatthena sabhavato nibbatJatft navijjamanatft, 
page 509. Again, on page 567, it is said that just as 
a crow when set free from a merchant's boat on sea 
flies to the shore if it is visible, whereas, if no shores 
arc visible returns back to the mast of the boat, so 
if a man perceives nibbiitJa as the wisdom of dis
inclination to all sankhara elements (elements forming 
one's individuality), he leaves the course of the 
out-flow of all sankhiiras and springs forward to 
nibbiitJa; if he has not the wisdom of disinclination 
to sankhiiras, he falls again and again in the course 
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of the flow of the sankharas. It is also said there 
in a description of the nature of liberation as nibbana 
that he who takes to nibbii?Ja as mere void (suiitiata) 
perceives it as such. Again on page 666, it is said 
that just as a man suffering from heat desires cold, 
so does one suffering from the fire of rebirth desire 
nibba1Ja as the cessation of that fue. 

It is unnecessary to multiply examples. But it is 
clear from the above that the view of Prof. la 
Vallee Poussin that nirvii1Ja in early Buddhism meant 
immortality of soul cannot be attested by textual 
references from Pali cononic..al works or from the 
works of responsible commentators like Buddhaghosa. 
So the negative contention of Prof. Stcherbatsky may 
be regarded as absolutely correct. But it must also 
be said that there is no proof in favour of his view 
that the philosophy of nirvii1Ja of the Vaibha!?ikas was 
identical with the view of nirva1Ja of early Buddhism, 
or that in early Buddhism nibba1Ja meant a lifeless 
reality as the elements of dharmas as Prof. 
Stcherbatsky holds. Space docs not allow me to enter 
into any discussion regarding the view of nirva?Ja 
among the Vaibha!?ikas. I fear, I have to differ on 
some important points here also from Prof. 
Stcherbatsky. But I must reserve it for some future 
occasion. 

Prof. Stcherbatsky's illuminating work "Con
ception of Nirva1Ja" throws a flood of light on 
many obscure points of the development of the 
history of Buddhist philosophy, and every scholar of 
Buddhist philosophy will feel grateful to him for his 
contribution. But yet it is only in his translation of 
the first and the twenty-fifth chapters of Nagarjuna's 
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Madhyamiha Karihr1 and its commentary by Candra
kirtti, that he shows his great scholarship of Buddhism, 
wonderful mastery over abstruse dialectical Sanskrit 
and over all, his superior philosophical acumen, a 
rare combination among scholars of any country. I 
shall not enter into any details, but I fear that the 
translation may not generally be regarded as very 
exact,' but it is exceedingly readable, and excellent 
on the whole. There are only a few scholars either 
in this country or in Europe who can read Candra
kirtti's commentary with such ease and insight as 
Prof. Stcherbatsky has done. Though he has translat
ed only two chapters of the book, yet I feel confident 
that they will be a real help to most Buddhist scholars 
in being introduced to Candrakirtti and his master. 

1 now propose to subjoin a running review of 
soq1~ of the most salient points of Nagarjuna's 

r. To give only one exam pi<•, let us turn to the adoration verse 
with which Chandrak~rli starts his introduction to his commentary 
on the kiirikiis of Niigarjuna. The verse runs as follows:-

yaahiisti va~ kldaripunase~<in, santriiyate durgatito 
bhaviicca : tacchtisantit trti'}agu1Jdcca .(,istrametat dvayaiictinya
nuite~u ntisti Stchcrbatsky's translation:-(indeed a philosophic 
trmtisc should contain a doctrine of Salvation, it then "rult·s and 
it sav<'s)". "It ruks over all our crwmit·s, our passions. It saves 
us from the mist•ry and from plwnomenal t•xperience (altogether). 
These two advantagt's are not to be found in other philosophic 
doctrines.'' 

Suggested translation: -Because it checks all your enemies 
of passions and sa\·es you from misfortunes and rebirth, therefore 
on account of this checking power and the quality of saving (two 
pnrts of the word .<tistra from .\·iis and tra yielding lht.'Sc two 
different meanings) it is (called) a sii.str.r.. And these two do not 
<•xist in other sysh•ms (which therefore may be called a mata but 
not a sastra). 
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philosophy as contained in Prof. Stcherbatskv's 
translation of the first and twentyfifth chapter of the 
Mudhyamika-vrtti which form an appendix to his 
work under review. 

Na.garjuna's main thesis was that all things are 
relative and hence indefinable in themselves and 
hence there was no way of discovering their essence, 
and since their essence is not only indefinable and 
indescribable but incomprehensible as well, they 
cannot be said to possess any essences of their own. 
Nagarjuna was followed by Xryadeva, a Ceylonese 
by birth, who wrote a separate work on the same 
subject in 400 aphorisms. For about two centuries 
after this, the doctrines of Nagarjuna were in a sleepy 
condition as is evidenced by the fact that Buddha
gho~a of the fourth century A.D. does not refer to 
them. During the Gupta empire Asai:tga and Vasu
bandhu flourished in the fifth century A.D. In the 
sixth centmy A.D. the relativistic philosophy of 
Nagarjuna again flourished in the hands of Buddha
palita of Valabhi in Surat and Bhavya or Bhavya
viveka of Orissa. The school of Bhavya was 
called Madhyamika-Sautrantika on account of his 
supplementing Nagarjuna's arguments with special 
arguments of his own. At this time the Yugacara 
school of Mahayana monism had developed in the 
north and the aim of this school was to show that for 
the true knowledge of the one consciousness (vijiiana) 
all logical arguments were futile. All logical argu
ments showed only their own inconsistency. It seems 
very probable that Hrihar~a was inspired by these 
Y ogli.cara authors and their relativistic allies from 
Nagarjuna to Bhavya and Candrakirtti, the master 
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I could then make an affirmation or a denial 
Upon the basis of these things perceived or 

(inferred) 
But these (separate) things do not exist for me. 
Therefore I cannot be assailed on such a 

basis."" 
Candrakirtti thus emphasises the fact that it is 

not possible for the Madhyamikas to offer new argu
ments or new examples in criticising any view, for 
the Madhyamikas have no view of their own to 
support. They cannot even prove their own affirma
tions and if their affirmations contain any thesis, they 
quarrel with it also themselves. So the Madhyamika 
scheme of criticism consists only in finding fault with 
all theses whatever they may be, and in replying to 
the counter-charges so far as inconsistencies could be 
found in the opponents' theses and methods, but not 
by adducing any new arguments or any new counter
thesis, for the Madhyamikas have no thesis of their 
own. In an aq,'llment if one can only follow the 
principles that are admitted by them no one can be 
defeated by arguments carried on the basis of 
principles admitted only by his opponents. 

Things are not also produced by any conglomera
tion of foreign factors or causes, for had it been so 
then there would be no law of such production and 
anything might come from any other things, darkness 
from light. And if a thing cannot be produced out 
of itself or out of others, it cannot be produced by 

3· a~tyatpratltya yadi nama paro'bhavi~yat jriyeta tarhi 
bahula~ sikhino'ndhakiira~ sarvasya janma ca bhavet kha/1t 
sarvatasca tulyal'fl paratvamakhilc' janake' pi yasmiit 

Mridhyamika-m;tti p. 36. 
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a combination of them both. Again, the world could 
not have sprung into being without any cause 
(ahetutal],). 

The Buddhist logicians try to controvert this view 
by pointing out that whatever a view may be it must 
be established by proper proof. So in order to prove 
the thesis that all existents are unproduced, the 
Madhyamikas must give some proofs and that would 
involve a further specification of the nature of such 
proofs and a specification of the number of valid 
proofs atlmitted by them. But if the thesis that "all 
existents are unproduced" is a mere assertion without 
any proof to support it, then any number of counter 
assertions may be made for which no proof need be 
shown ; and if proofs are not required in one case, they 
cannot be required in the other case as well. So one 
could with equal validity assert that all existents arc 
real and are produced from causes. The Madhya
mika answer to such an objection as formulated by 
Candrakirtti is that the Madhyamika has no thesis 
of his own and so the question whether his thesis is 
supported by valid proofs or not is as meaningless 
as the question regarding the smallness or the great
ness of a mule's horn. Since there is no thesis, the 
Madhyamika has got nothing to say regarding the 
nature of valid proof (prama1Ja) or their number. 
But it may well be asked that if the Madhyamika 
had no thesis of his own, why should he at all hold 
the proposition that all existents are unproduced 
(sarve bhavii anutpannii}J)? To this the Madhya
mika replies that such propositions appear as definite 
views only to the ordinary people, but not to the wise. 
The proper attitude for the wise is always to remain 
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silent. They impart instructions to those who want 
to listen to them only from a popular point of view. 
Their arguments are not their own or which they 
believe as right, but only such as would appeal to 
their hearers. 

It is not out of place here to mention that the 
Madhyamika school wishes to keep the phenomenal 
and the real or the transcendental view wide apart. 
In the phenomenal view things are admitted to be as 
they are perceived and their relations are also con
ceived as real. It is interesting to refer to the 
discussion of Candrakirtti with Diimaga regarding 
the nature of sense-perceptions. While Diimaga urges 
that a thing is what it is in itself (svalak$a7Ja) 
Candrakirtti holds that since relations are also per 
ceived to be true, things are relational as well. 
Phenomenally substances exist as well as their 
qualities. The "thing in itself" of Diimaga was as 
much a relative concept as the relational things that 
are popularly perceived as true ; that being so, it is 
meaningless to define perception as being only the 
thing in itself. Candrakirtti thus does not think that 
any good can be done by criticising the realistic logic 
of the Naiyayikas, for so far as the popular percep
tions or conceptions go, the Nyaya logic is quite 
competent to deal with them and give an account of 
them. There is a phenomenal reality and order 
which is true for the man in the street, on which all 
our linguistic and other usages are based. Di:imaga 
in defining perception restricts it only to the unique 
thing in itself (svalak$a7Ja) and thinks that all associa
tions of quality and relations are extraneous to 
perceptions and should be included under imagina-
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tion or inference. This however does violence to our 
ordinary experience and yet serves no better 
purpose, for the definition of perception as given by 
Diimaga is not from the transcendental point of view 
and thus represents the lower point of view. If that 
is so, why not accept the realistic conceptions ot the 
Nyaya school which fits in with the popular experi
ence. This reminds us of the attitude of the 
Vedantists who on one hand accepted the view point 
of popular experience and regarded all things as 
having a real objective existence, and yet on the other 
hand considered them all as false and unreal from 
the transcendental point of view of ultimate reality. 
The attitude of the Vedantists on this point seems 
to have been directly inspired by that of the 
Madhyamikas. The attempts of ~nnanja to refute 
the realistic definition of Nyaya were intended to 
show that the definitions of Nyaya could not be 
regarded as absolute and true as they used to think. 
But while the Madhyamikas who had no view-points 
of their own to support could leave the field of ex
perience absolutely undisturbed and allow the realistic 
definitions of Nyaya to explain the popular experi
ence in any way it liked, the Vedanta had a thesis 
of its own, namely, that the self-luminous Brahman 
was the only reality and that it was through it that 
l!verything else was manifested. The Vedanta, there
fore, could agree with Nyaya interpretations of 
experience and their definitions. But as the Vedanta 
was unable to give the manifold world-appearance a 
footing in reality, it regarded it as somehow existing 
by itself and invented a theory of perception by which 
it could be considered as being manifested by coming 
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in touch with Brahman and being illusorily imposed 
on it. 

Continuing the discussion on the nature of 
causation, Nagarjuna and Candrakirtti hold that 
collocations of causal conditions which are different 
from the effect cannot produce the effect as is held 
by the Hi'nayana Buddhists, for since the effect is not 
perceived in those causal conditions, it cannot be 
produced out of them, and if it is already existent in 
them it<; production becomes useless. Production of 
anything out of some foreign or extraneous causes 
implies that it is related to them_...and this relation 
must mean that it was in some way existent in them. 
The main principle which Nagarjuna employs in 
refuting the idea "of causation or production in various 
ways is that if a thing exists it cannot be produced, 
and if it does not exist it cannot be produc.ed at all. 
That which has no essence in itself cannot be caused 
by anything else, and having no essence in itself it 
cannot also be the cause of anything else.' 

Nagarjuna similarly examined the concepts of 
going and coming and says that as the action of going 
is not to be found in the space traversed over, nor 
is it to be found in that which is not traversed over 
and apart from the space traversed over and not 
traversed, there cannot be any action of going. If 
it is urged that going is neither in the space traversed 
nor in the space untraversed, but in the per5on who 
continues to go, for going is in him in whom there 
is the effort of going, then that also cannot be right. 
For if the action of going is to be associated with the 

4· Miidhyamika-m:tti p, go. line 6. 
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person who goes, it cannot be associated with the 
space traversed. One action cannot be connected 
with both; and unless some space is gone over·then' 
cannot be a goer. If going is in the goer alone then 
even without going, one could be called a goer which 
is impossible. If both the goer and the space 
traversed have to be associated with going, then there 
must be two actions and not one, and if there arc 
two actions that implies that there are also two agents. 
It may be urged that the movement of going is 
associated with the goer and that therefore going 
belongs to the goer, but if there is no going without 
the goer and if there is no goer without going, how 
can going be at all associated with the goer. Again 
in the proposition "the goer goes" (gantii gacch'ati) 
there is only one action of going and that is satisfied 
by the verb "goes," but what separate "going" is there 
by virtue of the association with which a "goer" can 
be so-called and since there arc no two actions of 
going there cannot be a goer. Again, the movement 
of going cannot even be begun, for, when there is 
no ·motion of going, there is no beginning and when 
there "is no motion of going, there cannot be any 
beginning. Again, it cannot be urged that "going" 
must exist since its opposite "remaining at rest (sthili)" 
exists, for who is at rest? The goer cannot be at 
rest for no one can be a goer unless he goes ; he 
who is not a goer being already at rest cannot again 
be the agent of another action of being at rest. If 
the goer and going be regarded as identical then there 
would be neither verb nor agent. So there is no 
reality in going. "Going" stands here for any kind 
of passage or becoming and the refutation of "going" 
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implies the refutation of all kinds of passage 
(ni$kar.~arpa) as well. If seeds passed into the state 
of shoots (ankura), then they would be seeds and not 
shoots ; the shoots are n~ither seeds nor are different 
from them ; yet the seeds being there, there are 
shoots. A pea is from another pea, but yet no pea 
becomes another pea. A pea is neither in another pea 
nor different from it. Again one may see the beautiful 
face of a woman in a mirror and feel attracted by 
it and run after her, though the face never passed 
into the mirror and there was no human face in the 
reflected image. Just as the essenceless reflected 
image of a woman's face may rouse attachment in 
fools, so arc appearances of the world, the causes of 
our delusion and attachment. 

It is needless to multiply examples and describe 
elaborately Nagarjuna's method of the application of 
his dialectic for the refutation of the various 
Buddhistic and other categories. But from what has 
been said, it may be possible to compare or contrast 
Nagarjuna's dialectic with that of Hriharsa. Neither 
Nagarjuna nor Hrihar~a are interested to give any 
rational explanation of the world-process, nor are they 
interested to give a scientific reconstruction of our 
world-experience. They are agreed in discarding the 

,validity of world-experience as such. But while 
Nagarjuna had no thesis of his own to uphold, 
8rihar~a sought to establish the validity and ultimate 
reality of Brahman. But it does not appear that he 
ever properly tried to apply his own dialectic to his 
thesis and tried to show that the definition of Brahman 
could stand the test of the criticism of his own 
dialectic. Both Nagarjuna and 8rihar~a were how-
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ever agreed in the view that there was no theory of 
the reconstruction of world-appearance which could 
be supported as valid. But while ~riharsa attacked 
only the definitions of the Nyaya, Nagarj~na mainly 
attacked the accepted Buddhistic categories and also 
some other relevant categories, which were directly 
connected with them. But the entire efforts of 
Hriha~a were directed in showing that the definitions 
of Nyaya were faulty and that there was no way in 
which Nyaya could define its categories properly. 
From the fact that Nyaya could not define its cate
gories, he rushes to the conclusion that they were 
intrinsically indefinable and that therefore the world
appearance which was measured and scanned in 
terms of those categories were also false. Nagarjuna's 
methods are largely different from that of ~riha~a in 
this that the concepts which he criticised were shown 
by him to have been intrinsically based and construct
ed on actions or qualities which had no essential nature 
of their own, but which were only understood in rela
tion to others. No concept revealed any intrinsic 
nature of its own and one could understand a concept 
only through another and that again by the former or 
by another and so on. The entire world-appearance is 
thus based on relative conceptions and is false. 
Nagarjuna's criticisms arc however largely of an 
a priori nature which do not treat the concepts in a 
concrete manner and which are not also based on 
the testimony of our psychological experience. The 
opposition shown therefore is very often of an abstract 
nature and occasionally degenerates into verbalism. 
But as a rule they are based on the fundamentally
relative nature of our experience. They are never 
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half so elaborate as the criticisms of An""harsa, but at 
the same time they are fundamentally more' convinc
ing and more direct than the elaborate round-about 
logical subtleties of Sriha~·s dialectical criticisms. 
It cannot be denied that based on the dialectical 
methods of Nagarjuna, Buddhapa.lita and Candra
kirtti, t=lriha111a's criticisms following an altogether 
different plan of approach, show wonderful powers 
of logical subtleties and fineness, though the total 
effects can hardly be regarded as an advancement 
from the strictly philosophical point of view, while the 
frequent verbalism of many of his criticisms is a 
discredit to his whole venture. 
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PREFACE 

Schopcnhauer expressed the hope that the dis
covery of Sanskrit would bring a new epoch in the 
development of European thought, just as the 
introduction of Greek studies had done in the 
Renaissance period. But obviously enough that hope 
has not been yet so well fulfilled. The discovery of 
Sanskrit gave of course a very great impetus to the 
studies of comparative philology and also to a certain 
extent to those of comparative mythology and 
religion, but it does not seem to have touched the 
inner vein of European culture and civilisation. 
Apart from the differences that exist between the 
intrinsic value and purpose of Greek literature and 
Sanskrit literature, one fact may be pointed out with 
little fear of contradiction, that as compared with the 
knowledge of Greek literature in Europe, Sanskrit is 
known more by name than by actual acquaintance 
-exception being made only in the case of a few 
orientalists or: Sanskritists who are working in this or 
that country. This may be due to various reasons. 
But one fact seems to be almost certain that European 
thought was in a state of whirlpool, when Greek 
studies were introduced during the Renaissance, and 
Greek culture shone forth like a light-house at a 

*Read at the International Congress of Philosophy at Naples 
by the writer as the representative of the Calcutta Univ<!rsity, 
Senatore Croce being in the chair. 
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distance, when Europe was groping its way in the 
dark in the black waters of the middle ages. But 
when Sanskrit was discovered in Europe, she was at 
day-break near in sight of the promised land and she 
cared little for the discovery of old light-houses. 

Another reason why Sanskritic studies suffered 
in Europe is the vastness of the literature as com
pared with Greek. India is a country almost as big 
as the whole of Europe excluding Russia and in 
almost every part of it works were being composed for 
the last two thousand years or so and in some parts 
where there was early penetration of Aryan culture 
for more than sooo years. Even when allowance is 
made for the want of printing machines in early days 
and other modern facilities for publication, it is easy 
to imabrine what a huge literature India must have 
produced on a large variety of subjects. It is well 
worth pointing out here that during this very long 
period of Indian civilisation, in spite of foreign 
invasions and dominations, there is such a strange 
continuity of culture and thought, that the literature 
and thoughts of any period explain and interpret the 
others. The whole thing appears as immense and 
deep as the vast ocean that partly surrounds India 
and one is simply overawed by the sight of it. 
Foreign civilisations, that encroached upon India, have 
but left probably just as much permanent impression 
on her as the furrows that a ship makes, when she 
makes her way through the sea. Political depend
ence also often discredits the value of a culture and 
makes it difficult for it to attract the attention that 
it deserves, for attention is often drawn more easily 
by a hard blow than by passive self-contained look 
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such as that which India can give. Misreprt>scnta
tions, sometimes deliberate, and sometimes due to 
ignorance, had their share in discrediting Sanskritic 
culture and its value. 

Of all the different branches of investigation and 
study that are comprised within Sanskritic culture, 
Philosophy is the most important. In Indian culture 
it is like the nucleus from which evt>rything else has 
grown. It is therefore natural that the philosophic 
and religious literature (Philosophy sometimes gets 
mixed up with religion) are by far the most extru
sive. The language of remarkahlt~ philosophical 
works of great depth, penetration and subtlety is 
indeed very precise, definite and clear in their own 
way, but is very technical, and European works on 
Indian philosophy, which show a thorough grasp ancl 
mastery of this language, are indeed very f<·w. The 
Sanskritist has indeed another difliculty ; he is also 
a linguist or an archceologist and these interests 
even with most of the very best Sanskrit scholars in 
Europe outweigh the cultural or the real philosophical 
interest. The result is that with most of the old type 
of Sanskrit scholars, there is a strong tmdency not to 
rejuvenate what appears to be dead but to mummify 
what is living and pulsating with thought. For 
the Sanskritist generally starts with the postulate that 
he is before a dead culture: he has around him 
nothing but the dead bones: and if anything appear 
to be living, it must be made to die by the axe of 
his interpretation, before he can feel himself at case 
to work on it. A celebrated Russian Sanskritist once 
remarked to me that when we had succeeded in 
making a thing Wiintelligent, mysterious and dead, 
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then only we say-"Look, now it is true and genuine 
Indian ; it looks antique." Happily however there 
are some in the genemtion of scholars who have per
ceived this defect and it is hoped that they will do 
better than their teachers in interpreting Indian 
thought and culture. 

But I do not know of any European philosopher 
(i.e., who has studied European philosophy thorough
ly and whose chief interest is philosophy) who 
commands an adequate knowledge of Sanskrit to 
make a deep study of Indian philosophy in the 
original. 

My contention is that most of the elements of 
contemporary European thought are found anticipat
ed in Indian philosophy. I do not maintain for a 
moment that Indian systems of thought arc identical 
with modern ones or vice versa, but I wish to 
maintain that the important elements are all there in 
more or less varying modifications. Much of what 
passes as modern philosophical discoveries are like 
old wines in new bottles. I also wish to maintain 
that a study of modern thoughts in their old garbs 
as they appear in Indian philosophy is likely to have 
highly suggestive value for the health and vigour 
of new philosophical achievements. It may open 
new channels for the progress of philosophy and the 
extension of world-culture. I could not within the 
limited space of a short paper expect to prove my 
contention in its details. I have therefore taken as an 
example the most important Italian thinker Croce, 
whose doctrines, may, at all ordinary appearance, 
seem to be far removed from any known systems of 
Indian thought, and have tried to. compare him with 
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some schools of Buddhism and have tried to show 
that in spite of differences, some of the fundamental 
positions of Croce are the same as those of Buddhism. 
The same similarity with other schools of Indian 
thought could very easily be shown of Gentile, 
Varisco etc., of modern times, or to Rosmini, Gioberty, 
Galuppi, Thomas Aquinas, Campanalla, Bruno and 
many others, as well as of other German, French, 
English and American thinkers. 

I wish humbly to point out to the learned 
philosophers of this great assembly that time has 
come when we can strengthen and rejuvenate philo
sophical investigation by initiating a new branch of 
studies called "Comparative Philosophy." I do not 
ask my kind audience to accept any of my 
conclusions, but I shall consider myself very happy 
and my tedious and long journey to this remote 
country successful if even one of those whose chief 
interest is philosophy should take to the study of 
Indian philosophy in original and try to form his own 
conclusions from the first-hand data that he fmds after 
a systematic and thorough study of the original 
texts. 

I 
CROCE AND BUDDHISM 

One central fact that emerges from a careful 
study of different systems of Indian Philosophy is 
that most of these are filled with a deep conviction 
of the spirituality of man and the universe. The 
maturer philosophical documents of early India may 
be said to have begun at least as early as 700 B.C. 

I2I 
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and tracing its history up to the beginning of the 
r8th century, 1here has never been a period when 
the philosophical talent of India has been unproduc
tive. Systems of thought running through so many 
centuries and passing through changing fields of 
social and religious developments, would naturally 
have something in their modes of conception and 
expression which might be considered as merely 
contingent and local ; there are also many points in 
which they so often differ, ~nd try to refute each 
other ; but there is at least one principle which most 
of them materially accept, viz., that the highest truth 
is the spirituality of the self and the universe has 
either the same essence as the self or resembles it 
in a remarkable degree or is dependent on it in such 
a way that all its changes are motives by an inherent 
purpose of gradually bringing about, through different 
stages of success and failure, the ultimate self
realisation of the freedom and spirituality of man. 
The conception of this spirituality, however, varies 
more or less in one or other of these systems. Thus 
according to the J ains the self in its pure state 
is possessed of infinite perception (ananta-darsana), 
infinite bliss (ananta-sukha) and infinite power 
(ananta-virya) ; according to the Vedanta the pure 
soul as the highest reality is the identity of pure con
sciousness (cit), being (sat) and bliss (ananda); accord
ing to the Sa~pkhya and the Yoga, the self is nothing 
but the self-shining entity of pure intelligence. Even 
those, who deny the existence of a permanent self 
such as the idealistic Buddhist~. do not deny the 
spirituality of man and the universe as they are both 
in some sense considered mental products. But 
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though these Buddhists did not believe in a self as 
a permanent .entity, yet there were the thoughts, 
emotions, and acts of will and these were fused 
together in a way which gave the illusory impression 
of an unchangeable indivisible entity, a person, and 
his whole worldly career had but one supreme ideal 
before him, viz. the realisation of the true nature of 
this person as the point of unity of thoughts, emotions 
and acts of will.' But the central conception of 
Buddhism does not consist in its abstract denial of 
a permanent metaphysical entity either in the inner 
or in the outer world, but in its conception of all 
phenomena as streams (santlina) of appearances 
(dharma). What we call inner or outer was but a 
result of abstraction, as it is based upon a false bias 
in the existence of a metaphysical entity "the soul" 
with which the phenomena generally regarded as 
"internal" arc conceived to have an intimate relation. 
But no such distinction of inner and outer is possible. 
Whether it be a sensuous colour such as a green or 
a red patch, a rectangular, triangular or curved space 
which limits it or thoughts, ideas, emotions, an act 
of will or whatever else it might be, it is nothing but 

I. The Vatsiputriya and the Sammitiya schools of Buddhism 
however believed that tht're was a pudgala (individual) which 
existed more or less as a permanent entity undergoing rebirth 
though its existence at any particular moment in relation to the 
clements of the inner psychosis was conceived as being o[ the 
same kind as fire to the logs of wood which produced it. Com
pare Th. Stcherbatsky's The Central Conccptiml of Buddhism, 
p. 71 and his Soul Theory, p. 830. Also L de Ia Vallee Poussin's 
article on the Sammitiyas in the Encycloptedia of Religion and 
Ethics. 
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a phenomenon-an appearance. Buddhism never 
discusses properly the ultimate nature of these appear
ances. They are what they appear, they are but the 
appearances of certain characteristics or dharmas. 
Beyond them there were nothing else as entities in 
which these characteristics inhered. The distinction 
of Buddhism from other phases of Hindu thought 
consists in this its anti-metaphysical character. It 
does not like Kant consider that there is a permanent 
datum which abides as an unknowable reality which 
we cannot reach, but the existence of which we 
believe to be the ground of all that appears to us. 
All discussion as to what may be the ultimate nature 
of reality beyond the appearances, Buddha considers 
to be irrelevant (avyakata). There is therefore no 
distinction here between a world of reality and a 
world of appearance, as a noumenal and phenomenal 
world. There is in Buddhism therefore no Absolute 
or God as the ground of all existence. It did not 
also like Bradley, consider the reality to be the 
totality. A careful reader may, indeed, find much 
similarity in the application of the dialectic of the 
great Buddhist philosopher Nagarjnna and that of 
Bradl('y in showing the contradictions in all the 
phenomena or the appearances when they were taken 
in a detached manner from ofi the entire setting· in 
which they appear. But their purposes and ultimate 
conclusions seem to be entirely different. What 
Bradley wanted to achieve by the application of his 
dialectic was to prove that the appearances in 
themselves were self-contradictory and therefore false 
and from that to deduce that all these contradictions 
vanished in an unaccountable manner in the totality 
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-the Absolute-which alone is reality. Thus ht' 
says: 

"Reality is above' thought and abow C'wry partial aspt·cl of 
being, but it indudes them all. Each of tht'Sl' complC'tes itsdl 
by uniting with the nost, and so makt'S the' pC'rfcrtion ot tht• wholt·. 
Now anything that in any SC'nsc '"is" qualitks the ahsolutl' rt>ality 
and so is real. But on the olhl'r hand, bcrau"• t•wrythinp;, tn 
complete itself and satisfy its own r\aims must pass lwyontl itst•lf, 
nothing in the end is real l'XCt·pt tht• ahsolu!t·. "" 

Nagarjuna however employs his severe philo
sophical dialectic which is even sharper and more 
acute than that of Bradley to destroy all useless 
metaphysical enquiries into the ultimate nature of 
the appearances, to undem1ine the popular faith in 
the existence of ultimate metaphysical entity or entities 
underlying the stream of appearances. The appear
ances are as he said 11i{1svabhava, i.e., devoid of any 
further intrinsic nature which is truer and more real. 
Buddhism, thus, though in one sense anti-meta
physical, is not anti-philosophical. Its philosophy 
consists in formulating a concept or a view which 
would explain the passing changrs and cycles of 
phenomena. Its theory of the twelve links of causa
tion, the theory of the dharmas, the theory of 
pratitya-samutpada as causation in which one group 
is seen to follow another in a srries, arc not attempts 
to go beneath the changing series of appearances in 
search of an abiding reality, but to conceive the 
entire process of all phenomena in one sweep of 
rationalisation from experience. The doctrine of 
pratitya-samutpada or dependent origination is like a 
formula which summarises the fact;; of experience 

2. Bradley's Appearance and Reality (I<JOM) p. 555· 
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and not an attempt at a deduction of the phenomena 
from a fixed principle. There is a changing series 
of phenomena around us, and Buddhism accepts it 
as such, and seeks to hold them all in a dynamical 
concept of change. It does not seek to explain this 
change by a reference to the unchangeable but 
by history. At any particular moment there are 
numerous sets of appearances called internal and 
external which for that moment form the entire 
phenomenal appearance of the world. These are 
followed at each successive moment by numerous 
other sets of appearances. The phenomena at any 
particular moment are determined by their previous 
history and their position in their own series. 
Buddhism does not try to discover what each pheno
menon is in itself, but to hold it before our view as 
an appearance, the essential feature of which consists 
in having a "before" and an "after". Its philosophy is 
identical with its history. The phenomena are 
happening and passing, and the main point of interest 
with Buddhism was to find out "what being, what 
else is", "what happening, what else is". The pheno
mena arc happening in a series and we see that 
there being certain phenomena there become some 
others. Each phenomenon is what it is in con
sequence of its previous history, i.e., its place in 
relation to the series of other phenomena which 
preceded it. What are called skandhas are but the 
psychical states such as the sense data, feelings, con
ceptual knowledge, volitions and synthetic mental 
states and consciousness. All these states rise 
depending one upon the other and determine the 
history of a man's personality. When a man says 
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that he perceives the self, he only deludes himself, 
for he only perceives one or more of these. There 
is no abiding person, but only a history of the 
successively changing appearances of mental states. 
The Buddhists in common with other Hindus believed 
in rebirth, though they did not believe in any 
permanent entity which remained constant from birth 
to birth. What we have from birth to birth is just 
a projection of what we have in this life, a history 
of the successive appearances of mental states. 
Death is only a moment in the series. But it is not 
a break, for even after it the history of the series 
which had come up to the moment of death continues 
and new psychical states arise determining new states 
of existence. At most, death is only a moment which 
is followed by considerable change in the nature of 
the history ; each birth is like the beginning of a 
new epoch of history, but the beginning of an epoch 
is not the beginning of history. The history continues 
from beginningless time and each birth and death 
brings a new page of it. The individual himself is 
identical with history. What is called bhava-cakra 
(wheel of life) or the twelve nidanas are but 
more or less remarkable consecutive stages in this 
history in a triad of three lives. The individual 
appearances are, when taken by themselves, un
connected, their connection is in their history which 
is the same as the law of causation. The inter
connected life of these appearances is but another 
name for the "laws of causation" (pratitya-samutpada) 
-the connected origination of some appearances in 
relation to other appearances. It is this combined 
(sa~skrtatva) and interconnected mode of existence 
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of all appearances, i.e., their truth as history that 
is understood by pratitya-samutpada.' The earlier 
Buddhist literature, the suttas almost exclusively use 
this trrm pratitya-samutpiida to the "wheel of life" 
spoken above, probably because the "wheel of life" 
was an epitome of all other appearances and their 
history. It is therefore that the abhidhammas deal 
with pratitya-samutpada as being equivalent to 
sa11•skrta-dharma and apply it to all interconnected 
phenomena that reveal their truth in history.' Ac
cording to Buddhism, the being of an event or an 
appearance has no further concept to define it than 
that it has been determined by something else or it 
is determining something else.' The concept of truth 
or philosophy is, therefore, identical with the concept 
of history, namely that of determining and that of 
being determined. It is these two important charac
teristics-its anti-metaphysical character and its 
conception of history as the true concept of philosophy 
-that differentiate Buddhism from all other systems 
of Indian thought. 

But it is these important features of Buddhism 
that lead us to think of its similarity with some 
modern systems of thought and notably with the 
system of thought associated with the eminent name 
of Benedetto Croce, as distinguished from the anti
metaphysical lines of thought of the Comtian school 
according to which thought has to pass from 
mythology and theology to the positivistic stage. 
The positivist method is empirical but neither 

j. Ya5omitra on Abhidharmako.~a. II, 46. 
4· Abhidharmakosa, Ill, 25. 
5· Nyiiyamaiijari, p. 447· 
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immanent nor transcendent. Croce's method as well 
as that of Buddhism differ from that of positivism 
in this that it is not empirical, and differ from many 
systems of Absolutistic philosophy in this, that it is not 
transcendent. Croce's method and that of Buddhism 
agree in being immanent. It is this immanence that 
distinguishes it from the empirical methods of science. 
Both Croce and Buddhism seem to agree in taking 
the history of reality as it appears in and through the 
interconnected phenomena. But how far this seeming 
agreement is correct and if it is so, in what sense it 
is so, deserves careful elucidation. 

Before enquiring into Croce's treatment of the 
point in question it is necessary to remember that 
he did not present so much a final philosophy as 
a well-conceived view of philosophy. As a matter 
of fact there cannot be according to Croce any final 
philosophy, for philosophy according to him is the 
concept, which uniting with it universality, expressive
ness and concreteness, is also ever changing. There 
is no philosophy which can be called as the philosophy 
or the philosophy par excellence. It is merely the 
universalising in a concrete manner the materials 
created by intuition, that is called philosophy and as 
such with every new epoch, with every new man or 
rather with every new moment there is a concept, a 
philosophy which has its special uniqueness. A 
philosophic idea dawns in the mind of a man at a 
particular point of time and space and under certain 
definite circumstances and conditions without which 
·it could not have been what it was. The philosophy 
of Kant could not have been what it was at the 
time of Julius Cresar or Pericles, for it presupposes 
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the knowledge of various branches of natural 
science such as could.not have been attained at that 
time or of various branches of philosophy which had 
an important bearing on his own philosophy such 
as that of David Hume, and these again presupposed 
many other things which happened before David 
Hume and these others and so on. Thus Croce 
says: 

"Kant truly lives again in our own day in a different name. 
He is the philosopher of our own time in whom is continued philo
sophic thought which once took among others, the Scoto-German 
name of Kant. And the philosopher of our day. whether he will 
it or no, cannot abandon the historical conditions in which he 
lives or so acts as to make that not to have happened which 
happened before his time. Those events are in his bones, in his 
flesh and blood and it is impossible to drive them out"• 

The problem of philosophy with any person 
depends largely on the history of philosophical 
problems and their solutions before his time. Philo
sophy changes with the change of history, and since 
history changes at every moment, philosophy at every 
moment is new. Even in communication or transla
tion philosophy changes, as it involves the solving of 
new problems that presented themselves to us. 
The new philosophic proposition is made possible 
only by the old ; the old lives eternally in the new 
that follows it and in the new that will follow that 
again and make old that other which is new. 

The idea of history according to Croce is the 
concept and its character of unity in distinction that 
determines the representative o~ intuitive material 
that enters into it. We cannot think of history as 
a, .whol~_wit~~_!__~!:~_nguishing it at the same time 

6. Logic, p. 3r2. 
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into the history of doing, the history of knowing, the 
history of aesthetic production, philosophic thought 
and so on. Again, none of these distinctions can be 
thought of except by placing it in relation with the 
others or with the whole and thinking it in complete 
history. The intimate logical unity and distinction 
which is the soul of Croce's "true concept" is as much 
the soul of history as of philosophy. Every 
historical proposition qualifies the real in one of its 
aspects and distinguishes it from the point of view 
of others. Philosophy and history are the one single 
form of the spirit, not mutually conditioning each 
other but identical. Thus Croce says : 

The a priori synthE'Sis, which is the reality of the individual 
judgment and of the definition, is also the reality of philosophy 
and of history. It is the formula of thought which by constituting 
itself qualifies intution and constitutes history. History docs not 
precede philosophy nor philosophy history ; both are born at one 
birth"' 

One may try to distinguish philosophy from 
history by asserting that in the former a special 
emphasis is accorded to the concept or system whereas 
in the latter narrative is specially prominent. But 
every narrative includes the concept and every 
concept throws light on the facts. So though history 
and philosophy may ordinarily be differentiated, yet 
if the meaning of a historical and a philosophical 
proposition is fathomed to the bottom their intrinsic 
unity is indubitable. 

What all this comes to is that according to Croce 
the true functions and modes of operation of philo
sophy and history consist in the conceptualisation or 

7· Ibid, p. 325. 
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the establishing of a relation of distinction in unity 
among the materials of intuition and hence they are 
identical. But when I spoke of history and philo
sophy being identical in Buddhism it was apparently 
in an altogether different sense, yet they may not 
be so different. In it, I first traced the conception of 
history of any particular event or thought or action 
as its determination by all that has gone before. The 
event or thought in question is in one sense distinct 
from all that has gone before and all that is to come 
after in this that it has been determined by the 
"before" series and it will in its turn determine the 
"after" series. This is its karakatva and its essence. 
Apart from its concept it has no further conceivable 
meaning. The idea of universality or unity in 
distinction in the form in which it appears in Croce 
is an European product and no one would venture 
to say that exactly this idea occurred in India about 
two thousand years ago in Buddhism. But if we 
examine the situation critically, we may almost 
unhesitatingly say that there is as much material 
agreement as could be expected. At each particular 
moment there are all sorts of appearances, elements, 
or entities, sensuous and mental, and it is depending 
on this that other groups of sensuous and mental 
entities make their appearance at the second moment. 
None of the sensuou..c;; appearance can be conceived 
without a reference to a review of them as being united 
with and dependent upon other preceding sensuous 
mental appearances ; yet these entities are all distinct 
from one another. These sensuous-mental materials 
are unique and inexpressible (nirvikalpa) in them
selves and so far as their givenness is concerned, 
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they have in some sense an independent character, 
but if they are to be interpreted they must be concep
tualised. This conceptualisation (savikalpa) is derived 
from the mind and as such does not belong to them 
in their character as the merely "given". Concep
tualisation unites the intuition of the moment with 
what had gone before and this according to Buddhism 
did not form any part of the intuition.' On this point 
there seems to be a difference between Croce's 
intuition and this intuition of nirvikalpa pratyak~a of 
Buddhism ; for, Croce's intuition is a concrete some
thing standing independently by itself though in some 
cases it may be in the case of civilised men im
pregnated with concepts. It certainly includes per
ception but it is not limited to it, as imagination has 
an equal right to be treated as intuition. The 
perception of pen or paper before me is certainly 
intuition ; but the image that I may now have 
of a different pen or paper I had when I was in 
England is also intuition. Intuition can happen not 
only of the so-called sensations spatially and 
temporally arranged, but also of mental things, such 
as an emotion of pain, an effort of will. Its another 
characteristic is that it naturally objectifies itself in 
expression. Thus Croce says: 

"How can we have an intuition o.f the contour of a region, 
for example, of the island of Sicily if we are not able to draw it as 
it is in all its meanderings? Every one can experience the internal 
illumination which follows upon his success in formulating to 
himself his impressions and sentiments, but only so far as he is 
able to formulate them. Sentiments or impressions then, pass, by 
means of words from the obscure region of the soul into the clarity 
of the contemplative spirit." 
·-~----~ 

8. Nyayabindutika, p. rr. 
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"Intuitive knowledge is expressive knowledge independent 
and autonomous in respect to intellectual function ; indifferent to 
discrimination posterior and empirical to reality and unreality, to 
formations and perceptions of space and time, even when 
posterior ; intuition of representation is distinguished as form from 
what is felt and suffered from the fiux or wave of sensation, or 
Irom psychic material." 

Concept according to Croce is knowledge of 
relations of things and those things are intuitions ; 
and concepts would not be possible without intuitions 
just as intuitions would not be possible without the 
material of impressions. This river, this lake, this 
brook would be examples of intuition, but what they 
are in general (not this or that particular water) would 
be one single constant concept. 

In Buddhism the datum of intuition has indeed 
an unique form but this is indeterminate and in
expressible. It assumes an expressible form only 
when it is conceptualised. Yet the datum of intuition 
is not mere sensations in the European acceptance of 
the term, it has an unique form corresponding to the 
object (svalak$a1Ja) and it is this that constitutes the 
sensuous datum of the reality in intuition. • It is true 
no doubt that this primary intuitive material when 
fused with concept may also be considered as being 
intuited as if it were, yet it cannot be considered as 
the cognitive object (drsya iva avasiyate tatho:pi na 
drsya eva). It is the primary part of unique intuition 
that forms the determinant of the conceptual and 
though inexpressible in itself, it becomes expressible 
by the conceptual process that it induces. The 
unique intuition is always individual whereas the 

9· Nyiiyabindu(lkii, p. x6. 
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concept is general and universal. It applies to the 
pen and paper now before me as well as to those 
that are in a different time and place. It has no 
unique and individual character... So long as ;we 
limit ourselves to the unique character of the in
dividual we are in intuition, when we are in the 
general we are in the concept. So far as the 
simple result is concerned, Croce seems to be 
at one with Buddhism ; what constitutes the 
difference is this that Croce does not only 
include the intuitive material but also the form, 
but yet he refers the "general" to the concept. 
Buddhism also admits that the intuition of the in
dividual has its own unique objectve form. It is the 
same individual intuitive form which on one hand 
appears as the "determined" (vyayasthapya)-the 
mental, and on the other hand the determinant, the 
physical. But Buddhism in considering the character 
of the intuition of the individual can describe it only 
as unique (svalak~atJa) whereas Croce regards it as 
expressive. Here it seems to me that Croce is at a 
disadvantage, for how can an intuitive datum be ex
pressive without reference to the "general" which 
according to him is the province of the concept. This 
in a way he admits, for he says : 

"But, think what one may of th~'Se instances, and admitting 
further that one may maintain that the greater part of the intui
tions of civilised man are impregnated with concepts, there yet 
remains to be observed sometl;ting mort- important and conclu
sive" .11 

xo. Nyiiyabindufikii, p. 7· 
II. Aesthetic I. 
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But the answer that he gives is that those concepts 
which have become mingled and fused with unique 
intuitions have lost all their autonomy and independ
ence and have now become simple elements of 
intuition. Thus Croce says:-

"Those concepts which are found mingled and fused with 
intuitions are no longer concepts, in so far as they are really 
mingled and fused, for they have lost all independence and auto
nomy. They have been concepts but they have now become 
simple elements of intuition" .12 

But the fact that the concepts have been fused 
with intuitions does not according to Buddhism make 
them lose their conceptual character ; Buddhism 
appreciates however the difference of these concepts 
from other ordinary concepts by calling them "in
duced concepts" (balotpanna)."' Without the opera
tion of these "induced concepts" the individual 
intuition in spite of its unique character, is for 
want of expressibility, definition and determination 
non-existent as if it were (asatkalpam)." The 
dependent character of the concepts in such cases is 
also plainly admitted by Buddhism, for it says that 
here the concepts themselves are in the background 
and bring out the proper and unique character of 
the intuition svavyaparattt tiraskrtya pratyak$a
vyaparam adarsayati.'" In all this, Buddhism seems 
to me to be in the right. This "putting themselves in 
the background" of the concepts seems also to be 
plainly admitted by Croce. Thus he says: 

12. Ibid. 
13. Nyiiyabindu(ikii, p. 19. 
q. Ibid. 
rs. Ibid, p. 20. 
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"The philosophical maxims placed in the mouth o{ a 
personage of tragedy or of comedy, perform there the !unctions 
not of concepts but of characteristics of such a personage ; in the 
same way as the n·d in a painted figure docs not there represent 
the red colour of the physicist but the charactl'ristic element of 
the portrait."" 

From this point I must pass on to Croce's 
distinction of concepts and pseudo-concepts or fictions. 
Concepts according to Croce have a truly universal 
character and they therefore apply even to the 
smallest fragment of representable life. The fictional 
concepts are different from these for their content is 
furnished by a group of representations or by single 
representations which are not ultra-representative. 
Taking examples of the fictional concepts of the first 
type as house, can we see that they are but con
venient symbols of certain individuals however great 
their number may be. But a true concept having a 
perfectly universal character, say, for example, quality, 
development or beauty are such that we cannot 
conceive of any reality given representation which 
exhausts in itself any of these, quality, development 
or beauty. True concepts are indentical with logical 
thinking and pseudo-concepts are only made as 
fictions. True concepts being the outcome of logical 
activity are not only universal and expressive, but 
they are concrete also, for though a concept transcends 
all and every intuition which it concerns, it is also 
immanent in the intuition. Concept thus is a form 
of knowledge as distinct from the intuition which is 
always singular and individual. Just as the works 

16. Aesthetic I. 
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of great artists and poets are intuitions as much as 
the poorest intuitions of the humblest human being, 
so the discoveries of great philosophers are as much 
concepts as the simplest reasonings or the exercise of 
logical activity of ordinary men. Pseudo-concepts, 
however, are mere fictions invented for the practical 
need of classification or of enumeration and calcula
tion and are dependent on the logical activity as 
resulting in pure concepts. Human knowledge has a 
two-fold form, as intuition and as concept ; they may 
he distinguished as two distinct elements not in the 
relation of before and after but as inseparable in the 
unity of synthetic mental activity. The conception 
of the concept is not a lifeless doctrine but is the result 
of the continuous activity of the mind striving for 
grasping significance. The unity of intuitions and 
concepts is the synthesis a priori which is the funda
metal logic of all philosophy. The logical activity of 
synthesis a priori, though it is dependent on 
intuition for its material, without which it will be 
barren and empty, is in itself autonomous and in
dependent which is not derived from experience but 
is the condition of all experiences. Thus Croce says: 

"The cnncl'pt is a logical a priori synthesis, and therefore a 
unity of subject and predicate, unity in distinction, a distinction 
in unity, an atlirmation o! the concept and a judgment of the fact, 
philosnphy and history tngl'ther. In pure and actual thinking, 
tlw two rh•m•·nts constitute an indivisible organism. We cannot 
affirm a fact without thinking it, we cannot think without affirm· 
ing a fnct. Iu logical thinking, the presentatiort without the 
concept is blind, it is a pure pr~sentation unfurnished with logical 
light, it is not the subject of a judgment ; the concept without the 
presentation is void. " 17 

17. l.ogica, p. 293 (Carr's translated quotation). 
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Subject to the reservation already referred to, the 
similarity of the Buddhist doctrine with that of Croce, 
naturally strikes as deserving an enquiry. The 
difference between the svalak!jatJa and siimlmya
lak!jat}a, which are in some sense the equivalents of 
Croce's intuition and concepts, the individual and the 
universal, has already been noticed. These two also 
represent two distinct moments, but not of time as 
'before' and 'after' but in the same synthetic unity 
of thought. Thus Kirtti says :-Right knowledge 
consists in the similarity of the object with its 
knowledge. It is supposed that a knowledge must 
have the same characteristic as the object from which 
it arises; that which arises from blue is like blue. 
But it may be contended that the similarity of 
characteristics is identical with the knowledge itself, 
and if this is so then the objectification (pramatJa
phala) and the awareness as right knowledge 
(pramiit}a) becomes identical and how can one thing 
be both the producer (sadhanii) and the produced 
(sadhya)? How would not this go against the view 
which defines right knowledge as consisting of 
similarity of characteristics (sadr.~ya). The answer 
to such a question is that the knowledge of objects 
arises out of similarity. If there is an awareness as 
blue (nilanirbhlisa'?Z vijiiana'?Z). we say a blue object 
has been perceived. But the affirmation that "blue" 
has been perceived cannot be made by the visual 
organ through which knowledge is said to have arisen. 
When there is an intuition like the blue, the affirma
tion is determined that there has been the perception 
of the blue. There is nothing like the relation of the 
producer and the produced (janya-janaka-bhiiva) 
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that aforesaid objection can be made that it could 
not take place in the very same thing. The relation 
could certainly be of the type of the determined and 
the determiner (avasthapya-vasthapaka-bhavena). So 
the same entity could both be the awareness and the 
object pointed out by it (pramaf}aphala). The cause 
of determination is similarity of characteristics. It is 
the intuition as "blue awareness" which is the deter
miner of the affirmation of knowledge "blue has been 
perceived, by virtue of the affirmative element 
preceeding out of it." This affirmation being of the 
nature of negation of opposites conforms to the positive 
"blue awareness" as definite knowledge. This 
affirmative element however belongs to the 'induced 
concepts'." The above observations, though express
ed in a quaint antiquated style, show that the 'intuition' 
involving the primary object-characteristic, the object 
which is referred to by it, and the affirmatory concept 
involving a negative and a positive aspect are all 
fused together in one moment as one identical entity 
or synthetic unity. The division of moments is one 
of abstraction and analysis. Reserving our remarks 
for the present regarding the relation of the "aware
ness" and the "object" pointed out by it, it may be 
said that what is given in one moment as one identical 
entity (ekasmin vastuni) is the affirmed awareness, 
involving rudimentary intuition and the induced 
concept arising out of it. Kirtti disapproves the idea 
that conceptual affirmation and objectification may 
proceed as the natural evolution and development of 
the intuitive element alone. Though the intuitive 
element represents the unique object-characteristic, 
· - 18. Nytiyabindu(lkii, p. 19. 
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yet it is devoid of the affirmatory character without 
which it remains unaffirmed, non-existent as it were. 
It is only by virtue of the concept integrated with 
it that the awareness is affirmed as intuition-concept 
and objectified. Thus without the intuition the 
concept is barren and void and without the concept 
the intuition is meaningless. The distinction of in
tuition and concept as appertaining to two different 
moments is one of abstraction, for the two arc 
integrated together in one a priori synthesis. This 
synthesis, it must be observed, is not dedved from 
posterior experience, hut it is induced by virtue of 
the intuition out of its own law which is independent 
yet concordant with the intuition with which it is 
concerned. 

But does Buddhism observe the distinction of 
concepts and pseudo-concepts or fictional concepts as 
Croce does, and if so in what way? For this I must 
turn to Samanyadu~a7Jadikprasiirittz of Pandita 
Asoka.. The distinction that Croce points out that 
true concepts are omni-universal, whereas pseudo
concepts refer either to groups of representations or 
single representations (e.g., triangle, free motion) is 
not suggested by Buddhism. But Buddhism in its 
own way denies reality to the pseudo-concepts. 
The main point of Pandita Asoka's argument is that 
no such eternal class concepts can he intuited as 
standing apart from the momentary appearances. 
Among the distinct momentary entities unity is no 
doubt revealed but such an unity is always realised 
within the progressive series, but it never stands out 
abstractly isolated from it as an eternal class-concept. 
Universals certainly are manifested but there are no 
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innumerable class-concepts having a dual or multiple 
existence side by side with the concrete individuals. 
A" an individual in a series points itself through the 
affirmative process involving an oscillation as it were 
negating the opposites and affiliating itself with the 
likes, the universal with which such a position is 
concerned is expressed or revealed. That an unity 
is felt in the distincts in their manifestation or appear
an..:e, no one denies, but the point is, that there is 
no justification for the view that this is felt on account 
of the induced influence of corresponding universals 
existing by themselves. Pandita Asoka in a long 
series of arguments refutes the reasons that may be 
adduced in favour of such a view. His own view is, 
as I have just mentioned, that the affirmation of each 
individual involves, by that very fact, a negation of 
the opposites and the sense of an unification along 
with it ; this is integral to the process of each and 
every affirmation, and the result of this is manifested 
as universals or concepts which have therefore no 
separate existence apart from the positing process of 
the concrete individuals." Pandit ASoka thus docs 
not make any distinction between concepts and the 
pseudo-concepts but considers all universal as pro
ceeding out of the synthetic activity involved in the 
positing of an individual. 

Croce rightly claims to have modified Hegel's 
theory of opposites by his theory of disti:ncts in the 
conception of the dialectic and, in spite of outstanding 
similarities of his views with that of Hegel, Croce 
should more properly be called a Vichian rather than 

19. Six Buddhist Nyiiya Tracts, p. 99· 
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a Hegelian!• In the doctrine concerning the organism 
of the pure concept, it accepts the dialectic view or 
the unity of opposites, but denies its immediate 
validity for the distinctions of the concept, the unity 
of which is organized as the unity of distinctions in 
the theory of degrees of reality. The Buddhist 
dialectic as a priori synthesis of opposites and 
distincts is however somewhat different from the 
Hegelian dialectic. What we learn about it from the 
acute and able discussion of Ratnakirtti in his 
Apohasiddhi is that each individual appearance im
plicitly involves by virtue of its own manifestations 
a world of negations of itself, what are opposed or 
distinct from it (anyabhavavisisto vijativyavrtto'r
thovidh*)." It acknowledges the difference between 
opposites (vijati) and distinct (anya) hut it neither, 
like Croce, indulges in a quadruple division of the 
forms of the spirit, nor lays any stress on the theory 
of distincts as having a special significance. Any 
particular appearance is identical with the negations 
involved in it which differentiate it from all other 
intuitions, but only implicitly ; and it is the parti
cular concept that works in a concerted way with 
it that reveals one or other of these negations as 
occasion arises. The intuition is something different 
from the concept vikalpa. But there is such a con
cordance between the two that what is implicit in the 
intuition is made explicit by the concept, such that 
in all our ordinary perceptions the intuition and the 
concept become fused together in such a way that, 
--;;:-5;;-Croce's What Is Living And What Is Dead Of the 

Philosophy Of Hegel. 
21. 'Apohasiddhi, p. 18. 
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though all our ordinary perceptions are complexes 
of intuitions and concept, they appear as indivisible 
intuitions, and hardly lead us to suspect their mixed 
nature. But without the explicating movement of 
the conC'ept the intuitions held in their own implicitude 
could hardly have any expressible form. The 
negation involved in any particular intuition is 
reflected or manifested by the concept which always 
appears in an a priori synthesis with the intuition. 
Thus Jayanta in the course of stating the Buddhist 
position says that the elements of negation are re
flected in the conceptual movement ( vikalpaprati
bimbalw), and that they are all but forms of 
knowledge (jiianakarakameva). They as well as the 
universals, opposites and distincts which the con
ceptual activity manifests arise as the result of the 
previous history of the preceding members of the 
series of appearances which in that peculiar form of 
vasana (involving memory, reminiscences, mental 
history, cultural and historical situation of the mind) 
determine the intuition and the nature of the con
ceptual activity concerned with it (vicitravasana
bhedopahitarupabheda1tt)." But as the perceiver, 
perception, intuition, co-operative concerted action of 
the concept take place at one moment of time in one 
act of synthetic activity, all these stages abstracted 
by analysis become all fused together in one intuitive 
appearance. 

Such a view in philosophy naturally leads to a 
non-formalist logic and this is recognised by Croce 
who came to know of the distinctions of sarthiinumana 

22. Nyiiyamanjari, p. 308. 
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and pararthanumana from H. Jacobi's paper "Die 
Indische Logic" in the Nachrichten v. d. Konigl 
Gesellschaft. d. Wissenschaft zu Gottingen, though he 
had hardly any opportunity of knowing the acute
ness, subtlety and depth of thought found in most 
systems of Indian logic which explains his uninform
ed belief that Indian logic was much inferior to that 
of Greece as regards the wealth and depth of con
cepts. He speaks of the antiverbalist character of 
Buddhist logic. Thus says Croce: 

"Indian Logic (by which he can only mean the non-Hindu 
Logic-Buddhist Logic in particular-excepting the treatise ot 
Bhasarvajiia) studies the naturalistic syllogism in itself, as inh•rnal 
thought, distinguishing it from the syllogism from others that is to 
say, from the more or less usual but always extrinsic and accidental 
forms of communication and dispute. It has not even a suspicion 
o.f the extravagant idea (which still vitiates our treaties) of a 
truth which is merely syllogistic and formalist and which may be 
false in fact. It takes no account of the judgment or rather it 
considers what is called judgment, and what is really proposition, 
as a verbal clothing of knowledge : it dees not make the verbal 
diHtinctions of subject, copula and predicate ; it does not admit 
classes of categorical and hypothetical of affirmative and negative 
judgments. All thL'Se an' t•xtraneous to logic, whose object is the 
constant knowledge considered in itself''."' 

Syllogism in Buddhism consists of the rise of 
cognitions of some reality comparable to intuitions, 
proceeding out of identity, causal relation or a per
ception of absence. A mere formal syllogism without 
having any reference to any particular intuition has 
no place in Buddhism. The final reference is always 
to the concrete individual. The difference between 
perception and inference consists only in the mode 

23. Logic IV, 4· 
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of the application of the concept of a priori synthesis. 
Thus when the concrete individual is suggested merely 
by virtue of the application of the concept of identity 
and causality, we call it inference (anumana), and 
when the concrete individual is presented by the 
fusion of an immediate and implicit datum of percep
tion with the concepts we call it pratyak$a. It is on 
account of this non-formalist view of Logic that the 
Buddhists preferred to accept the antarvyapti doctrine 
(i.e., the view that the relation of concomittance holds 
directly in a general way between two concepts) to the 
ordinary bahirvyapti view of other schools of Indian 
logic (involving enumeration of a specific instance 
where such concomittance has been observed). 

I shall now pass on to the last and most im
portant aspect of the general agreement of Croce's 
philosophy with that of the Y ogacara school of 
Buddhism-the absolute spirituality of everything. 
According to Croce, there are two ultimate types of 
spiritual creation-as knowledge and as will or 
activity. The first has two forms relating to indivi
dual intuitions and concepts which are universal in 
their character and which though independent and 
autonomous in themselves have the intuitions as their 
materials. The other type, the activity, has also two 
forms, that relating to the individual good or eco
nomical and that relating to the universal good or 
utilitarian, and here also, as in intuition and concept, 
the two are interrelated. But these two ultimate types 
are not parallel but one is bound always with the other. 
Thus Croce says in his Philosophy Of The Practical: 

"From the aesthetic apprehension of reality, from philoso
phical reflection upon it, from historical reconstruction, which is 
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its result, is obtained that knowledge of the actual situation, on 
which alone is formed and can be formed the volitional and prac
tical synthesis, the new action. And this new action is in its tum 
the material of the new aesthetic figuration of the new philosophi
cal reflection of the new historical reconstruction. In short, 
knowledge and will, theory and practice are not two parallels, but 
two lines such that the head of the one is joined to the tail of the 
other . . . . . . They constitute therefore the circle o.f reality and 
of life ..... "•• 

Every form which reality assumes or can assume 
for us has its ground within mind. There cannot be 
a reality which is not mind. Reality being thus 
identical with mind, it is only its forms that we may 
distinguish. Thus Croce says: 

"If being is conceived as external to the human spirit, and 
knowledge as separable from its obj£d, so much so that the object 
could be without being known, it i~ evidrnt that the existence of 
the object becomes a position or something placed for the spirit, 
given to the spirit, extraneous to it, which the spirit would never 
appropriate to itself unless it were courageously to swallow thl• 
bitter mouthful with an irrational act of 1aith. But all the philo
sophy which we are now developing demonstrates that there is 
nothing external to the spirit, and therefore there arc no positions 
opposed to it. These very conceptions of something external, 
mechanical, natural, have shown themselves to be conceptions not 
of external positions but of positions of the spirit itself, which 
creates the so-called external, bL>t'ause it suits it to do so, as it 
suits it to annul this creation, when it is no longer of use. On the 
other hand it has never been possible to discover in the circle of 
the spirit that mysterious and unqualifiabll• faculty called iaith, 
which is said to be an intuition that intuites the universals or a 
thinking of the universal without the logical process of thought ""• 

Nature thus is not a concept of something real 
but it is the hypostasis of a manner of elaborating 

24· Philosophy Of The Practical II. 3 
z5. Logic, pp. 127, 173. 
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reality not philosophical but practical. Its concept 
thus is only a function of the spirit. 

All reality, whether it be intuitions, concepts or 
activity are therefore but creations of the spirit which 
follows its own law in all its theoretic and practical 
activity. But apart from these creations there is 
nothing in the spirit which one may be trying to get 
at. The spirit is identical with its endless process 
of unfolding-the a priori synthesis. Thus Croce says 
in one place-"The a priori synthesis belongs to all 
the forms of the spirit ; indeed the spirit considered 
universally is nothing but a priori synthesis." The 
view of YogiWi.ra Buddhism is largley akin to the 
general position of Croce as indicated by his above 
views though its divisions of the modes of operations 
of the spirit are different. It holds that two different 
modes of operation arc found in our understanding, 
one is called the pravicayabuddhi or the conceptual 
mode and the other is called the vikalpalak.~atJ,a
wahabhinivesa-prati$fhapika-buddhi, or the function 
of the spirit by which intuitive materials are supplied 
for the application of the conceptual activity. The 
first mode always seeks to take things in either of 
the following four ways that they are either this or 
the other, either both or not both, either are or are not, 
either eternal or non-eternal. The second mode 
consists of that habit of the mind by virtue of which 
it constructs diversities and arranges them (created 
in their turn by its own constructive activity
parikalpa) in a logical order of diverse relations of 
subject and predicate, causal and other relations. He 
who knows the nature of these two categories of the 
mind knows that there is no external world of matter, 
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and that they are all experienced only in the mind. 
There is no water, but it is the sense-construction of 
smoothness that constructs the water as an external 
substance ; it is the sense-construction of activity or 
energy that constructs the external substance of fire ; 
it is the sense-construction of movement that con
structs the so-called external substance of air. In 
reality there is nothing which is produced or destroy
ed. It is only our constructive imagination that 
builds up things as perceived with all their relations, 
and ourselves as perceivers." Though all these forms 
are but creations of the mind there is no further entity 
of mind which is to be sought beyond these creations. 
Nor will it pay any research to enquire into the 
intrinsic substance of these creations apart from their 
appearance in a series. All creations arc thus spiritual 
without there being anything abiding as the permanent 
spirit, which may be known beyond their creations. 
This view of Buddhism must be distinguished from 
the Vedantic idealism particularly in such works as 
V edantasiddhantamuktavali of Prakasananda or the 
like, where though all perceptible reality is said to 
be of the nature of concept yet there is one truth 
the spirit of which remains as the unchangeable 
ground of all." For in Buddhism there was no way 
of ascertaining the nature of the spirit, for it did 
not exist as an abiding reality apart from these passing 
creations. The conditions which led to the rise of 
any appearance are determined by the result or the 

26. Lankiivatiirasutra, p. 85 and also Dasgupta's A 
History Of Indian Philosophy, Vol. I. p. r48. 

n. Pundit. Bcnares, 1889. 
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history of the preceding series. This view of 
Buddhism which has already been mentioned must 
however be distinguished from somewhat similar 
views of Yoga as elaborated by Vyasa and B~u. 
There the past and the future exist in the present as 
the latent and true potential. There history is 
present existence, and universal history is to reality 
what to each individual his own particular history 
is. For according to Yoga though every existence is 
momentary, nothing is lost, but everything that is 
past is conserved in the present and abides in it. 
Philosophy of any particular event or state is its 
history. But in Buddhism, as I have already explain
ed, this is true in a somewhat different sense. There 
is nothing here that abides, but the cause of the rise 
of any appearance is its place in the history of true 
series, and there is no other philosophy of its own 
except the reference to the history of its rise. 

The main points where I have compared or 
contrasted Croce with Buddhism are all fundamental 
with both of them. These· are: -(1) anti-metaphysical 
character, (2) ideality of philosophy and history, 
(3) intuition and concept, (4) anti-verbalist character 
of logic, (5) spiritual nature of all phenomena. 
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The word "Tantra" has been derived in the 
KaSika-vrtt( in connection with the rule titutra
tathasisu;arakase~u ca (7. 2." g.) from the root tan to 
spread, by the aurJadika rule sarvadhatubhyal} !JtrarJ 
with the addition of the suffix !Jira1J. Vacaspati 
Anandagiri and Govindananda, however, derive the 
word from the root tatri or tantri in the sense of 
(vyutpadana) origination, or knowledge. In GarJa
Patha however tantri has the same meaning as tan 
(to spread} and it is probable that the former root is 
a modification of the latter. The meaning vyutpadana 
is also probable derived by narrowing the general 
sense of vistara which is the meaning of the root tan. 
It is natural therefore to expect that the word 
"Tantra" should be used to denote any kind of 
elaboration generally, and in conformity with such 
an expectation we find that the word is used in diverse 
meanings such as ceremonies, rites, rituals, doctrine, 
theory, science, or any scientific work and the like. 
The works on Sailkhya Philosophy were known as 
Sa~ti-Tantra-.'~astra, and fiaiikara alsq in explaining 
the Brahma Sidra, Smrtyanavakasa-do~ja-prasanga iti 
cet nanya-smrtya-anavakasa-do~a-prasangat speaks of 
Sankhya as a Tantra written by a great sage (smrtisca 
tantrakhya paramar!ji-pratJita). Similarly in the 
Mahabharata 12/7663 we read nyaya-tantriirJyanekani 
taistai ruktani vadibhih. So also we hear of a 
Dharmatantra as in sa~rja dharmatantratJi purvot-
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panna~ prajapati~, of a Brahmatantra as in Brahma
tantram nisebibhih (Harivarp§a 12019), of a Yoga
tantra · as · in ydtayo Y ogatantre~u yan stuvanti 
dvijiitay~, of the ifyurvedatantra as in a~tasvayur
vedatantre~u (Su§ruta I. J. 13) and also in a general 
way as in vede ca tantre ca te eva kovidiil; (Bha.gabat) 
or as in tena ca si!fyopasi~yadvaretJa toke vahulikrta'f!t 
tantram. 

It ·is indeed needless to multiply examples of this 
kind to show that the word Tantra had a very wide 
latitude of meaning and was used loosely to denote 
any kind of Scientific or Philosophical literature which 
was more modern than the Vedic literature. Later 
on however the term Tantra was generally used in 
an exclusive sense to denote a body of writings com
prehending the whole culture of a certain epoch in 
diverse directions such as religion, ritual, domestic 
rites, law, medicine, magic and so forth. 

The special characteristic of the last mentioned 
literature which goes by the name of Tantra is this 
that it has preserved within itself all the important 
results of Indian culture which preceded it from the 
time of the Vedas and has attempted to reconcile 
them all in its own way. The KarmakatJl},a of the 
Vedas, the Mimarpsa, the Vedanta, the Sail.khya, the 
Yoga, the Vai~qava, the medical systems of Caraka 
and Susruta, and the Puraqas can all be traced in 
the Tantras as forming the different limbs of the body 
of its doctrines. But these have all been recast in 
a way which instilled a new life and vigour into it 
for many generations. Some of the peculiarities of 
its dogmas and doctrines may indeed appear very 
strange to many but those who have grasped the 
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philosophy of this movement cannot but be struck 
with its bold and original method. In these days of 
scepticism and rationalism there is no doubt it often 
becomes difficult for us to appreciate the value of 
many of its dogmas (some of which would o~ten 
appear so shocking to us) or to concede to some of 
its philosophical theories, or methods of religious 
practice, but to a student who can rise above his own 
individual likings and dislikings, it is bound to throw 
new lights and reveal many missing links in the 
history of ~he development of the religious practices 
of India. 

The monistic philosophy of the Vedanta forms its 
backbone and we see that Brahman is regarded as 
the only true Principle of the world. Thus we read 
in the MahanirviitJa Tantra 3· 6-g. 

sattamatrarrt nirvise$am avanmanasagocaram 
asattrilokisadbhanarrt svaruParrt brahma1Ja~ 

smrtam. 
samadhiyogaistadvedyarrt sarvatra 

samadr-~tibhi~~ 
dvandatitair nirvikalpair dehatmadhyilsa

varjitail}. 
yato visvarrt samudbhuta'?t yena 

jataii ca ti$!hati. 
yasmin sarvii'IJi liyante jiieya11t tad 

brahma-lak.~atJaiiJ. 

svarupabudhya yad vedya'?t tad eva 
lak$atJai~ sive. 

lak$atJair aptumicchunii'?t 
vihitarrt tatra siidhanam. 
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"That which is changeless. existent only, and 
beyond both mind and speech, which shines as the 
Truth amidst the illusion of the three worlds, is the 
Brahman according to its real nature. That Brahman 
is known in samiidhi-yuga by those who look upon 
all things alike, who are above all contraries, devoid 
of doubt, free of all illusions regarding body and soul. 
That same Brahman is known from his external 
signs, from whom the whole universe has sprung, in 
whom when so sprung, it exists, and unto whom all 
things return. That which is known by intuition may 
also be perceived from these external signs. For 
those who would know him through these external 
signs, sadhana is enjoined." 

With ~ankara Vedanta however all upasana 
means knowledge or intuition. The value of siidhana 
is purificatory and lies in cleansing the mind 
of its impurities, so that the mind when once purged 
of its dross can at once feel its unity with Brahman 
in one act of intuition. All emphasis therefore is laid 
there on this intuitive side, whereas here, though 
the claims of the unity is fully recognised, the 
Brahman appears like the Paramesvara of the 
Vai~Qavas in its adorable aspect as ISvara or Isvari. 
Thus we find that there is a form of Brahma upasana 
such as we do not get in the Hatikara Vedanta. 

But it does not stop here, but presupposing the 
great importance of subjective experiences and con
victions in religion goes on to say that for suiting the 
limitations of the worshipper the formless Brahman 
may be conceived as being possessed of form. The 
intellectual or spiritual incapacity of the worshipper 
may lead him on one side to think of an imaginary 
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form of the formless and may also on the other hand 
quicken the lifeless form of an image with life simply 
by his faith. Thus the Kullirf!ava says : 

cinmayasya' prameyasya 
nirgutJasya'sariritJa~. 
siidhakanatft hitarthaya 
brahmatJa~ rupakalpana. 

* * * * 
sattanli~ nirvise~a~ ca 
avatft-manasa-gocaram 
sadhakasya ca visvasat 
satviki devatli bhavet. 

It is for the benefit of the worshipper that the body
less, qualityless, unfathomable Brahman of the 
nature of thought is imagined to be endowed with 
form. * * * * By the faith of his worshipper 
the devata becomes spiritualiscd (slittviki). It is the 
fetishistic mind which makes its God a fetish and 
realises itself through it. Here we sec that the 
Tantra has tried to reconcile the plurality. of Gods 
and Goddesses of the PuraQas with the Unity 
of the Vedantists. It must, however, be said 
that this attempt had already been begun in 
the Pural)as themselves and in other philosophical 
literatures. 

Turning to the Tantric metaphysics we find that 
the world is in one sense unreal and illusory as with 
the Vedantists, for it owes its existence to the connec
tion of maya with Brahman ; but the mayri is here 
not tattvanyatvabhyiim anirvacaniyam (an unspeak
able entity whose truth or falsehood cannot be 
affirmed) as in Vedanta, but possesses as much reality 
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as the Brahman or rather is identical with him. 
Looked at from this point of view, the unreality of the 
world with the Tantrikas is not of the same order as 
that of the Vedantists, for it has been produced out 
of the ~akti which has the same integral reality as 
that of the Brahman. The change and "many" of 
the world are unreal so far as they are but the 
assumed modifications and forms of the same indentity 
of maya in Brahman, and the Brahman in mliyti, Siva 
in Sakti and Hakti in Siva. But they are real so far 
as they are the modifications of the real. The con
ceptual and other difficulties of such a philosophic 
position, the Tantra had not to face, for it was not 
a system of philosophy. It was essentially a religious 
form of worship the Tantra had to teach and the 
philosophic conception was only in the background. 

In the material order of things, therefore, they 
could easily connect themselves with the Sailkhya or 
the Yoga metaphysics. There have been principally 
three orders of materialists in India, the Saiikhya, the 
Vaise~ika and the Buddhists, but we find that every 
system of thought in later days which conceded any 
reality to the external world borrowed from the 
Siinkhya their prakrti, buddhi, ahankara, the tanma
tras, and a~,tus with such modifications as suited them. 
Thus the categories of the Sa.Iikhya were admitted by 
the Tantra partly after the Sa.Iikhya fashion and partly 
also after the Yoga fashion as it did not leave the 
movement in the hand of a blind destiny but had 
the /svara as the director of the movement. But it 
differed from them both in the most vital point, for 
with it, the prakrti, puru~a, and the lsvara had the 
same identical reality and all that which appears as 
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external, real paritJii:m.a (change), is really but the 
sadrsa-paritJama taking place in the body of the 
JSvara. Looked at from an external point of view. it 
appears as emanations in time, whereas it is all sub
sumed in one and the same movement in the bodv of 
the Lord. The same movement which appears as 
paritJama from one point of view appears as vivarta 
from another point of view. 

The duality of the Tantra is thus, we see, not that 
of the Sankhya or the Yoga. It is not also that of 
the Nyaya or the Vaise~ika inasmuch as the world 
as the atomic constitution has no existence or reality 
separate from God as with them. It is not the duality 
of Ramanuja, as this world and the jivas were not 
regarded to form a real composite body of Tsvara in 
the Tantra ; for here what appeared as the change 
and many outside was really but the self-identical 
change in the Lord. The Lord could not be 
differentiated as distinct from his own .~akti or the 
power of change even. So there could be no question 
here of thinking that the material world as such and 
the individual souls as such formed the body of the 
Lord. 

It is, therefore, also clear that such a position 
cannot be the dualism of Madhva, who denied the 
Tsvara to be the material cause of the world and held 
that the individual souls and the inanimate world were 
entirely different from him. It is significant, however, 
to note that his conception of Lak~mi reminds one of 
the relation of ,rqiva and /lakti, though here also it may 
be pointed out that .rqakti is not like Lak~mi regarded 
as distinct from the supreme Soul or ,rqiva in the 
Tantra. 
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It differs from that of Nimbiirka in this that there 
it was held that Brahman had some qualities or 
capacities in Him which were of the nature of animate 
and inanimate worlds. There is a subtle form con
stituted of its natural condition. When Brahman 
realises His capacities and develops the subtle 
rudiment existent in Him in a gross form the visible 
material world is produced. We can easily contrast 
it with the Tantra view for we know that the qualities 
of JSvara had never been attempted to be decomposed 
in this manner here. There was no such differentia
tion of parts of TSvara as with Nimbiirka, so that some 
of them constituted the universe and others did not. 
Tsvara is sakala and ni$kala, sagutJa and nirgutJa, 
both. When His sakti was regarded as different from 
Him with which He was united for the production of 
the creation, we call Him sagutJa ; but when we look 
at Him as being one with sakti or in other words when 
we do not look upon sakti as having a different 
reality from Him, He is nirgutJa. 

Thus the Tantra system of thought can neither 
be called dualistic nor monistic. When we find the 
stress or emphasis to the monistic side as in the 
MahiinirviitJa Tantra or the Gandharva Tantra, we 
may be disposed to call it monistic, but if we look at 
the dualism on the sadhana side we may be tempted 
to call it dualistic or pluralistic just as we please. 
Thus KulartJava says: 

advaitaf?' kecidicchanti dvaitamicchanti ca'pare 
mama tattva'?' vijananto dvaita-dvaita-vivarjitam. 

(Some conceive my reality as being one, others con
ceive it as dual, whereas the wise know it to be neither 
dual nor one). 
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The difficulty of this apparently dualistic position 
was removed in a real philosophic way. Thus first 
we find that .'~iva is prakasa, pure illumination, or 
abstract self-shining thought and ,qakti is vimarsa or 
the inherent activity of thought. Thought and its 
inherent activity cannot be viewed as distinct from 
one another as one is involved in the notion of the 
other. The conception of the nature of thought 
involves its own activity. That which appears in its 
abstractions as pure prakasa in one aspect or moment 
appears in its other aspect as vimarsa in the other 
moment. The conception of this notion may, there
fore, be explained after the Sarikhya attempt of the 
identification of mahat or buddhi with puru$a. There 
we read that the buddhi or mahat as it resembles the 
pure character of the puru$a can stand in such a 
relation to it that the puru$a is pure and mahat also 
being sa.ttva-gu1Ja-maya is also pure, and, as such, they 
mutually reflect each other and are identified. The 
two are, however, different and this illusory identifica
tion is the cause of the production of the world order. 
But here we find that prakasa is imaged in vimarsa 
which stands as a reflector which reflects the real 
nature of the prakasa. Prakasa comes to know of its 
own true nature only when it perceives itself as re
flected through its kriya-sakti or vimarsa. Abstract 
thought as such cannot posit its true nature. It is 
only when it returns back to itself through its own 
movement (kriya or vimarsa) that it can posit itself 
and manifest itself as the Egohood. First point is the 
point of Pure 111umination, second point is the point 
of vimarsa and the third point is the unity of them 
both, the return of the prakiisa through vimarsa as 
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the Egohood. The first point in Tantra is called the 
white vindu, the second red and the third black. The 
conception of this action of unification is only that of 
differentiation in the integrated. The One unperturb
ed whole holds within itself the point of prakasa, 
vimarsa and their unification as the Egohood. This 
unperturbed whole is called in the Tantra the mahii
vindu. In the Vedanta also the Ego (aham) springs 
out of the unification of Brahman with maya. But 
there maya is conceived as unreal and so the unity 
is also unreal ; but here the vimarsa is conceived as 
being involved in the reality of the prakasa, through 
which the prakasa reflects itself or returns back to itself 
and realises itself as the Ego. In analogy with the 
vik~epa-sakti of maya here also we find the avara1Ja
devatas, but these are conceived here as the real 
transformations of the sakti in its process of self 
development. It is, therefore, a synthesis. of the 
dualistic and the monistic and the essence of this 
synthesis is the subsumption of the conceptual system 
of thought in the "Elan", sakti or spanda. As the 
phenomena of su~upti (dreamless sleep), svapna, 
(dream) and ja{!.rata (awakened state of conscious
ness) all three form together an important illustra
tion round which the Vedantic conceptions, such as 
the resolution of the colourless Brahman into the 
manifold without and the like, have collected them
selves so it is that we find that the phenomena of the 
production of the sound occupy an extremely im
portant position in the development of the Tantric 
ideals. How the formless is endowed with millions 
of names and forms, how the colourless one could be 
resolved into the "many" is indeed the vital question 
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in all philosophy. The conceptual or the philo
sophical difficulty of the position is enhanced by the 
fact that in our ordinary sphere of concrete life we 
do not generally find any such thing with which we 
can associate or compare it in order to visualise the 
philosophic position for common comprehension. 
This was also so necessary in India, where philosophy 
was not regarded as a matter for study only hnt the 
highest reality of life, the goal of realisation for t"ach 
and every individual from the lowest peasant to 1lw 
highest monarch. The Vedanta, therefore, pointed out 
the analogy of su~upti (dreamless sleep) resolving 
itself into the jagrata and other illustrations such as 
the reflection of the Sun in water etc., to explain 
the identification of the Brahman and the maya. 
The Sarikhya offered the illustration of the reflection 
of the jaba flower on crystal, of a prince brought 
up in the house of a ca1J¢iila and the like to give a 
practical help for an easy comprehension of the 
difficult points of the theory. 

But there was another analogy which had 
hitherto been imperfectly utilised and which was 
developed and elaborated in all its details for the first 
time in the Tantra and served to symbolise the philo
sophical position of the Tantra. I refer to the produc
tion of sound. 

We know that at the very dawn of philosophic 
speculation in India in the Mimarpsa school of 
thought sabda or sound was regarded as eternal. 
To take a brief review of the Mimarpsa doctrine of 
sound we see first that sound with them was always 
in the form of alphabet which being perceived by the 
ear goes by the name of sound. All sounds must be 
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in the shape of some alphabet or other. There is 
nothing like indistinct or confused sound or mere 
dhv.ani. The word is also not in any way different 
from the letters which compose it. In the perception 
of a word the diverse perceptions of the letters owing 
to their close proximity coalesce and give us the 
notion of one perception though it is really but the 
combination of the many sounds. The idea of the 
word, however, should be regarded as One, as it admits 
of the denotation of one thing only. The word is 
nothing apart from the letters. The order of sequence 
belongs not to the letters but to the sounds and through 
these sounds it is imposed upon the letters that are 
manifested by the sounds. It is, therefore, that the 
letters alone can be held as being expressive. 

The artha of the word is that which is denoted 
or expressed by it. The denotativeness of words is 
absolutely independent of human agency and belongs 
to the words by their very nature. When we do not 
understand the meaning of a word we cannot assume 
that the word is not denotative. On the other hand 
it is to be supposed that there is some peculiar power 
which is absent in us on account of which the denota
tion of the meaning has not been revealed to us. The 
word denotes a meaning, but in order to understand 
it, it is presupposed that we should have a 
knowledge of it. So the power of the hearer lies in 
this that he should have the knowledge of the fact that 
the word is expressive of such and such a meaning. 
Thus the expressiveness of the word is something that 
belongs to it by its very nature independent of any 
human agency. 

Again, the denotative potency of a word has no 
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beginning in time and is, therefore, as eternal as the 
word itself. The word itself has no beginning for the 
simple reason that the thing it denotes has also no 
beginning, for the world itself with them had no 
beginning. All men have been applying the same 
names to the same things from time immemorial. So 
the denotations or common words must be eternal and 
not conventional. 

The words themselves are also eternal, but the 
reason of their not being present to our consciousness 
is this that it requires some auxiliary agent to make 
them cognisable to our consciousness. This agent is 
the effort of the man in pronouncing a word. This 
effort produces an effect through intermediate stages 
on the auditory organ of the hearer and manifests or 
reveals the word already in existence. The several 
moments or stages in the physiological processes of 
speech may thus be shown. (r) The speaker puts 
forth an effort. (2) This effort brings the soul in 
contact with the air enclosed in the lungs. (3) In 
obedience to the impulse imported by the effort the 
air rises upwards. (4) In its upward progress it comes 
into contact with the vocal chords lying about the 
various regions of the body. (5) These contacts 
change the character of the air to a certain extent. 
(6) On issuing from the mouth the air passes onwards 
and reaches the ear of the persons. (7) On reaching 
the ear it produces a certain change which conduces 
to make it audible or manifest it. Though there are 
so many different stages in the process of the mani
festations of the sound, the word has no cause 
bringing it into existence and thus it has the same 
eternality that belongs to likasa. 
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If we remember these main views of the 
Mimarpsakas on sound it will be easier for us to 
comprehend how and with what modifications the 
Tantra grafted this on their composite of Sankhya
Vedanta dochine and the elaborate method of their 
religious practices. The Tantra assumes that the 
movement which has produced the ·world shows itself 
or is represented in us in miniature in the production 
of the sound. The process of the production of the 
sound is the epitome of the notion as it were of the 
cosmic process of creation. The same process which 
underlies the cosmic creation manifests itself in us in 
every case of the productions of sounds, so that the 
genesis of sounds is not to be taken as imaginary 
but a real symbol of the creative process. The 
Mimarp~akas regarded sabda and artha as mere in
animate or acetana. So the eternality there, was 
without any notion ; but the Tantra asserted that it 
is the spirit or intelligence which realises itself as the 
sabda and artha, mind and matter. Thus Sarada says: 

bhidyamanat parlld vindor 
avyakta-tma-ravo' bhavat, 

sabda-brahmeti tmrz prahu~z 
sarviigama-visaradalJ,. 

sabda-brahmeti sabda-rtha1p, 
sabdam ity apare jagulJ, 

na hi te~a1f1 tayol} siddhi~z jaf},atviid ubhayor api. 
caitanya1p, sarva-bhutanii1p, 

sabda-brahmeti me matih 
tatprapya ku~tjali-rupa1p, · 

pra1J-i~li1tt deha-madhyagaf!1, 
vartJi'i-tmana' virb havati 

gadya-padya-vibhedatalJ,. 
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When the ultimate vindu splits itself there was an 
unmanifested sound of the Ego. It is this that is 
called sabda-brahma by those that are versed in all 
the 1Igamas. Others would also call it sabda-brahma, 
sabda-rtha or sabda but with them such a position is 
not tenable as with them both sabda and artlza arc 
inanimate. It is the underlying consciousness of all 
being that I would call sabda-brahma. It is this 
which reveals itself as the alphabets in diverse order 
as prose and verse at that centre of the living bodies 
known as ku~trf,ali. 

,qabda here is not a mere vyapara or movement, 
a sakti, but its concept is as mystic as the concept of 
ISvara. It contains within itself three moments of 
jiiana (thought) ichha (will) and kriyii or movement 
in one concept. It is l~iva and l~akti as One. There 
is the sabda-sn#. the creation of the exterior order of 
the world and the constitution of the human body with 
its nerves, nerve centres. No one of them is the cause 
of the other. But all the three are the manifestations 
of the same movement of the One. So it is that we 
find that the word sabda-rtha-sr$ti is used to denote the 
cosmic creation from the formless One as the move
ment in both the cases is one and the same. 

In the Tantra phraseology the nirgu'IJa (formless) 
Brahman is called niskala-siva and in its aspect as 
combined with 'Sakti it is called as sakala-siva. Now 
,qakti in its aspect as one with the formless ,qiva is called 
the para-vindu or the karatJa-vindu. From this 
kiira1Ja-vindu comes the karya-vindu which representc; 
the karya-siva and kiirya-sakti. Their Unity, the 
Siva-Sakti-mithuna-PitJtf,a, is the aham. To these 
three moments may be traced, Will, Thought, and 
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Movement. The ,qiva and ,gakti however should not 
be taken in reality as representing the male and the 
female as is generally supposed. For they are styled 
male and female only to please the popular imagina
tion as a mere linguistic expression. Thus the 
Gandharva T antra says : 

saktir mahesvaro brahma 
trayas tulya-rtha-vacaka~ 

stri-putp,-napurttsako bheda~ 
sabdato na paramarthata~ . 

. ~akti, .Mahesvara and Bralunan all three signify the 
same meaning. Their distinction as male, female or 
neuter is merely due to linguistic usage. These three 
are also called, raudri, jyc$~ha and viimii, the fire, the 
moon, and the sun. The vindu and bija are also charac
terised as the sita-vindu and the S01Ja-vindu probably 
to suggest the comparison of the seed and the ovum. 
That the sakala-siva springs from the ni~kala-siva 
who is the form of pure caitanya as undistinguished 
from its other aspect as .'{akti or the principle of 
movement, shows that it is Thought with its inherent 
movement which posits itself as the sakala-siva as 
the Unity of the three moments of ]iiiina, iccha and 
kriya. This movement on one side produces the 
exterior world-order as composed of the different 
modifications of the five bhutas and on the other hand 
the mental order of thought as symbolised by sabda, 
and the body with its net of nerves and nerve centres. 
This unity of the three vindus-the interpenetration of 
prakiisa and vimarsa is spoken as the Kama-kala, the 
great Tripurasundari. The meaning of the word 
kama-kala is described in the Klima-kala-vilasa as: 
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kamyate, abhila~yate sviitmatvena paramartha
mahadbhiT, yogibhii:J, iti klimaT,, tatra hetu~t kama
niyataya iti. kamaniyatva~ sPfhaniyatva~ tena kala 
vimarsa-'SaktiT,, dahano vahnih, indus candrah taveva 
iikiirau yayor vindor daha~e-?Jdu-vigraha,; vindu. 
ayam arthatt-agni-~oma-rupi'Ji vimarsa-saktiT, tad
ubhaya-bhuta-kiimesvara-vinabhiittl mahli-tripura
sundari vindu-sama~#i-rupa kama-kala ity ucyate, 
saiva upasyataya sarva-game~u udgho~yate. 

Desired as the self by the yogis and, therefore, 
called kama because He alone is desirable. Kalii. 
means thought-movement of the form of the unity of 
the two vindus, fire and moon, i.e., the thought-move
ment of the form of fire and moon and identical with 
the kamesvara. It is also called the maha-tripura
sundari, the unity of the vindus called the llama-kala 
and it is She who is spoken of as the object of worship 
in all the Agamas. Or, as in another place as: 

kamalp prakasaika-svabhava~t parama-siva{l. 
kala tu akhila-viitJi-rupa paramii-halikaramayi 
vimarsa-vigrahlt. etad ubhaya-tmakatvatp, nama 
svlibhavika-paripurtJa-hambhrivasalitvam. 

Kama means the homogeneous nature of our 
illumination, the parama siva. Kala means the 
thought activity as the Egohood or the sabda. The 
unity of these two is the realisation of the Ego in its 
fullness ; kama-kala-viliisa, therefore, denotes the 
vilasa or the manifestation of this tattva of klima-kala, 
the unity of ,qiva and ,qakti. 

Now the sabda here is taken in the fashion of 
the MimaiJlsakas as being made up of vartJas. The 
four stages of this sabda are (1) para. (2) pasyanti, 
(3) madhyamii and (4) vaikhari. These four stages 
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of the genesis of sounds which correspond with the 
four stages of the development of the formless thought 
into the concrete idea also represent the four stages 
in the process of receiving a sound. The materialisa
lion of the formless thought into the sound and the 
spiritualisation of the sound into the idea both pass 
through the same identical stages. These four stages 
of the production of sounds, the abstract and the 
formless moment and the moments of will, ideation, 
and delivery may well be compared with the 
Mimarpsa genesis of sound which we have stated 
before. 

Now we have seen that the sabda-rtha symbolises 
the notion of the cosmic development. In connection 
with this we may notice that the Tantra view regard
ed that the human body and mind, the microcosm, 
was an exact parallel or counterpart of the macrocosm 
or the exterior world. It may not be out of place 
here to notice that the medical schools had also 
emphasised the same idea. Thus we see that 
Caraka says that the evolution and the nature of man 
resembles the evolution of the universe. All kinds of 
concrete existences in the universe find their exact 
parallels, and counterparts in the human system. 
Caraka further says that the courses of production, 
growth, decay and destruction of the universe and 
of man are exactly the same. Thus the universe is 
made up of the six dhatus and so is with man ; the 
process of generation, evolution, or production of the 
universe and of man is also the same. The same law 
of pari't}.ama which guides the universe guides also 
the evolution of man. The law of decay and des
truction are also the same. For as all evolution is 
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the product of liberation of energy and redintegration 
of the atoms of the five elements followed by more 
and more differentiated and determinate character of 
the whole, so all destruction is the· product of libera
tion of rajas or energy or disintegration of part'> 
followed by more and more undifferentiated and 
indeterminate character of the whole. 

But the main interest of Tantra not being of such 
a purely scientific character as this, it went much 
further to establish the parallelism into elaborate 
details in order to help the yogi to narrow the field 
of his concentration to himself alone so that during 
his practice or sadhana he may find that he is a 
complete solar system in himself, a perfect and finish
ed universe. This was naturally calculated to help 
him to concentrate his attention on himself, for when 
he has known himself he has known the universe. 

They symbolised different parts of the body as 
sun, moon, stars, mountain, rivers etc. and mapped 
the whole body according to the world outside. But 
the most important point in this connection is that the 
creative force of the universe, which, as we have 
already found, was identified with the vartJas or letters, 
was placed in diverse parts of the body. This creative 
power, the mother of the universe, in its aspect as 
being identified with the varttas or letters was called 
matrka. Her self was formed of the fifty letters from 
a to. ha. Thus we read in the PhetkiiritJi Tantra : 
Pancasad-vartJa-rupa-tma matr ka-parame5vari
From the brahmarandhra or the hole of Brahma 
fontaneille to the muliidhara runs the brahma-datJl/-a 
(spinal chord). Between these two extremities of the 
rod of brahman there are several stations called Pithas 
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in ,qiva Sutra-but more usually cakras. Each of these 
cakras is presided over by a goddess sakti in the form 
of some vartJas who have to be mastered to escape 
being deceived by her. There are other goddesses 
presiding over other principles also. Matrka is the 
queen of all these. These different saktis serve to 
bind men to ignorance. If there should be an interval 
without objective cognitions, experienced or re
membered, the pure consciousness without ·the 
limitation of the objective world will rise ; but the 
saktis determine the man so steadily towards the world 
outside, that it is not possible for such an interval to 
exist and for the caitanya (intelligence) to shine in 
its true light. The I nana-sankalinl T antra also 
associated these cakras with diverse emotions. 

Thus at the lower extremity we have the adhara
cakra, the Sacro-Coccygeal plexus, with the four 
branches, nine angulis below the solar plexus, the 
source of a massive pleasurable aesthesia, voluminous 
organic sensation of repose. An inch and a half 
above it, and the same below the mehana is a minor 
centre called the agniSikha. The vartJas, associated 
with the muli.idhiira are VQ1p, SQ'fJ, ~a1!J and SUJ?t. 

The svadhi~thana cakra, the sacral plexus with six 
branches, is concerned in the excitation of sexual 
feelings with the accompaniments of lassitude, stupor, 
cruelty, suspicion, contempt. The varffas associated 
here are va1p. bha1p, ma1p, ya1p, ra1p, la1!J. The 
nabhi-kutJ4a forms the junction of the right and left 
chains, pingala and irf,a with the cerebro-spinal axis. 
Here is the maffipuraka, the ten branches of which 
are concerned in the production of sleep, and thirst 
and passions like, jealousy, shame, fear, stupefaction. 
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It is associated with the var.,as t!a'!', rf,ha'!', 11-a'!', la'!', 
tha'!', da'!', dlta1p, na'!', Pa'!', and pltaJrt. The 
anahata-cakra, with twelve branches connected with 
the heart, the seat of the egoistic sentiments, hope, 
anxiety, doubt, remorse, conceit, egoism etc. The 
var11-as associated are ka1p, kha111, ,;a1ft, KhatfJ, na'!', 
ca1p, cha1p, ja1p, jha1p, na11", #a1'fl, #ha1p. The 
bharati-sthana, probably the junction of the spinal 
cord with the medulla oblongata, regulates the larynx 
and other organs of articulations. 

The lalana-cakra is opposite the Uvula, which has 
twelve leaves,-the tract affected in the production of 
ego-ultruistic sentiments and affections like self-regard, 
pride, affection, grief, regret, respect, reverence, 
contentment etc. The sensory motor tract comprises 
two cakras, ajiia-cakra the circle of command (over 
movements) with its two lobes (the cerebellum) and 
the manasa-cakra the sensorium with its six lobes (five 
special sensory for peripherally initiated sensations 
and common sensory for centrally initiated sensations 
as in dreams and hallucinations). 

The soma-cakra is the seat of altruistic sentiments 
and volitional control, e.g., compassion, gentleness, 
patience, renunciation, meditativeness, gravity, ear
nestness, resolution, determination, magnanimity etc. 

The sahasrara-cakra (thousand lobed), the upper 
cerebrum with its lobes and convolutions, is the 
special and the highest seat of the iiva (soul). 

To recapitulate, therefore, we find that the Tantra 
agreed with the Mimarpsakas that the sabda as well 
as its denotation was eternal. But this eternality with 
them was due to the fact, that the process of the 
genesis of sound, was regarded by them as being in 
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miniature the same process which produced the 
cosmic creation. The creative power of the universe 
in all its diverse ftmctions played exactly the same 
part, and existed in the same relations to one another 
in the sabda as in the universe. 

Now again, the Tantra agreed with Mimarpsa in 
holding the sabda to be of the nature of vartJas. 
They, therefore, naturally thought that the creative 
force presiding over the sabda must be held to be 
the totality of the fifty varrJas from a to ha. The 
different vartJaS represented and symbolised there
fore the different parts or functions of the matrka or 
the force as forming the essence and spirit of the 
totality of the vartJaS or alphabets. These vartJaS 
therefore being parts of the creative power were 
associated with particular conative, cognitive and 
feeling tendencies and were naturally also connected 
with corresponding physiological centres which 
formed the physiological data of these psychological 
functions. It is by virtue of these tendencies that all 
the phenomena of our psychosis could run on and 
keep us in a state of bondage. It is this phenomenal 
knowledge which binds us, as we find in the 1Nva 
Sf4tra : jiiiina1ft vandha~-knowledge is bondage. Now 
we know that the creative force is conceived as the 
unity of siva and sakti. The force symbolised in each 
of the vartJas being a part and parcel of the great 
creative mother is but in miniature the same creative 
force and as such must be considered as being the unity 
of .'~iva and .'~akti-siva-saktimayiin prahus tasmiid 
vartJlm mani~itJa~. The vartpas therefore severally 
and jointly are to be conceived as matrka-,qiva-Sakti
mithutpa-pitJrJa and sakala Siva, for here the whole and 
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the part have no existence as such but have the same 
identical reality. This is what is called the identity 
of devatii and the mantra. 

We have seen before that the creative force 
forming the reality of the var1Jas is the same as the 
creative force forming the reality of the world order. 
This reality, however, is perceived here in a very 
external way. Thus we find that the dependence of 
consonants and vowels is spoken of as the dependence 
of ,giva and .o{akti. The consonants from ka to Ita arc 
spoken of as the twenty five tattvas of Sat)khya and 
a, i, and u, as the iccha, jiiana and Miya-sakli. The 
fifteen gu1Jas of the five bhutas (akasa + viiyu 2 + tejas 
3 + ap 4 + k$iti S =IS) and also the IS phases of the 
moon, beginning from pratipat is spoken of as being 
represented in the mantra of IS letters called the 
.o{r'i Vidyii Pmichadasak~ar'i. These are again resolv
ed into the corresponding siva and saldi, an elabora
tion of which from diverse aspects is found in many 
of the tantras, such as Siirada-tilaka and the like. 
Such an identification reminds one of the determina
tion of the world in terms of numbers in the 
Pythagorean School. 

It must, however, have to be confessed that the 
Tantra is not the originator of symbolising in terms 
of varnas, for this was first attempted in the 
Xra~yaka period of culture as exemplified in the 
hit'f'kilro-piisana or Ot'f'karo-pasanii and the like into 
the details of which it will be unnecessary to enter. 
These of course have been largely elaborated into a 
complicated system of network in the Tantra, but in 
this the Tantra drew all the suggestions from the 
pratiko-pasana of the Upani~ads and the Xra~yakas. 
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Once we understand the vartJas or mantras as centres 
of force forming the reality of the exterior world or 
mantramaya ja{{at and the inner microcosm of man, 
it will be easy for us to comprehend the mystic 
mantra-sadhana which is to a great extent a synthesis 
of the Yoga method of samadhi with the prafika of 
the Xrat]yaka, on the lines of the Neo-Vedantic 
Metaphysics of the Tantra. In the Yoga we find that 
the mind, when concentrated on any tattva in such 
a way that the yogin becomes one with that, naturally 
passes through its inner dynamic or rajas into the 
subtler and subtler tattvas until it goes to buddhi and 
is finally liberated, for here the yo{{in perceives that 
he is pure puru~a and is essentially different from the 
prakrti. 

In the Tantra, yoga is defined as the union of 
the jiviitma and the paramatmri or parama-siva. 
Now the vartJas being of the nature of parama-siva, 
siva-saktimaya or Tripura-sundari, the creative force 
of the universe, a concentration of the mind in such a 
way as to unify the sadhaka with it naturally helps 
him to pass gradually to the supreme force, the 
Tripura-sundari or the paramatmii and to identify him 
with Her, and thus to effect the goal of yo{{a, the 
union of jivatma and the paramatmfi. The doctrine 
of ~at-cakra-bheda is also the same process ; for here 
the J'iva in the kutJrJalini is roused up and as it 
gradually identifies itself with different cakras it 
gradually passes on and on to the sahasrara. We 
have seen above that the different cakras are the seats 
of the different forces of the matrka-sakti and are 
associated with diverse passions etc. Now as the 
siidhaka identifies with each of these centres of force, 
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the influence of these forces in binding him ceases 
and he passes from one centre of force to another 
until he identifies himself with the paramatman and 
is liberated. This identification of the sadhaka with 
the mantra is the triple identification of the vedaka, 
vedya and the vidya ; the siidhaka, the dcvatii and 
the mantra. 

Mantra is not only the Force of sakti as external 
to the sadhaka but is also the mind or citta of the 
sadhaka which unites with it. For it is the one reality 
-the subject and the object. So we find that mantra 
is defined in ,qiva Sidra as citta1p, mantra{'·· K~emaraja 
in annotating upon the ,qiva Sidra says that mantra is 
not merely an aggregation of sounds but the special 
cittam, the attainment of the unity with the divinity 
brhind a mantra by means of meditation. 

It is said in Vijfianottara, "The sounds that are 
uttered are not in themselves mantras. The proud 
Gods and Gandharvas were deceived by the false 
notion." It is said in !rlantra-sadhana, "The indrs
tructible sakti is regarded as the life of the mantras. 
Devoid of it, 0 fair-hipped one, they are as fruitless 
as an autumn cloud." The natural effort to fix 
permanently the energy that first rises from the 
desire to meditate on a mantra defined as above, is 
the means that brings about the union of the practiser 
of the mantra and the deity of the mantra, vidyit is 
the consciousness of identity with the supreme. The 
vidya-bodied or vidya-sarira is one, whose form is 
vidyii, the lord, who is the totality of sounds. His 
nature is the manifestation of the consciousness of 
being the Ego of, and being identical with the whole 
universe. It is said in Mantra-sadhana, "Mantras 
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are all made of letters, these are the same as Sakti ; 
.~akti is the same as matrka and she is the same as 
,qiva." 

Apart from this sakto-paya of siidhana through 
the mantras and the iisana, prat}-ayiima, dhyana, 
dharatJii, samadhi in the yoga fashion, there is 
another means of attaining salvation spoken of as 
being the sambhavo-paya. This means consistr; in 
steadily practising introspective meditation, by the 
effect of which there suddenly arises a flash of con
sciousness during the interval between the conceptual 
cognitive states, and the litma shines in its own light. 
Each individual has to experience it for himself and 
thus to become his own guru. Once the sadhaka has 
got it, he has to stick to it. The main object of this 
process of sadhana consists in making a dive into the 
flowing reality of sakti and to intuit it apart from the 
passing concepts, which, as they cannot show the 
reality, only serve to hide it all the more from our view 
and must therefore be called bondage. It is this 
intuitive grasp of the reality by introspection and a 
steady fixedness in it by effort which is the secret of 
this siidhana. It is very important to note to what 
an important measure it anticipates the philosophy 
of Bergson. 

So far we have inquired only how, with what 
effort of will, the siidhaka united with the tattva of 
,qiva-.qakti in knowledge. But the Tantra was more a 
practical form of worship than a system of philosophy 
and as such there is here an important manifestation 
of emotion or bhakti which is the essence of every 
mode of practical religious worship. The develop
ment of this emotion of bhakti and its position with 
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regard to the development of bhakti among the 
Va~Qavas is a subject into which we cannot enter 
in a short introduction like this. I shall therefore only 
notice it in a cursory manner by two or three random 
quotations from Utpala just to show the profundity of 
this emotion among the Tantrikas. 

antarbhakti-camatkara-carvatJa-militek~atJa/J,, 
namo mahyatp, sivayeti pujayan 

syiitp, trtJany api. 

With the eyes half closing with the emotion of bhakti 
filling the inmost recesses, I shall be adoring myself 
as the /Uva though I may be worshipping but straws. 

api labdha-bhavad-bhiival} 
svatmo-lliisamayatp, jagat, 
pasyan bhakti-rasiibhogair 
bhaveyaviyojita~. 

Realising my unity with yourself and realising 
my manifestation in the world as .'~iva I shall enjoy 
eternally the bliss of bhakti. 

ragadimaya-bhavii-tJf/,ake 
lu!hitatp, tvad-bhakti-bhavaniitp, vinii taistaiiJ, 
apyayatu rasair matp, 
pravrddha-pak~o yatha bhavami khaKal;. 

In this world, full of passions, I have fallen. Oh 
mother, feed and nourish me with your emotions, so 
that I may be fledged with winds like a bird. 
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bhakti-mada-janita-vibhrama-vasena 
pasyeyam aviphalat?J karatJai~, 
sivamayam akhilat?J lokat?J 
kriyas ca pujamayi~ sakalii~. 

Intoxicated with devotion, I perceive full with all 
my senses that all the world is full of Siva and all 
actions are but His adorations. 

It will thus be seen that this worship was not only 
a synthesis of willing and knowing in the identifica
tion of the self with siva but it was also essentially an 
identification of emotion or bhakti. Rather it was a 
thrill of joy which enlivened and overflowed the unity 
through the will and the knowledge. The reality is 
not the unity of icchii, jniina and kriya only, but aiso 
of bliss. It is therefore that she is spoken of as 
nija-sukhamaya-nitya-nirupama-karii. 
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The word 'Yoga' occurs in the earliest sacred 
literature of the Hindus in the ~gveda (about 
3000 B.c.) with the meaning of effecting a connection. 
Later on, in about 700 or Boo B.c., the same word is 
used in the sense of yoking a horse. In still later 
literature (about 500 or 6oo B.c.) it is found with the 
meaning of controlling the senses, and the senses 
themselves are compared with uncontrolled spirited 
horses. The word probably represents a very old 
original of the Aryan stock, which can be traced also 
in the German joch. 0. E. geoc, Latin jugum, Greek 
zugon. 

The technical sense of the term in the system of 
philosophy which I am to discuss, is not only that of 
restraining the senses but of restraining the mental 
states as well, so as to bring the mind into absolute 
quiescence. Yoga in this sense is used only as a 
substantive and never as a verb. It probably, there
fore, came into use as a technical expression to 
denote the quiescence of the mind, when people came 
to be familiar with the existence of such mystical 
states. Analogically and etymologically, however. it 
is related to the older sense of 'yoking.' 

In the Maitraya11a Upani:ffat, dating about 
500 B.c. or so, we find a curious passage, a part of 
which I quote from Max Muller's version as follows: 

"All that we call desire, imagination, doubt, 
belief, unbelief, certainty, uncertainty, shame, 
thought, fear,-all these make up the mind. Carried 
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along by the waves of qualities thickening into imagi
nations, unstable, fickle, crippled, full of desires, vacil
lating, he enters into belief, believing 'I am he,' 'this 
is he,' he binds himself by his self, as a bird with a 
net. Therefore a man being possessed of will, 
imagination and belief is a slave ; but he who is the 
opposite is free. For this reason let a man stand free 
from will, imagination and belief ; this is the sign of 
liberty, this is the path that leads to Brahman, this 
is the opening of the door, and through it he will go 
to the other shore of darkness. All desires are there 
fulfilled. And for this the sages quote a verse : 'When 
the five instrument<> of knowledge stand still together 
with the mind and when the intellect does not move, 
that is called the highest state.' " 

The testimony of early Hindu and Buddhist 
writings goes to show that probably about five or six 
hundred years B.C. the sages, who were engaged in 
asceticism and the acquirement of the highest virtue 
of self-control, had discovered that by intense concen
tration the mind could be reduced to an absolutely 
quiescent or unmoved state, and that at this stage the 
highest metaphysical truths flashed forth intuitively 
in a way quite different from what was ordinarily the 
case from inferential processes of thought. This state 
was thus regarded by them as leading to the highest 
that man could aspire to achieve. When this experi
ence had been testified to by many sages, its place in 
the system of human knowledge and its value began 
to be discussed. The quotation given above repre
sents one of the earliest specimens of such specula
tions. Later on, about 150 B.C. or so, Patafijali 
collected some of these floating arguments and 
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speculations and gave them the form of a system of 
thought, which closely resembled the Sailkhya system 
of philosophy which was said to have been pro
mulgated by Kapila. The resemblance of the Yoga 
way of thought with that of the Sai:lkhya is so great 
that they are regarded as representing two schools 
of the same system. The Yoga-system has undergone 
much elaboration and improvement at the hands of 
Vyasa (200-300 A.D.), Vacaspati (900 A.D.) and 
Vijfiana Bhik~u (1500 A.D.). It has associated with it 
its own metaphysics, cosmology, physics, ethics, 
theology and mystical practice. I propose to discuss 
in this paper mainly some aspects of its psychology. 
But as its psychology is very intimately connected 
with its metaphysics, I am afraid it may be impossible 
to avoid brief reference to some of its metaphysical 
doctrines also. 

The Yoga system admits the existence of separate 
individual souls, of individual minds, of an objective 
world of matter and of God. It holrls that both 
matter and mind are developed by the combination 
of an infinite number of ultimate reals (gu~as). 
These reals are of three different classes: forming the 
intelligence-stuff (sattva), the energy-stuff (rajas) and 
the mass-stuff (tamas). As space does not allow 
of entering into any detailed account of them, it may 
briefly be noted that the combination of these three 
different types of reals in different proportions and 
different modes is said to produce both mind and 
senses on the one hand and the objective worlrl of 
matter on the other. Minds are said to differ from 
matter only in that they contain a very large propor
tion of the reals of the type of intelligence-stuff and 
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energy-stuff, whereas the world of matter is formed 
by a large preponderance of the reals of mass-stuff 
and energy-stuff. The souls are distinguished from 
the minds and matter as being principles of pure 
consciousness ; they are said to be absolutely passive 
and inactive and devoid of any other characteristics. 
There is an inherent 'blind' purposiveness in the reals 
such that they tend to relate themselves to the prin
ciples of pure intelligence or consciousness and allow 
themselves tq be interpreted as experience. This is 
rendered possible by the hypothesis that one of the 
classes of reals, the intelligence-stuff, is largely akin 
to the souls or principles of pure intelligence. The 
reals classed as the intelligence-stuff cannot, however, 
of themselves, give us conscious experience, for being 
always associated with the energy-stuff they are 
constantly changing. Conscious experience cannot 
be produced without reference to a fixed or steady 
purposiveness which should run through all the reals 
and unite them into a system referring to a person. 
What we perceive when we analyse mind is but 
a fleeting series of mental states. These are passing 
in quick succession. They will not stop for a moment, 
but are rapidly consuming themselves like a burning 
flame ; percepts, images, concepts, are all continually 
appearing and passing away. When, however, we 
notice carefully our conscious experience, we find 
that, though these are present in all our mental states, 
they imply a unity, a distinct purposiveness, without 
which they themselves become as blind as any 
physical phenomenon of inanimate nature can be. 
To take an example: I know that I have experienced 
a world of events during the last thirty years. These 
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are all in me or in my memory ; but if I am asked of 
how many of these I am now conscious, I can hardly 
mention any except what are directly uppermost. If, 
however, I should try to think how many of 
Browning's love-poems I can remember, I find that 
I can recall a number of them. Only then can I gay 
that I am directly conscious of these. There can be 
no doubt they were existing in the mind ; but we say 
that they were existing in a sub-conscious state 
(saf!tskiira). During deep sleep I cannot say that my 
waking experiences are destroyed ; I can only say 
that I was then unconscious of them. This shows 
that our mind-states can exist in a condition in which 
they cannot be called awarencsses. Consciousness 
does not belong to them as their innate and intrinsic 
property ; but they come to consciousness somehow 
under certain circumstances. The condition under 
which our mental states are rendered conscious is rlue 
to their association with our self (puru!fa). 

It must, however, be noted that this real self is 
never objective to us in our psychological experience. 
When in accordance with ordinary perceptual experi
ence I say I sec my book on my table, there is indeed 
in me a notion of self which connects itself with this 
experience. But this self forms a part of the act of 
cognition, and it associates itself differently with 
different experiences, and as such it is but a part of 
our thought. Each and every definite mental state 
shows itself to be associated with some notion of ego 
or 'I'. This notion is an indispensable stage through 
which the mental states must pass in order to get 
themselves fully expressed. But this notion of an 
'I' is not a direct experience of pure self. It is simply 
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a necessary stage in the process of the completing of 
the cognitive act, and as such its nature is not 
different from the nature of the cognitive experience. 
When I see my book on the table and think 'this 
is my book', there are at least three elements 
involved in the judgment : there is the sense
object ; there is the definite apprehension of the book 
as such ; and there is also the association of the 
book with the notion of 'I' to which it appears to 
belong. This interpretation of the experience as my 
experience in connection with the notion of an ego, 
varies with each different experience ; for the nature 
of this association of the sense-objects with this ego 
has a different character in accordance with the change 
of the sense-objects. My experience of a part of my 
body as being mine is obviously more intimately mine 
than my experience of a book as my book. When 
I speak of my pen and my book, I am disposed to 
think that the notion of 'mine' is more or less of a 
homogeneous nature, and the only difference here is 
the difference of the object of cognition. But when 
I compare the notions of my honour, my son, and my 
stick, I see that the association of the three objectc; of 
cognition with the sense of 'mine' is very different on 
these three occasions. It may be objected that there 
is an ambiguity in the use of the word 'mine' on these 
three occasions. I agree, and this is precisely what 
I was trying to show. The main point is that our 
notion of 'mine' is no simple homogeneous and fixed 
element, but varies largely with the variety of experi
ences with which we have to deal. The notion 'mine' 
thus does not point to the experience of a permanent 
self in consciousness, but to the existence of a separate 
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category of egohood which represents a confused 
mass of feelings, having its root far into the depths of 
the sub-conscious elements of our nature. 

The self (puru~a) in Yoga is thus not directly 
demonstrated in experience and cannot be found by 
an analysis of introspection. The existence of the 
self (purufia) is a matter of implication and not an 
object of direct apprehension in consciousness. The 
existence of the self is held to be implied on teleological 
grounds, and on grounds of moral responsibility ancl 
moral endeavour. If there be not a separate self for 
each of us behind all our experience, what would give 
the unity to our experiences? This unity is not given 
by any notion of 'mine', for we have already seen that 
the notion 'mine' is a variable element, and hence is 
as much of a changeable nature as arc the mental 
states. On the other hand, we cannot say that our 
experiences have no unity and system in them. This 
unity thus presupposes a permanent subject with 
reference to which, or in unison with which, our 
experiences become systematized into a whole. There 
is an order and a purpose running through all our 
experiences, though the full meaning and value of 
them are not indeed clear to us. This much, however, 
we can understand, that probably our experiences are 
connected in such a way that something like a blind 
destiny runs through them, and that this blind destiny 
refers to some entity which is beyond them and with 
which they are somehow mysteriously associated. 
There is a difference between our sub-conscious and 
conscious mental states, and this is inexplicable 
except on the supposition that our conscious experi
ences are made conscious by some entity other than 
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themselves. There is in us a sense of moral responsi
bility and a sense of striving after the good, and this 
also would be inexplicable except on the supposition 
of a self. The only psychological ground on which 
the self can be inferred is the necessity of accounting 
for the peculiar trait of consciousness, viz., of its illumi
nating, which cannot be said to belong to the mental 
states themselves. 

The existence of the mental states in potential 
forms in the sub-conscious is the root-idea of Yoga
psychology. The sub-conscious mental states resemble 
the conscious mental states so far as the substance, 
stuff or constituents of which they are made up, is 
concerned, but still there is an essential difference 
between the two : viz., that the one arc unconscious, 
while the other arc conscious. Why, if their substance 
be the same, should the mental states at one time be 
conscious and at other times be unconscious ? This 
seems to imply the association with some other 
element different from the mental states. So in Yoga 
the self has to be admitted, and its association with 
the mental states has also to he somehow admitted. 
This is, however, the obscurest part of Yoga
psychology. 

But we here tend to digress from the field of Yoga
psychology to Yoga-metaphysics. Leaving aside the 
question of the transcendent influence of a pure 
intelligence by which the mental states are some
how electrified into consciousness, let us come to the 
consideration of these states. 

Mind (budd hi) according to the Yoga system is 
a product of certain super-sensuous and super-subtle 
reals which are in essence characterized as feeling
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substances. It is indeed difficult to understand what 
the Yoga thinkers understood by calling them feeling
substances. But since feelings are not treated 
separately from cognitive acts, it appears that the 
whole of the mind-stuff was regarded more or less in 
the light of a melted mass of feeling-stuff. We are 
generally accustomed in these days to think that 
feelings are mental experiences, whereas substances 
are things which have a non-mental or physical 
existence. There is therefore for us some confusion 
when we are told that the mind in Yoga is regarded as 
a product of the combination of three types of rcals 
which are in essence but feeling-substances. But we 
should remember that, according to the Yoga-themy, 
with the exception of a transcendental element of 
pure consciousness or pure intelligence, all forms of 
cognition, volition and feelings arc regarded as super
subtle, substantive entities or reals. Feelings are 
regarded as the ultimate forms into which both the 
cognitive and volitional modes return and out of 
which they differentiate themselves under certain 
conditions. If we should think of the mind-substance 
as apart from cognitive or volitional states, we should 
call it according to Yoga an indeterminate stuff of 
feeling-complexes. The cognitive form of the mental 
states no doubt constituted the only stage in which 
the feelings or the volitions could find themselves 
interpreted and expressed, for it was with this form 
alone that the light of the transcendent self in a person 
could become associated. The substances of these 
cognitive states, however, are but the stuff of feeling
complexes, and so each cognitive state has a feeling
tone inseparably connected with it, as pleasurable, 
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painful or dull. A cognitive state in fact in Yoga 
means nothing but that state of the combination of 
the feeling-essences in which these could copy the 
objects of cognition and get the light of the self 
reflected on it. The energy which characterizes 
volition is already presupposed in the feeling-reals, 
and hence the volitional element is also present in 
every state of mind. We shall see below that a well
regulated volitional control was the chief thing in 
which the Yoga system was interested. 

It is thus I hope clear that the special nature of 
the hypothesis of the mind-stuff is such that there is 
no room for considering feeling, willing and knowing 
as three distinctly separate mental functions. These, 
according to Yoga, are as the three aspects of the 
particular states of the same substances. 

But it may he asked: If the mind-stuff is made up 
of so many diverse reals, how is any unity of action 
possible? We have already observed that there is 
postulated an inherent teleology in the mind-stuff such 
as to serve the purposes of the self. Blindly guided by 
this teleology the reals conglomerate in such a manner 
as to render the experiences of the self possible. It is 
said that as fire, wick and oil, though altogether 
different, combine together to form the flame, so the 
different types of reals combine together for the forma
tion of the stuff of the experiences of the self. The 
three different kinds of reals which form the mind
stuff can by no means remain uncombined, or 
separated from one another. Moreover, these com
binations are continually changing form like the 
flame of a lamp. During our waking state our 
senses are continually coming into contact with all 
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sorts of objects, and as an effect of this contact th~se 
objects are automatically being copied or photo
graphed in the mind, and at every moment a phase 
is formed in the mind which duly represent<> them. 
Moreover, as any perception passes away from the 
field of operation of the senses and another new per
ception comes in, the phase of the mind which 
represented the old perception passes away and a 
new one comes in its place. But the old phase is 
not wholly destroyed ; it is only shifted into 
the region of the sub-conscious and may be revived 
partially or completely later on. Disappearance from 
the field of direct consciousness should on no account 
be regarded as destruction, any more than external 
things should be regarded as having ceased to exist 
when there is no perceiver to perceive them. And 
just as the physical objects, though to all appearance 
they may sometimes seem to have remained the same, 
may yet undergo considerable changes in the shape of 
atomic displacements unperceived by us, so is it the 
case with the mental states which pass into the 
sub-conscious. All physical objects arc wasting away 
every moment, some rapidly and others slowly. The 
changes of those which waste away slowly can be 
marked only after a long time ; nevertheless it has to 
be admitted that they have been wasting all the while. 
This wasting does not mean that they have been 
completely destroyed, but only that there has been 
disintegration in one form and re-formation into 
another. There is nothing which comes into being 
from nothing, and there is nothing which is absolutely 
destroyed. So the mental states also as they exist in 
the sub-conscious are continually wasting; neverthe-
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less the waste in some mental states takes place so 
slowly that they may be said to exist more or less the 
same even after long intervals of time. There are 
other mental states, however, which waste away so 
quickly that even after a short interval they cannot 
be revived except in distorted forms. According to 
Yoga, some of these mental states reduced to mere 
impressions or modes of mind continue to exist even 
through the lapse of many births. They cannot be 
directly recalled into consciousness, but they still 
exist and mould or influence the nature of our 
thought. These semi-effaced mental states often 
determine the mode and nature of our choice. In 
most cases, when we think that we are acting freely, 
we are in reality being determined by these hidden 
expeticnces of the past operating unseen. These 
semi-effaced mental states which reveal themselves 
as unaccountable tendencies of the mind, arc 
technically called vasana. It is said that the mind is 
netted with innumerable knots of these vasanas. 
They represent the result of a host of experiences, the 
detailed features of which arc often lost, but which 
have produced such deep impressions that they can 
largely determine the course of our choice and the 
nature of our enjoyments. The perceptual and other 
forms of our conscious mental states, including all the 
volitional and feeling aspects, when they are continu
ally active and repeated, constitute potencies in the 
sub-conscious state of the mind. These potencies are 
in a large measure the determinants of the modes and 
the habits of our thoughl'> and volitions. These un
seen potencies are, according to Yoga, of a twofold 
character: (1) those which are the results of the 
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experiences of past lives and operate as innate tend
encies or instincts of this life ; and (2) those which are 
the results of repeated experiences of this life. 

Ordinary mental processes are said to be of five 
kinds: pramii:rJa, viparyaya, vikalpa, nidra and smrti. 
Prama1Ja includes valid states, the states of perception, 
inference and belief in valid testimony. Viparyaya 
means illusory knowledge, which is produced by the 
operation of the defects of the senses, the rousing 
of wrong memories, causing non-observation of the 
distinction between the right and the wrong thing. 
Vikalpa means the processes of abstraction and con
traction employed by us in following an argument 
or sometimes in using language. Thus when I say 
'consciousness of the self' I make an unreal abstrac
tion, for the self, according to Yoga, is identical with 
consciousness ; but for the convenience of language 
I separate them as though they were different from 
each other and then unite them. This state of the 
mind is of a distinctly different type, and without it 
thought and language are not possible. Nidra (sleep) 
is also regarded as a separate type of mental process, 
when the volitional control of a man is absent and as 
a result the1 cof, by the loose play of the suppressed 
mental states of the sub-conscious, dreams arc pro
duced. In the state of deep sleep there is not 
a cessation of mental states ; the state represented 
therein is one of negation of all positive appearances, 
hut, though a negation, it is considered as a mental 
process (vrtti). Smrti (memory) is also regarded as 
a separate mental process. Memory is produced by 
the recalling of the old sa~skiiras or impressions in 
the sub-conscious by similarity, contrast, contiguity of. 
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time or place, etc. It is said that memory may also 
be produced by the random working of the sa11"Skiira.~. 
in which case it is said to be determined by time. 

But if in the perceptual state of our consciousness 
we are determined by the influx of sensations, and in 
our thought-processes, choice and volition by the accu
mulated experiences of the past acting as tendencies, 
we seem in no way to be our own masters and to have 
no power for moral endeavour at our disposal at all. 
Such a view, however, Yoga cannot admit; for the 
whole theory of its psychology aims at explaining the 
fact that we can by the exercise of our will and con
centration attain final emancipation from the bond3 
of all worldly experience. It therefore holds that 
there is a power (sakti) inherent in the mind by virtue 
of which it can endeavour (ce~#ii) in any particular 
direction. It can react against the forces of the past 
tendencies, repress them and concentrate upon the 
states which may appear desirable to it. Undoubtedly 
the force of the tendencies of the accumulated experi
ences of the past in the sub-conscious cannot easily be 
overcome. Whenever there is any slacking of the will, 
these will try to have their own way and distract us 
into paths hostile to our best wishes. If we are with 
full consciousness exerting our will, there will be 
a constant fight between the sort of conscious states 
which we are trying to have, and the sub-conscious 
tendencies pulling us the other way. But if, as said 
above, none of our experienced states can be 
destroyed, it would seem that we can never hope to 
succeed in having our own way entirely. 

Here, however, comes in the theme of the law 
of contrary mental states (pratipak~a-bhavana). 
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Ordinarily no mental states are destroyed ; even when 
they seem to be destroyed, they work in a cumulative 
manner as tendencies of particular kinds. But the 
law of contrary mental states holds that any sub
conscious mental state or tendency can be ultimately 
destroyed by generating opposite mental states. Thus 
if I am jealous of a man, I shall naturally be led to 
think of his evil deeds ; but I can fight against this 
tendency and try to think of some of his good traits. 
In the first stages it will hardly appear pleasant to 
shake off my ill-will against the man ; but I may try 
it again and again and each attempt will make the 
task easier for me. For each good thought that I 
may be having at different times is being stored and 
accumulated in the sub-conscious. Here another law 
comes into operation, viz., the law that the repeti
tion of any mental state will strengthen the corres
ponding impression of it in the sub-conscious. Thus 
in accordance with this law the power of the sub
conscious impression of good thoughts will gradually 
gain in strength. The evil thoughts come now only 
at random moments, and, hence, however strong 
originally, they may be destroyed eventually by conti
nually thinking of the opposite good thoughts. 
When any particular evil thought ceases for a time 
to present itself before us, we are not to suppose that 
the evil tendency has been removed. In reality it is 
still existing, and if it is to be completely uprooted, 
the root of the impression of the opposite thought in 
the deepest parts of the sub-conscious has to be 
strengthened. There are different levels of the 
sub-conscious, and even when an impression has been 
destroyed in the shallower ones, it may still have roots 
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in the deeper and may in time grow up again. So 
there is no permanent safety from any impression of 
an evil thought unless the roots of the opposite good 
thought are made to run as deep as the roots of 
the impression of evil thought. As a good impression 
in the sub-conscious grows stronger and stronger, its 
roots go deeper and deeper into the utmost levels of 
the sub-conscious, and as it spreads there it destroys 
the roots of the opposite evil thought which have been 
already enfeebled by its growth. The significance of 
the Yoga theory of psychology with regard to ethical 
conduct is that it is possible to control not only our 
external conduct but also our inner thought. Though 
the working of the sub-conscious is apparently 
unknown to us, we may be directing the working of 
the conscious to determine the growth of the sub
conscious in a way helpful to our purposes. We may 
cease to be disturbed by any evil thought or pro
pensity, not by simply negating it, but by the acquire
ment of positive good thoughts and ideals. Thus we 
may so develop the habit of thinking of universal 
love and compassion and the tendency to overlook 
others' defects and of feeling happiness at the happi
ness of others, that it will become impossible for us 
to have a single evil thought against any fellow 
being. 

lt should be noted, however, that the Yoga ideal 
is not satisfied by a man's becoming solely moral. A 
Yogin seeks deliverance from every bondage, even 
from the bondage of his mind. The attainment of 
perfect morality and self-control by acquiring the 
virtues of universal non-injury, truthfulness, celibacy, 
purity, contentment, fortitude, etc. (technically called 
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yama and niyama) is of course indispensable for him. 
But this is not all. This cannot give him full libera
tion. He would be a pure and free 'spirit' untram
melled even by his 'mind.' Thus when his mind has 
been sufficiently purified and is no longer disturbed 
by ordinary moral strivings, he endeavours to engage 
himself in a higher work, viz., that of staying the 
movement of the mind-stales. 

We have already said that the mind is always 
changing as the flame of a lamp. So long as this 
change of mind, this continual succession of mental 
states, continues, a man is as it were for ever being 
tossed upon the crests of the waves of thought. He 
is not master of himself. The Yogin, therefore, in 
order to suppress the ever-changing nature of the 
mind, tries to restrain his mind from the many 
different objects of thought and to hold one object 
only continually in his attention. The former process 
is called dhara7Ja and the latter dhyana. In the first 
stages it is difficult to fix the mind on one object, and 
the object has to be continually replaced before the 
mind. By this process of continually presenting the 
same object to the mind, a habit is generated and 
a potency of fixation is acquired in the sub-conscious, 
and gradually the changeful character of the mind 
ceases and the mind becomes one with the object. At 
this stage there are no fluctuations of mental states ; 
the mind becomes one with the object of thought, 
absolutely still and motionless. This slate is called 
samadhi. When the mind becomes thus fixed on one 
object, it is said that immediate cognitions of the real 
nature of the object dawn before the mind. This is 
called prajna-knowledge. In its character as imme-
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diate and direct it resembles perception, but it does 
not fluctuate and so the nature of the reality of the 
object appears in one undisturbed flash. The mind 
is at this state one with this reality. It is this know
ledge alone which the Yogin considers to be supremely 
real. As the Yogin advances in his path of medita
tion the impressions of this tendency to meditation 
grow stronger, so that to get into meditation becomes 
an easy thing for him ; and as at each stage of medi
tation he meets with new flashes of true wisdom, the 
potencies and impressions of his old phenomenal 
knowledge are gradually destroyed, and there comes 
a time when he is able to perceive the true nature of 
the self as distinguished from the mind. As this 
stage is persisted in, the ignorance through which the 
mind was being falsely identified with the self is 
ultimately destroyed, and as a result of this the con
nection of the mind with the self ceases and the soul 
(pur~a) remains in itself in its own absolute pure 
intelligence. 

In this part of the Yoga theory there seem to be 
three things which may appear to us as assumptions, 
but which the Yogins affirm to be undeniable facts of 
experience. These are: firstly, that the changeful 
processes of the mind can at a certain state be brought 
to a standstill ; secondly, that such a state can give us 
a new grade or dimension of knowledge ; and thirdly, 
that, as a culmination and highest advancement of 
this knowledge, the pure individual self as pure 
intelligence can be known. This kind of knowledge 
will not of course be knowledge in the familiar sense ; 
for all samadhi-knowledge is said to be non-concep
tual knowledge and so of a different order. This 
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difference in kind refers not only to the fact that 
prajiiii-knowledge gives us a knowledge of reality, 
whereas perception gave us phenomenal knowledge 
only, but also to a difference in their essential nature 
or character. The prajiiii-impressions tend to loosen 
the mind from the self. They represent a different 
dimension of knowledge completely foreign to pheno
menal knowledge. We can never recall the know
ledge gained by prajiia in our normal consciousness, 
for it is opposed to the latter, and the former can never 
be translated in terms of the latter; the memory we 
recall is a phenomenal state of consciousness. This 
new dimension of knowledge is thus said to 
supersede scientific knowledge and not to supplement 
it. We should also remember that this prajiia-know
ledge has nothing to do with telepathy, dual or 
multiple personality or the like, which are all but 
varieties of phenomenal knowledge. 

If we do not believe the testimony of the Yogin, 
there is probably no way for us either to prove or 
disprove its reality.' 

I. Read at an Open Meeting of the Quest Society, June 2, 

1921. 
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The scheme of Vedanta philosophy is surprisingly 
similar to the idealism of Vasubandhu (28o-360 A.D.) 
as taught in his Vi1f1,sika with a short commentary 
of his own and Tri1f1,sika with a commentary of 
Sthiramati on it.' According to this Vijiianavada 
(idealism) of Vasubandhu all appearances are but 
transformations of the principle of consciousness by 
its inherent movement and none of our cognitions are 
produced by any external objects which to us seem 
to be existing outside of us and generating our ideas. 
Just as in dream one experiences different objects in 
different places and countries without there being 
any objective existence of them, or as in dream many 
people may come together and perform various 
actions, so what seems to be a real world of facts and 
external objects may well be explained as mere 
creations of the principle of intelligence without any 
objective basis at all. All that we know as subjective 
or objective are mere ideation (vijiiapti) and there 
is no substantive reality or entities corresponding to 
them, but that does not mean that pure non-concep
tual (anabhilapyena'tmana) thought which the saints 
realise is also false.' It is possible that the awareness 

I. Vijiiapti-miitratii-siddhi containing two treatises of 
Vi~?~.~ikii and Tritpsikii. Paris, 1925. 

2. yo biilair dharmii'liitp svabhiivo griihya-griihakii-di~ pari
kalpitus lena kalpitenii'tmanii tefiitp nairiitmyatp na tv anabhi
liipyenii'tmanii yo buddhiiniitp vi~aya iti. Commentary on 
VitpSikii, p. 6. 
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of anything may become the object of a further 
awareness, and that of another, but in all such cases 
where the awareness is significant (arthavati) there 
are no entities or reality as represented by them ; but 
this should not be interpreted as a denial of the prin
ciple of intelligence or pure knowledge as such. 
Vasubandhu then undertakes to show that the 
perceptual evidence of the existence of the objective 
world cannot be trusted. He says that taking visual 
perception as an example we may ask ourselves if the 
objects of the visual perception are one as a whole 
or many as atoms. They cannot be mere wholes, 
for wholes would imply parts ; they cannot be of 
the nature of atoms for such atoms are not separately 
perceived ; they cannot be of the nature of the com
bination of atoms, for the existence of atoms cannot 
be proved! For if six atoms combine from six sides, 
that implies that the atoms have parts, for if six atoms 
combine with one another at one identical point, it 
would mean that the combined group would not have 
its size bigger than that of an atom and would there
fore be invisible. Again, if the objects of awareness 
and perception were only wholes, then succession and 
sequence would be unexplainable and our perception 
of separate and distinct things would remain un
accountable. So, though they have no real objective 
existence, yet perception leads us to believe that they 
have. People are dreaming the world of objects in 
the sleep of the instinctive roots of the habit of false 
imaginative construction ( vitatha-vihalpa-bhyiisa-

3· nii'Pi te saf!Jhatii vi~ayibhavanti, yasmat paramii1}ur eka•t• 
dravya1Jt na sidhyati. Ibid, p. 7· 
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vasana-nidraya) and in their dreams they construct 
the objective world and it is only when they would 
become awake with the transcendent indeterminate 
knowledge (loko-ttara-nirvikalpa-jnana-liibhat pra
buddho bhavati) that they would find the world
construction to be as false as the dream-construction 
of diverse appearances. In such a view there is no 
objective material world and our cognitions are not 
influenced by outside objects ; how then are our 
minds influenced by good instructions and associa- · 
tions, and since none of us have any real physical 
bodies, how can one kill another? Vasubandhu 
explains this by the theory that the thought-currents 
of one person can sometimes determine the thought
currents of another. Thus the idea of killing of a 
certain type may produce such a disturbance of the 
vital powers of another as to produce a cessation of 
the continuity of one's thought-processes which is 
called death. • So also the good ideas of one may 
influence the ideas of another for good. 

In the TritrtSikii of Vasubandhu and its com
mentary by Sthiramati, this idealism is more clearly 
explained. It is said that both the soul (or the 
knower) and all that it knows as subjective ideas or 
as external objects existing outside of us are but 
transformations of pure intelligence (vijnana-paii-
1Jama). The transformation (paritJiima) of pure 
intelligence means the production of an effect different 
from that of the causal moment simultaneously at 

4· para-vijnapti-vilie~ii-dhipatyiit pare~iif!' jivite-ndriya-
virodhini kiicit vikriyii utpadyate yayii sabhtiga-santati-vicchedii
khya'!' mara'}a'!' bhavati. Vif!lliikii, p. 10. 
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the time of the cessation of the casual moment.' 
There is neither externality nor subjectivity in pure 
intelligence, but still these are imposed on it (vijnana
svarupe parikalpita eva iitma dharmas ca). All 
erroneous impositions imply that there must be some 
entity which is mistaken as something else. There 
cannot be erroneous impositions on mere vacuity ; so 
these erroneous impositions of various kinds of ex
ternal characteristics, self etc. have to be admitted 
to have been made on the transformations of pure 
intelligence.• Both Vasubandhu and Sthiramati 
repudiate the suggestion of those extreme idealists 
who deny also the reality' of pure intelligence on 
grounds of interpendence or relativity (sa~vrti). 
Vasubandhu holds that pure consciousness (vijiiapti
miitrata) is the ultimate reality. This ultimate con
sciousness is a permanent entity which by its inherent 
power (sakti) undergoes threefold transformation as 
the inherent indeterminate inner changes (vipaka) 
which again produce the two other kinds of trans
formation as the inner psychoses of mental operations 
(manana) and as the perception of the so-called 
external sensibles (vi~aya-vijiiapti). The apprehen-

5· karat}a-k~al'}a-nirodka-sama-kala~ kliral}a-k~al'}a-vilak~at}a
karyasya iitma-labha~ pariljdma~. Sthiramati's Commentary on 
Trif!ISika, p. 16. 

b. upacarasya ca niradh<irasya'sambkavad ava.<yatft vijfiiina
parif(imo vastuto'stuupagantavyo yatra iitma-dharmo-paciira~ 
P,avartate. na hi niraspada mrga-tt;~ik<i-daya~. Ibid. Compare 
Salikara's Commentary on GaU<~apiida's Kiirikii. 

7· Thus Lankavatara, one of the most important works on 
Buddhist idealism, denies the real transformation u{ the pure 
intelligence or iilaya-vijfiiina. See Lankavatiira, p. 46. 
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sion of all appearances or characterised entities 
(dharma) as the cognised objects and that of selves 
and cognisers, the duality of perceivers and the per
ceived is due to the threefold transformation of 
vipaka, manana and vi~aya-vijnapti. The ultimate 
consciousness (vijnapti-matra) which suffers all these 
modifications is called iilaya-vijnana in its modified 
transformations, because it is the repository of all 
experiences. The ultimate principle of consciousness 
is regarded as absolutely permanent in itself and is 
consequently also of the nature of pure happiness 
(sukha), for what is not eternal is painful and this 
being eternal is happy'. When a saint's mind becomes 
fixed (prati~thita) in this pure consciousness (vijnapti
matra), the tendency of dual thought of the subjective 
and the objective (grahya-grahakii-nusaya) ceases and 
there dawns the pure indeterminate (nirvikalpa) and 
transcendent (loko-ttara) consciousness. It is a state 
in which the ultimate pure consciousness runs back 
from its transformations and rest-; in itself. It is 
divested of all afflictions (klesa) or touch of vicious 
tendencies and is, therefore, called anasrava. It is un
thinkable and undemonstrable because it is on one 
hand pure self-consciousness (pratyiitma-vedya) and 
omniscience (sarvajiiata) as it is divested of all limita
tions (iivara~a) and on the other hand it is unique 
in itself.' This pure consciousness is called the 

8. dhruvo nityatviit ak~ayatayii ; sukho nityatviid eva 
yad anrtya'?' tad du~kha'?' aya'?' ca nitya iti asmiit sukha~. 
Sthiramati's commentary on Tri'?'sikri, p. 44· 

9· .1laya-vijiiiina in this ultimate state of j>ure consciousness 
(vijiiapti-miitratii) is called the cause (dha.tu) o.f all virtues, and 
being the ultimate state in which all the dharmas, or characterised 
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container of the seed of all (sarva-bija) and when its 
first indeterminate and indefinable transformations 
rouse the psychosis-transformations and also the 
transformations as sense-perceptions, these mutually 
act and react against one another and thus the 
different series rise again and again and mutually 
determine one another. These transformations are 
like waves and ripples on the ocean where each is 
as much as the product of others as the generator of 
others.•• 

In this view thought (vijiiana) is regarded as a 
real substance and its transformations are also regard
ed as real and it is these transformations that are 
manifested as the selves and the characterised ap
pearances.'' The first type of transformations called 
vipaka is in a way the ground of the other two 
transformations which contain the indeterminate 
materials out of which the manifestations of the other 
two transformations appear. But as has already been 
pointed out, these three different types of transforma
tions again mutually determine one another. The 
vipiika transformations contain within them the seeds 
of the constructive instincts (vikalpa-viisana) of the 
selves as cognisers, the constructive instincts of colours, 
sounds etc., the substantive basis (iisraya) of the 
attribution of this twofold constructive instinct as well 

appearances, had lost all their limitations it is called the 
dharma-kiiya of the Buddha (mahiimune~ bhumi-Prlramitii-dibhiiva
nayii kle.\a-jiieyii-vara'}a-prahii1}iit ..... sarva-dharma-vibhutva
liihhatas ca dharma-kiiya ity ucyate). 

ro. tac ca variate srota-sanghavat. Ibid., p. 2! 

II. avasya'!l vijii<7na-pari1}iimo vastuto'sty upagantavyo 
yatrii'tma-dharmo-Paciira~ pravartate, Ibid., p. 16. 
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as the sense-faculties and the localisation of space
determinations (sthana-vijnapti or bhajana-loka
sannivesa-vijnapti). .They are also associated in 
another mode with sense-modifications involving the 
triune of the sense (indriya), sense-object (vi~aya) and 
cognition (and each of these triune is again associated 
with a characteristic affective tone corresponding with 
the affective tones of the other two members of the 
triune in a one to one relation), attention (manaskara), 
discrimination (sarttjiia), volition (cetana) and feeling 
(vedana)." The vipaka transformations have no 
determinate or limited forms (aparicchinna-lambanii
kiira) and there are here no actualised emotional 
states of attachment, antipathy or the like which are 
associated with the actual pleasurable or painful 
feelings. The vipaka transformations thus give us the 
basic concept of mind and its principal functions with 

I2. Feeling (vedana) is distinguished here as painful, 
pleasurable, and as the basic entity which is neither painful nor 
pleasurable, which is feeling per se (vedanii anubhava-svabhiiva, sii 
punar vi~ayasya ii.hliidaka-paritiipaka-tadubhayiikara-vivikta-sva
,.upa-siik~iitkara7Ja-bhedrit). This feeling per se must be distinguished 
again .from the non-pleasurable-painful feeling existing along with 
the two other varieties, the painful and the pleasurable. Here 
the vipaka transformations are regaded as evolving the basic 
entity of feeling and it is, therefore, undifferentiated in it as pleasure 
or pain and is hence called "feeling as indifference" (upekfi) and 
undifferentiated (avyakrta). The differentiation of feeling as 
pleasurable or as painful takes place only as a further determina
tion of the basic entity of feeling evolved in the vipaka transforma
tions of good and bad deeds (subhii-subha-karma-vipaka). Good 
and bad (subhii-subha) are to be distinguished from moral and 
immoral as potential and actual determinations of virtuous and 
vicious actions. 
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all the potentialities of determinate subject-object 
consciousness and its processes. There are here the 
constructive tendencies of selves as perceivers, the 
objective constructive tendencies of colours, sounds 
etc., the sense-faculties etc. attention, feelings, dis
crimination, volition and sense-functioning. But 
none of these have any determinate and actualised 
forms. The second grade of transformations called 
manana represents the actual evolution of moral and 
immoral emotions and it is here that the mind is set 
in motion by the ignorant references to the mental 
elements as the self, and from this ignorance about 
the self is engendered self-love (atma-sneha) and 
egoism (iitma-miina). These references are again 
associated with the fivefold universal categories of 
sense-functioning, feeling, attention, volition and dis
crimination. Then comes the third grade of trans
formations which are associated with the fivefold 
universal categories together with the special mani
festations of concerte sense-perceptions and the 
various kinds of intellectual states and moral and 
immoral mental states such as desire (chanda) for 
different kinds of sense-experiences, decisions (adhi
mok~a) in conclusions firmly established by percep
tions, reasoning etc., memory, attentive reflection 
(samiidhi), wisdom (prajnii), faith and firm will for 
the good (St-addha), shamefulness (hri) for the bad 
etc. The term alaya-vijniina is given to all these three 
types of transformations, but there is underneath it 
as the permanent passive ground the eternal and 
unchangeable pure thought (vijnapti-miitrata). 

It may be pointed out here that in this system 
of philosophy the eternal and unchangeable thought-
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substance undergoes by virtues of its inner dynamics 
three different orders of superficial changes which are 
compared with constantly changing streams and 
waves. The first of these represents the basic changes 
which later determine all subjective and objective 
possibilities ; the second starts the process of the 
psychosis by the original ignorance and false attribu
tion of self-hood to non-self elements, self-love and 
egoism, and in the third grade we have all the concrete 
mental and extra-mental facts. The fundamental 
categories make the possibility of mind, mental 
processes and the extra-mental relations evolve in the 
first stage of the transformation and these abide 
through the other two stages of the transformation 
and become more and more complex and concrete 
in course of their association with the categories of 
the other transformations. In analysing the know
ledge situation Vasubandhu does not hold that our 
awareness of blue is only a modification of the 
"awareness", but he thinks that an awareness has 
always two relations, a relation with the subject or 
the knower (grahaka-graha) and a relation with the 
object which is known (grahya-graha). Blue as an 
object is essential for making an awareness of blue 
possible, for the awareness is not blue, but we have 
an awareness of the blue. But Vasubandhu argues 
that this psychological necessity is due to a projection 
of objectivity as a necessary function of determinate 
Utought and it does not at all follow that this implies 
that there are real external objects existing outside of 
it and generating the awareness as external agent. 
Psychological objectivity does not imply ontological 
objectivity. It is argued that if the agency of 
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objective entities in the production of sense-knowledge 
be admitted, there could not be any case where sense
knowledge can be admitted to be produced without 
the operation of the objective entities, but since in 
dreams and illusions such sense-knowledge is univer
sally regarded as being produced without the causal 
operation of such objective entities, no causal operation 
can be admitted to the objective entities for the 
production of sense-knowledge. 
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The study of Indian Philosophy in modem times 
may be regarded as having a starting from Raja 
Ram Mohan Ray. He was a religious and social 
reformer and in his attempts to purify the current 
popular forms of Hinduism he turned his eyes to the 
Upani~ads. He pointed out that the Upani~ads reveal 
a religion of the worship of one God, Brahman, and 
in his interpretations of the Vedanta doctrine he 
brought out the fundamental ideas of the Upani~ds 
and he made them a corner-stone of his religion of 
Brahmoism. He also initiated a programme of social 
reform which he regarded as being a corollary of 
the Upani~adic faith. But though a great thinker and 
scholar, his interest was chiefly religious. Later on 
a few other Indians, Christians such as Banerjee, 
Gouray and others, also studied Indian Philosophy 
with the object of refuting Indian thought in favour 
of Christianity. In the meanwhile studies of Indian 
Philosophy were taken up by some European Sanskrit 
scholars such as Colebrook, Cowell, Wilson, Duff, 
Davies, Balantine, Venis, Hall, Max Muller and 
others. Many of these scholars published numerous 
articles on Indian Philosophy and translated some 
important philosophical texts, and Max Muller's Six 
Systems Of Indian Philosophy is probably the first 
attempt to give a brief survey of the general philo-

*Presidential address at the Philosophy section of the Lahore 
Oriental Conference, 1928. 
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sophical position of the six important systems of 
Philosophy. In the meanwhile Sanskrit manuscripts 
were being collected in several important cultural 
centres of India and of Europe, and Sanskrit philo
sophical texts were being edited and pub,lisherl by 
the Asiatic Society of Benares, the Pa~rjit Journal 
of Benares, the Bombay Gevcrnment Publication 
Department, in the Chowkhamha Sanskrit Pr<>ss 
series, the Vizianagaram Sanskrit Publication seriPs 
and later on in Mysore, Travancore, Baroda, Nin)aya
sagar Press, the Venkateswar Press in llombay, thl' 
Pa~ini Oftice of Allahabad, th£> Madhavihi.s Book 
Depot of Kumhakonam, by Jivananda Vidyasagar 
and many others in Calcutta and in other places. 
The European scholars were also not idle, and th~ 
Pali Text Book Society had been gradually publish
ing the old Pali Texts of Buddhism and important 
studies of early Buddhism and we have now almost 
the entire TriPilaka, which were wholly lost from 
India, published magnificently in Roman characters. 
Many important Mahayana Buddhist texl<> were 
published by the Pali Text Series of Calcutta under 
the editorship of Ray Harat Candra Das Bahadur 
and Dr. Vidyabhii~a~. Knowledge of Tibetan began 
to spread both in this country and in Europe, and 
this led to the publication of a number of Buddhist 
texts which were lost in this country hut were pre
served in Tibetan translations. Many European 
scholars began to discover through their knowledgP 
of Chinese that a large number of Buddhist texts 
which were lost in India in their Sanskrit originals 
were preserved in their Chinese translations. Texts 
and studies were being published from several 
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cultural centres of England, France, Germany, Italy 
and Russia and in the present day we have such 
great scholars as Thomas, Keith, Jacobi, Stcherbatsky, 
Suaii, Levi, not to speak of many other eminent 
writers, who have done excellent work in the field of 
Indian Philosophy either by way of translations or 
by the publication of texts or studies. On the side 
of the publication of texts, however, India has done 
very much more, as may naturally be expected, than 
any of the Western countries. In India also much 
work has been done in the way of translation of 
Sanskrit texts into vernaculars or into English such 
as the translations by Dr. Gail.ganatha Jha, Mr. An'S 
Candra Basu, Pramatha Nath Tarkabh~an, and 
many others. Several important manuscripts on 
different systems of thought have also been edited in 
recent times. 

One great difficulty that lies in the way of the 
study of Indian Philosophy is to be found in the fact 
that all the old living traditions of Indian Philosophy 
are now lost almost for centuries so that a study of 
Indian Philosophy, whether in the PaQQ.itic circle or 
in the Anglicised circle, is bound largely to be 
philological. The problems which were of vital im
portance to Indian Philosophy from age to age, in 
the solution of which they cheerfully spent all their 
lives, have in our present outlook and civilisation lost 
their value and significance. The Anglicised people 
who are now by far the most important in their in
fluence are only nominally connecting themselves 
with the traditional faiths, but the problems of 
religion and philosophy, which were so much valued 
by their ancestors, have ceased to have any charm 
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with them. The scholars in the Panditic circle also 
are only carrying on their work i~ · a stereotyped 
fashion not for the intrinsic interest of philosophy and 
religion but merely as a learned occupation or for a 
living. The influence of Western education on the 
other hand has instilled into us newer ideals of 
nationalism, politics and patriotism ; and newer goals 
and newer interests of philosophy, life, social relations, 
social values and religious values arc now appearing 
before us which are submerging as it were all the 
older, cultural and philosophical tendencies of the 
country. 

The best people of the country are being gradually 
intimately associated with the Western Philosophy, 
literature, thought culture and ideals. They do not 
know very much of their older ideals, nor are they 
in sympathy with them. A changed economical 
condition and the rising of the standard of life have 
increased the hard struggle for existence ; and as it 
is gradually being found that the claims of worldly 
life, worldly happiness, worldly prosperity, the civi
lization of the masses, honour, prestige and the like, 
are very much more important than the older goals 
of emancipation and self-abnegation, it is gradually 
being felt that the older methods of life will no longer 
do for us. Modern ways of life have their superiority 
over the ancient ways. For it is by the former only 
that all kinds of material success can be attained. 
There is the ancient thought that spirituality con
sisted in the destruction of desires, in the final realisa
tion of a passionless self, of a pure consciousness for 
which all worldly prosperity has to he sacrificed. 
The dominant thought of the West is trying to 
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discourage all these as silly fancies and is loudly 
proclaiming the need for a change in the ideal. This 
world is practically the only world with which we 
are concerned, we can only improve our · material 
facilities and mental faculties individually or jointly, 
and we can make life easy and comfortable, more 
healthy and more progressive for the whole humanity. 
Our ideal, therefore, should be one of scientific 
progress for the material good of humanity as a whole. 
Religion is not an end in itself but is only a means 
to onr own well-being as members of the society. We 
are not anxious now for catering to th.:' needs of an 
abstract perfection hut for the discovery of the needs 
of living practically a happy and contented life of 
intellectual and social progress. We now perceive 
that only those people, who are striving their utmost 
for this normal and practical well-being of worldly 
life in those lines, that are really thriving and 
growing powerful, whereas those who will shut their 
t•yes to these will gradually become feebler and 
fPcbler and may be wholly exterminated. The 
Wt'stern spirit has thus naturally possessed us and 
Wt~ have been almost entirely cut asunder from thl' 
bonds of our old traditional life and culture, of 
philosophy and religion. Even the Pal).qitic people, 
who are still with difficulty sticking to the old views, 
sddom get any vital sap from their loyalty to the 
past, for in doing so they are themselves torn asunder 
from thl' general progressive and dominant nature 
of life and from the rest of the cultural humanity. 
In the days of yore when the older ideals of India 
prevailed, it was not merely the ideal of the faith of 
a particular section of the people but of the Indian 
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people as a whole and of Indian culture wheresoever 
it radiated. Even in other countries not within the 
zone of influence of Indian culture the spirit of 
supremacy of religion and the supremacy of the 
after-life, was felt almost universally. The Indian 
ideal, therefore, was then in consonance with the 
general tone of the world-ideal as a whole. 

We have now, however, a new epoch of culture, 
progress and ideals in which the entire civilised world 
is participating. Whether wr will or not, we are 
being directed into the whirlpools of our unknown 
destinies of continual movement and continual 
change of this new age. We are thus naturally torn 
away from the spirit that dominated the philosophy 
and culture of India. It is no doubt true that hPn· 
and there new thinkers are criticising the methods of 
this new age ; but whatever may be the valnr of these 
criticisms, it is difficult to find any tendency in them 
to lapse back into the idea of progress in the spirit 
of ancient Indian thought. 

If we could completely transform ourselves by 
the newly introduced European culture our problems 
of life would be very much simplified. But howso
ever we may be modified hy Western thought we can 
never forget our traditional past and howsoever the 
foot-prints may have been obliterated, we are still 
intimately connected with it, and we can never wholly 
take ourselves away from the grip of the great ideals 
of our forefathers. We are thus in a very difficult 
situation ; we cannot identify ourselves with our 
forefathers, nor are our problems of life the same as 
theirs ; we cannot also identify ourselves with our 
Western brethren nor can we look at life wholly from 
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their point of view. Westernisation has also been 
effected in very different degrees and intensity, not 
only amongst the different sections and communities 
of people but often also in the same family. It is 
a common fact that in the very same family some 
members are very strongly intoxicated with the 
Western view of life, whereas there are others who 
are as strongly loyal to the traditional faiths. Thus 
we cannot bind our faith to our traditional past nor 
can we heartily welcome the Western outlook of life. 
If the religious and moral problems of our forefathers 
are not our own, we cannot also wholly believe 
ourselves to be like the Westerners having the same 
view of life as they have. We are thus in a state of 
transition where both the Indian and Western ideals 
are fighting for supremacy and we do not know which 
to choose and where to stand. Nothing is more 
unsuitable for the creation and development of new 
thought than such an unsettled state of things. The 
Ancients believed in the Aastric ways of life and the 
various problems that arose out of them, but we have 
moved far away from them and even those of us, who 
have been brought up in the Pal}~itic atmosphere, 
cannot be said to be strictly loyal to the older ideals. 

The bed-rock of old Indian culture and civilisa
tion which formed the basis of our philosophy is fast 
slipping off our feet. The rush of waters is not, 
however, equally deep everywhere, but it is fast in
creasing. It may be waist-deep in some places, it 
may be shoulder-deep in others, but yet there are 
places where it is already passing over our heads. It 
would be a day-dream to suppose that we can ever 
arrest this torrential flow of inundating waters from 
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the western seas. The new science of the West, with 
its daily increasing inventions of machineries and 
crafts of ever-increasing material power and advan
tages, is fast demolishing the barriers and insulations 
of time and space and of natural obstructions. The 
steam engine, aeroplane, telegraph, wireless and 
the like are fast removing all distances in land, sea 
and water. Through trade and commerce the machi
neries of advantage and articles of luxury in all 
departments of life are invading our country with an 
ever-increasing rapidity and arc making them a 
necessity of life with us. The newspapers arc broad
casting the bigger and smaller events for the whole 
world and as we swallow them with our tea, we fill 
in our mind with foreign materials of interests and 
build a mental constitution which is not so much 
Indian as cosmopolitan. Western thoughts, wisdom, 
ways and out-look of life, aspirations and interests 
are being shipped through their printed pages and 
fast assimilated by the youths of the country. Can 
we arrest this mighty inundation ? Can we now turn 
to the old yogi's ideal of contentment with nothing, 
or restrict our needs to the bare necessities of life, 
and drive out the present civilisation, which is always 
tending to increase our material wants? Can we 
remain contented with being only a religious and 
spiritual people, and cease taking interest in politics, 
or in the development of our industries ? Can we, 
in brief, go back to the past? Such a supposition 
seems to me to be an impossible and wild dream, 
which only an idealist can weave in his wildest fancy. 
The torrents that are coming are not merely a passing 
inundation. They indicate a rise of water which has 
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come to stay and increase. If we try to hold fast 
to our old bed-rock and turn a deaf ear to the roaring 
rush we are bound to be drowned and suffocated. 
The very instinct of life would prevent us from taking 
any such foolish step, and any advice that would urge 
ns to do it is too unpractical to be followed. We 
would rather be washed away, or clutch at a floating 
rafter, and save ourselves than hold fast to the old 
bed-rock beneath the waters. Onr real chance of life, 
therefor!:', is neither to hold fast to the submer~ed 
rock, nor to allow ourselves to be washed away, but 
to build an edifice of our own, high and secure enough 
lo withstand the ravages of all inundations. We want 
to avail ourselves of all that come floating to ns and 
enjoy them at our home. Let the waters of the 
Western sea come and break themselves on the walls 
of our fortress with their foaming billows. Our only 
safety is thus to be with the sea and yet above it. 

Philosophy with me is not mere Logic or 
Metaphysics, but the entire epitome of life. For me 
it stands as the collective aml integrated whole of all 
that we think, all that we feel and all that we prize 
as high and great. Philosophy that sticks merely to 
verbal arguments and metaphysical dilemmas, and 
is not instinct with the reality of life, is no true 
philosophy, but a mere mockery of it. Philosophy 
is the formula of the entire spiritual existence of man, 
where by "spiritual" one understands all that is 
especial to man as man. It would be wrong to 
restrict the meaning of the word spiritual merely to 
a sense of God-intoxication or an ethical or religious 
inspiration. By "spiritual", therefore, as determining 
the meaning of philosophy, I should, therefore, like 
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to mean the entire harmonious assemblage of the 
inner life of man, as all that he thinks, feels, values 
and wishes to create. A student of Indian Philo
sophy is, therefore, required not only to understand 
clearly in consonance with the spirit of the thinkers 
of the past, the details of the different strands of 
Indian philosophical thinking, but he must also realise 
their value and significance in connection with the 
totality of Indian culture as a whole, in the many
sided development of spiritual experience and spiritual 
creation. He must also realise what relation such 
spiritual achievements may have with the spiritual 
creations of our age, influenced as it is in diverse ways 
by world-thought as a whole. Our aims, therefore, 
are not merely to understand each strand of Indian 
philosophical thought of the past in true sympathy 
with the spirit of the past, but also to understand them 
in their mutual connection and contrast as represent
ing the diverse phases of the development of the 
ancient Indian mind, and also to realise the way in 
which we can further advance our thoughts of the 
present age as a continuous prolongation of the 
spiritual impetus of the past into the bosom of the 
future. Philosophy cannot of course chalk out a path 
of future progress, but it must at least give us a 
concrete and enlightened feel of the spiritual impetus 
that guides and determines our progress. 

The task of the proper study of Indian philo
sophy is indeed very great, in many ways very much 
greater than the study of Western philosophy. Indian 
philosophical systems have mostly developed side by 
side with one another. Most of the systems had in 
some form or other very early beginnings. They 
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were not treated as mere vapourings of individual 
thought, but were regarded as the result of spiritual 
experience, which would not only give us intellectual 
satisfaction, but would also satisfy the highest ideals 
of life. Each system of thought had, therefore, its 
adherents, and these adherents of different schools 
criticised one another and mutually benefited them
selves by reinterpreting and strengthening their 
positions, in the light of these hostile criticisms. This 
work of reinterpretation, this rise of new problems 
and their solutions continued to grow for hundreds 
of years in an atmosphere of mutual influence and in 
mutual give and take in the form of commentaries 
and sub-commentaries and independent monographs. 
Difficult and abstruse as the language of these 
philosophical texts and commentaries is, it is rendered 
very much obscure and incomprehensible through 
the constant references, allusions and refutations of 
unknown views of other systems of philosophy. For 
understanding any particular system of thought, one 
is required to know the fundamental problems and 
difficulties of almost every other system of thought, 
and this often leads to a ·vicious circle from which 
it is difficult to escape. It is also unfortunate that 
there should not be books which would make an 
easy introduction to the different systems of thought 
which could guide anyone in his studies in any 
particular system of thought. However strange it 
might appear, I should venture to remark that Indian 
systems of philosophy have very seldom been studied 
in detail, historically and in mutual interconnections, 
in an unbiassed manner. The study of philosophy, 
in the PaQ9itic circles has often been limited to one 
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particular system of thought, or at best, two, for the 
PaJ}.Q.its take to philosophic studies not often as 
impartial philosophers, engaged in creating new 
thought, but as religious adherents of particular 
schools, holding particular dogmas and creeds of 
philosophy. Their interest in systems of thought, 
other than those to which they arc loyal, is limited 
very largely to the prominent defects of those systems, 
in contrast with which they regarded their own 
systems to be superior. They are not generally 
interested in the growth and development of any 
particular system as a system of philosophy and the 
parts that are played and the contributions that are 
made by other rival systems in such a development. 
The best of them have a sound philological training 
and by life-long studies of some of the prominent 
works of a particular philosophy, they generally 
master the technical terms and expressions and they 
are used to the scholastic disputes on particular points 
of philosophical dogma, but they have seldom the 
philosophical interests as we now understand it. As 
a result of that, excepting the two tiny works of .)a4-
darsana-samuccaya and Sarva-darsana-silra-sam
graha and Madhava's Sarva-darsana-samgraha we 
have hardly any other work which deals with the 
different systems of Indian philosophy as a whole. 
Even these works are nothing but brief sketches of 
different systems of philosophy without any eye to 
their mutual interconnection, or their historical or 
rational development. They do not take any notice 
of the literature of the systems, nor do they separate 
the different schools that sprang up within each system 
or the earlier parts from later accretions. The 
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materials collected regarding the various systems of 
thought are not also often based upon a comprehen
sive study of the literature of the subjects, but are 
often directly borrowed from important compendiums. 
Even the best PaQ.9-its of our age follow the old 
traditional method, and are almost always profoundly 
ignorant of Buddhism and Jainism, the two great 
systems of thought which moulded in such an im
portant manner the development of all Hindu 
philosophic thought in mediaeval times, and with few 
exceptions, they seldom publish anything which may 
be said to embody the results of their study and 
mature thinking. Their eminence, therefore, may be 
said to lie only in the fact that they are masters of 
the philosophical style and the technical language of 
the literature of the particular schools of thought, of 
which they are adherents, or which they have studied. 
But this much-vaunted PaQ.q.itic learning is also fast 
disappearing, and as far as I can judge from my 
personal experience of Bengal PaQ.<;lits, among whom 
I have grown up, I can say that among the younger 
or the middle-aged generation, one can hardly find 
one out of dozens of title-holders, who understands 
the texts, or has studied the literature of the subject. 
The fact that the PaQ.9-its are almost always un
acquainted with any of the Western languages is 
another great handicap with them, as they are thereby 
excluded from profiting by the results of the learned 
researches and translations from foreign sources and 
also from romanised editions of Sanskrit and Pali 
texts, by Western scholars. The great handicap with 
anglicised scholars is often their inadequate knowledge 
of Sanskrit. The short time that they can spare for 
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Sanskrit often renders it impossible for them to master 
the abstruse style and technique of Indian philo
sophical literature. Still, it is with them alone that 
our future hope of Indian philosophy lies. 

If we want to construct the future philosophy on 
the basis of our own, we must at least thoroughly 
study our philosophy and know how and where it 
differs from the philosophy of the West and on which 
particular points and aspects it has its agreements. 
But before any such agreements or differences may 
be noted, before we can understand the spirit of our 
philosophy, in connection with the spirit of Western 
philosophy, it is the great necessity of our age to make 
a complete study of our achievements in philosophy 
as faithfully as we can, in consonance with the spirit 
with which it was carried on and the atmosphere that 
it breathed. There has of late been a tendency 
among some Indian scholars to interpret Indian 
philosophy on the models of the West. Technical 
philosophical terms have often been carelessly used to 
represent Indian concepts. Many of our scholars 
have breathed a sigh of relief if they could, by their 
manipulations, discover a Hegel in Sankara, or a 
Hume in Buddha. Much as I would like to see parti
cular systems of Indian thought compared or con
trasted with other Western systems of thought, I 
should very much disapprove of the idea of forcing 
an interpretation of Indian philosophy through the 
inspiration of Western thought, for purposes of fruit
less identification. If similarities are to be noticed, 
the reviewer of philosophy must also know his system 
thoroughly well to appreciate the differences. A 
philosopher who is inspired by Western philosophy 
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and aims at providing that Indian philosophy is only 
like another revised edition of Western philosophy 
profoundly misses his part as an interpreter of Indian 
thought. In a lecture at the Fifth International 
Congress at Naples the present writer had an oppor
tunity of pointing out that Indian Philosophy anti
cipates in a very large measure most of what is known 
as European thought. In illustrating this statement, 
the present writer analysed the principal features of 
Benedetto Croce's philosophy and showed how the 
most essential doctrines of this philosophy had been 
anticipated in the philosophy of Dharmaklrtti and 
Dharmottara. If one goes through the elaborate 
commentary literature of the different systems of 
Indian philosophy, one is astonished to notice bow 
many of those philosophical and epistemological 
views, which pass as productions of modem philo
sophy, have already been worked out centuries ago 
by the thinkers of India. In the interests of compara
tive philosophy, it is indeed useful to bring out these 
anticipations of Western philosophy by Indian 
thought.' But before that can be done, it is necessary 

1. Mm. Prof. S. Kuppusvami M.stri in a short Idercncc that 
he has made to my A History of Indian Philosophy says: 
"This learned Professor of Bengal endeavours in this work to give 
an account of the evolution of philosophical thought, strictly in 
accordance with the original sources in Sanskrit and seems to hold 
the view that there is hardly any need .for an exposition of the 
doctrines of Indian philosophy, for the reason that they appear 
to him to be essentially the same as found in European Philo
sophy." The New Era, Dec., 1928, Madras. This :~. however, 
a gross misrepresentation of my views. Indian philosophy anti
cipates many problems and discussions of European philosophy ; 
but in its history, structure, aims, ideals and concrete development 
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that the entire philosophical and religious literature of 
India should be explored and the materials discovered 
should be properly and faithfully collected and 
systematised in the proper Indian setting in which they 
appear. The task of faithful collection and right 
understanding must precede that of comparison. 
Not every student of philosophy can be a scholar of 
Sanskrit who can rightly interpret Indian thought by 
studying the original texts ; it is therefore the clear 
duty of Sanskritists who understand philosophy to 
bring out all the materials of Indian philosophy from 
their inaccessible Sanskritic homes to our easy a p
proaches of modern languages, Indian or Western. 
Indian philosophy ought not to remain any longer 
a special monopoly of a few expert Sanskritists ; it 
ought to lay bare its treasures to all who can think, 
and it is in this way alone that our older philosophies 
can be made to work with us as a living force. The 
old ideal of reserving all higher knowledge for a few 
experts and qualified persons must have to be 
abandoned. The time when people took to Indian 
philosophy out of religious motives has almost passed 
away. If even now Indian philosophy is kept as a 

as a whok•, it widely differs from European philosophy.. And it 
is exactly for this reason that I urge that Indian philosophy must 
first be faithfully interpretc<l and it is only aftn it has been 
faithfully interpreted that an attempt at a construrtiw comparison 
or construction should be made. lt is because Judian philosophy 
is not European philosophy that the former cannot safely be re
constructed in the light of the latter. And it is only when a 
faithful exposition has revealed the real similarities, that these can 
be compared. It is regrettable that Mm. Kupp11svami fhi.stri 
should make such a gross blunder. 
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proud possession of a few expert Sanskritists, it may 
as well lie buried in the moth-eaten pages of palm 
leaves and the whole world would move on without 
even noticing that it has missed it. Yet it is this 
philosophy which may be regarded as the highest 
achievement of the Brahmanic civilisation of India 
of which we are justly proud, and on the bed-rock 
of which we want to rebuild our future national 
culture. It is true no doubt that there may be parts 
of it which may be regarded as decayed and dead, 
but it is also certainly true that there are other 
elements in it which are universal and deathless. It 
is these which, while they would link us with our 
past, will yet allow us to continue our onward growth 
of progress and to assimilate all that is good, whatever 
may be the sources from which we receive them. 

If we try to rise above all details of philosophical 
dogmas, views, opinions and disputes, and try to 
discover some of the fundamental results of Indian 
philosophical culture, a number of important proposi
tions is seen to emerge. Indian philosophy has 
sprung forth out of ethical, eschatological and religious 
needs, and, with rare exceptions, has always been 
dominated or restricted by these considerations. The 
Upani~ads reveal two different strands of eschato
logical ideas, firstly, the doctrine of Devayana and 
Pitryana {the views that the wise man at death 
passed away through the etherial regions above and 
never returned back to earth, while the man of deeds, 
after an upward course, was again showered down 
to live its prescribed life on earth) and the doctrine 
of re-birth. Throughout the entire course of the 
history of Indian philosophy, no one except the 
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carvakas raised any dissenting voice against this 
theory of re-birth. We do not know how this doctrine 
originally crept into Indian thought, but once it was 
there, it was accepted almost universally without a 
discussion. The few arguments that are sometimes 
adduced in its support (e.g., in the Nyaya Sutra and 
the Caraka Samhita) are trivial in their nature and 
may be regarded as offered in support of a faith and 
not as determining philosophical conclusions. The 
doctrine of re-birth is therefore a dogma of Indian 
philosophy. The Hindus believed in it ; the fiitakas 
represent Buddha as remembering his past lives, but 
the Carvakas denied it. It was a philosophical dogma 
or creed, which might safely be regarded as un
proved. We next come to the theory of Karma. 
This also can be traced to the Upani~ads, and it is 
not improbable that it originated from a belief in the 
magical efficacy of sacrificial deeds. It is supposed 
to explain the inequalities of this life by the unknown 
actions of the past lives, but it refuses to explain any 
question regarding original inequalities of circum
stances and advantages by a clever dodge that there 
is no beginning in the series of lives. The difficulties 
of the theory of Karma arc further realised in other 
directions also. If the fruits of the Karmas of the 
past cannot be avoided, how can, then, any one attain 
emancipation which must necessarily mean cessation 
of Karma ? In reply to such a question, other 
dogmas regarding the fruition of Karma are intro
duced, all of which may be regarded as mythical. 
It is also held that when true knowledge is attaintd, 
or when desires are extinguished, the bonds of Karma 
are burnt up. So far as I can remember, I suppose, 
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no attempt has been made, anywhere in Indian 
philosophy, to prove any of these propositions regard
ing the operation of the laws of Karma in a serious 
and systematic manner. The law of Karma, there
fore, involves a number of unattested propositions, 
which have never been proved to be true, nor are 
capable of being proved so. This is, therefore, the 
second set of unproved dogmas of Indian philosophy, 
which has been almost universally acknowledged as 
true, not as a philosophical conclusion, but as an 
article of faith. It is only the CArvakas who dared 
protest against it but no one ever cared to listen to 
them. 

We next come to the doctrine of Mukti, Mok~a. 
Apavarga or N*sreyasa, and NirvatJa. The Upa
ni!!ads are full of the sages' experiences of an ultimate 
state of bliss, which is indescribable and indefinable 
and from which there is no return. The taste of this 
great realisation seems to be the most attractive and 
arresting feature of the Upan~ads. But it is doubtful 
whether the Upani~ads conceived it as a supra
conscious psychical experience, or as a final state of 
realisation that put a stop to the cycle of re-birth. 
The former seems more probable. But all the systems 
of Hindu philosophy took it to mean the affirmation 
of an ultimate freedom of the self from mind and 
all that is mental and physical. Opinions differ in 
different systems of Hindu philosophy regarding the 
exact nature of this state, i.e., whether this is an inert 
state, or a state of pure thoughtless intelligence, or 
a state of intelligence which is also supreme bliss. 
But whatsoever may be the value of these differences, 
there is this general agreement that all systems of 
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Hindu thought have before them the ultimate goal 
of the absolute, perfect and final freedom of the soul 
from mind, and all that is mental and physical, and 
the ultimate cessation of the cycles of rebirth. It is 
not the place here to enter into any elaborate 
discussion regarding the exact concept and meaning 
of Ni1'v7l:1Ja in the different schools of Buddhism, but 
whatever that may be, there is no doubt that Ni1'V'li.J!a 
means some kind of quiescence of finality, and the 
cessation of all desires, experience and the cycle of 
K.a1ma. The J ainas also believes in the ultimate 
finality and the state of liberation of the souls in 
Mok$a. But it does not seem that though this belief 
in a final and ultimate achievement, extinction or 
liberation was universal in all systems of Indian 
thought except the Carvaka, no attempt seems to have 
been made anywhere in Indian philosophy to prove 
the reality of this state. In this case direct testimony 
from personal experience could not be available, for, 
he who attained salvation could not be expected to 
return back to normal life to record his experience. 
But in this case also another fiction was introduced 
and it was supposed that even after the attainment 
of this final liberation, one may with the help of 
another pure mind communicate his experiences for 
the benefit and instruction of other seekers after 
Mok$a. This theory also has not been proved as a 
philosophical proposition anywhere. The doctrine of 
Mukti may, therefore, be regarded as another un
proved dogma of Indian philosophy. The theory of 
rebirth, the theory of Karma and the theory of Mukti 
may thus be regarded as the three most important 
dogmas through which Indian philosophy has been 
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made subservient to ethics and religion. The in
fluence which these dogmas have over the moral and 
religious well-being of the Indian people cannot be 
over-estimated. Not all Indians are believers in God, 
not all of them believe in prayers, divine grace, or 
devotion as the best mode of approach to God, but 
all of them believe in these articles of faith. They 
have thus held together the entire religio-moral fabric 
of the Hindu-Buddhist-Jaina culture. Though they 
are but dogmas, yet they have fertilised Indian 
philosophy with life, and made its growth possible. 
For, Indian philosophy did not start from a sense of 
scientific curiosity or a spirit of scientific enquiry into 
the nature of truth, but from a practical religious need 
in the quest of the attainment of the highest spiritual 
good. It cannot, however, be denied that when 
philosophy began to grow, these dogmas did not in 
any way seriously handicap its free development. 
But the association of these dogmas has left their 
permanent stamp on the genius and character of 
Indian philosophy in the belief that a philosophy that 
does ·not ennoble man is but an empty vapouring. 
Science in this theoretic aspect seeks to investigate 
into the nature of truth with no other motive than 
the discovery of new laws, new principles and new 
relations. But on its practical aspect it is concerned 
to see how it can best employ its new discoveries to 
the alleviation of human sufferings and the attain
ment of new advantages for human well-being. 
Philosophy also is not merely a mental science of 
arguments and discussions, regarding the nature of 
reality and our modes of knowing it, but it must have 
a practical side as well. Whatever may be the result 
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of our researches, our interest in a pennanent 
well-being of our spiritual nature never lessens its 
sway. This spiritual well-being was conceived in 
India as self-control, or control of desires on the 
negative side, and the philosophic wisdom which 
directly revealed our spiritual nature as being above 
all desires and cravings on the positive side. The 
logic which sought to connect this moral or religious 
dogma with philosophy, demanded that this ascent 
on the spiritual scale must lead us somewhere, must 
end somewhere and have a finality. It was probably 
owing to such kinds of consideration that it was 
conceived that there was a deep chasm between our 
psychological nature and our true spiritual nature. 
Having made this chasm, Indian philosophy has 
always found it extremely difficult to explain the 
intimate connection between the two that is revealed. 
in common experience. Philosophers have sought to 
explain it through the phenomenon of error, which 
is sometimes made to behave psychologically and at 
other times ontologically. There is a lot of confusion 
in this concept of error or ignorance, and the philo
sopher incapable of explaining it is content with 
leaving it untouched as the flourish of the irrational 
in experience. A necessary consequence of such a 
view is that ultimate spiritual attainment must mean 
the disruption of psychological experience. The 
moral conflict of the invasion of desires and their 
control and the strife for the ultimate spiritual attain
ment is the misery of all psychological experience 
which must' abnegate itself in favour of the rise 
of spiritual enlightenment. Superior self-control is 
universally believed to be near to spiritual enlighten-
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ment, but opinions differ as to whether the true 
knowledge of this spiritual reality, being entirely 
different from everything else, leads to the final 
cessation of psychological experience of mind, or 
whether the control of desires ultimately produces it, 
or whether they do it conjointly. No philosophical 
arguments seem to have been adduced in favour of 
this bold proposition that the psychological and the 
spiritual lie entirely asunder, that the former is 
only related to the latter by a thin film of illusion or 
ignorance which has made it living and actual, and 
that the ultimate goal of all our moral and religious 
endeavours is to split asunder this thin film either 
by the complete disruption of the psychological stuff 
or by negating it through true knowledge. This is 
then another important dogma which has been 
produced through the logical tendency of setting a 
final limit to spiritual perfection. In the West, 
however, the nature of the spiritual perfection is kept 
delightfully vague and seldom defined with logical 
precision, and in consequence of that, philosophy is 
not inconveniently saddled with an unchangeable 
theory of mind and spirit. That philosophy should 
be concerned on its practical side through a better 
understanding of our own inner nature and our 
relations with the world and our fellow-beings, need 
not be contested. But whether spiritual advance
ment must have to be conceived as culminating in 
some kind of absolutism, may be open to doubt. Had 
philosophy started in this country out of a spirit of 
rationalisation and scientific enquiry, arising out of 
our intercourse with our fellow-beings, it would have 
remained content with setting a practical limit to 
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spiritual advancement. But philosophy started in 
India out of a grave subjective anxiety for attaining 
our highest, and the validity of such a quest was 
attested and backed by the supra-conscious spiritual 
experience, epistemological discourses and dialectical 
discussions, and all that we call philosophy began 
to grow and accumulate through the centuries of their 
development, but they never contested the original 
dogmas which justified their practical significance. 
It is a fundamental characteristic of Indian philo
sophy that it not only tries to take its stand on 
reasoned and rational discourses, but it also wishes 
to profit by the results of the mystic and supra
conscious experiences of the sages. Indeed, one is 
often astonished to see in it a deep vein of anti-logical 
ideals, values and experiences that hold and support 
its logical frame. The experiences of the Yogins and 
the rapturous utterances of the Upani~ads are in
contestable. Philosophy, in its logical venture, has 
no right to come to conclusions which are contradicted 
by intuitional experiences. Mere logical consistency 
cannot guarantee truth, nor can it hold up a scheme 
which will be acceptable to us and which would satisfy 
the complex demands of our nature. But Indian 
philosophy not only admitted the claims of this 
supra-conscious experience in philosophy, but also 
accorded a superior validity to it. In one sense, it 
had its superior claims in this that it could only dawn 
as the result of superior self-control. But its 
superiority cannot be logically proved, and hence any 
proposition that affirms it can only be taken as a 
dogma. In this connection, it is not out of place to 
refer to another dogma that found currency with 
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all systems of Hindu philosophy, viz., the dogma of 
the incontestable validity of scriptural authority. In 
some systems it is held that though the validity of 
the scriptures is incontestable, yet they are to be 
interpreted in such a way that they may not contradict 
the testimony of perception and inference. Other 
systems hold more extreme views and urge that since 
scriptural testimony has a superior validity, even the 
testimony of perception and inference should have 
to be modified in accordance with the testimony of 
the scriptures. ~ankara urges that since no finality 
can be arrived at by logical reasons, which behave 
differently in different hands, one must always depend 
on the scriptures for the final ascertainment of truth. 

These are thus some of the important dogmas 
that have largely modified the direction of the purely 
philosophical and logical part of Indian philosophy. 
From behind these dogmas, one great truth emerges, 
viz., that philosophy owes its origin to the deep
seated human longing after some transcendent 
finality, and that philosophy must be expected to 
satisfy this longing by ennobling and elevating 
humanity to its high, moral and spiritual destiny. 
This ultimate optimism may in some sense be regarded 
as a bed-rock of Indian philosophical culture. All 
these dogmas have sprung out of the necessity of this 
optimistic nature of the Indian temperament. But 
how far these dogmas may be regarded as indispens
able corollaries is open to doubt. In India the Mukti 
theory was also challenged by the devotional ideal 
of the Vai~I}avas and the older colourless ideal state 
of perfection involving the disruption of mind was 
replaced by an ideal of pure devotional enjoyment 
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of the Vai~Qavas and the altruistic goal of the 
Mahayana Buddhists. The time has now come when 
keeping a steady eye on our fundamental optimism, 
we should examine how far the old accepted dogmas 
need hold their sway over us. Philosophy cannot 
dispense with dogmas altogether any more than 
science can dispense with unproved hypotheses. But 
if philosophy is to have any life, the older dogmas 
have to be criticised, modified, or dispensed with in 
the light of our new knowledge, and change of 
out-look. Philosophy which remains for ever encaged 
within its old bars, may well be taken as dead. It 
is, therefore, the imperative duty of Indian philosophy 
to rejuvenate and revitalise itself by a critical 
reformation of the fundamental postulates that have 
so long been guiding its destiny. 
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The Upani~ads contain the earliest philosophical 
speculations of the Hindus. Some of the earliest of 
these were written some time before 500 B.c. and it 
is only these which are considered as being philo
sophically most important. As these form the last 
part of those sacred works of the Hindus called the 
Vedas, they are called the Vedanta (literally the last 
part of the Vedas). It was probably about ·200 B.c. 
that a systematic, but an extremely condensed, 
summary of the purport of some of the most im
portant of these Upani~ads was arranged by 
Vadarayai].a. This work is known as the V ediinta 
Sidra or the Brahmasutra. This important work 
did not attract the notice that it deserved until 
~ankara wrote a brilliant commentary on it in the 
8th century A.D. After ~ankara had written his 
great commentary, other forgotten commentaries on 
the work were revived by other thinkers and many 
other interpretations were made from the point of 
view of those thinkers who all claimed that this great 
work supported their philosophical views and 
religious beliefs. 

Each of these different interpretations of the 
Vedanta Sutra now claim that it and it alone 
represents correctly the ideas of Vadarayai].a and the 
Upani~ads and claims to be called the Vedanta. But 
none of these other interpretations ever became as 
famous as that of Sailkara and his view is now widely 
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known as the Vedanta Philosophy. Saitkara, how
ever, did not himself work out a philosophy complete' 
in all its parts. This task was completed by his 
eminent followers during a period of about goo years. 
These followers all claim to be strictly faithful to the 
master, but they undertake to give satisfactory ex-

tplanations of problems which were left untouched or 
make that explicit which was left implicit by the 
master. The superficially developed view of Sankara 
has been made known to Europe as the Vedanta 
Philosophy by such writers as Deussen and Thibaut. 
But nothing has yet been published in Europe which 
gives an account of the system as developed and 

--elaborated by Satikara's followers.' The points of 
the Vedanta doctrine which I shall deal with in this 
short article are derived from the writings of Dharma
ra.jadhvarindra, the author of VedanJa Paribha~a. 
Ramakrsna, the author of Sikha.mani, and Madhu
siidana · S~rasvati, the author of the ~lebrated work 
Advaitasfddhi, all followers of Satikara. There are 
other followers of Sankara whose views differ to some 
extent from that which I discuss here, but I do not 
deal with these. 

The Vedanta takes a twofold view of things ; the 
first refers to ultimate reality and the second to 
appearance. This ultimate reality is pure intelligence 
as identical with pure bliss and pure being. This is 
called ultimately real in the sense that it is regarded 
as changeless. By pure intelligence the V eda.nta 
does not mean the ordinary cognitional states, for 

r. For an abridged account o.f it the reader may consult 
my History of Indian PhilosoPhy (vol. 1). Cambridge University 
Press. 
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these have a subjective and an objective content 
which are extraneous to it. This pure intelligence is 
pure immediacy, identical with the fact of revelation 
found in all our conscious states. Our apprehensions 
of objects are in some sense events involving both 
a subjective and an objective content, but their 
special feature in every case is a revelatory inward
ness or immediacy which is non-temporal and 
changeless. The fact that we see, hear, feel, touch, 

1 think, remember is equivalent to saying that there are 
various kinds of cognizings. But what is the nature 
of this cognizing? Is it an act or a fact ? When 
I say that I see a blue colour, there is a blue object, 
there is a peculiar revelation of an appearance as 
blue and the revelation of the "I" as the perceiver. 
The revelation is sueh that it is both a revelation of 
a certain character as blue and of a certain thing 
called the blue object. When a revelation occurs in 
perception, it is one, and it touches both the object 
as well as its appearance in a certain character as 

. blue. The revelation is not the product of a certain 
relation which happens to subsist at any time be
tween the character-appearance and the object for 
both the character-appearance as blue and the object 
are given in revelation. The revelation is self-evident 
by itself .and it stands unique by itself. Whether I 
see, feel or hear, it cannot be denied that there is a 
certain kind of revelation ; for it is the intrinsic 
essence of seeing, feeling or hearing. The things 
that I see, feel, or hear, change but the fact that 
there is some sort of an awareness does not change. 
Awareness is ever present by itself and is not under
going the change that its contents undergo. I may 
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remember that I had seen a blue object five 
minutes previously, but when I do this, what I 
perceive is the image of a blue object with certain 
temporal and spatial relations, which arises or 

..becomes revealed, but the fact of the revelation 
cannot be revealed again. I may be conscious but 

·I cannot be conscious of my consciousness. For con
sciousness as such, though ever present in its 
immediacy, cannot become an object of any other 
consciousness. There cannot be any such thing as 
the awareness of an awareness or the awareness of 
an awareness of an awareness, though we may 
multiply such phrases in language at our pleasure. 
When I remember that I have been to Trinity College 
this morning, this only means that I have an image 
of the way across the common, through Church 
Street and Trinity Street ; my movements through 
them are temporally pushed backward, but all this 
is a revelation as image at the present moment and 

-not a revelation of a past revelation. I cannot say 
that this present image in any way reveals that 
particular time as the object of the present revelation. 
But the former revelation could also not be held to 
be distinct from the present one, for distinction is 
always based on content and not on revelation ; 
revelation as such is identical and 'since this is so, 
one revelation cannot be the object of another. It 
is incorrect to say that "A is A" means that one A 
becomes itself back again. It is owing to the limi
tations of grammatical terminology that identity is 
thus described. Identity thus understood is different 
from what we understand by identity as a relation. 
Identity understood as a relation always presupposes 
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some difference or otherness and thus is not self
contained. And it is because it is not self-contained 
that it can be called a relation. If it is said that A 
is identical with A, it means that on all the various 
occasions or contexts in which A appeared, it always 
signified the same thing, or that it had the same 
shape or that it was the same first letter of the 
English alphabet. Identity in this sense is a function 
of thought not existing by itself, but in relation to 
a sense of opponency or otherness. • But revelation 
has no otherness in it ; it is absolutely ubiquitious 
and homogeneous. But the identity of revelation of 
which we are speaking does not simply mean that the 
revelation signifies the same thing amidst a diversity 
of contents: it is simply the one essence identical in 
itself and devoid of any numerical or other kinds of 
difference. It is absolutely free from "now" and 
"then", "here or there", "such" or "not such", and 
"this" or "that". Consciousness or self-shining self 
taken in this way cannot be regarded as the relation 
of an appearance to an object but it is the fact of 
the revelation or the entity of the self. If we 
conceive of revelation in this way it is an error to 
make any distinction in revelation as the revelation 
of the past or the revelation of the present moment. 
For moments are revealed as objects are revealed; 
they do not constitute revelation nor form any part 
of it. This revelation is identical with the self
shining self to which everythiQg else has to be related 
in order to be known. . 

But let us return to our queStion. Is cognizing 
an act or a fact? Before this can be answered the 

2. See Johnson's Logic, Part I, p. 186 
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point to be made clear is what is meant by cognizing. 
If we ignore the aspect of revelation and speak of 
mental states which can be looked at from the point 
of view of temporal or qualitative change of 
character, we must speak of them as acts or events. 
If we look at any mental state as possessing certain 
characters and relations to its objects, we have to speak 
of these as facts. But if we look at cognizing . from 
the point of view of its ultimate truth and reality 
as revelation, we cannot call it either an act or a fact, 
for, as revelation, it is unique and unchangeable in 
itself. All relations and characters are revealed in 
it ; it is self-evident and is at once in and beyond 
them all. Whether dreaming or awake, experiencing 
an illusion or a truth, revelation is always there. 
When we look at our mental states we find that they 
are always changing, but this is so only with reference 
to the contents. But apart from this there is a 
continuity in our conscious life. By this continuity 
the Vedanta does not refer to any sort of coherence 
in our ideas, but to the fact of the permanence of 
revelation. It may be asked what remains of revela
tion if the mental states are taken away. This question 
is not admissible, for the mental states do not form 
part of revelation ; they are rendered conscious by 
coming in relation to revelation. This category of 
revelation is the ultimate reality. It is not self or 
subject in the sense in which self or ego is ordinarily 
understood. For what is ordinarily understood 
as the ego or the "I" is as much a content 
of the perception of the moment as any other objective 
content. It is not impossible that any particular 
objective content may be revealed at any time without 
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the corresponding "I perceive" being ~xplicitly 
revealed at the same time. The notion of ego or "1" 
does not refer to an everlastingly abiding independent 
self or person, for this notion is as changing as any 
other objective content. The "I" has no definite real 
content as referring to an existing entity; it is only a 
particular mode of mind which is often associated as 
relatively ~biding content in association with other 
changing contents of the mind. As such, it is as 
changeable as is any other object. "I know this" only 
means that there is a revelation which at one sweep 
reveals both the "this" and the "I". So far as the 
revelation appears as revealing the "this" and the "I" 
it is manifested in a subjective mental state having a 
particular conscious centre different from other 
similar centres. But since revelation cannot in reality 
Qe individuated, all that we may say about "I" or 
"mine", "thou" or "thine", falls outside it. They are 
·all contents having some. i,pdefinite existence of their 
own and revealed by this principle of revelation under 
certain conditions. This principle of revelation thus 
has reality in quite a different sense from that which 
is used to designate the existence of any other object. 
All other objects are dependent upon this principle 
of revelation for their manifestation, and their nature 
or essence out of connection with it cannot be defined 
or described. They are not self-evident, but are only 
expressed by coming in some sort of relation with this 
principle of revelation. We have already seen that 
this principle of revelation cannot be either subjective 
or objective. For all considerations of subject or, 
object fall outside of it and do not in any way qualify 
it, but are only revealed by it. There are thus two 
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principles, the principle of revelation and all those 
that are revealed by it. The principle of revelation is 
one, for there is nothing else like it ; it alone is real 
in the highest and truest sense. It is absolute in the 
sense that there is no growth, decay, evolution or 
change in it, and it is perfectly complete in itself. It 
is infinite in the sense that no finitude can form part 
of it though through it all finitude is being constantly 
revealed. It is all-pervading in the sense that no 
spatial or temporal limits can be said to affect it in any 
way though all these arc being constantly revealed 
by it. It is neither in my head nor in my body nor 
in the space before me, but yet there is nowhere that 
it is not. It has sometimes been designated as the, 
Self or atman but only in the sense of denoting its 
nature as the supreme essence and transcendent 
reality of all-the Bra.hman. 

Apa!:_t from this principle of revelation, all else is 
constituted of a substanceless indefinable stuff called 1 

mi.iyii. This has often been mjsinterpreted in the sense, 
that all is pure and simple illusion, that things exist 
only when they are perceived and dissolve into 
nothingness as soon as we cease to perceive them. 
This is however a mistake, though one school does 
interpret Vedanta from this point of view.' The 
Vedanta as explained by most of its illustrious 
exponents and particularly those whom I am follow
ing here, holds that things are as they are perceived, 
though they are not really as they are perceived. 
Things which we perceive, whatever they may really. 
be in themselves, are not my ideas, nor are they pro-

3. See Praka.Siinanda's Siddhiinta Mutiivali. Published in the 
Pav4it, 1889, Benares. 
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duced by my perception, nor will they cease when I 
cease to perceive them, nor are they mis-perceptions, 
except in the sense that they have only a changeable 
and indefinable existence. They have no permanent 
substratum in the sense in which we speak of the 
principle of revelation as real ; they are ever changing 
and are revealed by the principle of revelation as they 
are and as they change. This leads to the confusion 
of identity of the principle of revelation with what is 
undergoing change. 

Both the mind and external physical objects are 
composed of the same stuff, the stuff of maya. Things 
that we perceive are but modifications of this maya, 
somehow related to the principle of revelation. It will 
be seen that having admitted the principle of revela
tion and thereby rejected the theory that consciousness 
can be deduced from something else or be looked 
upon as the result of a certain interaction or relation, 
the Vedanta had no necessity of considering mind as 
being in any way superior in position. It definitely 
opposed that system of idealism represented by 
the Vijiia.navadins who held that there was no 
external world or objects before us, but only the 
ideas appearing and disappearing in a series. The 
external world was present as perceived. For if we 
had any reason for believing that ideas existed, we 
should have equal reason for believing that the ideas 
referred to objects. We do not perceive ideas but 
objects. But the question arises that if the principle 
of revelation is not specifically situated with reference 
to any special object, how is it that things do not 
always appear as revealed ? How is it that things 
cannot be known unless perceived by someone? To 
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this question the Vedanta replies that the maya stuff 
is characterised by two qualities, non-appearance 
(avara11a) and variety of modification (vik~epa). 
Revelation in itself is somehow associated with this 
obscure principle of maya and thereby contributes to 
its being or existence, but is not itself opposed to it. 
The miiya stuff is associated (iiSraya) with the 
changeless Reality in such a way that it remains itself 
non-apparent, and covered or veiled. Physical objects 
are but modifications of the mliyii stuff remaining in 
association with changeless Reality and making the 
latter an object (vi~aya) to itself in the sense that it 
veils it in such a way that it (the principle of revelation 
-the Reality) cannot reveal the objects with which it 
is associated. It is for this reason that though the 
maya stuff is always in some way associated with the 
Reality or the principle of revelation, yet objects are 
not revealed. Mind is as much constituted of mliyii 
stuff as any other object, but the special modification 
of miiyli as mind is such thaf its states do not veil 
~the Brahman as do other things. This is not all. 
When any object comes in contact with the mind as 
transformed into a corresponding state, the principle 
of revelation, the Reality, the Brahman, reveals it. 
The non-appearance characteristic of the miiyli stuff 
is overcome when any object constituted of it comes 
in close touch with mind-states (antal}kara1J.a-vrtti). 
It is for this reason that though the principle of 
revelation is always equally shining, the revelation of 
any particular object always depends upon certain 
conditions, dependent upon their contact with the 
mind, transformed into a corresponding state. Under 
normal conditions, the part that mind played is ot a 
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passive nature. Though itself a modification of the 
same stuff as that of which external. objects are 
composed, the mind has a special quality of 
transparency by which its states can always reflect 
the self, the principle of revelation, the Reality or the 
Brahman. 

But the question again arises as to the nature of 
the existence of the external objects or the mind, both 
of which are regarded as different types of the 
modification of the maya stuff. Strictly speaking, the 
notion of permanent being belongs to the Brahman 
and not to the maya and "being" as an independent 
entity is not perceived anywhere, though what 
is perceived is perceived as having "being" in 
it. Being is the fundamental essence which is 
referred to in all existents, whether physical or 
mental. In dealing with physical objects, to whatever 
characteristics we may refer, being is somehow always 
implied as belonging to them. Known or unknown, 
there cannot be anything which is not somehow 
attributed to being. An idea appearing in conscious
ness has both a revelatory or conscious character and 
an ontological character, but physical objects seem 
to have been without conscious character. Being is 
the common trait in both and reveals the Brahman 
or the reality which they possess in common as their 
underlying reality. Whatever is affirmed is affirmed 
of Reality or being manifesting itself either as external 
objects or ideas. Looked at from this point of view, 
the world of objects is a result of association of the 
maya with the Brahman, in which the revelatory 
character is always hidden, whereas the character as 
"being" is always present. Thus the element of exist-
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ence or being which we attribute to the external world 
is due to the Reality, which is held enwombed as it 
were within the maya stuff forming its content and 
character. That the physical objects or the mind 
hold within them the Reality and thereby show 
·themselves as existents is an accepted fact with the 
Vedanta. The mind however holds the same position 
as physical objects, for both derive their element of 
being from the Reality or Brahman or self held 
within them. But the being of any object is not. 
thereby made dependent on mind. The ~xistence of 
any object does not depend on its being perceived. 

The question now arises that if the essence as 
being, which is found to underlie all our experiences, 
is the reality, the Brahman, what are we to say of the 
things and objects that are perceived ? If a distinc
tion is drawn between an object and its being, what 
-is to be said of the status of objects, ideas, concepts, 
the mind, the ego-the products of the maya stuff, if 
we wish to conceive them in themselves as unrelated 
to the Brahman which contributes to them their 
being? The plain answer of the Vedanta is that they 
can never be conveived as "this" or "that" when taken 
apart from Brahman. In themselves they are indefinite,. 
indefinable and inconceivable. They are positive in 
their nature (bhiivarl4pa) and yet they form the stuff 
of all that is negative as well. This positivity does not 
signify anything definite, but only non-negativity .• 

•The maya stuff thus forms a category which is too 
elusive in its nature to be defined or made definite. 
For in order to make it definite permanent being has 
to be ascribed to it and permanent being is the essence 
of Reality or Brahman. 
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But if we abandon the attempt to penetrate 
deeply into the nature of the maya stuff, we can 
accept a position of realism on most epistemological 
questions. We cannot indeed say that things "really" 
are as they are seen, but we may say that things are 
as they are seen. This is a distinction with which we 
are familiar in our own times. Thus Holt in defend
ing his position against the idealists says that "as 
things are perceived so they are", Idealists have rather 
rashly misunderstood him to mean that "things are 
perceived as they are really", i.e., all perceived things 
are real things. But while all perceived things are 
things, not all perceived things are real things• . . . . 
"The entities of this universe have no substance, but if 
the spirit is too weak to grasp this, then let the flesh 
for a season predict a neutral subtance". In like 
manner, we might say that though things may in 
reality be regarded as a super-imposition of maya on 
Brahman, yet they are present, just as they are 
perceived. 

When I perceive an object, my mind comes in 
contact with the object, through the visual organs. 
This conception of an actual contact is not impossibl~. 
since the mind is also a modification of the miiyii stuff 
of which the physical objects are also composed. 
When the mind thus comes in contact with certain 
colours existing in certain spatial forms, it assumes 
the same forms, just as water flowing into a vessel 
assumes the shape of that vessel. For the moment 
the spatially arranged patch of colour becomes one 
with the mind it becomes as transparent and lucid 

4· New Realism, pp. 35S-372. 
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as the mind itself. But the principle of revelation 
shines forth whenever the mind assumes any form, 
or in other words becomes transformed into a mental 
state. The result is that at that moment the percep
tion and the thing being at one and the same place, 
the same principle of revelation illuminates them 
both and the awarenliSS of the thing and the )hing 
are both manifested at one and the same time. The 
perceptual event thus happens as much in my brain 
as outside in the thing, which is made the object of 
that perception. For the mind, though never out of 
touch with the body of the perceiver, is also somehow 
in touch with the object perceived, the shape of which 
it assumes in order to render it transparent for 
peceptual manifestation. The function of the mind 
and the senses is not to distort or create objects of 
perception, but to find them for manifestation by the 
principle of revelation which exists as the underlying 
principle both of objects and of the mind. It is on 
account of the non-appearance characteristic of the 
mliyii that objects do not appear in awareness of 
themselves. But as soon as they are in contact with 
the mind they become as it were transparent and the 
cit or the principle of revelation, shining forth through 
the mental state, destroys the veil of non-appearance 
of the objects and the thing is manifested in 
awareness. The function of the mind is thus to give 
a correct expression of things as they are by affording 
them the opportunity of being illuminated by the cit. 
The real essence of all awareness is indeed the cit and 
it is only in an indirect way that the mental states are 
called states of awareness. The mind is a composite 
product of the miiyii stuff, and cannot be regarded 
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as being of the same nature as consciousness. What 
is meant by speaking of states of consciousness is 
simply this that the cit or pure revelation is manifested 
through particular forms into which the mind has 
passed by coming in contact with certain specific 
objects. As regards the association of the visual 
perception of colour with the perception of other 
senses, as when we see a piece of sandalwood and 
without smelling it call it fragrant, the effect is due 
wholly to memory, associating the present perception 
of a particular colour with certain smells previously 
experienced. This applies also to the perception of 
things as hard or soft, which is due to memory and 
implication. There is however no distinction between 

. sensations and perceptions such that it could be said 
that we first get the sensations and that these are later 
coordinated into perceptions. For when the mind 
comes into contact with the object, perception directly 
and immediately arises and this involves no synthetic 
activity on the part of the mind in coordinating any 
elementary data which may be called the sensations. 
The objects are perceived as they are and not con
structed from cruder materials supplied by the sen~es. 

With reference to the objections raised by other 
Indian thinkers on behalf of the existence of indeter
minate perceptions involving no qualitative relations 
previous to their development in the determinate 
perception (e.g., I see the jug), the Vedanta holds that 
the fonner can only exist in perceptions_ of identity, 
as when I am looking at a person before me who is 
pointed out to me as John or Henry. The perception 
of identity in this case does not involve any new 
qualitative addition to the perception of the man 
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before me. For there is no new qualitative addition 
to the perception of John and yet there is the 
perception of identity. 

It may be objected that since time is continually 
changing, we cannot correctly say that we are having 
the same perception of a thing when we look at it for 
a while, though there is no apparent qualitative 
change in it. To this the Vedanta replies that so long 
as the awareness of a particular object continues the 
same without change, there is no reason to think that 
we are having new knowledge at each moment. All 
that it involves is the perception of new ~lements of 
tirqe, and there is no reason to suppose why percep
tions of new elements of time should involve any 
change in the perception of the object itself. It may 
be objected that if the principle of revelation, the cit, is 
absolute and timeless, we cannot speak of an act of 
cognizing. To this the Vedanta replies that though 
the pure intelligence is timeless, yet the mental state 
which reflects it is produced by the mind-object 
contact taking place through the senses and the 
awareness as associated with it has a beginning and 
an end. The mental states, as we have already seen, 
are but composites of the maya stuff and are only 
called conscious in an indirect way, by virtue of the 
fact that they, invariably reflect the principle of 
revelation. The Vedanta holds that not only the, 
ordinary perceptual states, but desire, imagination, 
doubt, faith, shame, fear, and other mental feelings, 
concepts or ideas are all modes of the mind and are 
consequently constituted of the maya stuff, and 
illuminated or revealed by the cit associated with the 
mind. The difference between these and the per-
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-ceptual states of mind consists in this, that the former 
are inherent in the mind while the objects of the latter 
are outside the mind. "'What we ordinarily refer to 
as the ego is connected with out' notion of the "1", is 
also a similar transformation of the miiyii stuff. The 
difference between it and other mental modifications 
is that it is persistent throughout all our experiences. 
The reason why the mental feelings of pleasure, pain 
etc. are associated with the notion of the ego is this 
that the latter forms an inseparable feature of all 
mind-modifications and thus always gets illuminated 
in association with the illumination of all other 
emotional states subsisting in the mind. The result 
is that they get somehow combined together and 
instead of their being two separate notions of an "I" 
and a "pleasure" existing as different entities, the 
notion appears as "I am happy", as if the pleasure 
or happiness was a qualification or condition of the 
ego. But in the case of the perception of an external 
object, the revelation is in the object through the 
mind ; the mind by coming in contact with the object 
and assuming its form only helped to get its non
appearance character removed and its particular form 
revealed and hence it appears in an objective relation 
to the sense of the ego. Hence we say that we see 
the blue but are happy. The same principle of 
revelation illuminates in one sweep as it were the 
abiding mode of the mind as the perceiver or ego, the 
perceiving state of the mind of the form of the object 
and the object itself. 

Thus we find that according to Vedanta not only 
are there external objects, independent of our percep
tion, but even pleasure, pain, other emotions, and the 
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logical concepts are all in the mind and are made 
known as corresponding awarenesses, when there are 
such modifications of the mind as can reflect the light 
of the cit on them. The reason why these mental 
feelings appear to be produced just at the moment of 
their perception is this, that they are not generated by 
any kind of activity, but are directly perceived in the 
mind as a mental state. As in the case of outside 
objects, the mind has to get itself transformed into a 
state before they can be revealed, so also in the case 
of the mental emotions or concepts, the mind must 
turn itself into those specific states before they can 
be revealed. But there is no reason to think that 
these mental feelings are only produced by our 
perceiving of them. They were there as a state of the 
mind already and made into an object of awareness. 

The most important point with regard to realistic 
epistemology is its explanation of errors _or illusions. 
What happens when I perceive a piece of conch-shell 
as a piece of silver ? The silver does not actually 
exist in the shell and if perception reveals only that 
is present in the mind-object contact, it will not be 
applicable in this case. The answer that Vedanta 
gives to this difficulty is, that an illusory piece of 
silver is produced there at the time of error, with 
which the mind comes in contact and by this means 
effects its revelation in the ordinary way. It is true 
that the stuff of which this illusory silver is made, is 
somehow different from that which constitutes 
ordinary silver, but that does not mean that the 
illusory silver was not somehow existing. Vedanta 
holds that either through some defect of the eye, or 
on account of dimness of light or other accessory 
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circumstances, there first arises in the perceiver a 
mental state as a "glittering this" with reference to 
the conch-shell before him, by virtue of the visual 
contact. The "being" involved in the conch-shell as 
a mere indefinite thing, as a mere "this", is then 
associated with the mental state as a "glittering this".' 
At this stage, there is thus the appearance of a 
"glittering this", which hides the real conch-shell and 
takes its place. Then this false appearance in associa
tion with the subconscious impression of silver is 
roused into operation by a feeble suggestion of 
similarity between its present glittering character and 
the like character of silver and transforms itself into 
the illusory object of silver as well as into the illusory 
perception of silver. This explanation of error is. 
however not as satisfactory as modern realists would 
wish. For although the Vedanta holds that in the 
case of this illusory perception of silver, an illusory 
silver has been created as the object perceived, yet 
the creation of this illusory silver requires for its 
accomplishment, although as an accessory, the per
ception of similarity and the sub-conscious awakening 
of the image of silver and hence the illusion would 
be non-existent when there were no perceivers. It is 
realistic only in the sense that the mental constituents 
of the perceiver and the external circumstances and 
the imperfectly perceived object, all contribute to 
produce a piece of illusory silver, which becomes the 
object of the illusory perception. Thus, though there 
is an object, which is referred to by the illusory 
perception, yet this object would not exist if there• 
were no perceivers. Another interpretation of this 
situation suggests that the illusory silver is created by 
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the accessory conditions of dim light, defect of the 
eyes etc., but that its stuff is such that it can only be 
rendered visible by certain subjective conditions, 
such as the rousing of the sub-conscious suggestion 
of silver etc. on the part of the perceiver. This 
explanation is more realistic, for the creation of the 
illusory silver is thus not regarded as dependent upon 
the perceiver and it might exist in the absence of 
perceivers. According to the former interpretation, 
when right knowledge dawns, it destroys the illusory 
silver, for the conditions which generated it having 
failed, the illusory silver also fails. But according to 
the latter interpretation, the illusory creation may 
still remain, yet the knowledge of the illusion may 
cease to exist when the mental conditions which 
contributed to its perception are removed. But the 
former view is that generally accepted, that the 
illusory silver only exists as an object so long a.s it is 
perceived. But so long as it is perceived, it is not a 
mere idea as Berkeley would have it, but an external' 
object. The fact that it is soon destroyed is no reason 
why it should not exist as an object so long as it is 
perceived. Nothing ever appears as uncontradicted 
except the principle of revelation, the Brahman. In 
the case of dreams also, the dream-objects arc there 
and are perceived. They are illusory only in the 
sense that they cease to exist when they are not 
perceived, yet they are there while they are perceived 
as external existents. 

The question may naturally arise, that if illusions 
are possible in some cases, how can we know that 
there are no illusions in other cases ? The Vedanta 
holds that there is no further criterion of truth than 
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that of want of contradiction in experience. We must. 
accept any fact as true so long as it is not contradicted, 
and this applies both to illusory perceptions and to 
those that are called real.' There is nothing in our 
ordinary experiences of which we could be so sure 
that it would never be contradicted under any 
circumstances. Hence in judging whether any 
knowledge is or is not correct, we have only to see 
whether it is or is not contradicted. With this 
criterion of truth we may safely· hold that our 
experiences reveal things as they are, however 
unthinkable, indefinable and indefinite they may be 
in their own nature. 
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I beg to thank you most sincerely, ladies and 
gen~emen, and the organisers of this World Conven
tion Of Buddhism for the honour they have done me 
in asking me to preside on such a unique occasion 
in the holiest and the mos~ ancient living city of the 
world, the golden sands of which have been purified 
by the footprints and the life work of the Lord 
Buddha and the later Bodhisattvas, Pratyekabuddhas, 
Arhats and the numerous Hindu saints and Yogins, 
Tirthailkaras and the great savants who lived and 
worked here in unbroken succession from the oldest 
times. As I look back I fancy I see the populous and 
the prosperous city of Benares when the Brahmadatta 
line of kings were reigning or when the Upani~dic 
sages were roaming over in . Kasi in quest of 
brahmavidya. The Vedic system of worship was 
established long ago. The Hindu people were divided 
into four castes and the four a5ramas. The Vedic 
system of worship was almost entirely ritualistic in 
its character and directed to mundane ends. It was 
more a magic worship (in the scientific use of the 
term magic; in the sense of mystic rites) than theh.m 
or polytheism. It was believed that if animals were 
sacrificed and the mantras were uttered and all the 
elaborate ceremonials extending over months and 
years were scrupulously observed and performed 
absolutely accurately according to the directions laid 

• Address delivered as President of the B11ddhist Conventwn 
held at Holy lsipatana, Siirniith, on the rzth November, I9JZ. 
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down in the BrahmatJas, then any desired end could 
be achieved, be it a heavy shower of rain for the 
crops, the birth of a son or the destruction of a foe. 
The emphasis of this ritualistic religion was neither 
on a high elevation of morals nor on transcendental 
spiritualism which in a later age was regarded Q.S its 
essence. A protest soon evolved in the ·Vedic circle 
itself and to it we owe the composition of some of 
the most important monistic and the monotheistic 
hymns of the Vedas and the Upan~ads, and we note 
the criticisms of the Upani~adists in such phrases as 
plava hyete adr4ha yajiiarupa~ and yajiiiyii are 
pasava~. The fundamental emphasis of the Upa
ni~adic religion consists in the intuitive grasp of a 
reality which was at the same tim~ the highest and the 
truest self of man. The reality was the indivisible 
whole, absolutely homogeneous pure consciousness 
and bliss. The whole of the Upani~ads reveals the 
history of the transition from the Vedic forms of 
worship to this higher call of spirituality in the quest 
of the sages after the highest reality and is permeated 
through and through with an exhilaration of joy and 
ecstasy at the realisation of the beatific truth which 
was not received from outside through the grace of 
any higher Being but was revealed as the true mani
festation and perception of our inmost self. No 
ceremonial was necessary for its attainment and no 
God was to be worshipped. It naturally revealed 
itself to those true seekers who were pure in heart and 
self-controlled in their conduct. · 

The Vedic ritualistic religion was the religion of 
the Brahmins. The fiudras had no share in it. The 
two other higher castes could have the sacrifices per-
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formed in their behalf by the Brahmin priests and 
they themselves had to remain content only with the 
compulsory and occasional (nitya and naimittika) 
performance of certain rituals. The religion of the 
Upan~ads was however still more restricted being 
only the religion of the philosophers and the seers, for 
it was only 'the select few who had risen above all 
mUBdane concerns and were filled with a zeal and 
yearning after the achievement of the highest truth 
that were deemed fit for this high philosophic religion. 
The observance of general morality called sadhara~Ja 
dharma .such as non-injury to animals, non-stealing 
and the like was indeed a universal requirement, but 
yet each caste had its specific duties and if there was 
a conflict between the caste duties (var~Jadharma) and 
the general morality, the sadhara~Ja dharma, the caste 
duties predominated. Thus, for example, the duties 
of a ~hatriya consisted primarily in fighting and in 
giving protection to those who sought it at any sacri
fice. Instances are indeed rare where a Brahmin had 
given protection to any other caste at any consider
able personal sacrifice. The Brahmins would indeed 
sacrifice their interests for the Gods as in the case of 
Dadhici and they would also sacrifice their pleasures 
and comforts for the attainment of a higher spiritual 
goal but not generally for any lower caste. Whereas 
in the case of a K~hatriya the PuraQas are indeed full 
of them. The whole of the Gita is devoted in urging 
Arjuna to follow his caste duties of fighting and not 
to take to the sadharana dharma of ahimsa, and Lord 
Kwa spared no phil~sophy at his command for this 
purpose. Thus none of the pre-Buddhistic religions 
of India may be said to have been able to formulate 
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a code of ethics and religion that was universally and 
compulsorily valid for all. There were always boxes 
within boxes, branches and sub-branches based on the 
principles of scriptural competence or adhikari-bheda. 
Even now though many tens of centuries have passed, 
the Hindus are divided and sub-divided into 
numerous castes, and even the Brahmins are so much 
sub-divided among themselves that in an orthodox 
Brahmin Hostel of twenty-five, six kitchens are con
sidered as insufficient. Though the castes have all 
undergone a hopeless mixture through the ravages 
of time, we still see ineffectual efforts to re-establish 
them in their pristine predominance. The ritualistic 
codes which expanded in diverse ways in diverse 
provinces and localities under different conditions 
have again and again been put together and reinter
preted by ritualistic teachers, so that their hold on 
the people may not slacken and dry rituals are even 
now being offered in a wholesale measure as true 
religion. There is another important characteristic 
of the Vedic and Upani~adic religions that they are 
largely individualistic, not only in their scope but 
also in their ends. There was hardly anything in this 
religion which in the eye of the present generation 
would seem to contain any universal elements for 
the well-being and solace of the humanity at large. 
Human misery has often been the cause of the soul
rending cry for religion. It is after all the sinners 
and the sufferers who should be given some hope, 
some peace, some satisfaction, and the religion that 
would fail to do it would miss its primary vocation. 

It was at this great world crisis that the Lord 
Buddha, the greatest and the noblest of all beings on 
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earth, preached his great religion in the historic city 
of Benares in the Deer Park on the site of the Mula
gandha-ku#-vihara. He was born as a K~atriya 
prince in or about the year 560 B.C. and according to 
the legends, on successive occasions, issuing from the 
palace he was confronted by a decrepit old man. a 
diseased man, a dead man and a monk and this filled 
him with amazement and distress and realizing the 
impermanence of earthly things determined to forsake 
his home and try, if he could, to discover some means 
to immortality, to remove the sufferings of men. He 
made his great renunciation at the age of twenty-nine, 
and after six years of great struggle he was convinced 
that the truth was not to be won by the way of extreme 
asceticism and resuming an ordinary course of life at 
last obtained absolute and supreme enlightenment and 
preached his religion for over forty-five years travel
ling from place to place. At the age of over eighty 
years he entered into dhyana and passing through its 
successive stages attained nirva1Ja. The vast develop
ments which the system of this great teacher under
went in succeeding centuries b India and in other 
countries have not yet been thoroughly studied and it 
will probably take yet many long years before even 
the materials for such a study can be collected. This 
religion in the course of its growth and development 
spread in the North over Tibet and China up to the 
farthest border of north Mongolia, on the East and 
the South it spread in Siam, Burma, Japan and many 
of the Pacific islands and Ceylon and in the South
West up to Madagascar and in the West to 
Afghanistan, Persia, Turkestan and the whole of the 
now desert area near it, Syria and even to Egypt. 
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Even at the present day one third of the human 
population are Buddhists. But in the days of its' 
prosperity when the greater portion of India had been 
converted into Buddhism at least half of the civilised 
world were probably Buddhists. 

Nowhere in the history of the world before Lord 
Buddha do we hear of any teacher of religion who was 
ever filled with such an all-absorbing sympathy and 
love for the suffering humanity. Few centuries after 
him we hear of wise men in Greece, Socrates, Plato 
and Aristotle, but they were only dry thinkers and 
seekers after truth without any inspiring love for the 
suffering multitude. Centuries before the birth of 
Christ Buddhism was preached in Syria and it is not 
improbable that he might have been enkindled by the 
cardinal feeling of Buddhism of sympathy and love, 
the maitri and karutJa for our fellow-sufferers. But 
even in him it is more a spirit of godliness than the 
feeling for humanity that may be regarded as the 
motive spirit. Buddhism thus transcends all other 
religions by the very motive which permeates in and 
through it. When in the later days, different systems 
of philosophy were being offered as the panacea for all 
suffering, they only caught the catch-word of Bud
dhism but not the spirit ; for these systems of philo
sophy did not offer one universal food for all 
humanity. They were all within the pale of 
Brahmal).ism and philosophic emancipation meant 
practically the emancipation of the higher castes. 
The only schools of thought which rightly absorbed 
the Buddhist feeling of sympathy for sufferers and 
reinterpreted it on lines of hygienic and mental well
being were probably the Carakean school of Medicine 
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which regarded the preservation of a healthy body 
and a happy mind for all (hita iiyu and sukha ayu) 
as the aim of all its teachings and the Bhagavata 
Vai~Qavism. 

For the first time in India Buddhism offered a 
universal religion based on the equality of rights and 
privileges of all mankind. I wish that in these days 

· of communal and minority dissensions, Lord Buddha 
had once more appeared with his begging bowl and 
again preached his dharma-cakra and had shown us 
the way how a man can meet his fellow brother and 
embrace him with his religion of sympathy and love 
and not feel his religion a motive to thrust a dagger 
into his neighbour's bosom. Lord Buddha did away 
with castes and caste privileges and all kinds of 
ritualism and preached his religion to the masses of 
India not by appealing to scriptures or superstitions, 
but by arousing the dormant rationality in man by 
personal magnetism, above all by sympathy and love. 

It is difficult at this distant date to point out 
definitely what were the exact words of Lord Buddha's 
teachings. They began to be collected through his 
pupils at least a hundred years after his mahapari
nirvii1Ja. Different traditional records give us different 
accounts of his religion and philosophy and the later 
adherents gradually developed the anticipations and 
implications contained in the Buddha-vacana and in 
this way there arose not only the lllnayana (the older 
Theravada, the main branches of which were known 
from the 2nd century B.C. as the Hetuvadins 
and Sarvastivadins and also identified with the 
Vibhajjavadins in the Mahabodhiva11Jsa) and the 
Mahayana (the old Mahasii.Qghikas who seceded from 
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the Vajjiputtakas at the first Council of Vaisali and 
branched out into different schools such as the 
Eka vya vaha.rikas, Lokottara vadins, Kukkulikas, 
Bahu§rutTyas, Prajfiaptivadins, Caittikas, Aparasailas, 
Uttara§ailas and a number of other Yllnas) and into 
a number of other schools. HTnayana of the Thera
vadins developed during the first and the second cen
tury B.C. into a number of schools such as the Haima
vatas, Dharmaguptikas, Mahi'Sasakas, Kasyapiyas, 
Sarikrantikas (also called the Sautrantikas) and the 
Vatsiputtriyas which later on was again split up into 
Dharmottariyas, Bhadrayanikas, Sammitiyas, and 
Channagarikas. In addition to these, other Buddhist 
schools also sprang up before the beginning of the 
Christian era. The Vaibhasikas, who are identified 
with the Sarvastivadins, have a vast Abhidharma 
literature, which is different from the Abhidharma of 
the Theravadins, which stm exist in Chinese transla
tions. These are (1) ]iianaprasthanasastra of 
Katyayaniputra, (2) Dharmaskandha by Sii.riputtra, 
(3) Dhatukaya by PfirQa, (4) Prajiiaptisastra by 
Mggaolayana. (5) Vijnanakaya by Devak~ema, 
(6) Sangitiparyyiiya by Sariputtra, (7) PrakaratJapada 
by Vasumitra. In addition to these we have the vast 
literature of the Mahiiyanasutras (called also the 
Vaipulyasutras which developed either the Sunyavada 
or Vijfianavada doctrines) which started probably in 
the second or the first century B.C. and continued to 
grow till the eighth century A.D. or even later. 

But whatever may have been the different records 
or the interpretations of the teachings of Lord Buddha 
in the vast canonical literature excluding the well
known collection of the TriP#akas of Sutta, Vinaya 
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and Abhidhamma and the countless writings of 
innumerable commentators and interpretors of 
Buddhistic thought in China, Japan, Burma, Ceylon 
and India and the many philosophical compositions of 
the Buddhistic faith by philosophers who are almost 
unparalleled in the history of human thought for their 
wisdom and logical analysis, it is not difficult to formu
late the essential features of the doctrine of Lord 
Buddha as a religious teacher. He argued in the mind 
that since disease, old age, and death have to be 
prevented, what is it which not being there these would 
not be. He answered in his mind that if there was no 
birth there could not be disease, old age and death. 
But what being there, there is birth and he argued in 
his mind that if there was no bhava that is ka,ma 
depending upon (upadlina) tr~1,1ii and that is a grasp
ing and desire, depending in succession upon feeling 
(vedanii), the sense-contact (spa,sa), the sense field 
(~at,liiyatana), mind and body (nama,upa), conscious
ness (vijniina) and the psychological conglomerating 
forces (sankhii,a) of another birth there could not be 
the event of the birth in the present life ; and those 
events of the past life again could not be without the 
determining cause of ignorance or avidyii of the third 
life. Thus the cause of all our sufferings in the 
present life is distributed over the past two lives and 
so in an infinite regression. There is no soul or 
permanent entity, which suffers transmigration or 
lives through the experiences as the followers of the 
Upanisads believed. When one says "1", what one 
does i~ that one refers either to all the psychological 
conglomerations or elements combined or any one of 
them and deludes himself that that was "1". Just as. 
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one could not say that the fragments of the lotus 
belong to the petals, the colour or the pollen, so one 
could not say that the sense-data were "I" or that the 
feeling was "I" or any of the other psychological 
elements were "I". There is nowhere to be found 
in the psychological structure or in the psychosis of 
our being any such permanent entities that could 
correspond with "I am". The forces of our karma 
actuated by tr~JJil and avidyli produce in successive 
stages the complex of our mind and the psychological 
experience of the moment and these change from 
moment to moment.and the only difference that is 
produced at death is that they are associated with a 
visibly different body. At each moment we are 
theoretically suffering death and new psychological 
elements are originated by the forces of the past ones. 
And death is only visibly demonstrated as the destruc
tion of the body and can only then be understood by 
inexperienced minds. Thus there is no entity that 
transmigrates but the psychological elements pass on 
in an unbroken series till they may be finally dis
organised by the destruction of tr~JJa and avidyii. 
Since there is no peimanent entity or reality, meta
physical discussions are wholly unnecessary ; what 
we· perceive in causation is not any transforming 
ground of evolution or any production through collect
ing conditions, but simply the fact that there being 
something, some other thing happens, there being 
tr~JJU. or desire, there is a grasping tendency ; there 
being the grasping tendency, there is the karma that 
produces rebirth. There is no conscious agent any 
where, causation is thus reduced to a mere pheno
menalism of invariable antecedents and consequents. 
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This is the great Buddhist doctrine of fwatitya-samut
pada (idam fwatitya idam utpadyate). Buddhism in 
this sense is anti-metaphysical phenomenalism. The 
enlightenment of Buddha consists in the discovery that 
there is no real agent and no permanent reality and 
that our sufferings are caused by the twelve-fold 
phenomenalistic antecedents and consequents spread
ing over three lives (trikiif!fla) beginning from jara
maraf!a and going backwards to avidyii through the 
successive links through the happening of each one 
of which each of the others happens in an infinite 
regressus. 

Karma indeed produces rebirth, the length of life 
and the condition of happy and unhappy experiences, 
but it can do so only when deeds are performed with 
covetousness, antipathy and infatuation. Deeds 
performed without covetousness are like a palmyra 
tree uprooted and pulled out of the ground and 
therefore virtually non-existent and incapable of 
producing future effects. Karma without tr~f!i.i is 
incapable of producing good or bad fruit. The 
cessation of sorrow can therefore only happen when 
the craving of tr~f!li. entirely ceases. When the desire 
or the craving has once ceased, the sage becomes an 
Arhat and the deeds that he might do after that 
would bear no fruit for it is through desire that 
karma finds its scope of giving fruits, but yet an 
Arhat may like Moggalayana suffer the effects of the 
deeds done by him in some previous birth. We are 
all intertwined through inside and outside by the 
tangles of desire (tal}~ajata) and the only way by 
which these might be loosened is by the practice of 
right discipline (:Sila) which consists in desisting from 
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committing all sinful deeds, meditative concentration 
(samadhi) and wisdom (panna). Sila however does 
not only mean the actual non-commission of sinful 
deeds but those particular volitions and mental states 
by which a man who desists from committing sinful 
action maintains himself in the right path. It there
fore not only includes all inner and outer negative 
control, but it also includes the watchfulness (sati
sarpvara) by which one can bring in right and good 
association when using his cognitive senses and the 
habit of remaining unperturbed under :til conflicting 
conditions. By proper adherence to sila all our 
bodily, mental and vocal activities are duly systema
tised, organised and stabilised. It is only then that 
the mind becomes fit for meditative concentration. 
The primary duty therefore for all those who seek 
relief from misery is the practice of increasing self
control on the negative side and on the positive side 
the preparation of the mind by continually habituat
ing it to think of all beings as friends (maitnl, to 
sympathise and feel pity for all who suffer (karu~a), 
to feel happy at the happiness of all beings (mudita) 
and to ignore the defects and short-comings of others 
(upek~a) and thereby to free the mind from 
antipathy. 

The most notable development of Mahayana con
sists in the fact that it gave a much greater emphasis 
on the practice of the positive virtue of benevolence, 
character, forbearance, tenacity of will, and energy 
and meditation called the paramitas. There was also 
another point in which the Mahayana thought itself to 
be superior to the Hinayana. The former thought 
that the Hinayanist wrongly interpreted the instruc-
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tions of Buddha and thought that the ultimate good 
of a Buddhist was to attain his own nirvana or salva
tion, whereas the Mahayanist's creed was ·not to seek 
his own salvation but to seek the salvation of all 
beings. The HJnayanist had only a short business 
of attaining his own salvation and this could be done 
in three lives, whereas a Mahayana adherent was 
prepared to work for infinite time in helping all beings 
to attain salvation and this is the vow of a Bodhi
sattva. Mahaya.nism thus preached the doctrine of 
absolute altruism in a manner unprecedented in the 
history of human faiths. Its development of 
Nihilism and Idealism through the association of 
Brahmin converts, who brought a Upanil?adic per
spective with them, may also be regarded as the result 
of the tendency to elaborating the logial implications 
of the Buddhistic phenomenalism. For if there is no 
permanent reality anywhere and everything were 
mere phenomena none of these would be definable 
or explainable except in a mere relative manner and 
this is what is called sunyavada. Again, if everything 
were mere phenomena we need admit merely the 
cognative phenomena as that would be enough to 
explain experience. It is because the different schools 
of Buddhism had such an intimate relation among 
themselves that we sometimes find that the Buddhist 
writers might in the same book follow for better 
elaboration the Sautrantika view that admits the exist
ence of external objects and then quietly pass over in 
the other part of the book to a form of idealism that 
would deny the existence of external things. The 
conflict of the different schools of Buddhism had 
therefore only a methodological interest as it is largely 
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due to a greater or less emphasis on this or that 
point. 

The various ways in which Buddhism has in
fluenced, modified, transformed and revitalised Hindu 
religion and thought, dogmas and myths, ideals and 
practices, are too elaborate a subject to be touched 
upon in a short lecture like this. But it may be pointed 
out that the Hindu systems of philosophy would have 
lost much of their depth, interest and value, if they 
could not assimilate much from Buddhism and if they 
were not forced to take an independent stand by its 
side. The Upani~ads remained largely content with 
an ecstatic experience without the dynamic con
ceptualism that constitute philosophy in our modern 
sense. The Vedic ritualism was to a large extent 
magic. The Hindu thought could only grow when it 
came in touch with the sturdy universal rationalism 
of Buddhism through which alone the world-light of 
reason could flash upon it. In consequence of this 
almost all the philosophical sutras of the Hindus may 
safely be admitted as being not only post-Buddhistic 
but post-Mahayanic. It is difficult to say how much 
of the principal dogmas of Hindu philosophy such as 
the doctrine of karma, the doctrine of rebirth, the 
doctrine of mukti, the doctrine of jivan-mukti were 
current before Buddhism, but it is in Buddhism and 
post-Buddhistic systems that we find the most com
prehensive treatment of these pre-suppositions of 
Indian philosophy. The entire code of Yoga disci
pline, the doctrine of tr~'Jii and viisana were probably 
to some extent in India in pre-Buddhistic time, but I 
believe it is undeniable that they attained their fullest 
development in the Buddhist literature. The Hindu 
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thought has eclectically assimilated them but has not 
advanced them even by an inch. The whole of 
Patafijali's Yoga-sutra with its Vyiisa-bha~ya does 
not seem to me anything more than a Hinduised 
version of Buddhist Yoga. The essence of Hinduisa
tion consists in the admission of permanent souls, 
ISvara and scriptural authority. So almost the whole 
of the Budhdist tenets is accepted only with such 
modifications as to make it consistent with the admis
sion of such permanent entities as are essential for 
the Hindu perspective of things. I yield to none in 
my profound respect for the great teacher Hailkara, 
but a careful analysis of his writings demonstrates 
indisputably that he largely borrowed his doctrine, 
his phraseology, his dialectics and his method of 
approach from Buddhism. Even his saccidiinanda 
Brahmavada reveals in it an echo of the Trin;tsika of 
Vasubandhu. His main contribution seems to be 
that where he could not prove his Brahma doctrine 
he appealed to scriptural authority of the Upani~ads 
and he interpreted or interpreted away the Upani~ads 
in order to show that he was giving us the philosophy 
of the Upani~ads. Not only Hailkara but many of 
his followers like Hriharsa, Anandajfiana and others 
who have constructed the Vedanta into a rational 
system of philosophy deliberately followed the foot
prints of Nagarjuna and other Buddhist writers. It 
is only the Nyaya which tried hard to fight the 
Buddsists and those who have read the literature of 
this philosophy know how much of what may be 
called genuine philosophy in it has evolved out of 
generations of tussle with the Buddhistic opponents. 
The Bhakti cult of the Bhagavatas is indeed an old 
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system but it has assimilated so much from Buddhism 
that it has not hesitated to include Lord Buddha as 
one of the incarnations of V~IJU. Most of the highest 
teachings of the Pural,las can be real almost word 
for word in the Buddhistic documents which preceded 
them and many of the myths and stories of the 
PuraiJas reveal their origin in the j litakas and the 
Avadiinas. Even when Buddhism degenerated in the 
later days into the Vajra-ylina, the Sahaja-ylina and 
the worst forms of Tantrikism much of the literature 
of which is now lost in original Sanskrit and exists 
in Tibetan translations, it profoundly influenced the 
Tantrikism of India particularly of Bengal and Assam 
on account of the intimate relation which then existed 
at the time of Pala kings, between Tibet and those two 
provinces. 

Buddhism has not only influenced the religious 
and philosophical literatures, manners, customs, and 
ideal of Hinduism, hut it created a great art for the 
first time in India. Though other types of art have 
been created in course of time the remains of Buddhist 
arts in India, Burma, Ceylon, Japan and China may 
hold· its own even at the present day with art creations 
in any other country. The institutions of democracy 
probably originated for the first time in India in the 
regulation of Buddhistic monastic order. It was the 
inspiration of Lord Budhda's religion that made a 
monarch like A§oka who lived the life of a humble 
beggar for the good of his subjects. In these days of 
regrettable revolutionarism and the repression it has 
called forth it is refreshing to remember the conditions 
of India in Asoka's time. We do not hear of policing, 
but of edicts and pillars of piety scattered through the 
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length and breadth of India, where the chief concern 
of the king was to see not merely that the subjects 
should be law-abiding but that they should be virtuous. 
His dharma-mahiimattas made it their businrss to see 
that subjects were dutiful to their parents, made gifts 
to the poor and deserving and practised non-injury 
and maintained the high standard of purity and 
character. He was not only anxious for his own 
people, his interest was not only national but it was 
international. He sent such messages to all those 
kings who were his allies far away from India. This 
is how an ideal government, actuated by love and 
sympathy, was set up by Asoka. I ask you, ladies 
and gentlemen, if any other religion has produced 
any such kind in the history of the world. 

Time is not yet ripe when a systematic account of 
Buddhism can be satisfactorily written and compared 
with the contributions of the philosophy of the West. 
But years ago I took the bold step at the Fifth Inter
national Congress of Philosophy at Naples of challeng
ing Benedetto Croce, probably the most eminent con
tinental philosopher now living, with a long paper in 
which I tried to prove that the essential portions 1if his 
philosophy were anticipated in the philosophy of 
Dharmottara and that where Croce differed he was 
exposed to serious contradictions and criticisms. Most 
of the eminent philosophers and orientalists of the 
world were present in the gathering. Croce himself 
was in the chair and the paper was previously circu
lated to him, but I am happy to tell you that I had no 
very serious opponents to reply to. The contributions 
of the Buddhist thought seem at the same time to be 
the most ancient as well as the most modern ; its 
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theory of causation, its relativism, its doctrine of sense
data, its pragmatism, its emphasis on morals-its dis
belief in any permanent soul and its unconcern about 
God and its denial of the validity of scriptures, 
denial of rituals, its anti-metaphysical character 
and its appeal to experience-all tend to establish its 
superior claim to modernity. Theology is fast decay
ing in Europe. Russia declared itself to be godless, 
and it may be hoped that the Buddhist Academy 
which has been doing such valuable work under the 
guidance of · Stcherbatsky will gradually supersede 
the Church of Christianity. I know from my per
sonal knowledge that Buddhist scholars from Russia 
sometimes take their inspiration in dhyana in 
Mongolian Monasteries and Grunwedel in Germany 
practised the kalacakra. On the whole the interest 
of European orientalists and laymen in Buddhism 
was never so keen as now. The present beautiful 
edifice at Sarnath and the paintings that are to be 
made on the panel walls have been possible through 
the munificence of an American lady from Honolulu 
and the devotion of an Oxford Graduate. Not one 
out of the many millions of Hindus have done any
thing worth its name for the revival and propagation 
of Buddhistic studies, culture and religion. Even the 
Pali texts would have been entirely lost to us if they 
were not printed and published in Roman character 
from the Ceylonese and Burmese editions by the 
efforts of the Pali Text Society of Great Britain, and 
not a single manuscript of these was available in 
India. While Europe teams with Sino-Tibetan 
scholars who are trying to restore original Buddhist 
texts from Chinese and Tibetan sources, not even a 
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quarter dozen of such scholars are available in India 
at the present day. The number of Indians who have 
made any serious attempt to study the Buddhist texts 
in Sanskrit and Pali can be counted on the finger's 
ends. 

We have seen what Christianity has done for its 
Teutonic and Latin disciples even after nineteen 
hundred years of development. We have seen how 
the fatherhood of God and the godliness of Christian
ity have failed in maintaining the normal standard 
of amity and friendship between neighbours, how in 
the name of dharma-yuddha each nation perpetrated 
on the others such atrocious cruelties which would 
have undoubtedly shocked a Changiz Khan for he 
had surely no such machinery of wholesale devasta
tion. Godliness we may very well need as an ideal, 
but before that we must have at least a small dose 
of forbearance and friendship. The last war seems 
to have set some good people thinking in Europe if 
wars can be avoided. There has been a union of intel
lectuals and the League of Nations has been 
started, but it is bound to be a terrible failure 
if its members arc not actuated by the superior 
Buddhist principle of forbearance and friendship for 
all. Science has given immense power in the hands 
of the westerners and power begets greed, greed begets 
enmity and enmity begets destruction. Power is an 
elusive demon and if it cannot be properly controlled 
and tamed it is bound to eat up the tamer. Only 
one man in India seems to have been convinced of 
the truth of Buddhism that violence cannot be 
stopped by violence. You have seen, ladies and 
gentlemen, what power such a conviction has given 
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to this great man. He in his loin cloth has brought 
about a unification of the masses of India and is try
ing to dictate his terms to the greatest military power 
of the world. In no other country was such an 
experiment conducted and with so much success. We 
do not know as yet of the ultimate result, but what 
we have seen is sufficient to convince us that friend
ship and non-violence is at least as potent a force to 
combat violence as violence could be. It is in 
the exact fitness of things that the task of unifying 
India and of bringing about her regeneration should 
be in the hands of a man who is inspired by the true 
idealism of India. But what can one man do? 
Caste against caste, creed against creed, mutual dis
trust and jealousy, provincial bigotry and hatred 
are eating away our very hearts just as national 
jealousy and national hatred are drying up the 
fountain head of the life-energy of Europe. The 
ruled look upon the rulers with distrust and enmity 
and the rulers do the same to the ruled. How is this 
vicious circle to end at all? Nahi verena veriini, 
sammantidha kadiicatza-enmity can never cease 
through enmity. When shall we realise this golden 
truth of Budhism ? It would be a pity if the opening 
of the !.!ulagandhaku(i Vihiira was to be only the 
event of a day to be forgotten to-morrow. Let us on 
this memorable occasion invoke the blessings of Lord 
Buddha upon us that he may shower his mercy on 
us and we may be inspired by the noble example of 
his life and teachings, bind us together in amity and 
friendship and bring about a regeneration and a 
revival of our great culture and propagate the high 
principles of Buddhism to all our fellow-brethren in 
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the world. When the western world is building up 
memorials for encouraging the killing of human 
beings and tariff papers are being prepared to take the 
place of costly cannon balls, while science is being 
enslaved for robbing the freedom and prosperity of 
others, let us on this memorable occasion build up a 
memorial of universal love, friendship, charity and 
peace and let us not for a moment distrust the universal 
testimony of the ages of the Hindu-Buddhistic culture 
of India, the ripe experience of all sages of the past
our inviolable inheritance-the conviction that friend
ship and forgiveness, sympathy and charity are the 
only doors through which peace and happiness can 
come either to a person or to a nation, and the victory 
will be ours. 
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OF THE RELATION OF MIND AND BODY* 

The word yoga is used to denote either the union 
of the lower and the higher self Uivatman and Para
matman) or the arresting of the mental processes and 
states and all physical, mental and moral accessories 
connected with them. The word yoga is also used to 
denote mental energy by which the mind is disciplined 
and the goal of yoga attained. Pataiijali defined 
yoga as the partial and complete or temporary and 
permanent arrest or cessation of mental states. 
Pataiijali's main theories were elaborated by Vyasa, 
Vacaspati, Bhoja and Vijiiana Bhik~u. There are 
many important points of difference in the exposition 
of these scholars of the main theory of Yoga. But 
at the present moment we are not concerned with 
these. The theory that mental states can be arrested 
by our efforts is an extremely original one, and up till 
now we know of no country other than India where 
su't:h a possibility was ever conceived. In an inter
view that I had with the famous psychologist Dr. 
Sigmund Freud, he expressed great surprise, in the 
course of a long discussion, that such a thing should 
be conceived possible, but he admitted that this 
experiment had always been made and that therefore 
it would be hazardous to deny its possibility. In 

*The article cannot obviously be justified as an interpretation 
of the Yoga texts. It represents, however, the way in which some 
o.f the fundamental ideas of Yoga can be utilized in our present-day 
conceptions of philosophy and science. 
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India the yoga has always been practised from the 
earliest dawn of her civilization and carries with it the 
testimony of many decades of centuries. 

Underlying the possibility of the fact of yoga 
there is a concept of mind and a theory of psychology. 
In spite of many differences in the attempts at the 
exposition of this psychology among the different 
thinkers of the school of Pataii.jali, there is a general 
agreement regarding the main position of the Yoga 
psychology. We shall try to give here a brief outline 
of this psychological theory. 

This theory is based upon a metaphysical theory 
of causation, namely, that like causes produce like 
effects. A cause is regarded as a potential effect. 
Even before the causal operation the effect exists in 
identity with the cause. The function of the causal 
operation is not to produce anything new, but to 
actualize the cause as the effect or to exhibit mani
festly in the effect what was already contained in the 
cause. There can thus be no interaction between 
unlikes, for in that case the interaction would have 
to be supposed to bring into being effects which were 
not contained in either of the two causal elements o'r in 
the interaction itself. Again, if interaction is supposed 
to be an extraneous relation, then being a relation 
it would be outside the causal entities, and whatever 
is outside the causal entities would be incapable of 
entering into them ; so the relations will have to be 
conceived as having no relata at their two ends and 
this would baffle the very nature of relations. Thus 
relations cannot have any separate existence from the 
relata. It is the different aspects and manifestations 
of the relata that are interpreted as relations. Rela-
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tions are thus certain constructions that are made by 
us by which the relata are held apart and connected 
in a certain manner which is called relation. This 
analytico-synthetic function of the mind which mani
fests the mere relata is related, and all relationed 
states of the mind are technically called vikalpa. 
Since the concept of relations is abolished, the prob
lem of the relation of substance, attributes and motion 
does not also arise. Attributes are but modes of the 
substance and substance is also a mode of the attri
butes. The distinction of substances and attributes 
and their mutual relation of inherence are due to 
the constructive function of the mind, the vikalpa. 
They arc one and the same. The apparent difference 
is only due to the different types of constructive 
emphasis of the mind. Now the whole universe, 
physical or mental, is a field of interactional relations. 
But if there are no extraneous interactions and no 
extraneous relations, it must be composed of a neutral 
stuff which is neither material nor mental. This 
neutral stuff cannot obviously be of a homogeneous 
nature, for in that case the diversity of the phenomenal 
effects cannot be explained. It is therefore supposed 
that this neutral stuff is composed of an infinite 
number of reals different in nature among themselves, 
though they may be broadly subdivided into three 
classes as sattva, rajas and tamas. Only some typical 
class characters of these reals can be mentioned and 
these innumerable characteristics exist only from the 
point of view of our phenomenal consciousness. As 
they hold within themselves the whole universe and 
all its characteristics in a potential form, it is impos
sible to determine the noumenal nature of these reals. 
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It is also wrong to call them either substantive entities 
or qualities or characters, for these distinctions are 
unreal. They have their value only to the construc
tive functions of a phenomenal mind. The only safe 
course, therefore, is to call this ultimate stuff neutral 
entities or neutral reals, whatever this may signify. 
It is said that the noumenal character or nature of 
these original entities called gu1Jas is unspeakable and 
indefinable. What appears as their characteristics in 
the phenomenal world is due to the constructive 
nature of the phenomenal mind and the phenomenal 
conditions. It is from these neutral reals that the 
mental and physical spheres have emanated through 
a course of evolution corresponding to their diverse 
kinds of aggregation, and directed by a tendency, 
inherent in them, which we may regard as teleological 
in the sense that it operates in such a manner that 
the universe is harmonious in its productive activity 
towards all its changes and all its later evolutions, 
and consequently towards the evolution of man and 
the shaping of his ultimate physical, intellectual, moral 
and spiritual destinies. That there is such a teleology 
is not a matter of a priori belief or any deduction 
from any such belief, but is an inductive truth based 
on observation, experience and the testimony of the 
wise men of the past. 

It is obvious that a psychology based upon such 
metaphysical data cannot hold that mind and body 
or mind and matter are two distinct entities which act 
and react upon each other. The psychological view 
of interaction that the mental phenomena are the 
results of nervous changes in the cortex, or that the 
muscular changes are determined by mental changes 
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of thought, emotion and volition, would naturally be 
quite inconsistent with its metaphysical background. 
The theory of parallelism with a metaphysical back
ground of pan-psychism, though somewhat nearer to 
its metaphysical position, cannot also be admitted by 
it. The theory of parallelism holds that neither the 
mind influences the body nor the body influences the 
mind ; but though neither determines the other, the 
mental phenomena run parallel to the bodily pheno
mena. The pan-psychical parallelist would hold that 
the mental and bodily changes are the effects of some 
common elements present in the mind and the body. 
But we know that the introduction of certain drugs 
in the system almost immediately produces mental 
changes. Alcohol is a chemical compound of carbon, 
hydrogen and oxygen. When introduced into the 
body it is absorbed directly from the gastro-intestinal 
tract mainly into the portal blood and partly by the 
lymphatics, and within a short period of its introduc
tion into the system it produces a sense of mental 
exhilaration. Now if interactionism is discarded, how 
are we to account for the mental change through the 
me'tabolic changes produced in the body by alcohol ? 
The one explanation according to the pan-psychic 
theory would be that alcohol should not be regarded 
merely as a compound of carbon, hydrogen, and 
oxygen, but that in itself it liberates a psychical 
energy which directly affects the mind. If the body 
which is a conglomeration of material elements can 
have a mental counterpart, then even a compound like 
alcohol may have its own psychical counterpart which 
directly affects the mind. Such a view implies the 
metaphysical theory of ultimate entities which are 
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double-faced ; on the one hand they behave in a phy
sical manner and on the other they behave psychically 
also. But when we speak of physical and psychical 
energy, we miss the essential connotation of "psy
chical." If what we call psychical is merely a form 
of energy, then it may well be regarded as a product 
of nervous change. Physico-chemical changes arc 
being always produced in the body and we should 
always have a corresponding influx of psychical 
energy all the time. The action of alcohol in the 
body is partly chemical and partly physiological. If 
the liberated psychical energy is to act on the mind, 
what would be the modus operandi? What would 
again be the relation between the psychical and the 
material energy as existing in an object? These and 
many other relevant criticisms are almost unanswer
able in the above theory. 

The metaphysical theory of the Y of! a is a theory of 
neutral pluralism and not of pan-psychism, for both 
matter and mind and all their effects are nothing but 
diverse kinds of aggregates of the ultimate reals, the 
gu'}as. The nervous changes that accompany the 
psychical states occur in the sphere of the body and 
are associated with various biochemical, mechanical 
or physiological changes which have a definite history 
with reference to the body in which they occur and 
in relation to the physical environment in which that 
body is located. In a remote manner each body
system is associated with the parents from which it 
was produced, the nourishment that it had, the climate, 
temperature, environment and the associated biologi
cal functions that are being discharged in the system. 
The psychical sphere or the mind also has its own 
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history and is a universe in itself. What appears on 
the surface at any given time as a state of awareness 
is only a temporary phenomenon. But its conserva
tion, repression, reappearance, its contribution to
wards the inner history of the mind and towards the 
determination of future psychical occurrences are 
associated with a peculiar definite history of its own. 
As the body-system develops in relation to mind and 
in relation to its external environment, but is always 
internally determined by its constitution and history ; 
so though the mind develops in relation to the body 
and the external environment, it is always internally 
determined by its own history and constitution. The 
physical, biological or physiological and the psychical 
are essentially of the same stuff of neutral reals. But 
each sphere is internally determined by its own laws 
of emergence, evolution, order and correlation in con
sonance with the interrelation of the other two spheres. 
The contribution of the material to the biological is 
possible only because the two have the same essence. 
Such contribution simply means the participation of 
one in the history of the other. The biological, how
ever, means only the stage where the material has 
come but partially within the history of the psychical. 
What we call biological force or life-functioning is 
nothing but the intermediate sphere where the psychi
cal is partially adapting tl!.: material elements within 
its history. Such an adaptation is possible only 
because of the fact that there is an inherent tendency 
or teleology in the reals themselves to pass into the 
history of their others and thus to help the due func
tioning of the history of each of the different spheres. 
It is for this reason that the development of the psychi-
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cal is in direct relation to the physiological organs, 
functions and structures in all animals. 

The manner in which the neutral reals may com
bine among themselves has a limitation grounded in 
the very nature of the reals themselves as also of the 
particular combinations. As the reals themselves 
have their own inherent natures or qualities, so each 
of their combinations has special characters or quali
ties and the manner in which these combinations may 
enter into the history of other combinations is limited 
by the structural quality, character or nature of such 
combinations. In the spheres of theoretical science 
we try to discover the nature of such limitations 
through induction and such deduction as is associated 
with it, and try to formulate what are called the laws 
of nature. The uncertainty associated with all induc
tive propositions and laws relating to cause and effect 
and even to the uniformity of nature is grounded in 
the fact of our ignorance of the ultimate limitations 
of the noumenal reals and of their combinations in 
relation to one another. From the point of view of 
pure theoretic science or metaphysics it would be 
possible to overcome the limitations of any combinh
tion of reals and to transform one combination into 
another, provided we had the exact knowledge of the 
nature of the limitations of each combination and had 
the apparatus by which we could relate any combi
nation with those other combinations in the presence 
of which each combination would change its history. 
A practical chemist not only studies the properties of 
elements and compounds but also tries to determine 
in the presence of which compound other particular 
compounds change their internal history. We know 
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that a catalytic agent, either in the outside world or 
in the animal body in the form of enzymes, produces 
chemical change in other compounds without itself 
undergoing any change. A practical physicist not 
only studies the ultimate electronic structure of 
elements but also tries to discover the possibility of 
effecting such structural changes in the constitution 
of an atom of an element by the forces of heat, electri
city or pressure that the atom may change its history 
as one element into that of another. Thus in the 
material world we find that in the presence of force 
as electrical, thermal, chemical or doubtfully chemical 
(e.g., in the case of a catalytic agent) chemical com
pounds or elements change their individual or mutual 
history. By history I mean properties or behaviours 
of an entity in the presence of other entities in deter
mining or effecting change in itself or in those entities 
which form its environment, or which are copresent 
with it. History thus is self-determination and other
determination in the copresence of other entities. 

The nature of this determination must be different 
in the physical, chemical, biological, physiological 
and the mental world. But history means the mani
festation by a real of new qualities as actualization of 
the potential in copresence with others, participation 
in the history of others as their constituents or change 
of its own history in copresence with others. No case 
of causation is a case of external determination, but 
the elements that seem to determine a causal change 
or effect a causal operation are but the conditions 
under which a composite unity determines or changes 
its own history. The so-called other-determination 
mentioned above is also to be regarded as self-deter-
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mination from the point of view of the composite 
unity that undergoes the change. The nature and 
ground of this self-determination are to be sought in 
the inherent tendency of the neutral reals forming 
the structure of any composite unity to change its 
history in copresence with other composite unities, in 
consonance with the mode in which alone the entire 
evolutionary process from the inorganic to the organic 
and from the organic to the highest development of 
man and his spiritual powers, has proceeded. The 
limitations in the behaviour of any composite unity 
are in consonance with this universal tendency with 
regard to the entire whole which has to emerge or 
evolve as an actualization of its potential career. 
Every individual history, be it of an atom, or mole
cule or compound, of the physical, electrical or 
thermal behaviour of inorganic substances, of living 
units, of mind, or of societies or nations, is only a 
part (abstracted mentally) of the universal history 
which is in a process of unfolding. Every individual 
history is at once its own self-determination as well as 
its determination by the universal history ; it is an 
epitome of the universal history. The concep1 of 
causation is not one of production of change by an 
extraneoqs entity, nor one of assemblage of conditions 
or transformation of energy or of parallel changes in 
the causal conditions and the effect, but the self-evolu
tion of an entity in copresence with its conditions from 
the proximate to the remotest. Such a self-evolution 
may mean either the unfolding of the nature of an 
entity, its contribution to the unfolding of the nature 
of other entities or its participation in the history of the 
unfolding of other entities. The tendency that guides 
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the modes of sell-evolution of any entity is on the 
one hand the actualization of its potentiality and on 
the other, its subordination to the history of develop
ment of other composite entities in the interest of the 
total cosmic development, of which every individual 
development is a part and towards which it has a 
tendency. 

It may be remembered that, in accordance with 
the fundamental metaphysical position of this system, 
space and time have no separate existence ; they are 
not the general conditions of all occurrences, but are 
only the modifications or combinations of the ultimate 
neutral reals and are thus continuous with objects. 
Space is not like a box in which all things exist, but it is 
continuous with all objects. All matter has evolved 
out of space, and time has its first physical manifesta
tion as a mode of space. The first physical category 
in the evolution of the neutral reals is space. Time is 
nothing but the constitutional or structural movement 
in space and in all space-products. Thus it may be 
regarded as a determining or structural mode of 
matter or space. In some older schools of Sarhkhya
Yoga theory time is regarded as an original dynamic 
existing prior to space and determining the evolution 
or emergence of space, and also of the neutral reals 
in their active capacity, from an original hypothetical 
state of equilibrium in which their functions were 
inoperative. It is thus seen that time is not a separate 
entity, but is an original function inherent in the 
neutral reals, space, the psychical spheres, and all 
products of space as matter. When it is said that time 
is the first physical manifestation of space, what is 
meant is that since time in the phenomenal world 
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means the structural movement of the ultimate reals, 
it exists even in the psychical sphere, as is realized in 
the apperception of time in the mind. Time exists as a 
structure of the mind or the psychical sphere as a pre
condition of its apperception which is a result of a 
process that may be either mental or physico-mental. 
Space is the first category that emerges in the physical 
plane as a result of the combination of the neutral 
reals. But since time is the dynamic in the structural 
changes of the reals and since space is the first result 
of structural changes in the reals, time may be regard
ed as manifesting first in the physical plane in space. 
But as the ground of the emergence of all other 
physical categories from space has the structural 
movements of the reals, time exists in all the products 
of space in the material and the biological world. 
There is a difference between our apperception of time 
as measurable moments of the phenomenal time and 
the noumenal time represented in the very nature of 
the structural changes of the gurJas. The phenomenal 
time or time as apprehended in consciousness has a 
measurable form. We may look forth for the finest, 
the smallest measure of such time and the limit of 
such smallness may be fixed in an imaginary fashion 
as the movement of an atom in the space of its own 
dimension. But even then such a unit of time or any 
time conceived by the addition of such units would 
not represent the real time either as the mode of space 
or as the structural changes of the neutral reals. Time 
as apprehended by us is thus false not only in its 
measure as a unit but also in its functional aspect ; 
it is conceived as a flowing stream and as associated 
with the changes of matter and our experience of it. 
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It will be realized that such a conception of time is 
false as it does not show either the structural or the 
modal function of time. The apprehended time, 
therefore, is false both in its aspect as measurable 
and in its function as the locus of all experiential and 
material changes. It is, therefore, held that the appre
hended time is a mental construction (buddhi
nirmii1Ja). 

Returning to the problem of causation and 
regarding the relation among the assemblage of con
ditions that effect a causal change, we find that these 
factors of the causal operation, apparently existing 
in different points of space and separated by the time
element involved in the process, are not in reality 
discontinuoas from one another. The so-called 
primary cause and the conditions are to be regarded 
as forming one organized whole theoretically asso
ciated together with the entire organization of the 
universe. Individual organizations, when looked at 
from the standpoint of their separable or separate 
existence, are but the results of our mental construc
tion (vikalpa) generally from the point of view of 
ottr•practical needs and interests. When the potter 
makes a jug out of a lump of clay, we may say that 
the clay evolves itself into the jug by its self-evolving 
process through the contributions of its conditions, 
the energy of the potter, the wheel and the like. But 
the proper scientific view of causation would be to 
regard the clay, the potter, the wheel, the associated 
space and the associated time as one organized whole 
evolving forward in its self-evolving process. In 
this self-evolving process each element of the 
organized whole undergoes a change peculiar to its 
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own natnre, but none of these elements can be con
ceived as having existence by itself independent 
of other elements. None of the elements are in 
reality separable. They can all be taken together in 
relation to the organized whole as discharging a func
tion with reference to the whole and also with refer
ence to each and every constituent of the whole. The 
ordinary definition of cause as invariable uncondi
tional antecedent is no true definition and has only a 
methodological value. It only serves to separate a 
certain entity in which we are directly interesterl from 
others in which our interest is more remote. In the 
Yoga view of the situation the difference between 
cause and conditions also ceases to have any real 
significance and has only a methodological value. 
The conditionals, the spatio-temporal elements of the 
mentally separated causal whole, are conterminous 
with the organization of the effect-whole constituting 
its own spatia-temporal and material elements. The 
differentiation of the effect-whole from the causal 
whole is also the result of a mental construction. The 
effect-whole exists in the causal whole as involved in 
its self-evolving process as its moments of s~lf
expression. 

The ordinary objection against the Yoga view of 
causation-that since the effect exists in the cause, the 
apparatus of the causal operation and its movement 
are inexplicable-arises from a misapprehension of the 
whole situation. It is not the so-called material cause 
that evolves by itself. independently of every thing 
else, but it is the self-evolution of the entire organizd 
whole of the so-called material cause and all its condi
tions including the spatial and the temporal elements. 
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When it is said that oil exists in the sesamum, it 
does not mean that such an existence is ground for 
its self-evolution. Oil exists in the sesamum as 
much as the plant of sesamum exists in it. As a 
matter of fact the whole universe may exist in the 
s·esamum, for it has for its constituents the natural 
elements which are the constituents of the universe. 
The Yoga theory of causation is not interested 
merely in the barren assertion of the existence of 
effects in the material cause. The true effectuating 
existence of the effect in the cause is with reference 
to the organized whole, and it is this alone that can 
be called the true material cause. In the Yoga 
theory of causation there cannot be any place for 
an extraneous entity as an outside agent. Such an 
internal organization is possible from the fundamental 
notion of the neutral reals which co-operate together 
for mutual self-evolution and the evolution of the 
organized whole. But when the different elements 
constituting an organized whole move forward for 
their own individual self-expression in consonance 
with the self-expression of the organized whole, which 
in' itself is a unity and has its own specific self
expression, the contribution in the joint e_ffectuation of 
any of the constituent elements may be regarded as 
extraneous from the point of view of the contribution 
of the elements which we emphasize from our practi
cal interests. Thus when a seed is put under the 
moist ground, the moisture, the temperature, the pres
sure, the space, the mineral and other elements 
present in the soil, the contribution of the microbes 
as the fertilizers may be regarded as extraneous 
causes (nimitta kara,a) and the seed as the material 
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cause. In the seed also, if we consider the function 
of the cellular walls which allow the passage of the 
proper nutrients through osmotic pressure, the cellular 
walls may be regarded as extraneous to the opera
tion of the seed as a material cause. So, if we con
tinue our analysis of the different physiological opera
tions of the different structural elements inside the 
seed, we shall see that the so-called material cause, 
as apart from the extraneous causes, is reduced to a 
mere fiction as the tendency of the organization 
as a whole towards its specific self-expression. When 
a number of joint operatives work as an associated 
whole, which from our point of view seem to be 
more intimately associated in their operations, or 
which may somehow be regarded from our point of 
view as belonging to a different order in their modes 
of operation, we may ignore the internal, structural 
and functional activities of that integrated whole, 
regard it as one unit and as separate from the environ
mental influences and call it the material cause. 

Thus the different structural elements have their 
independent existence and discharge independent 
functions through which new products come in ~nd 
new bio-chemical and physiological operations set in. 
Such operations take place through the joint co-opera
tion of the structural elements, their functions and 
products and signify the self-expression of the 
organized whole-as the seed of its growth. The 
joint operatives inside the seed may be regarded 
from the point of view of our separative intellect as 
being more intimately associated with one another 
than the environmental influences which may be 
more easily separated from them. It is from this 
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point of view that the seed is regarded as a separate 
entity and the material cause. But in reality the seed 
in its production, existence, its effectuation as shoot 
and plant, its processes of growth and changes and 
variations of growth as well as in its destruction 
depends entirely on the environmental influences and 
their contributions. The potential and actual life of 
the seed is thus as much a function of the integral 
organization of the seed as that of the environment. 
It is for this reason that the fauna and the flora of a 
country are determined by its climatic and other 
conditions. Even the position of the earth in the 
limitless space determines the conditions of the pro
duction and growth of animals· and plants. Thus the 
true cause is the organised whole, and it is from a 
purely methodological point of view that the separa
tive intellect may introduce different concepts of 
causation, which may seem to be conflicting with one 
another when the true point of view is not held before 
the mind. Thus in the ·Vyasa-bh~ya (II. 28) we hear 
of nine kinds of causes, viz., cause as production or 
transformation by which the indefinite makes itself 
definite, cause as integral maintenance of the whole 
through inner teleology, cause as manifestation to 
consciousness of what is already existent, cause as 
determined in change of directions in a pr9tess, cause 
as determined in mental movement of syllogistic 
nature by deduction or induction, cause as attainment 
of a true state of consciousness negating the false 
ones, cause as negating the false state, cause as extra
neous agent determining the transformation and 
cause as a sustaining agent. It will be seen that at 
least four or five of the above concepts apply in the 
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mental field and the rest are of universal application. 
But it can be shown that these concepts of causality 
are drawn from the application of the fundamental 
principle of causality as applied in different spheres 
or as looked at from different points of view. As 
such, they are not in any sense exhaustive and have 
only a methodological valqe. 

We have seen so far that causation means self
determination of an organized whqle ; each organized 
whole holds within it further organized systems and 
in tracing the subtle history of these related organiza
tions and sub-organizations we may bring ourselves 
up to the limit of the assumption of structural deter
minations in space of almost an incomprehensible 
nature. The reference of these determinations to the 
ultimate neutral reals comes to the domain of meta
physical hypothesis. Each organization works in 
general harmony with all other possible organizations 
and in specific harmony with. certain other organiza
tions with which it may be more directly or proxi
mately related. What i_s generally called force is an 
illusory abstraction and as such the enquiry into the 
association of force with a substance in which it, is 
supposed to inhere is also an illusory attempt. The 
manifestation of the so-called force is but the 
behaviour of any organization or sub-organization or 
element with reference to its own self-expression or 
the self-expression of any other organized whole or 
wholes with which it is related. Electricity is regard
ed as a force, but in reality it is nothing but a 
behaviour. Thus Russell says: "Electricity is not a 
thing like St. Paul's Cathedral; it is a way in which 
things behave." The so-called force is a self-rela-
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tioning process involved in all specific self-expressions 
which again cannot be distinguished from the very 
nature of any organization. 

That there are no instances of simple entities in 
the universe may require a few words of explanation. 
If we start with a lump of matter, we find that it is 
divisible into molecules existing together in different 
degrees of cohesion and dispersion which determine 
the existence of solids, liquids and gases. These 
further determine along with other conditions the 
state of its existence as a solution, mixture, emulsion 
or colloid. The molecular structure of an object not 
only determines its ordinary physical conditions but 
is associated also with various physical properties of 
colour, texture, taste and the like and also with certain 
kinds of physiological characters. The molecule it
self has in it a molecular structure of atoms of the 
same element or of diverse elements. Even when 
the atoms are of the same element, the molecular 
structure effects a great change in physical characters 
and possibly also in chemical characters. Diamond 
and charcoal may be cited as an instance. In the 
c~e of an inter-molecular structure of atoms of 
diverse elements, even when we have the same 
number of atoms of the diverse elements, the mere 
difference in their structure makes an enormous 
difference in the physical and chemical characteristics 
of the two molecules. Both organic and inorganic 
chemistry abound in instances of the formation of 
new compounds by such inter-molecular rearrange
ment. If we descend to the atoms, we find that they 
have a definite system of structure of protono
electronic arrangement. The exact nature of this 
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arrangement is not definitely known, though it has 
been supposed with a fair amount of assurance that 
it consists of ellipses or circles, the complexity 
of which increases as we ascend from one group 
of elements to another in accordance with the 
Periodic Classification of Mendeleeff and Lothar 
Meyer. We know that the simple addition of one or 
two electrons in the outer ring of the atom of an 
element may result in the production of such intensely 
different chemical substances as carbon and oxygen. 
We know also that at least in some instances it has 
been possible to degenerate one element into another 
merely by the repulsion of one or two elctrons from 
the outer ring of electrons. Electron itself is identi
fied with an electric charge, though it has a definite 
volume and a definite weight. Light is regarded as 
electronic and, as predicted by Einstein, it has been 
found to suffer from the influence of gravitation. 
Since electrons have weight it may be supposed that 
they also have a shucture and an internal organiza
tion, and we are on the threshold of new discoveries 
and theories in which they are regarded as crossing 
points of millions and millions of sub-ether wa\Pes. 
The nature of these sub-ether waves is not definitely 
known and it is possible that they represent some 
indefinitely known structure of space. That space 
has a structure is one of the fundamental assumptions 
of Einsteinian Theory of Relativity. From where 
comes the structure of space may be left to the guess
work of metaphysical speculation. Coming to the 
domain of life we find that even the microscopic and 
the ultra-microscopic bacteria reveal in them the 
presence of chromatin granules which may be 
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regarded as homologous in nature the the nucleus of 
higher organisms. It has been found that the bacil
lary bodies contain within them deeply staining struc
tures. These structures show a preponderance of 
slender ro~ which are cylindrical with rounded ends. 
The devclppm~nt of a bacterial life shows separation, 
rea,rrangement and growth of these internal structures 
in a· manner homologous with the growth on the cell
bodies of higher animals. The fact that the cellular 
bQdies of higher animals contain an internal specializ
ed structure and different kinds of internal apparatus, 
is too well known to need any elaboration here. 
Apart from the function of the chromatins and the 
chromosomes, I may refer here only to the Golgi 
apparatus. The Golgi apparatus is a centre of 
synthetic processes. It is engaged primarily in the 
production of secretory granules which are excretory 
in nature. These products are of a temporary 
character such as mucous, serous, lipoid granules, 
yolk, acrosomes, Nissl's granules, etc. The apparatus 
undergoes hypertrophy during the process and is not 
transformed into the various products. We need not 
el'lter into further details, but it will be evident from 
what has been said above that even in the crudest 
beginning of life we have definite proof of complex 
structures associated with complex functions. It can 
also be proved that the process going on inside the 
cell-life consists not only of localized actions at parti
cular points but of a totalized action of the entire 
structural area, which is much niore than merely 
additive. It is thus evident that both in the inorganic 
and in the organic sphere of plant and animal life 
we have to deal with structural organizations and sub-
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organizations which are constantly in an evolving 
process both in their specific interests and in the 
interest of other organizations. Their actions are 
both of a localized nature and also of the nature of a 
totalized whole transcending the limits of localized 
action. The localized actions are actions of sub
organizations. The action as a whole is the action 
of the sub-organizations towards the self-expression 
of the successive organizations of which thr successivt' 
sub-organizations are constituents. 

Causal operation cannot always be interpreted as 
involving definite functioning of each of the consti
tuent elements, which may be interpreted as the 
exertion of force or as offering positive contributions 
in the parallel plane with the contributions of the other 
constituent elements. Thus in the case of a catalyst 
we find that a catalytic agent may in most cases excite 
chemical action in other compounds simply by its 
very presence in a measure quite incommensurable 
with the relative proportions of those compounds and 
without undergoing observable change in itself. 
Thus sucrose will act on at least two hundr~d 
thousand times its weight while rennin of the gastric 
juice will clot at least four hundred thousand times its 
weight of casein, the coagulable protein of milk. The 
very presence of the catalytic agent is the cause of the 
chemical change in the sucrose of the milk, though 
we are not aware of any definite contribution on the 
part of the catalytic agent in the same plane with the 
contributing actions of the constituents of sucrose and 
milk. No contribution of any definite force can he 
conceived as the catalytic agent itself remains un
changed, though only by it<; presence four hundred 
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thousand times its weight of casein undergoes a 
change. Again a causal operation would not neces
saiily always be a prior event to the effect as may be 
expected from Hume's definition of cause as an in
variable antecedent. When a planet approaches its 
perihelion its motion is accelerated. The cause of the 
acceleration is its specific position in the gravitational 
field which can be regarded only as a coexistent 
event, but not a prior one. Again from what has 
been said above it will be apparent that no cause can 
be unconditional. This view will be further apparent 
when we consider that the cause may also be defined 
as an assemblage of conditions, the remote conditions 
of which may sometimes be pressed backwards in an 
infinite regression. Thus we see that all the so-called 
defining characteristics of the causal concept havr 
only a methodological interest. Causal operation is 
a process of self-emergence and self-expression or 
other-emergence and other-expression of organilwd 
wholes. 

If we consider the nature of organizations in thr 
nqn-living and the living world, we find that though 
their general nature is the same, yet there are remark
able differences in the specific modes of their opera
tion. The behaviour of inorganic organizations is 
dominated by the law of inertia. The laws of forcr 
and their quantitative and qualitative directions arr 
tixed. There is self-maintenance and self-expression, 
but there is no growth. There is aggregation anrl 
accretion, but no production. One atom of copper, 
one atom of sulphur and four atoms of oxygen pro
duce the integral combinations of a copper-sulphate 
molecule. Two atoms of hydrogen, one atom of sul-
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phur and four atoms of oxygen produce a molecule 
of sulphuric acid. There are processes inside the mole
cules of copper-sulphate and of sulphuric acid by 
which they hold themselves in status quo and which 
regulate their behaviour with reference to their 
environment and other substances contained within it. 
But no processes inside a molecule try to generate 
further molecules from it. A slight exception is per
ceived in the formation of crystals. We find that the 
electrical energies associated with the poles of a crystal 
help the formation of synchronously shaped crys
tals from a mother-solution. Here though a crystal 
supports the formation of other crystals, these 
crystals arc not produced from a disintegration of 
one crystal through the operation of the materials 
absorbed within it. The contribution of a crystal 
towards the formation of its sister-crystals is through 
lhe adhesive and formative forces exerted in the p«:ri
pheral regions of the crystal. As such, it is entirely 
different from the process of cell-division which 
secures the history of production and growth in the 
living world. The chief characteristics in which the 
living differs from the non-living may briefly, he 
summarized as follows : 

I. Persistence of a complex specific metabolism 
(comprising metabolism of protein, individuality of 
metabolism and persistence in spite of change) and the 
corresponding specific organization. 

II. Capacity of growth, reproduction and deve
lopment. 

III. Effective behaviour, registration of expe
rience and variability. 
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It was sometimes held, particularly in connec
tion with the theory of vitalism, that the environment 
of an organism, physical or chemical, must be regard
ed as existing outside of it, that it may be explained 
independently according to the well-known physical 
and chemical principles and that even within the 
organism the same physical and chemical concep
tions may be applied except in so far as there is 
interference by a peculiar influence within the 
organism by which the self-maintenance of the 
organism as a specific whole could be explained. 
We now know that the conception of life embraces 
the environment of an organism as well as what is 
within its body. The conception of life implies that 
the relations of the parts and the environment of an 
organism arc such that a normal and specific struc
ture is actively maintained. Thus the famous bio
logist Dr. Haldane says: "The environment is 
expressed in th() structure of each part of the organism 
and conversely. When, moreover, we examine what 
appears to us as organic structure and the structure 
of organic environment closely, we find that it is the 
f'XlJression of continuous activity so co-ordinated that 
the structure is maintained. We cannot separate 
organic from environmental structure, any more than 
we can separate the action of the environment from 
the reaction of the organism. Moreover, the spatial 
relations of the parts do not imply their separate exist
ence from one another, since we cannot define them 
as existing separately when their very existence 
expresses co-ordination with one another. The co
ordination extends over surrounding environment, 
and the spatial relations of parts and environment 
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express unity, not separation. They also cannot be 
described as existing within space ; for the co-OJ·dina
tion embodied in them is not limited to a certain posi
tion in space, hut extends indefinitely beyond any 
spatial position which we might attempt to assign to 
it."' 

Even the Darwinian theory of hereditary trans
mission implies the fact that life is a unity and it con
stantly maintains and reproduces itself. Such a self
maintenance is consonant with variation involving 
adaptation of an organism as regards structure and 
activities to new circumstances. Structure expressl':; 
the maintenance of function and function expresses 
the maintenance of structure, and a physico-chemical 
environment cannot be separated from the living 
organisms, as if the former was the content and the 
latter the container. The environment and the liv
ing whole together form one whole, one organization. 
Morphology cannot be separated from physiology and 
no physico-chemical theories can explain the self
maintaining and reproductive nature of life. Th<' 
science of life is an exact science, the concept<; of which 
arc original and arc not in any way applications .of 
or deductions from physico-chemical concepts. The 
time when it was thought that physico-chemical con
cepts could explain the concept of life is fast passing 
away, and we have indications of a new era when 
explanations of physical concepts will be attempted on 
the analogy of biology. Thus a hard-boiled scientist 
like Whitehead says that science is taking on a new 
aspect which is neither purely physical nor purely 

I. The Philosophical Basis Of Biology, pp. 14-15. 
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biological. It is becoming the study of organisms. 
Biology is the study of larger organisms whereas 
physics is the study of the smaller organisms.' 
According to him an event may be taken as the ulti
mate unit of natural occurrence and it contains within 
it two aspects, an aspect of self-maintenance and an 
aspect in which it holds itself in unison with the self
maintenance of other events. An event corresponds 
to two patterns, namely, the pattern of aspects of other 
events which it grasps into its own unity and the pat
tern of its own aspect which other events severally 
grasp into their unities. There is thus an intrinsic and 
an extrinsic reality of an event, namely, the event 
in its own prehension and the event as in the prehen
sion of other events. The ordinary scientific ideas of 
transmis..'lion and continuity arc details concerning 
the empirically observed characters of these patterns 
throughout space and time. Considered from these 
points of view, the biological and the physico-chemi
cal events are in one sense alike and on that account 
we get a peculiar insight into the nature of physico
chemical events when we look at them from the point 
oi view of biology. The idea of self-expression in the 
interest of other expressions is most prominent in 
biological studies. The idea of the universe as an 
interrelated organization in the interests of one 
another receives an important justification from a 
biological outlook. We have seen so far that biologi
cal organizations belong to an order different from 
physico-chemical organizations. Yet they are conter
minous with the physico-chemical organizations which 

:z. Science In The Modern World, Chap. VI. 
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form their environment. Plants seize the radiant 
energy of the sun and utilize it in building the com
pounds they use. Animals digest them to build their 
own. The complex activities of the animals havr 
three powerful groups of governors, the ferments, tht• 
endocrine secretions and the vitamins, all chemical 
compounds and all acting chemically. All the pro
cesses of life are governed by the same quantitativ<' 
laws that have been proved to hold for non-living 
matter. Life can neither create energy or matter nor 
cause their disappearance. The two great laws of 
physics and chemistry are conservation of matter ami 
conservation of energy, and all living processes con
form rigidly to these laws. An organism carrying on 
an active metabolism accounts for all matter taken 
within itself du;ing a measured period of time, so that 
the difference in weight between the matter ingested 
and that excreted is exactly balanced by a gain (or 
loss) of weight by the organism itself. So the total 
intake of energy from the potential energy of the food 
ingested and the actual energy acquired from food 
hotter than the organism is equal to the total energy 
output consisting of (a) radiation, conduction and C(,n
vection, and (b) actual and potential heat lost with tlw 
excreta and the work done by the organism. Many 
of the chemical compounds and elements are din•rtly 
product~d and stored up by the endocrirw glands. 
Thus the thyroid stores up iodine and fonns deliuitl' 
iodine compounds. The para-thyroid glands secrett· 
compounds which assist in the control of calcium 
metabolism. The pancrea-; secretes compounds 
which help the catabolism of glucose and so on. 
Many other acids and salts are prrpared in the body 
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by a mechanism entirely different from that in which 
they may be prepared outside the body. Many of 
the compounds prepared in the body are such that 
we have no indication as to how they are produced 
inside the body by the chemical processes that are 
known to us. Some of the compounds which may be 
produced outside the body by the application of con
siderable heat and various chemical reagents are pro
duced in the body in a very simple manner under 
Pntirely different conditions. It will thus be seen 
that though ultimately the constituents of our body 
are homogeneous with the radiant energy of the sun 
or the electrical conditions of space indicated thereby, 
our organism is an organization of an entirely 
different nature from all other non-organic organiza
tions. It uses non-organic methods and assimilates 
anti transforms non-organic matter and energy for its 
own interest in its own peculiar way. Whatever is 
taken inside the body is made to enter into the speci
fic processes of the organism and to obey the laws 
of the organism which are different and yet conso
nant with the loss of non-organic nature. When an 
organism fails to do so in any respect we have 
diseases. Thus the larger protein-molecules do not 
under normal condition reach the circulation, but 
when by any chance they do reach the circulation 
they act toxically producing certain reactions which 
may reveal themselves by definite symptoms. The 
cells of the organism then form and excrete com
pounds which can unite with them and de-toxicate 
them and these are called anti-bodies or anti-gens. 

The mechanistic view of life implies that if at any 
instance of time we were to know the precise distri-
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bution of the matter and energy which are present in 
an organism, we should have a complete understand
ing of all its properties. In other words, the 
behaviour of living systems can be completely defined 
in terms of laws that are fundamentally similar to 
those which describe the behaviour of inanimate 
systems. But the theory of the spontaneous evolu
tion of the animate from the inanimate, though it may 
give us a comfortable feeling of continuity of thought, 
is on the whole untenable. It is just as probable for 
a piece of stone to leap spontaneously from 
the surface of the earth as for a living organism 
to evolve spontaneously from inanimate matter. 
The probability of simultaneous co-ordinative move
ment such as we find in living organisms is 
extremely small on the assumption of a purely 
physico-chemical arrangement. The organization 
of the simplest living organism is clearly more 
complex than that of a stone or of a motor car 
and it carries out processes that are infinitely more 
complex than what can be explained as chance coin
cidences. No chemist can seriously think that 
protein can spontaneously originate from carhop
dioxide, water and simple salt, any more than a 
physicist can admit the spontaneous origin of a motor 
car. Biology itself provides not one shred of observa
tional evidence to support the spontaneous origin of 
living matter. There are a few biologists, however, 
who postulate the spontaneous origin of the inter
mediate stages betvveen the living and the non-living 
world. But the physical events that have to be 
assumed in such a theory are such that our present 
concept of physical "laws" can hardly be applied 
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there. It may be said that in past ages events which 
are now very improbable were, in fact, of common 
occurrence. But no man of science can give any 
credence to such a supposition unless he had some 
assurance as to the nature of those events and condi
tions which made the origin of life inevitable or even 
probable. The distribution of energy and of matter 
in past epochs may have been different, but if there 
were conditions prevalent at the time which could 
produce the living organisms through the spontaneous 
co-ordination of matter and material energy, it would 
be extremely strange that every attempt to reproduce 
them ,in the laboratory should fail so completely. If 
the spontaneous origin of the animate from the inani
mate cannot be held as a plausible theory, there is no 
ground for hoping that we shall ever be able to express 
all the properties of an organism in terms of physical 
laws. Under the circumstances it would be more 
logical to accept the existence of matter in two states, 
the animate and the inanimate, as a fundamental 
initial assumption. Some properties are naturally 
common to matter in either state and it is therefore 
l~gitimate to study the so-called physical properties of 
living matter. But just as the fundamental concepts 
of physics must be based on observed facts, so the 
fundamental concepts of biology must also be based 
upon observation in that specific sphere. 

From one point of view a mass of protoplasm 
may be regarded as a very fine colloidal emulsion, the 
fundamental units of which are extremely small. The 
properties of the whole may thus in some sense be 
regarded as being essentially those of each individual. 
There is some evidence to show that even a single 
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differentiated cell represents an aggregate of vety 
small living units. Even a single spermatozoon 
shows the growth and decline of its mechanical and 
respiratory activities in such a manner as if it repre
sented the joint behaviour of a large population of 
much smaller units of activi~. Yet when we try to 
think of the mechanism whereby the cell differentiates 
itself as a whole, we have to postulate some form of 
co-ordinated relationship which is more than additive, 
and which cannot be explained except as an organized 
behaviour of a total indivisible agent. If so long 
physical concepts were fruitlessly applied for the 
explanation of biological facts, the time has come 
when biological concepts are being employed to 
explain physical behaviour. M. Poincare and others 
really define physical phenomena in terms of biologi
cal conceptions when they say that "modern physics 
is presenting us with apparent examples of spon
taneity and foresight." When the dividing cells of a 
molluscan egg rotate in order to reduce their centri
petal pressure, the rotation in the clockwise direction 
would be as effective as the counter-clockwise direc
tion. But in every case it takes one direction rather 
than the other, though no mechanical difference of 
the inside force-arrangement can be observed. The 
cells of a molluscan egg turn one way or another for 
intrinsic reasons quite independent of any external 
influence. This and many other considerations of a 
similar nature show that the cell has an individuality 
of its own which is free from the limitations of the 
statistical laws of physics. Probably this may be 
extended to the minutest living components of the 
dividing cell. We are now in a position to assert that 
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a living organism-or even the minutest parts of it 
-behaves as an individual and determines itself in 
consonance with both its own nature and its imme
diately associated life-entities and probably also with 
its external environment. Every case of its self-deter
mination is also a case· of other-determination. The 
variability of Darwin's law is the function of this self
determination. The concept of self-determination 
does not imply the exclusion of the need of others, but 
it involves within it both its own self-expression and 
the expression of others. Its individuality is not 
negative and abstract, but is positive and concrete 
in the sense that its very consideration for itself is 
also a consideration for others with which it is 
associated. • 

Coming back to the problem of causation, we 
find that though from the ultimate point of view the 
determination of all causal operation is based upon 
the fundamental nature of the neutral reals, yet each 
individual organization, be it material or organic, 
may be regarded as different individual organizations 
each of which involves the relevant 'other' of it within 
itself. This also has its ground in the very nature 
of the different reals which co-operate together for 
self-expression, other-expression and whole-expres
sion. Thus the statement that like co-operates with 
like or like is produced from like is as true as that 
like co-operates with unlike or that like is produced 
from unlike. All dialectical discussions on the sub
ject prove to be barren simply because of the fact 

3. Cf. Presidential Address of the Zoological Section of the 
British Association, 7th September, 1933, and Natu,e, 1933, 
pp. 661-664. 
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that the concrete nature of the process is ignored and 
emphasis is put upon abstract generalities which exist 
nowhere excepting in the brains of the quarrelling 
metaphysicians. 

From the above considerations we come to the 
important conclusion that the sphere of the living is 
in a very relevant sense an independent sphere which 
has its own concept and own laws that may be known 
by observations and experiments, just as .the laws of 
the inorganic world may be known. We know also 
that all the higher forms of life contain within them 
as integrated in their history the dominant potential 
tendencies and functions of the lower forms of life, 
just as even the most complex inorganic compounds 
contain within their history the tendencies and func
tions of electronic matter. The behaviour of any 
higher form of life can be revealed in its historical 
aspect only as involving within it all the lower forms 
as also a tendency towards further history in its 
further higher forms. Each form below the highest 
represents within it a process of events which can be 
interpreted only by a backward and forward oscilla
tion of the mind in search of an integrated meall'ing. 

Just as in the case of life it has been shown that 
it is a definite and independent world by itself having 
its own growth, function, structure and reactions to 
environment determined by itself, so in the case of 
mind also, we have to assume its existence as an inde
pendent world having its own inner history integrated 
within it which regulates its growth, function, struc
ture and reactions to environment determined by its 
own specific laws. There is a difficulty, however, in 
making any definite assertions about the nature of 
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'mind' and its definite conception. In the case of 
living units, their processes consisting of physico
chemical changes are directly observable. The in
ference in their case is with reference to their specific 
inner urge that regulated their co-ordinating move
ments. But in the case of mind we have no sensual 
evidence of any organized whole. The phenomena of 
mind as thoughts, emotions and volitions can be 
observed by introspection or can be inferred from the 
manner in which they induce physiological changes 
or changes in the movement of the organism in 
consonance with changes in the environment. These 
may be studied to some extent, using the methods of 
exact science which involve definite measurements 
made under standard conditions. These experiments 
may be pedormed by oneself or by two persons, the 
observer who makes the introspection and the 
experimenter who handles the instruments and makes 
the record. But even in these there are obvious 
difficulties in carrying out the introspective work. 
There is always a chance of its being unduly affected 
by the temperamental characteristics of the observer 
and•the association of ideas and feelings on the part 
of the observer at the time of the experiment. Then, 
again, what we may observe is almost always the 
phenomenal behaviour of mind, an idea, an emotion, 
an image or the like. There have been philosophers 
and religious teachers who have denied the existence 
of any organized whole as 'mind'. Thus the Buddha 
said that there were the petals, the pollens, the 
corolla, the· stalk and the like but there was no lotus ; 
similarly, there is this or that passing idea, passing 
emotion, images and their momentary aggregate, but 
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there is no organized whole behind them which can 
be called the mind or the ego or the self. Again 
there have been philosophers on the other side who, 
judging from the fact that all our assertions regarding 
extra-mental objects are dependent upon our various 
modes of awareness as sensations, ideas, emotions and 
relations, denied the existence of the extra-mental 
entities and regarded them either as wholly non
existent or as modes of our thought. It has been 
supposed by many of them that all our knowledge 
of the objective world is of a relational nature 
enunciated in an ideational form and regulated by the 
fundamental laws of thought of identity and contra
diction. Sensations, images, ideas and relations are 
mental and as such it is only the mind that exists. 
There are others who think that relations have both 
an external and an internal reality and the mind is 
like a window. The perception of an event is the 
occurrence of a relational event both inside and 
outside the mind. The presence of the occurrence in 
the mind does not in any way involve any change 
in the nature of the occurrence and it leads only to 
the phenomenon we call awareness. There are others 
who are prepared to regard mind as a combined 
totalized concept of the various physiological functions 
which express themselves in the behaviour of the 
organism. 

These divergences of opinion are due to a 
fundamental advantage and disadvantage of the 
mind-situation. On the one hand the mind has this 
great prerogative that all assertions regarding mental 
or extra-mental existence can only be made by the 
peculiar phenomenon of awareness which we call 
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mental. From this point of view there is nothing 
which is outside the mind. Though intimately 
associated with a physiological organism the processes 
of which take place in a definite spatio-temporal 
situation, the mind apparently has no such limitation. 
The modes of its working, the laws of its relationing, 
retaining, reviving, discriminating or assimilating, 
determine the nature of all our scientific knowledge 
and its acquisition. It is true that most mental 
phenomena are associated with physiological, neural 
and biochemic changes in the body, but these changes 
are so very different from the associated mental 
factors that even by the wildest stretch of imagina
tion they cannot be regarded as their modifications. 
If the biological entities cannot be regarded as the 
functions of the physico-chemical process, it is 
infinitely more impossible to regard the mental 
phenomena as the functions of the biological world. 
It is not possible to give any reply to the question 
as to what may be the ultimate nature of the mental 
phenomena, and we know that it is equally impossible 
to say anything about the ultimate biological units 
or the ultimate units of matter. We cannot define 
anything except in terms of behaviour. We know 
that probably each and every conscious mental 
phenomenon has its correlative in the physiological 
condition of the body, particularly in the neural 
substances in the brain. In our bodies there are two 
more or less distinct systems, the relation of one of 
which to the mental phenomena must at any rate 
be distant. Thus the normal movements of heart, 
respiratory muscles, blood vessels and intestines are 
generally regarded as being largely unaccompanied 
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by any kind of conscious emotion. But even in their 
case we know that strong emotions or deep 
concentration produce great changes in the function
ing of these processes. The other system, namely, 
the neuro-cerebral, undergoes great changes along 
with conscious processes. The muscular processes, 
however, undergo changes by the volitional behaviour 
of the mind by which we can move our limbs 
according to our will. 

Studies in biochemistry show that corresponding 
to the various phases of our emotions there are 
probably produced various kinds of secretory 
chemical compounds. We know that when there is 
a strong emotion or mental excitement, it affects the 
adrenal glands through certain nerves and leads to 
the secretion of an increased amount of adrenine from 
the medulla. This output of adrenine has its twofold 
effect, a general "stringing up" of the organism 
through the increasing blood-pressure, and mobiliza
tion of liver-glycogen to produce a heightened level 
of blood sugar. The animal is thus conditioned, but 
as yet we know nothing of the mechanism by which 
adrenine is produced in the gland. It is known• to 
us to be present in the poison gland of the tropical 
toads. Thus we see that the mental processes of 
emotion, attention and the like produce physiological 
and biochemical changes which are in consonance 
with them. We know also that though the neuro
cerebral system is more directly and intimately 
associated with mental phenomena, the muscular 
system of the body and the organism as a whole are 
also influenced by the mental changes. If we try 
to find any criterion of mind even in levels lower 
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than the human .mind, we see that the introspective 
process by which the mental phenomena are revealed 
to the perceiver cannot be of any avail. As regards 
the presence of mind in human beings other than 
ourselves we have also no direct evidence, but we 
have to accept their testimony as supported by 
corroborative behaviour and observable behaviour, 
physical and physiological changes. If we have to 
observe the objective existence of mind in other 
fellow-beings or in animals, it can only be done by the 
joint application of the deductive and the inductive 
methods. The objective test of volition is attainable 
from a comparison of the universal nutritive "and 
sexual impulses. It is only as a result of sensory excita
tions that the animal changes its behaviour, which 
implies voluntary actions. We have to call these 
actions voluntary, because they do not appear in 
mechanical regularity in response to external stimuli, 
but they are variable in accordance with the inner 
conditions of the living being. Judgements in indivi
dual cases may remain doubtful, for most biological 
processes are largely automatic and unconscious, and 
are-selective towards the adoption of means with refer
ence to particular ends. But a close observation of the 
nature of living beings may enable us to decide 
between the two alternatives, that is, whether the 
determination is primarily biological or mental. 

The observation of experts on the subject leads 
almost unanimously to· the view that consciousness is 
a universal possession of living organisms from man 
down to the protozoa! In the lowest stages the 

4· Principles Of Physiological Psychology by Wundt, London, 
1910, p. 29· 
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processes of consciousness are restricted to very 
narrow limits and the will is determined by the 
universal organic impulses in the very simplest 
manner ; yet the manifestations of life even among 
the protozoa are explicable only upon the hypothesis 
that they possess a mind. The amceba, which 
morphologically is only the single cell with a nuclear 
protoplasmic body, will return after a short time to 
the starch particles that it accidentally came upon 
and will take in a new portion of it for the nutrition 
of its body. The infusoria pursue others which they 
kill apd devour. This shows that the choice of means 
for the furtherance of their biological satisfaction is 
determined inwardly by some kind of mental process 
as it cannot be explained as a result of any mechanical 
or chemical influence. We cannot however say 
anything definitely as to whether mind emerges only 
at the stage of protozoic life or whether it can be 
supposed to extend to still lower stages, that is, 
whether mind can be affirmed of every living 
organism. There are some grounds for asserting the 
fact that wherever living protoplasms occur there are 
certain phenomena which are akin to mental, which 
possess a determining activity not explainable by 
physico-chemical influences. It is evident that mental 
characteristics other than voluntary cannot be 
demonstrated in these lower forms of life where there 
are no means of communication. Thus Wundt says 
that from the standpoint of observation we must 
regard it as a highly probable hypothesis that the 
beginnings of the mental life date from as far back 
as the beginnings of life at large. Fechner goes even 
further in expressly attributing consciousness to the 
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earth and the other heavenly bodies, making the 
cosmic consciousness the whole, of which the indi
vidual forms of consciousness in plants and animals 
are parts. Such hypotheses emphasize the intrinsic 
impossibility of the view that mental life suddenly 
appears at some point of time and space as a new 
thing and that we need not seek for its general condi
tions in the universal substrata of the vital processes. 
Such theories imply further metaphysical speculations 
into which we need not enter. 

But from what has been said we may assume that 
the psychosis of mind as such has to be admititd as 
having a sphere of its existence which, on the one 
hand, is associated with the physiological and physi
cal substrata and, on the other hand, is an indepen
dent existence having its own inner laws of deter
mination. The concept of the psychical sphere has 
to be formed on the obvious analogy of the biological 
sphere and the biological sphere is associated with the 
physico-chemical sphere. As the biological sphere is 
on the one hand associated with the physico-chemical 
sphere and yet has its own independent determinant 
prtnciple in accordance with which the former main
tains its relations with the latter, so the psychical 
sphere or the mind is also an independent sphere 
which can manifest itself in its diverse forms and 
ways only in association with a definite physiologic~ 
system and physico-chemical environments. The 
psychical sphere in accordance with our theory has a 
definite substratum and reality, being the result of the 
modification of the neutral reals. As such it has its 
own existence by itself, but it can manifest itself only 
with the help of suitable physiological and physico-
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chemical organizations. The fact that things may 
exist without manifesting themselves is so obvious 
that it is not necesasry for us to enter into any long 
discussion about that. A ray of light and an eye 
may both exist, but the condition of visibility can 
arise only when the former is reflected from a surface 
to the latter. The sound-waves may be there, but it 
is only within a certain range and in the presence of 
the ear that they can manifest themselves. The long 
waves of wireless or the short waves of X-ray mani
fest themselves only under the conditions of suitable 
mechanical apparatus. According to our assumption, 
then,' the psychical sphere and the living sphere have 
been both ~xisting, for aught that we know, even 
when the earth was undergoing nebular changes. 
The material, the living and the psychical may a11 
three be independent organizations of which the last 
may manifest under the conditions of the first two and 
the second may manifest under the conditions of the 
first, or it may also be that the second is a relative 
function due to the varying degrees of co-operation 
of the first and the last. But we need not enter into 
the further metaphysical implications or discussitms 
of such a situation for our present purposes. What 
we are interested to affirm is that mind or the psychic 
sphere does not consist of passing waves of conscious
ness and emotion, but that these constitute together 
an integrated whole which has its own laws of 
behaviour and operation in consonance with the 
operation of its internal laws and constituents and 
with its intimate physiologcal, biochemical and phy
sico-chemical environments. Mental efforts deter
mine metabolic changes, metabolic changes involve 
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expenditure of energy and expenditure of energy is 
dependent upon the intake of energy through the 
assimilation of physical food. Thus mind determines 
not only physiological conditions but also physical 
conditions. On the other hand metabolic changes 
may induce various types of mental states. The 
consumption of alcohol may produce exhilaration and 
the smelling of chloroform may . induce a semi-con
scious or unconscious state. From the superficial 
point of view one system of organization may seem 
to be determining the other and be determined by it ; 
but a keener appraisal of the entire situation shows 
that each system works independently by itself accord
ing to its own constitutional laws only under the co
operative conditions of other systems of organization. 

According to the Samkhya we have the concept 
of the prakrti which, on the one hand, covers all that 
is physical and, on the other, all that is mental. The 
mental events and the physical ones are both abstrac
tions if they are taken as entirely separate and dis
tinct from each other ; for they are both the manifes
tations of the same ultimate reals behaving towards 
one. another according to their own specific laws: 
The mental and the physical are not two distinct 
worlds, as it is ordinarily supposed, but they are two 
co~operating. wholes within· one whole, . the - prakrti_. 
The ordinary difficulty. as to how two entirely dis
similar wholes can come in contact with each other 
vanishes when we look at the point from the Samkhya
Yoga perspective. From what we have already said 
it will appear that the relation between the mind and 
the body or the physical world is not one of inter
action or parallelism, but one of co-operation. As 
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it is a case of wholes within a whole, the operations 
in each whole follow certain universal laws in such a 
manner that the operations in other wholes follow a 
course of correspondence in co-operation, so that 
from a methodological point of view one may regard 
the operations in one whole as determining and condi
tioning, in a large measure, the operations of the other. 
In every sphere operations are self-determining and 
yet other-determining. That the operations in any 
sphere, by being self-determining, can also be other
determining satisfies for us the concept of co-opera
tion pr teleology or mutual determinism. When 
through the operation of the physical phenomenon of 
light the mental functions so determine the organ of 
the eye as to facilitate its co-operation with them, or 
when throrrgh the operation of light change is pro
duced in the operative functions of the eye so as to 
secure the co-operation of the mental functions, we 
have the perception of an object which is regarded 
as a mental fact. But this mental fact is, on the one 
hand, continuous with the sense organ, the physical 
object and its environment, and, on the other hand, 
with the final illumination by its association wi\h 
puru~a or its incorporation in a final scheme of mean
ing which is the ultimate end of the knowledge pro
cess. There is an apparent duality between the phy
sical and the physiological, the physiological and the 
mental, and the mental and the meaningful conscious. 
But this duality is only an apparent duality, for there 
is a continuity of process from the mental to the phy
sical, signifying the functioning of one whole within 
the other, each following its own law in consonance 
with the law of others. Even the meaningful con-
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scious event is regarded as neither similar (sa,.upa) 
nor dissimilar (vif'ipa) to the other events, for it is a 
final emergent fact which arises out of the condition
ing processes of the other wholes. Even the universal 
and particlar are not mental ; but the objective things 
are themselves of the nature of universal and parti
cular and in accordance with diverse kinds of mental 
processes either the universal or the particular may 
be more or less predominantly manifested as facts of 
consciousness. Thus in perception the notion of the 
particular is more predominant and in inference the 
notion of the universal. So the relation of min~ and 
body is no special problem in the Yoga theory, but 
is deducible from the general metaphysical position of 
the system. 
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THE NEW SCHOOL OF LOGIC OF BENGAL 

Cognitions may be determinate or indeterminate 

Leaving aside the problem of indeterminate 
cognition, if we turn to determinate knowledge, it is 
easy to see that determinate knowledge must refer to 
an object with reference to some of its characters and 
qualiti~s. When I know a book, the knowledge refers 
to it as "bookness". In all cognitions there is a 
specific relation between the cognition and its object, 
for it is only the existence of such specific relation that 
can account for the knowledge of specific objects. 
This relation of specific objectivity is called vi~ayatli. 
This being a two-term relation, it must exist both in 
the subject and in the object. The object and the 
objectivity being the same entity, the relation of 
objectivity exists in the object in a relation of identity 
(svarupa-sambandha). For if another relation was 
required to relate it to the object then there would 
be an infinite regressus of relations. But yet the rela
tion of objectivity is admitted to be differant from the 
object itself, for our cognitive experience refers to the 
object as a term in which the relation subsists. But 
if the relation is in the object in a relation of identity, 
then it becomes difficult to distinguish the relation and 
the object as two different entities. It is therafore that 
the Naiyayikas refer tha relation to the special charac
teristic of the object which becomes directly revealed 
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in cognition. Thus when a book is known, the cogni
tion refers to the "bookness" the special cognitive 
characteristic of the book in the cognition "I know the 
book" and this characteristic of "bookness" subsists 
in the book in a relation of identity (svarupa-samban
dha) and may therefore be regarded as different from 
the book and also as a relation of objectivity. This 
special aspect of the relation of objectivity (vi~ayatii) 
is called vi~ayatavacchedaka. But even in this view 
there may be this objection that here also the "book
ness" and the relation of objectivity (vi.~ayatii) have 
to be regarded as identical, and in that case the 
characteristic of "bookness" cannot be regarded as 
determining (avacchedaka) the nature of the relation 
of objectivity, which is the same as saying that the 
bookness is not the avacchedaka of the relation. This 
difficulty can be solved only by the supposition that 
objectivity (vi~ayatii) is not a relation, but a separate 
category which forms the extra-subjective term of the 
cognitive relation. This category can then be regard
ed as specifically determined by the characteristic of 
the object (e.g., hookness) which exists in the book in 
a ~elation of identity. 

This objectivity as a separate category determin
ing the subject-object relation is produced by the 
conglomeration of the same conditions that produced 
the cognition itself. It remains only as long as the 
cognition remains and it is destroyed also along with 
the cessation of the cognition. This category of 
objectivity is different in accordance with the different 
kinds of pramiitJas, as they all involve different kinds 
of causal conditions for their production. It is also 
different according as the cognition refers to the past, 
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present or the future. One can remember a past event 
or thing and imagine a future event or thing ; the cate
gory of objectivity (vi~ayatii} is such that in the 
.present memory of past, event or thing, it may abide 
in that event or thing, which is no longer existent, 
or it may abide in a future event or thing which has 
not yet come into being. No other entities which arc 
separated in time can have the relation of the con
tainer and the contained excepting that of the object 
and its objectivity (vi~ayatii). In all cases of infer
ence and memory the object may be past but its 
objectivity which is revealed in the present cognition 
is su"'Qsistent in that past object. Some say that there 
are as many categories of objectivity as there are 
objects of knowledge ; others hold that so long as the 
objects are of similar nature their numerical differ
ence would not constitute a ground for admitting dif
ferent categories of objectivity. 

So far for the objectivity and the object. But 
there is also a specific relation between the objectivity 
(vi!fayatii) and the cognition (jniina) viz., that of the 
determiner (niripaka} and the determined (nirupita); 
for it is the nature of an objectivity that determines 
the specific nature and characteristic of the cognition. 
But this relation is a reversible relation and one can 
also say that it is the cognition that is the determiner, 
and the objectivity the determined, and they two arc 
mutually dependant on each other for their subsist
ence and nature, and each leads to the other. One can 
thus define a cognition through its objectivity and 
the objectivity through the corresponding cognition. 
The specific defining characteristic of objectivity is 
technically called avacchedaka as it limits and defines 
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the specific nature of the objectivity, but this specific 
characteristic (avacchedaka) may have a further defin
ing characteristic and in that case the second defining 
characteristic is called avacchedakata-vacchedaka. 

When there is a cognition "the hill is fiery (par
vato vahniman)", the cognition of the hill has an 
objectivity (vi~ayata) associated with it, defined by 
the characteristic of the class-concept "hillness", and 
the cognition of the fire has an objectivity defined by 
the class concept "fireness". There is here no further 
defining characteristic (avacchedaka) of hillness or 
fireness. The defining characteristic may be either 
a quality (dharma) or a relation (sambandha).' In 
the former case the defining characteristic may have 
a further limiting condition of some sort (kiiicit-sam
bandhil-vacchinna) where as the latter being of the 
nature of relations cannot have any further limiting 
condition of any kind (kiiicit-sambandha-navac
chinna), for if relations are admitted to have further 
relations that would involve an infinite regressus. 
Thus in the cognition "this book", the "this" refers 
to an object before the perceiver and both the "this" 
and the "book" are objects of cognition. Though the 
two are identical, yet they jointly qualify the nature 
of the cognition, for if we take the "this" to be the 
object of cognition then the "book" is to be admitted 
to be associated with the "this" in a relation of 
identity. The cognitional objectivity of the book is 
thus defined by a relation of identity with the "this". 
"Identity" being a relation, it cannot have any fur
ther defining characteristic or relation. In the cogni
tion "this book", the cognitional objectivity of the 
book is defined only by the relation of identity with 
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the "this" and this relation of identity, being a rela
tion, cannot have any further defining characteristic, 
and this explains the view stated above that relations 
are no further limited by other defining characteris
tics. Again viewed from a somewhat different point 
of view, one may arrive at the same kind of result. 
Thus the objectivity of the book in the cognition of 
a book is "bookness" and this "bookness" again is 
in the book in a relation of inseparable inherence 
(samavaya). Viewed in this way the "bookness" has 
for its defining characteristic the samavaya relation, 
but this qefining characteristic, being a relation, can
not Iia,ve any further defining characteristic. The 
objectivity of the book may, on the one hand, have 
for its defining characteristic a relation of identity, 
or on the other hand as "bookness", a relation of in
separable inherence (samavaya). The objectivity of 
the book is thus the determinant (nirupaka) of the 
relation of identity further unencumbered with any 
other relation and of "bookness" in a relation of 
samavi.iya. In other words, the "bookness" and "the 
relation of identity" have in them the determinedness 
(nirupitatva) of the objectivity of the book in a cogni
tion of the book. 

Now it is well-known that the word "book" is 
equivalent to the expression "possessor of bookness" 
or "the locus of bookness". So the expression "the 
table which has a book on it" is equivalent to the 
expression "the table which has the possessor of book
ness on it''. But in the latter expression though the 
possessor of bookness may be associated with the table 
in a relation of contact (samyoga), the notion of book
ness which is a constituent in the above cognition can 
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only be determined by a further reference to another 
characteristic of it, such as the quality of bookness or 
bookness-ness, for an object of cognition must have 
a characteristic through which it is known ; and when 
"bookness" as a constituent of the complex cognition 
"the table which has the possessor of bookness on if' 
is an object of cognition, it must be admited to have 
a further defining characteristic, the quality of book
ness or the bookness-ness. The table has a complex 
defining characteristic "contactual association with 
the possessor of bookness". Here the first-grade rela
tion of the possessor of bookness with the table is a 
relation of contact, the second grade relation .is that 
between the bookness and its possessor or locus, the 
book-i.e., the relation of inseparable inherence 
(samaviiya) ; none of these relations requires further 
defining characteristic. But this complex cognition 
cannot start with the cognition of bookness ; the book
ness, it may be remembered, is a defining charac
teristic of its possessor, the book. In the cognition of 
the book, the book was known by its defining charac
teristic, the bookness ; but when the bookness is the 
pJimary object of cognition, it must be admitted to 
have a further defining characteristic-bookness or 
the quality determining the nature of bookness. Here 
the objectivity (vi~ayata) of the book (pratiyogi) 
has for its defining characteristic (avacchedaka) the 
bookness, and this bookness has a further defining 
characteristic (pratiyogitii-vacchedakii.-vacchedaka) 
the bookness, and from this point of view the book may 
be said to be defined by two grades of avacchedakas 
or defining characteristics. 

The quality of defining characteristic (avaccheda-
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kata) is not however the only point of view from which 
the objectivity, (vi~ayata) can be looked at. There 
are at least five other ways from which the notion of 
objectivity can be discerned, such as vise~yata, pra
karatli, vidheyata, uddesyata and dharmita. Take, 
for instance, the cognition of "a man with a stick". 
The objectivity of this cognition has for its constituent'> 
manness, man, stickness, stick and the contactual 
relation of the stick and the man. Though they are 
all within the scope of the objectivity ( vi.~ayata) of 
the cognition, they are not so in the self-same rela
tion. Thus the notion "man" (which is equivalent to 
that tv,hich is possessed of manness) is expressed as 
subject (vise~ya) in the cognition, while the notion 
"stick" (equivalent to what is possessed of stickness) 
is expressed as a predicate (vidheya) or mode (pra
kara) of that subject (vise~ya) ; the notion "manness" 
is expressed as the defming characteristic of sub
jectivity, and stickness is expressed as the defining 
characteristic of the mode or the predicate and the 
contactual relation is expresed merely as a relation. 
Thus the different constituents of objectivity an· 
expressed in different notional variations. In otller 
words, these different objects of cognition have dif
ferent types of objectivity towards the cognition. It 
is useful, however, to note in this connection that thl! 
notion of "mode" and the notion of "predicate" are 
not identical, for there are instances of "modes" which 
cannot be called predicates. Thus, for instance, in the 
cognition "the book there", "the book" is the subject 
(vise~ya) and the notion of thereness which may be 
regarded as a determining mode (prakaratli), cannot 
be regarded as being in any sense predicative ; for 
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the predicative force (vidheyata) is in the book. The 
case would be reversed in the proposition "that place 
is occupied by a book", forJ in that expression the 
term "the place" is both the subject (vise~ya) and the 
subject of affirmation (uddesya) and the "book" 
presents the mode as well as the predicate. So 
though there may be instances where the modality 
(fwakiirata) and the predicative character (vidheyatli) 
may exist in the same identical entity, the two con
cepts are different. The concepts of the character as 
an object of affirmation (uddesyata) and of "subject
ness" are also different, and though in certain cases 
they may be found to exist together they neetl not 
necessary do so. Thus, for instance, in the coguition 
"the book there", it is the book that appears as the sub
ject and it is the "there" that is the "object of affirma
tion" (uddesya), for here the entity of place, which 
holds in it the mode (prakiirata) defined by the charac
ter of spatiality (desatva), as defined by the character 
of relatedness of the corresponding relation of being 
limited by the contactual character, has in it the 
character of being the object of affirmation (uddesya
tiij. Here though the book is the subject (vise~ya) 
yet it is not the object of affirmation (uddesya}. 

Vise~ya has here been translated as "subject"; 
dharnzita may be translated as the possessingness 
of a quality or charactedstic ; and since in any idea 
the subject is also often the possessor of the qualifying 
characteristics it may sometimes be mistakenly held 
that the subject character (vise~yatii} and the dhar
mita character are one and the same. But this is not 
so ; though these two are often found to co-exist to
gether in the same entity, they are not identically the 
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same concept, for they do not always mean the same 
thing. Thus in the idea "the hill is fiery", the hill 
appears both as viSe~ya and as dllarmin, bnt in the 
idea "the fire is in the hill", the fire is the subject 
(vise~ya), but the hill is the dllarmin, for, the phrase 
"in the hill" is a predicate to the "fire", but it is the 
hill which in the objective world contains the fire as 
qualifying itself. Dharmitii is the real possession of 
a character in the objective world, whereas visesvatii 
refers to a subject (in thought) of which something 
is predicated. Again in the idea "this book", the 
term "this" (referring to something before) is the 
object of affirmation and "book" represents the way 
in which it is affirmed (vidheya), but yet the "this" 
is not a dllarmin which possesses the "book" as a 
quality or a character. Thus an object of affirmation 
(uddesya) is not necessarily a possessor of charactrr 
or quality. 

The elements that form the object of an aware
ness may either refer to the separate elements such 
as "the tabular place", "the book", "the bookness", 
"the tableness", "the contactual relation" (satnyo~:a), 

or· these may appear combined in a particular form 
and may become the object of awareness in that com
bined form as in the idea "the table having the book 
on it." In the second case the awareness is qualified 
principally by the subjective character as limited by 
the concept of tabular placeness (desatvii-vaccllinna) 
as determined (nirupita) by the mode (prakarata) with 
the double defining characteristic of the concept of 
bookness (in the samaviiya relation) and the contac
tual relation (samyoga-sambandhii-vacchinna). Here 
the tabular placeness is not directly the object of cog-
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nition but as modified as the subject of the defining 
characteristic of bookness. The place (where the 
book is) is limited firstly by the defining characteristic 
of placeness as modified as the subject of the defining 
characteristic of bookness. The place itself has two 
kinds of objectivity (vi~ayatii) ; one is the primary 
substantial characteristic (mukhya-vise~yata), as 
limited by the concept of placeness and as determined 
(niriipita) directly by the mode (prakarata) as limited 
by the concept of bookness and the contactual rela
tion ; the other objectivity is that which is represented 
by the mode limited by the concept of placeness as 
it is and unqualified by other relations. Accc;>rding 
to Gadadhara Bhattacarya, the latter is to be re
garded as being limited by the former. But accord
ing to Jagadi'Sa Tarkii.lankara, there is no difference 
between these two objectivities-they are one and 
the same. Similarly the book has one objectivity 
purely as limited by "bookness" and secondly, as 
limited by other relations as involved in the com
plex objectivity of the idea as understood from the 
phrase "book on the table". 

• If we inquire into the nature of the objectivity 
contained in the phrase, "the place with a book", we 
notice the following different objectivities: firstly, 
the objectivity residing in "bookness", otherwise called 
the defining characteristic of the mode (prakaratii
vacchedaka), secondly, the relation of inseparable 
inherence (samaviiya) which is regarded as of the 
nature of the associative (siimsargika) defining charac
teristic (avacchedaka) of the objectivity as the defining 
characteristic of the mode (prakarata-vacchedakatva
khya-vi~ayatii) ; thirdly, the uni:versal of the rela-
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tion of inseparable inherence (samavliyatva) which i~ 
to be regarded as the defining characteristic of the 
mode of objectivity. But fourthly, there is a further 
objectivity in that relation of inseparable inherence 
which stands as the objectivity of the substantial 
character underlying the former. Fifthly, there is the 
objectivity as the book. Again, sixthly, there is a 
further objectivity which is of the nature of the sub
stance of the objectivity as the defining characteristic 
of the mode (prakarata-vacchedakatvli-kllya-vi~ayati'i} 
as defined by the samavliya relation underlying the 
universal of bookness and undefined by any other 
relatlqn. There is a further objectivity underlying 
the contactual relation and there is a further objecti
vity in the universal of the contactual relation which 
is the subject characteristic (vise~yatii) of objectivity 
as the defining characteristic of the specific associative 
character (si.ithsargika-vacchedakaUi) ; eventually 
there is a further objectivity which is in a relation of 
identity with it which is of the nature of the defining 
characteristic. 
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(An interpretation on the basis of textual study.) 

Referring to Sankara's interpretation of Brahma
sutra I. 1. 2, Ramanuja says that those who believed 
in Brahman as characterless (nirvise~a) cannot do 
justice to the interpretation of the attributes of 
Brahman as affirmed in the above sutra, for, instead 
of saying that the creation, maintenance and absorp
tion of the world are from Brahman, they ought' rather 
to say that the illusion of creation, maintenance and 
absorption is from Brahman. This raises an impor
tant question as regards the real meaning of Sankara's 
interpretation of the above sutra. Did he really mean 
as he is apparently ascribed by Ranmnuja to be say
ing that, that from which there is the illusion of crea
tion, etc., of the world is Brahman, or did he really 
mean that Brahman and Brahman by itself alone is the 
capse of a real creation, etc., of the world? Saiikara 
as is well-known was a commentator of the Brahma
sutras and the Upani~ads and it can hardly be denied 
that there are many passages in these which would 
directly yield a theistic sense and the sense of a real 
creation of a real world by a real God. ~ankara had 
to explain these passages and he did not always use 
his strictly absolutistic phrases, for as he admitted 
three kinds of existence he could talk in all kinds of . 
phraseology, only one had to be told about the sort 
of phraseology that Sankara had in view at the time 
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and this was not always done. The result has been 
that there are at least some passages which appear 
by themselves to be realistically theistic, others which 
are ambiguous and may be interpreted in both ways 
and others which are professedly absolutistic. But if 
the testimony of the great commentators and 
independent writers of the Sai1kara school be taken, 
'Sailkara's doctrine should be explained in the purely 
monistic sense and in that alone. Brahman is indeed 
the unchangeable, infinite and absolute ground of the 
emergence, maintenance and dissolution of all the 
world-appearances and is the ultimate truth underly
ing it. But there are two elements in the appearance 
of the world phenomena, the ultimate ground, the 
Brahman, the only being and truth in them, and the 
element of change and diversity, the Maya by the 
evolution or the transformation of which the appear
ance of the many is possible. But in passages like 
those found in Sarikara's bha~ya on the Brahma-sutra, 
I. 1.2, it might appear as if the world-phenomena are 
no mere appearance but are real, inasmuch as they 
are not merely grounded in the real but are also the 
emanations from the real-the Brahman. But strir.tly 
speaking Brahman is not alone the ufJadana or the 
material cause of the world but Brahman-with-avidyii 
is the material cause of the world and such a world 
is grounded in Brahman and is absorbed in Him:\and 
Vacaspati in his Bhamati on ~ankara's bhii$Y~ on 
the same sf4tra (B.S. I. 1.2) makes th~ same remark.' 
PrakaSa.tman in his Paiica-padikti-vivaraJ!a says that 

I. avidyli-sahita-brahmo-Padina'r' jag at brahmaf1y evii:' sti 
tatraiva ca liyate. Bhlimati, 1.1.2. 
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the creative functions here spoken of do not essentially 
appertain•to Brahman and an enquiry into the nature 
of Brahman does not mean that Brahman is to be 
known as being associated with these qualities.' 
Bhiiskara had asserted that Brahman had trans
formed himself into the world-order and that 
this was a real transformation-pari~Zima-a trans
formation of his energies into the manifold universe. 
But Prakasatman in rtjccting the view of pari~ama 
says that even though the world-appearance be of the 
stuff of maya, since this maya is associated with 
Brahman, the world-appearance as such is never 
found to be contradicted or negated or found to be not 
existing-it is only found that it is not ultimately 
real.' 

(Jfaya is supported in Brahman and the world
appearance being transformation of maya is real only 
as such transformation, and it is grounded also in 
Brahman, for its ultimate reality is only so far as this 
ground or Brahman is concerned ; and so far as the 
world-appearances are concerned they are only 
relatively real as maya tJ.:ansformations. The concep
tiop of joint causality of Brahman and maya may b£' 
made in three ways: that maya and Brahman are like 
two threads twisted together into one thread, or that 
Brahman with maya as its power or sakti is the cause 

2. 1101 hi lliinavidha-karya-kriyi-vesil-tmakatval/1 tat-prasava-
.<aktyii-tmakatval!l va jijiiasya'!' visuddha-brahmii-lltargataf?~ 

bhavitum arhati. Paiica-Pfidikii-vivarat}a. p. 205. 
3· sr~tes ca svopadhau abhiiva-vyiiv~tatviit sarve ca svoPii

dhika-dhfl1111mil~ svasrayo-piidhau abiidhyatayii satyii bhava11ti 
·''!~!ir api St1/U'UPe1111 1111 biidhyate killtU paramar#ha-satytllll. 1bid, 
p. 206. 
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Of the world, or that Brahman being the support of 
maya is indirectly the cause of the world.' In thr 
latter two views maya being dependent on Brahman, 
the work of maya-the world-is also dependent on 
Brahman and these two views by an interpretation 
like this pure Brahman (suddha-brahma) is the cause 
of the world. Sarvajiiatma Muni, who also thinks that 
pure Brahman is the material cause, conceives thr 
function of maya not as being joint material cause 
with Brahman, but as the instrument or the means 
through which the causality of pure Brahman appears 
as the manifold and the diversity of the universe, but 
even 1u this view the stuff of the diversity is the maya, 
only such manifestation of maya would have been 
impo~sible if the grouml cause, the Brahman, is 
absent.' 

In discussing the nature of the causality of 
Brahman Prakasatman says that the monistic doctrine 
of the Vedanta is upheld by the fact that apart from 
the cause there is nothing in the effect which is 
speakable or describable.' So in all these various 
ways in which Hailkara's philosophy has been 
interpreted it has been universally held by almost All 
the fo!lwers of Sailkara that though Brahman was 
at bottom the ground cause, yet the stuff of the world 

4· traividhyamalr<l sambhavnti rajjvillf sa'!tYilkla-sittra 
dvayavat miiyii.-v!!i§{at!l brrthma ktira(tam iti vtl clevti-tma-saktiiH 
svag11nair nigu4hiim iti iruter maya-saktimat-luiratJaf!l iti vti jagad
uP•idiina-miiyil-srayatayii brahma karaiJam iii vii. Ibid., p. 2rg. 

5· Sa>?tkfcPa-iariraka I, JJZ, .134· and tllf' rommentan· 
Anvayiirtha-prakiisikil by RiimaCrtha. 

6. upadima-vyatirekef}a kilryasya anirupa~iit advitiyatii. 
Paiica-Piidikii-vivaraf}a, p. 22I. 
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was not of real Brahma material but of maya, and 
though all the diversity of the world has relative 
existence it has no reality in the true sense of the 
term in which Brahman is real.') 

L~ailkara himself says that the omniscience of 
Brahman consists in its eternal power of universal 
illumination or manifestation.' Though there is no 
action or agency involved in this universal conscious
ness, it is spoken of as being a knowing agent, just as 
the Sun is spoken of as burning and illuminating 
though the Sun itself is nothing but an identity of 
heat and light: Before the creation of the world 
what becomes the object of this universal COilRclous
ness is the indefinable name and form which cannot 

7· Prakasatman refen; to several ways in whirh the relation 
of Brahman and miiyii had been conceived, such as-Brahman and 
maya as his power, and the individual souls were all associat~d 
with a:vidyd,-brahman as r<'fiected in mayri and avidyii was thl' 
cause of the world (miiyii-t•idyri-pratibimbita'!' brahma jagat 
kiira!la'!l)-purt> brahman is immortal and individual souls ar<' 
associated with avidyii-individual souls have their own relations 
of the world and these through similarity appear to be one 
peQilanent world. Brahman undergoes an apparent transforma
tion through its own avidyti-but in non!' of these views the world 
is regarded to be a rt>al emanation from Brahman. Paiica-Plidikii
t•ivara!la. p. 232. 

Regarding the question as to how tht> Brahman could lx· 
the cause of the bcginninglcss Vedas, PrakaSatman explains it 
by supposing that Brahman is the underlying reality by which 
all tht• Vffias impoS!'d on it were manifested. · ibid. pp. 230, 2JI. 

8. yarya hi .~arva-vi~a:yii-vabhii.~ana-k¥ama'!' jiiiina~tr nityam 
a.~ti. 

9· pra:tatau~!la-Prakiise' fJi .~avitari dahati prakasayati' ti 
svata#lrya:-vyapadesa-darSa:niit. . .evam asaty api jiiii#a-karmaf!i 
brahma~~ tadaik~ata iti karl(tva-vyapadesa-darsalkit. 
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be ascertained as this or that. •• The omniscience of 
Brahman is therefore this universal manifestation by 
which all the creations of maya become the knowable 
contents of thought, but this manifestation is nof an 
act of knowledge, but a petmanent steady light of 
consciousness, by which the unreal appearances of 
mayii flash into being and are made known.) That 
Brahman is the creator of the world is true in the 
same sense as it may be called the material cause of 
the world. Brahman being the support of miiya 
which has transformed into the world-appearance is 
called the material cause, and it being the support of 
miiy~ in all its various transformations as will and 
activitY is at the same time regarded as the creator; 
lSo it is in the same sense of underlying reality that 
Brahman is called both the producer and the material 
cause of the world (abhinna-nimitto-padltnakatf' 
brahma).") The Buddhists had asserted that all that 
we see and know were mere phenomenal appearances 
and that there were nowhere anything which could 
be called truly real, absolute and unchangeable, 
ultimate and ever-existent. Sankara tried to rebut 
this view by affirming that the entity denoted by tlJ.e 
term Brahman in the Upani~ads was the ultimate 
reality which was the underlying ground of all our 

IO. kilfl punas tat karmma yat fwiig-utpatter i~vara-fniinasya 
vi~ayo bhavati' ti tattvii-nyatvilbhyam anirvacaniye nama-mpe
avyii.krte vyiicikirfite iti bruma~. Sankara-bh'ii.§ya, 1-1-5. 

II. ekam eva caitanyam avidyo-pahitatvena upiJdiinam 
avidya-parif1ilme-cchiJ-k~tya-dy-ri1rayatvena kartr ca iti siddham 
idalfl nirvi.Sefa1p brahma nimittam upridtina.,, ca. General drift 
ot the argument in AdvaitHiddhi. brahma11o' bhinna-nimitto· 
padanatve pramilf1o-papatti~. 
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experience and of all phenomena as such. Sankara 
emphasised the importance of the realisation of this 
Brahman as the pure contentless consciousness, the 
ultimate reality or being, which was also identical 
with pure and contentless happiness. The concept 
of change or appearance was irreconcilable with the 
notion of being or reality and though the latter was 
the basis of the former, yet no independent meaning 
could be attributed to the former. So he in a manner 
agreed with the Buddhists that the world of 
appearances was false, mere magic show or maya. · 
He himself however did not do much to elaborate 
philosophically the full significance of this cdncept 
of maya. He tried to explain it by means of coinmon
place analogies of perceptual error or illusion, e.g., 
the illusion of snake in rope, or of silver in conch-shell. 
Either on account of the defect of the eye or dim 
light, or mental inattention or preoccupation with 
other ideas, one may falsely perceive a snake where 
there is only a rope, and at a later moment when he is 
told that it was only a rope, he attends to it more 
carefully, and correctly perceives it to be a rope. This 
p"sitive perception has with it, however, a negative 
implication as well-this is a rope and not a snake. 
This leads to a third stage of reconsideration of the 
matter which convinces us that the snake did not at 
any time exist in the rope, it does not exist in it now 
and it will not be in it in future. What is meant by 
saying that the snake does not exist in the rope is 
that the snake is not of the same stuff as the rope and 
is by no means a real transformation of the rope, but 
is only an appearance which was only hanging on 
the entity of the rope when we were ignorant of its 
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true nature as rope. This contradiction or negation 
(baaha) of snake in past, present and future is called 
its falsehood or illusoriness. It is held that the 
appearance of the world phenomena is also hanging, 
as it were, on the Real-the Brahman, but when the 
true nature of Brahman is realised, this world
appearance will also be found negated in the same 
way as the illusory perception of snake was. 

Q!. may naturally be asked, what is then the nature 
of tliese phenomena. Are they mere impositions of our 
corrupt imagination,-mere ideas of the mind having 
no objective existence outside of us as perceivers as 
the su~ectively idealistic school of Buddhists asserts? 
Aailkara emphatically denies any such suggestion. 
Things which we perceive, whatever they may really 
be ··in themselves, are not my ideas, nor are they 
produced by my perception, nor will they cease when 
I cease to perceive them, nor are they mis-perceptions 
except in the sense that they have no permanent 
substratum in the sense in which we speak of the 
principle of pure consciousness to be real ; but still 
they are somehow there. Saiikara definitely opposed 
the vijiiiinavlldins who held that there was no extemo.l 
world or objects before us, but only the ideas appear
ing or disapearing in a series. The external world was 
present as perceived, though it may not have a reality 
as such. We do not perceive ideas but objects. The 
Buddhists held that things which are invariably found 
together are identical and that since 'blue' and the 
idea of 'blue' were always and invariably found 
simultaneously they were identical_. (saho-palam
bha-niyamiid abheao nilatadclhiyo]J,). Saiikara re
butted this epistemological view and held that 'blue' 
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and the knowledge or the idea of 'blue' were entirely 
two different things and they could not be identical. 
I perceive the 'blue,' have an idea of the 'blue,' but 
neither my idea nor my perception is blue. 
Corresponding to each external perceptiq,n _ th_El~e -~_an 
external object that we perceive, the pillar, ~all, jug, 
cloth." These objects are perceived by sense-contact 
and one cannot say that they are not perceived or 
that they do not exist." These external objects are 
certainly different from my ideas of them or percep
tions, for no one thinks that his perception of a wall 
is a wall or that his perception of a pillar is a pillar 
(yata(t upalabdhi-vyatireko' pi balad arthasya, abhyu
pagantavya upalabdher eva ,· na hi kascid upalab
dhim eva stambha~ kurJ,yatrJ .ca iti upalabhate). If 
the things did not exist externally, why should they 
appear that they were existing outside, whereas my 
ideas were felt to be my own. So the "awareness" 
and its object are different from each other (.tasmad 
artha-jiianayor bheda~t). Dr. Moore had asserted in 
his well-known article in "Mind"-Refutation of 
Idealism-"that the main defect of idealism is that it 
oonnot distinguish between "awareness" and its 
object, "blue" and the knowledge of "blue," and this 
is his refutation of idealism that the object and its 
awareness are different-we are aware of blue but 
blue and awareness are not identical. Here in 
~aiikara we have a form of idealism where this 

12. uf>alabhyate hi pratif>ratyayam biihyo'rtha~ stambha~. 
ku~ya~ ghata~. f>a!a~ iti. 

13. indriya-sanlliku~e~~a svayam upalabhamllna eva billyam 
artha'fl nii' ham uf>alabhe IIIICa so'sf;Q briva• katham uPJtley•
vacana~ syat. 
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distinction is realised and where it is definitely main
tained that knowledge and its object are different 
and which agrees with Moore in holding the view that 
we are aware of "blue" and our awareness is not blue. 
We cannot indeed say that things "really" are as they 
are seen, but we may say that things are as they 
are seen. This is a distinction with which we are 
familiar in our own times. Thus Holt in defending 
his position against the idealists says that "as things 
are perceived so they are," and the Idealists have 
rashly misunderstood him to mean that "things arc 
perceived as they really are", i.e., "not all perceived 
thins-; are real things." 

But a question might then naturally arise, what 
then is the nature of the falsehood of the world
appearance? If it is urged by any interpreter that 
the world-appearance is simply felt to be given but 
when this is corrected it will be found that it was 
aQ5olute nought (tuccha), it did not exist, it does not 
exist, and it will not exist and so are all illusions, I 
must at once point out that such an interpretation 
is entirely false and against the universal tradition of 
Vedantic interpretation and also against the evirlent 
intention of liarikara's view) When an error is 
corrected then the third stage of reflection docs not 
show that the illusory object did not exist at all, but 
it only certifies that the illusory object was never 
partly or wholly any part of the entity which was 
perceived as the illusory object. The "snake" 
perceived never was, nor is, nor will be, any part of thr 
"this" of the rope which was mistaken as the snake
pratipanno-padhau traikiilika-ni$edha-pratiyogitva'!f 
mithyldvam. This definition of falsehood means that 
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falsehood of an appearance consists in the fact that 
its existence may be denied, in all the three possible 
temporal relations, in the locus or the entity (upadhi 
or adhikara'!a) where it is perceived (pratipanna). 
This latter qualification (pratipanno-padhau) is pur
posely given to rule out the suggestion that the false
hood of the world-appearance may be regarded to 
be of the nature of the absolutely non-existent like 
the round square or the hare's hom (sasa-vi$a~ii
dya-sad-vyavrtty-artha'?" pratipannatvaf!Z upadhi
vise$a1Jam).'' This has been said in a slightly different 
way when falsehood is again defined as that which 
appears to exist in an entity where it does' not 
exist (svasraya-ni$#hii-tyanta-bhava-pratiyogitva1?f- or 
sva-tyanta-bhavii-dhikara1,Je eva pratiyamunatvaffZ 
i.e., the illusory object is that which appears in an 
entity (adhikara1.Ja) where it (sva) does not exist 
(atyantii-bhava). When it is said that the illusory 
object is both existent and non-existent, it may again 
well be argued that according to the principle of ex
cluded mi.ddle what is existent cannot be non-existent 
and what is non-existent cannot be existent (sattvii
satltuayol} paraspara-viraha-vyapyataya) ; but the 
answer to such a question is that the word 'non
existent' has been used here in a special sense ; it 
means here a denial of that 'existence' which remains 
uncontradicted in all time ; an illusory object is then 
that which appears as existent, but is yet not such an 
existent which remains uncontradicted in past, 

14. Praeitpa"""~· miehyiUverlii'bhimll#a-(svi.I}'P,akarl.lka-
dhi-viie~a~ ya upadhir adhikaraJ111'!' #!J""~Iho yas. eraikalikll
"i~edho' tyar~til-bhava-P,aeiyogievam ity uthl.ll}-GIIu4a-brahma
"""di and Vil/hlllesopadhyiyi. 
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present and future. So the principle of excluded 
middle has no application to the co-existence of such 
existence and non-existence. Brahman is known to 
us on the strength of the testimony of the Upani~ads 
to be the unchangeable pure existence, but the world· 
appearance cannot be admitted to be such existence, 
but yet it appears to be objectively existent, it is 
therefore a denial of unchangeable pure being and is 
at the same time to be admitted to be objectively 
existent ; the world-appearance is therefore a 
different category from both existence and its denial, 
the non-existence ; if an animal is a horse it cannot 
be ~Qw, if it is a cow it cannot be a horse, but if it is 
an elephant it need not be either a cow or a horse. 
So between absolute existence and absolute negation 
one has to admit separate category which is not 
absolute existence like Brahman because it is not 
permanent and uncontradicted in all times, and is not 
also the absolutely non-existent like the hare's horn 
(the absolute nought-tuccha) for it appears as 
objectively existent and excepting the fact that it is 
not uncontradicted at all times it is existent for all 
othe;_purposes.'' 

(!he main point about the world-appearance is 
that it depends entirely on Brahman or pure 
consciousness or absolute being for its existence and 
it is this that constitutes the difference br.tween reality 
and unreality. That alone is real which docs not 
depend on anything else for its self-manifestation, 
whereas unreal is that which cannot manifest itself 

15. sattvil-tyanta-bhiivavatve •ali asattvii-tyantii-bhiva-
,liPa'!' visi~tam. 
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without the help of the real ; it is therefore that 
though being is different from appearance all 
appearance is manifested only as associated with 
being or as revealed by the underlying being. One 
of the most essential characteristics of the Vedanta 
philosophy is that it distinguishes between being and 
all manifestations which appear to have being, 
consciousness and all states which appear to be 
conscious and these manifestations or states cannot 
be supposed to have any independent existence but 
yet they are not non-existent ; only when considered 
as separate from being they are unspeakable, 
indefinable and substanceless. It is this deper~Pence 
on pure consciousness or pure being that constitutes 
the perceivability (drsyatva), the materiality (ja~atva) 
and the li~itedness (paricchinnatva) of the world
appearance) 

(Disregarding the subtle technical difference 
between avidya, aj1iiina and miiyii, avidyii or maya 
is defined as that which is a positive entity from 
beginnin~ess time but which ceases with the rise of 
the true. knowledge." This positivity means merely 
tho.denial of negativity or nought." But though this 
positivity does not mean pure or absolute existence, 
yet it may be the material cause of the transforma
tions through which it passes, for it continues through 
all its transformations." So maya is regarded as the 

16. aniidi-bhiiva-riipatve sati ajiiuna-llivartya. 
17. bhiJvatva'fl ciltra abhava-vilak~a,atva-miitratr~ vivakfi· 

tam. 
18. ajiitinasya bhramasya ca bhiJva-vilak~a11atve 'py uf>ii· 

diino-padeya-bhavo-papatte~, 1111 hi bhiivatvam uPiidinatvc 
lantram. kintu anvayi-kara11atvam ·uPiidanatve tantram. 
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upadana or the substance-stuff of the world
appearances and Brahman is only the support of this 
substance, for it is such that it has always to hang on 
Brahman in order that it may remain or that it may 
produce all its illusory transformations as the world
appearance (visva-bhramo-padana-mayli-dhi#ha1ta1p 
brahma). 

Appearances and illusory objects have therefore 
objectivity, but not reality, and one of the special 
features of the Hanka1ite Vedanta is to distin~ish the 
two concepts, and the acceptance of a third category 
of that .which is neither being nor non-being. On the 
right uRderstanding of the nature of avidya as 
accepted by the Hankarites, there is an illuminating 
passage in Nyaya-makaranda of Xnandahodha
bhattarakacaryya which I translate, "It cannot be 
said that~vidya" is mere false knowledge (mithya
jiianaltt) or absence of knowledge (vidya-bhava) and 
that in neither of these senses can avidya be regarded 
as material cause (samavayi-kiira1Ja) for in neither of 
these senses can it be regarded as a substance 
(adravyatvat), for avidya is accepted as beginningless 
and indefinable. Its nature is to be determined by 
the nature of the effect that it produces and it is not 
something fictitious (apramatJikata). The occasional 
happening of an effect necessarily requires the 
operation of a cause ; without a material stuff no 
effect can be produced merely by the instrumental 
cause, for all effects (except destruction-dhvatttsa) 
are produced by material cause ; an untrue effect 
cannot be due to a true material cause, and that 
which does not exist and which is devoid of all 
capacity cannot be called material cause, so since 
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neither being nor nothingness can be the substance
stuff of the illusory objects, we are forced to admit a 
cause which is neither being nor nothing." So it is 
for admitting such a wholly different kind of cause 
that a beginningless cause of the type of avit/,ya has 
to be admitted." "That which is the indefinable 
substance-stuff of the illusory object-silver-is what 
is termed avidya.'l' 

That this view was almost universally accepted 
by the Saiikara school of thinkers is apparent from 
the account of the origin of the illusory silver 
as found in Samk$epa-siiiiraka. In that work 
Sarvajiiatma Muni thinks that the substance-stuff 
(upadiina) of the illusory silver is the ignorance 
(ajiiana) of the determinate qualities of the "this" 
perceived before, i.e., the "this" underlying the conch
shell, for so long as this specific ignorance of the 
qualities of the conch-shell remains, there is the 
illusory perception of silver in the "this" of the 
conch-shell, and as soon as this ignorance is removed 
the "this" of conch-shell appears in its true state as 
conch-shell. This view has also been emphasised in 
'Pramii~Ja-miila and Nyaya-dipavali, and Va.caspati 
also supports this view in his Brahma-tattva-samik$a. 

It is only Nr.;i.xpha Bhatta who denies the two 
processes (vrttJ) in illusory perception and takes a 
somewhat subjective view of it and thinks that 
illusory perceptions are due to defects in the sense 
organs due to associations and other causes which 

19. tatha cii'nuPapildyatnanayii'!' sad-asad-upTJdinatiiyiim 
tad-vilak~aiJam eva kiraflll'!' pariSefata~ kiiryam anumapayet
Nyiiya-makaranda p. 123. 
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become operative when their functions . are not 
opposed by the specific nature of the object baffling 
all suggestions of similarity and the like which when 
aroused generally corrupt the proper functions of the 
sense organs. But even in his view it is the avidyli 
inherent in the object that is affected by its associa
tion with the defective sense organ and undergoes a 
modification towards being turned into an effect and 
at the succeeding moment transforms itself into the 
form of the illusory object (e.g., silver).'" 

But it may well be asked what is meant by this 
transfm;mation of ignorance ? Ignorance is only 
absence, .or negation, of knowledge and there is no 
meaning in saying that negation can undergo any 
positive or objective transformatio)l. But the answer 
of the Sailkarites on this point is that ignorance or 
avidyli as used in this connection is not negation, 
but is a positive entity which can be directly experi
enced by perception and established by inference. 
When one says "I do not know what you mean" 
(tvaduktat!" na janlimi}, it is not the negation of 
something that is meant, but a perceptual experience 
of ignorance as a positive entity. For, if it was simpl~· 
a negation that is denoted, such a negation must be 
a specific negation negating a definite object, but in 
the above cases it is only indefinite negation that is 
meant and negation cannot be indefinite ; what is 
said an indefinite negation is the positive experience 
of ignorance. The awaking memory of deep sleep 

20. idam utha-vacchinna-caitanye rajata-parit}dmi'!i avidyii 
d~te - ndriya - samparka - ,upad adhyiisa-nimitta-karf.l'!a-bhutiit 
k~obhilf!' karyii-bhimukhyafll P,iiP'Ioli, uttua-k~af}e ca rajata
riflef}a pari'Jamate. 
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that I slept so long and did not know anything 
( etiivanta'?t kiilatrt na kiiicid avedi$Zimiti pariimar
sa-siddha'?t sau$uptatrt pratyak~am api bhiiva-rupa
jiiana-vi$ayam eva) also refers to a similar kind of 
perception of positive ignorance. For, in such cases 
though there is an experience of ignorance as referring 
to the particular import that is meant, there is no 
specific negation that is implied."' 

The only difficulty, however, is with regard to the 
conception of the dissolution of avidya with right 
knowledge, and commentators use all their ingenuity 
to explain the nature and characteristic of such a 
dissolution. Anandabodha Bhattarakacary~ after 
discussing all sorts of views, says that such a dissolu
tion cannot be regarded as 'real,' for then the doctrine 
of monism fails (for, then both this dissolution of 
avidya and Brahma would be real and that would be 
duality), it cannot be regarded as unreal in the sense 
of absolute nought or non-existent, for then how could 
it be removed by right knowledge (na'pyasati jiiana
siidhyatva-yogiit), cannot be both existent and non
existent in the same sense, for that would be self-con
tradictory (na'pi sad-asad-rupa-virodhat) ; it cannot 
also be considered to be indefinable in its nature 
(anirvacya) for it may well be contended that there 
is no reason why it should not then exist even after 

21. visefa-jiiiinti-bhtivasya tvadukta-rtha-jiitinti-bhiivasya vti'
niibhyupagame tad-vi~aya-jminasattvena tad-vyavahiira-pattesca ; 
na caiva'!' drsyate ; svata~-pramatJya-pak~e tu tat-prakiirakatve 
tad-vi.~e~yakatve tu grhyamiitJe tadvattva-grahatJasya iivasyakatyii
tada'!fse tat-prakiiraka-tad-vise§yakatvasya tadrsa-pratiyogi-jiiane 
sambhavtit spa~!a eva vytighiita~ bhava-rnpa-jiitina-pakfe tu 
sarvasyii'pj siikfi-vedyatayti na vyiighiita~. Advaita-siddhi, p. 556. 
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emancipation (muktJ) or why it could after all be 
removable by true knowledge (tad-upadrma-iniint1-
nuvrtty-upapatte~ jnana-nivarttyatva-pattesca}. It is 
therefore to be regarded as being of an al
together different type, different from all these 
four possible kinds of conception, a fifth and 
a different kind altogether. This is known as the 
pancama-prakara-vidyii-nivrtti. Surc§vara in his 
Brahmasiddhi says that the dissolution of avidyii is 
nothing but the pure self (iitmaiva iti). Others think 
that avidyiinivrtti or dissolution of avidya is also 
indefinable (anirvacyii)." 

22. See Siddhiinta-lesa. 
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We use the two words culture and civilization but 
we are not always conscious of their exact connotation 
and distinction. In ordinary usage the distinctive 
trait of the concept of culture is hardly brought clearly 
before the mind. Sometimes the word culture is also 
used in the sense of civilization ; thus, the German 
word Kultur-Stosse is used in the sense of "grade of 
civilization." But still there is an obvious difference 
between the two terms. 

By civilization we understand all that we have 
externally achieved by way of self-protection and self
satisfaction as men, as members of a society and of a 
nation. Thus, from our semi-animal condition we 
learnt the use of weapons. The invention of different 
kinds of weapons, the methods of cultivation, cooking 
and weaving and the discovery of various metals and 
beasts of burden and the invention of the various 
means of locomotion mark the advent of a superior 
type of civilization. Such a state of civilization 
naturally implied the development of certain tribal 
institutions, including diverse kinds of vocational 
instruction. As the conditions of civilization gradu
ally improved and city-life developed, we had various 
types of political, legal and educational institutions, 
together with the development of various kinds of arts 
and industries. Emulation of civilised communities 
for supremacy in politics or in trade led to the 
development of the art of warfare and of diplomacy 
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and statecraft. We thus have a continuous history of 
the development of civilization in various countries 
among various nations. 

From the commencement of the Renaissance we 
notice an extraordinary desire for the knowledge of 
the secrets of nature among certain notable persons in 
Europe which led to the discovery of many new 
scientific truths. The parallel development of techno
logy led to a quickening of scientific investigation and 
discovery. These discoveries could often be utilized 
in the service of man for the alleviation of human 
misery_; The enterprising activity of the Europeans 
led to tbe discovery of America and India and to the 
exploration of many new countries. This led to the 
opening of new markets. The scientific truths that 
were discovered led to the manufacture of many com
modities which were used either for daily needs or for 
luxury. The capitalist and the politician were in 
alliance and came to the aid of the technologists and 
the scientists for the devising of new methods of trans
port and communication and the satisfaction of ever
increasing needs. Thus the discoveries of science, 
pursued and achieved through purely scientific eiJL 
quiries, began to be transformed into various com
modities which benefited the scientists, by the produc
tion of various scientific instruments, and also benefit
ed societies and nations by the exchange of products, 
easy communication and easy transport. But side by 
side with the production of commodities of comfort, 
transport or communication, there are also produced 
deadly weapons, poison gases and the like for the des
truction of neighbours and the exploitation of the 
weak and the helpless. 
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Civilization in the main has been the product of 
our efforts for self-protection and self-satisfaction. 
Within a particular society and nation it has resulted 
in the exercise of control in the interests of mutual pro
tection and mutual satisfaction. Legal, political and 
educational institutions train up the people of a com
munity to desist from the transgression of mutual 
rights and privileges and punish those who commit 
any actual violence. But the progress of civilization 
has not yet been able to produce any institutions 
which are effective in controlling the relations be
tween two or more different nations. In unfortunate 
countries where there are diverse religious sec.ts which 
are more or less equal in strength, or in countries 
where there are different parties contending for supre
macy in different ways we have a similar difficulty in 
evolving institutions which would work for mutual 
benefits. The evolution of civilization of a scientific 
type, such as we now find in Europe, has contributed 
immensely to the welfare and well-being not only of 
the people of Europe but of the whole world. But 
side by side with such contributions, the civilization 
111f the Europeans has been a menace to themselves 
and to the people of the whole world. The power of 
science, the might of accumulated wealth and thr. 
energy of virile nations are being made subservient to 
motives of fear, greed and ambition. If our civiliza
tion is thus baffling us, may we seek our salvation in 
any other quarter ? 

In the Oxford Dictionary 'culture' has been defin
ed as the intellectual side of civilization and also as the 
refinement produced through training and education. 
If we take the first meaning, culture would imply sub-
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jective intellectuality of which the objective institu
tions and products of civilization are external mani
festations. But the mere intellectuality is a power 
without the necessary supervision and direction. 
Such a power may have produced the civiliza
tion, but by itself it is incapable of giving us any help 
towards emancipating us from the bonds of civiliza
tion or of attaining our salvation from its evils. The 
intellectuals of the nation may, unless they are con
trolled by moral considerations, produce organiza
tions and instruments for the destruction of others 
which may ultimately be disastrous to themselves. 
ObvihPsly then we cannot seek our salvation from the 
merely intellectual apparatus which is responsible on 
the subjective side for the production of civilization. 
The other definition of the Oxford Dictionary of cul
ture as refinement produced from training and educa
tion is extremely vague. It is difficult to ascertain the 
limits of the connotation of the concept of refinement. 
On the one hand, it has a shade of meaning tending 
towards aesthetic apperception; on the other hand, it 
may signify moral and humanitarian considerations 
for the well-being of others. illtimately the two 
senses arc closely associated with each other. We arc 
reminded in this connection of Shaftsbury and 
Hutchison's conception of morality. Hutchison adopt
ed avowedly from Shaftsbury the widened use of the 
word 'sense' to denote certain mental feelings other 
than those incident to know changes in the bodily 
organs; and it is through his school that the term 
aestheticos, though still kept true to its proper mean
ing in the strict nomenclature of Kant, has been made 
to yield the modern conception of Aesthetics. 
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According to Hutchison the single quality of a 
body, e.g., its shape or colour, produces in us a simple 
sensation. He regarded the sense of right to be in 
its nature as simple as the sense of beauty. It is this 
common element that induced him to apply to purely 
ideal states a word previously limited to affections 
through perception. Thus, according to him, the 
appeal of good actions was as simple and as unanalys
able as the appeal of beauty of a flower. The conti
guity of the notions of the good and of the 
beautiful is also well-known in Indian thought. It is 
said that the apprehension of beauty and the awaken
ing of moral tendencies are grounded in the e~cita
tion of the sattva-gutJa. Thus the notion of refinement 
involved in the concept of culture may be supposed 
to involve within itself the notion of moral elevation 
becoming simple and instinctive like the apprehension 
of beauty. Refinement means fineness of feeling, 
taste or thought. Such a fineness necessarily in
volves a delicate and tender consideration for the feel
ings and interests of others-a consideration which no 
longer appears in intellectual modes but which has 
trl!Ilsformed itself into a simple sense-organ as it 
were. 

The word culture is derived from the Latin word 
cultura, which means cultivation, tending and, in 
Christian authors, worship. Among the primitive 
meanings of the word we have the dominance of the 
sense of cultivation. Thus the word means cultiva
tion or rearing of plants or crops, the rearing or rais
ing of certain animals such as fish, oysters, bees, etc., 
or natural products, such as silk. It also means the 
artificial development of microscopic organisms, such 
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as bacteria, the training of the human body, the culti
vating or development of the mind, faculty, manners, 
etc., the general improvement or refinement of mind, 
taste and manners~ It also means a particular form of 
intellectual development. Passing in review the 
various meanings of the word, one is reminded of the 
fact that the mental improvement signified by culture 
is a composite product under various influences. If 
it involves the inward will or intellect of a person, it 
also involves the influences to which one is subjected 
through education by coming in contact with great 
minds and the general effect of the civilizing influence 
and' atmosphere that may be all around us. A seed 
shoots forth not only by its own inner power but by 
the composite influence of its environment-the air, 
water, light etc. So the mental improvement signified 
by culture which is produced in a man as if it were a 
new organ can only do so under the most beneficent 
influences of internal gifts and external environment. 
Culture as refinement of tastes and manners shows 
itself in the spontaneous observance of good manners 
and etiquette in society which are all ultimately based 
upon a due consideration for the feelings of others and 
may therefore be regarded as being ethical in their 
nature, as has been well established by Wundt in his 
Ethics. 

There is yet another important sense of the word 
culture. It means the entire spiritual asset of an in
dividual or a nation. Thus when we speak of Hindu 
culture, we mean by the term not merely the intellec
tual achievement but the moral and religious ideals, 
the nature of the sense of value and the goal of con
duct, the relative sense of the subordination of in-
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tellect to the moral will or mystical intuition and the 
spiritual value of life as a whole being the sole deter
minant of all our actions. A study of the culture of 
the Hindus would not mean merely the study of the 
intellectual achievement of the Hindus, the study of 
their philosophy, their literature, their sciences and 
mathematics, their arts and crafts; but it would mean 
a study of them all or even a part of them as illustra
tive of the fundamental value-sense of the Hindus. 
To appreciate Hindu painting from the point of view 
of the tone and the blending of colours is not enough ; 
it is necessary to go beyond the painting into the 
mind of the painter which conceived the work' and 
to trace within him the value-sense of the nation that 
operated through him and quickened his artistic 
genius. 

If we look at a human body or at an animal body 
we find there not only the flesh and the bones and the 
skin but we find them distributed over in definite pro
portions. It is this proportion that gives the man and 
the animal his distinctive form and beauty. If we 
look at various plants and trees, we do not find there 
m~ely the trunk, the branches and the leaves but 
find there also the form and rhythm which are unique 
to every plant. The distribution of the branches and 
the trunk, their proportion and harmony, the distri
bution of the leaves in a methodical manner-all 
manifest a restraint and subordination to some funda
mental principle that determines the rhythmic grace 
of plant and animal body. When the plant grows its 
leaves round its trunk or branches, it seems as if it 
were conscious of some determining principle which 
it must follow in its outflow of the green of life. So 
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also many are the ways in which the spiritual life of 
a nation manifests itself. Behind the actual products 
of civilization, there is a spiritual grasping which re
presents not only the intellectual side of civilization but 
the entire spritual life involving the superior sense of 
value as manifested in morals, religion and art and 
the diverse forms of social and other institutions and 
forms and ways of life. The nature of this inward 
principle cannot always be definitely formulated but 
it can be realized in an intuitive manner in the various 
ways in which it may manifest itself. The charm of a 
beautiful poem cannot be located in anv of the words 
or the, sentences that form the structur~ of the poem, 
nor can it be defined and described; but yet it can be 
felt as forming the essence of the poem and as giving 
its very life and form. 

So the cardinal principle or the soul of culture 
that manifests itself in the various spiritual activities 
of the self is grasped and intuitively felt but can
not be defined. It is this, however, that gives the 
distinctive uniqueness of every culture. It may be 
indefinite in the sense that it cannot often be definite
ly described and yet it is so definite in itself that there 
is hardly any chance of its being confused with any
thing else. If you read two poems of two master 
poets or see two paintings of two master painters, 
the distinction and individuality are unmistakable, 
yet they are indescribable. So also the cultures of 
two nations may not be definitely described but may 
easily be distinguished, traced and illustrated in their 
concrete spiritual activities. Even in the same nation 
it is sometimes possible to discover two distinctive cul
tures which are different in character, temper and 
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expression. Thus among the Aryan Indians for over 
a thousand years two distinctive cultures, the Hindu 
and the Buddhist, sometimes operated together in 
union and in other times came into clash or conflict. 
Looked at from this special point of view one may 
say that a particular culture signifying the animat
ing spirit of a particular type of civilization, art, or 
religion may behave almost as an individual having 
its own uniqueness and peculiarity of expression. As · 
one individual may influence another, so it is 
possible that a particular culture may influence 
another. It is also found that particular cultures 
sometimes become saturated with a militaq,t' self
consciousness and destroy other cultures and reinstate 
themselves in their place. The Muslim culture in the 
days of the Khalifat may be cited as an apposite 
example. In modem times a near approach to it may 
be found in the notion of the German kultur, parti
cularly in the life of the Kaiser and also under the 
present despotism of Hitler. With Mussolini in Italy 
we have the beginnings of the youthful days of 
another aggressive culture, namely, Fascism, and in 
Russia we have communism, socialism and Bolshe
vism. 

If we compare the older notion of culture as re
presented in Hindu culture, Buddhist culture, Egyp
tian culture or Greek culture, or the culture of the 
Chinese, we find that it represents a special refine
ment or psychic improvement, the production of a 
mental harvest due to aesthetic, religious or moral 
impulses which saturate the mental grounds and 
make them rich and fertile. In modern times, how
ever, the spirit of nationalism produced largely by 
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the demands of selfishness and self-interest of a 
group of people living under particular geographi
cal areas has to a large extent spoilt the refinement 
of culture and made it subservient to itself. In fact 
national jealousy and national hatred, national ambi
tion and greed are trying to destroy any cultur.:e that 
may oppose them. At the time of the last war even 
Bertrand Russell was imprisoned for giving expres
sion to his pacifistic views. In Italy and Germany 
one can hardly give expression to his independent 
views or appreciation of internationalism or of cosmo
poli!jn culture without running the risk of grave 
legal consequences. I hear that conditions are still 
worse in Russia, where it is difficult for a Russian 
even to come out of his country without paying 
heavy penalties for the same. Almost every Russian 
is a prisoner in his own country and every man is 
forbidden by the State to think in any other terms 
or manner than that prescribed by Stalin and his 
party. Thus intoxicated nationalism may not only 
try to defeat the possibility of international rapproche
ment through international cultural influences, but 
it also may be subversive of the evolution of any true 
culture in any country. 

Nationalism in modern times is in a large mea
sure economic in its concept. The securing of eco
nomic advantage for a special country, the main
tenance and furtherance of its economic interests are 
probably the strongest arguments in favour of 
nationalism. But in critical situations, nations, like 
individuals, may become nervous and defeat their 
purpose through anger and hatred, like a man in 
the street. This is particularly possible because of 
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the fact that in international dealings for peace and 
war, nations are not represented by cool-headed philo
sophers but by administrators who have seldom learnt 
to be generous and self-controlled through refinement 
of culture. I shall give one example-the peace deli
berations of 1919. The peace council was a council 
of fo'ur, Clemenceau, Signor Orlando, President 
Wilson and the Prime Minister Lloyd George. 
Clemenceau felt about France what Pericles felt of 
Athens, unique value in her, nothing else mattering. 
His principles for the peace can be expressed simply. 
He thought that the German understands and can 
understand nothing but intimidation, that he is. with
out generosity or remorse in negotiation, that there is 
no advantage that he will not take of you and no 
extent to which he will not demean himself for profit, 
that he is without pride, honour or mercy. Therefore 
you must never negotiate with a German or conciliate 
him; you must dictate to him. On no other terms 
will he respect you or can you prevent him from 
cheating you. Keynes remarking on the subject 
says: . 

"Clemenceau's philosophy had therefore no place for senti
mentality in international relations. Nations are real things of 
whom you love one and feel for the rest indifference or hatred. 
The glory of the nation you love is the desirable end,-but gene
rally to be obtained at your neighbour's expense. The politics of 
power arc inevitable and there is nothing very new to learn about 
this war .md the end that it was fought for ; England had des-· 
troyed, as in each preceding century, a trade rival ; a mighty 
chapter had been closed in secular struggle between the glories 
of Germany and France. Prudence required some measure of lip
service to the 'ideals' of foolish Americans and hypocritical English
men ; but it would be stupid to believe that there is much room 
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in the world as it really is for such affairs as the League o' Nations 
or any sense in the principle of self-determination except as an 
ingenious formula for re-arranging the balance of power in one's 
own interests." 

The councillors of the old world believed that, 
being based on human nature which is always the 
same, the old order cannot change. If France and 
England had been victorious now, they might not be 
so in future. If now there is an opportunity of crush
ing Germany, the situation must be fully exploited. 
A peace of magnanimity or of fair and equal treat
ment based on such an idealism as the fourteen points 
of Pl~sidcnt Wilson could only have the effect of 
shortening the interval of Germany's recovery and 
hastening the day when she will once again hurl 
against France her greater numbers and her superior 
resources and technical skill. Hence the necessity of 
"guarantees," and each guarantee was taken by in
creasing irritation, and thus the probability of a sub
sequent revenge by Germany made necessary yet 
further provisions to crush. Thus a Carthagenian 
peace was concluded. The idealistic President 
Wilson was almost a puppet in the hands of Mr. Llyvd 
George, who watched the company with "six or seven 
senses not available to ordinary men, judging charac
ter, motive and sub-conscious impulse, perceiving 
what each was thinking and even what each was 
going to say next and compounding with telepathic 
instinct the argument or appeal best suited to the 
vanity, weakness or self-interest of his immediate audi
tor." The peace thus concluded out of a spirit of 
revenge and future fears will be the cause of many 
devastating wars in future. 1870 was replied to in 
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1919 but 1919 must be prepared for its catastrophic 
reply in future. It is this peace that was responsible 
for the manner in which Germany and Italy are 
making all their higher cultures entirely subservient 
to the demands of nationalism. Any one who has 
travelled through the continent in recent times must 
have noticed how even in the best and most advanced 
University circles the demands of nationalism in its 
narrow and aggressive sense are gradually clouding 
the illumination of cultures. 

We thus see that, as there are different races, 
countries and nations, there are individual cultures 
which are often opposed to one another. In iiD.cient 
times these cultures were closely associated with reli
gion, morality and arts. But in modern times this 
culture is being impregnated by materialism as it 
appears in the current economic tendencies, and the 
spirit of nationalism in a higher sense as the welding 
together of the spirits of a group of people may be a 
spiritual fact, but it is always liable to grosser in
vasions of materialism from our lower natures. As 
such, nationalism may often be prejudicial to the in
terests of higher culture, which being inter
nationalistic in spirit may be in conflict with national
ism in a narrow sense of the term. The invasion of 
nationalism into culture has been so large and so fre
quent that it is often difficult to distinguish the former 
from the latter, as in the case of German nationalism 
and German kultur. In the case of the religious cui
hue of the past we see that a line of thought impreg
nated with humanitarian or God-intoxicated emotion 
as initiated by a religious prophet like the Buddha, 
Jesus or Muhammad, was gradually elaborated by 
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the disciples inspired by them whose life and nfanners 
reflected the religious cultures of their minds. Such 
was the fire that enlivened their hearts that whoever 
came in contact with them caught the flame and im
mediately became the participants of that culture. 
These religious cultures not only inspired those who 
were particularly of a religious temperament but by 
their very presence induced a mental temperament 
around them that responded to the bugle call of the 
enthusiasts ; new recruits flocked in and each contri
buted to the forward march in his manner. Thus 
art, industry, rituals of worship and even politics and 
politichl organizations and ways of thinking were all 
affected and coloured by the fundamental spirit of a 
religious culture. Asoka was a typical Buddhist 
emperor and the solicitude of his mind for the well
being of his people, as manifested by his appoint
ment of religious superintendents and the publication 
of religious edicts, is almost unique in the history of 
the world. 

That the religious culture of India, be it of Jain
ism, Buddhism or of Hinduism, affected even the 
temperaments of her kings is apparent from the 
lives of the three greatest kings of India-Candra
gupta, ASoka and Har!la. Candragupta retired and 
became a recluse, Asoka was a recluse even while he 
was a king and Haf!la used to give away his all in 
charity after particular periods of accumulation. 
The system of Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina cultures 
in spite of their differences have this common feature 
that they all attach a higher value to the demands 
of the spirit than to the demands of the flesh. If the 
old Vedic culture with its system of sacrifices set the. 
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well-bJing of life and happiness as the ultimate goal, 
the culture of the Upan~ads and all that followed it, 
repudiated it in an emphatic manner. The result of 
this repudiation was the production of an oscillation 
which accepted the demands of the spirit either in a 
proportionate manner as may be consistent or con
sonant with the other demands of life or in a super
lative manner almost ignoring all other demands of 
life. The oscillatory movement describes, as it were, 
a course between the normal satisfaction of the de
mands of the flesh and the supreme and all-denying 
satisfaction of the spirit, and this course represents the 
varying character of the Hindu culture. The spirit of 
Islamic culture seems to recommend the satisfaction 
of all normal demands subject to the restrictions im
posed upon them by the religious commands of God 
or His prophet. But here also the demands of the 
spirit have often been over-emphasised at the ex
pense of life on earth. The culture of the Sufis is 
often almost indistinguishable from the Upanil?adic 
culture. Thus Jili says: 

Thine is the kingdom in both worlds ; I saw therein none but 
myself, that I should hope for his favour or fear him. Before me 
is no 'before' that I should follow its condition and after me is no 
'aft!>r' that I should precede its notion. I have made all kinds 
of perfections mine own and lo, I am the beauty of the majesty 
of the whole. I am nought but it. Whatsoever thou seest of 
minerals and plants and animals together with man and his 
qualities. And whatever thou seest of elements and nature and 
original atoms whereof the substance is a perfume. And whatso
ever thou seest of seas and deserts and trees and high-topped 
mountains. And wha !soever thou sees! of spidtual forms and of 
things visible whose countenance is goodly to behold. . . . . . 

Lo, I am that whole and that whole is my theatre: 'tis I 
not it that is displayed in its reality. 
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The same mental approach is also to be 1found in 
Hallaj and Ibn'l-Arabi and others. 

Even Omar Khyyam, who has been so wrongly 
delineated in Fitzgerald's version, describes the 
nothingness of the world in terms which would suit 
a Nagarjuna, a Vedantist, or a Baul: 

"Duniya didi o har ch didi !tic ast 
Oan nij kh gufti o shunidi hicast 
sar Ia sare afak duidi hie ast 
oan nij kh dar khanah khijidi hie ast." 

• "You sec them, but all you st•c is naught 
And all you say and all you hear is nauf{ht. 
~.wght the four quartt•rs of the mighty !'arth. 
The S!'crets treasured in your rhambt•r naught." 

It is important, however, to notice that the inti
macy and the feeling of fraternity that existed among 
the members belonging to a pa1iicular culture were 
not often extended to the adherents of other faiths 
and cultures. Thus Abusaid said: 

"Whoev~r goes with me in this way is my kinsman, 'cVt'n 
though he rna y be many degrees f('l!loved from me and whoo;oevcr 
does not back me in this matter is nobody to m<· cwn though he 
be one of my nearest relations." 

In the Hindu, Buddhist and Christian cultures 
also we seldom notice the feeling of fraternity ex
tended to one another in the same manner as it was 
extended to the adherents of the same culture. In 
Islam also it is a fact of great importance that, though 
whole-hearted fraternity-is recommended among "the 
men of faith," it was done in a very remote measure 
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t 
among tlie people of the Book and was almost wholly 
denied to others. 

It is thus seen that the different religious cultures 
did not observe a spirit of supreme friendship and 
amity among themselves. It was of course due to 
ignorance that the adherents of any culture found fault 
with those of other cultures. But it cannot be said that 
even when the adherents knew well the contents of 
one another's cultures, they would also appreciate it, 
for culture means a new outlook, a new orientation, a 
new angle of vision, which may not have its appeal 
for another. The psychological differences, tenden
cies and temperaments are by themselves sufficie'nt to 
explain this. But yet it has to be admitted that 
familiarity with different cultures may remove the 
primary feeling of hostility due to ignorance and con
sequent undesirable misattribution. 

New types of culture may grow under various 
conditions and causes. Thus in modern Europe the 
growth of science and the consequent advance of 
knowledge have produced in us a faith in the applica
tion of the methods of science, namely, that of accu
rate observation, experiment and deduction, which 
is of a different nature from the faith possessed by a 
man of religion. It is often said that there is no oppo
sition between science and religion. But such a pro
position can only be true in the sense that science 
may be supposed to discover many new facts which 
may increase the scope of religion. But it cannot be 
-denied that the angle of vision of science is widely 
different from that of religion. Religion proceeds 
largely from our faith in the prophets or books of 
revelation or from a priori inclination of our hearts 
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which influences our powers of reason. The ~cientific 
culture may thus be regarded as greatly antagonistic 
to religion in its accepted sense. The former is not 
satisfied with the optimistic inclination of the heart 
and the articles of faith deduced therefrom but insists 
on accurate and tangible proofs and pins its faith on 
their results or on suppositions which are consistent 
with them. We have se.en in our days how in order 
to keep pace with science some older religions have 
been re-interpreted in such a manner that they have 
become almost indistinguishable from the scientific 
spirit. The only concession demanded has been thr 
association of some emotion of wonder and awe for 
the mighty unknown and unknowable towards which 
both science and religion are directed. It happens 
that a certain idea which in a distant epoch may have 
remained merely as an utopian ideal, may, in the 
course of time, continue to gather force in such a 
manner as to assert its supremacy over all things and 
show itself as the determinant of a mighty culture. 

Let us take an example: Plato in his 
Republic drew the picture of aristocratic com
munism and a dictatorship of philosophic communi~m. 
In adition to communism of property, Plato advanced 
the startling proposal that all should possess 
their wives in common. "No one shall have a 
wife of his own; likewise the children should be in 
common and the parents should never know the child 
nor the child the parents." Both sexes should be 
given the same education and should share the same 
responsibilities of the state. From Plato to Sir 
Thomas More of the sixteenth century we find that 
equality and common ownership were urged by philo-
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sopheii, poets, theological writers and agitators in the 
belief that a communistic state of society was the first 
and 'natural state' and that civil law, creating inequa
lity, private ownership and class divisions, had arisen 
as a debased substitute for the reign of God and 
nature. Thomas More in his Utopia strove to · hold 
before men a commonwealth which honoured its 
citizen neither for wealth nor for ancestry but for their 
service to society. He attacked the institution of 
private property and gave a scheme of government 
and commerce from which all money and money
transactions were abolished. Side by side with the 
English Utopians, we have the German and ltalian 
Utopians like Andrea and Campanella, who wanted 
to abolish both riches and poverty and preached in 
favour of communism. The writings of Hobbes, 
Locke, Harrington and Chamberlain, as well as 
those of Babeuf, Cabet, Saint-Simon, Fourier, Louis 
Blanc, Proudhon, all moved in the same direction, 
though each of these writers had his own distinctive 
peculiarity. The ideal of all these writers was the 
establishment of equality. They all thought that the 
aim of society is the happiness of all and happiness 
consists in equality and that every man has an equal 
right to the enjoyment of all goods. Proudhon put 
forward a scheme in which he proposed to do away 
with all kinds of government which involved in
equality and forced men to degrading levels. He 
also proposed that every man should have equal 
advantages with other men, whether he worked or 
not. It is unnecessary to go into further details, but 
throughout the influence of Owen and other writers 
in England and France and through the influence of 
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the left wing of the Hegelians we come to Kdl Marx 
and Engels. Karl Marx by his speculations in 
economics and knowledge of history attacked the 
Utopian socialism of the past and based it upon eco
nomic principles such as the conception of labour, 
value and the like. The communistic party organized 
by Marx could be distinguished from other parties 
in this that in the national struggles of the proletariats 
of the different countries, the communist'> point out 
and bring to the front the common interests of all 
proletariats independent of all nationalities and that 
in tpe various stages of development which the 
strug~le of the working class against bourgeoisie has 
to pass through, they always and everywhere re
present the interests of the movement as a whole. 
The communistic principle enunciated by Marx and 
Engels passed through many vicissitudes and some
times departed largely from some of the main tenets 
of Marx but yet it followed different lines of progress 
in Russia, Italy, Austria, Germany, France and even 
in England. 

The idea of communism enunciated by Marx 
differs from that of the Utopian communists of -the 
past in this that here the central idea of the doctrine 
of equal rights and equal happiness is no longer an 
idle desire or an inactive ideal but it assumes here a 
new role of controlling the social and political activities 
of the people. There is another important point about 
this communism. It actively professes to be a scheme 
of unity which is much wider and broader than the 
schemes of religion and nationalism. A true com
munist works not for the people of his nation or for 
the people of any particular religion but he works for 
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establiMling throughout the world the fundamental 
principles of communism by which alone it can have 
safe existence. 

It may, however, be pointed out that the central 
notion of communism is being exploited in the inte
rests of nationalism, such as the Bolshevism of 
Russia, National Socialism of Germany and Fascism 
of Italy. Marx's philosophical contention was that 
in every historical epoch the prevailing mode of 
economic production and exchange and the social 
organisation necessarily following from it form the 
basis upon which is built and from which alone can 
be explained the political and intellectual histocy of 
that epoch ; that consequently the whole history of 
mankind has been a history of class struggles, contests 
between the exploiting and the exploited, the ruling 
and the oppressed classes. Such an unqualified 
assertion is in my opinion as incorrect as to say that 
the quality of the mind depends upon the quality of 
the body. There is obviously some connection 
between the well-being of the mind and that of the 
body, but it will be foolish to suppose that the talents 
of o. person are in any sense a function of his muscles. 
Again, Marx's ideal was the overthrow of the bour
geoisie, the rule of the proletariat, the abolition of the 
old bourgeoisie society which is based on class anta
gonism and the establishment of a new society with
out classes and without private property. Thus, 
whatever may be the nature of the ultimate aim, the 
way in which this was to be attained involved class 
war. Though Marx himself wanted it to be blood
less, his followers would not have it so. Nevertheless 
the central idea of socialism and communism as it is 
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going to affect the world today has a note of u4tivers
ality which transcends the bounds of nationalism. 

We have made a brief review of some of the main 
types of culture. We have so far emphasised their 
distinctiveness, uniqueness and hence the aspect of 
separation. We have also seen that the word culture 
is often used in different senses. We have also seen 
that the pure content of culture becomes often asso
ciated with elements which are of alien origin. But 
inspite of the diversity of the different cultures due to 
different ways of the flowing of the mind and the 
divelie circumstances and conditions through which 
they skow themselves, there is a fundamental spiritual 
content-their attitude to humanity and their human 
interests. In whatever ways a particular culture 
might manifest itself in art, literature and religion or 
in diverse social institutions, manners or behaviour or 
in whatsoever ways the expressions of a culture may 
differ from that of another, there is one fundamental 
content which must be common to all cultures worth 
the name. This content consists in the delight that 
i~ felt by a spirit in expressing itself to another spirit 
and in realising another spirit as one with itself. The 
fe3ling of the spiritual fellowship of mankind, its 
expression and realisation, may thus be said to form 
the vital clement of the concept of culture. It is 
true that nationalism, classism and the like, so far as 
they reflect the fleshly part of our nature as repre
sented in the concepts of utility and advantages, greed 
or jealousy or ambition, will always try to vitiate the 
impulses of true culture and usurp its place. But still 
the spirit must always assert its need of self-realisa
tion in and through other spirits and try to resist the . 
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invasibn of flesh and dominate over it. The struggle 
between the true cultural instinct and the instinct for 
other types of federation represents the central strife 
between the spirit and the flesh. Many have been the 
failures of the spirit, but it is through the continual 
self-assertion of the spiritual that man has often 
succeeded in transforming many unspiritual elements 
into the spiritual and also in elevating himself from 
the level of animality. 

Never has there been in the past greater oppor
tunities for understanding and realising spiritual 
expression of man in diverse countries and ages and 
under diverse circumstances and conditions as in 
our modern times, when the whole world has been 
brought to our door and the separation of space and 
time has been dissolved. 

The lower parts of our nature will no doubt still 
continue to create the limitations and barriers, divi
sions and classes, and may raise nations, classes and 
religions against themselves. Still there will be some 
who in the milk of human sweetness will not only 
th1nk that every man is equal but will regard him 
as a friend, and in the splendour of spiritual light will 
dissolve the darkness of all divisions and realise all 
cultures and all nations and people, the torch-bearers, 
as the diverse expressions of the same divinity that 
exists in all. 

It is our egoism and self-conceit that obscure our 
view and separate us from God and our fellow
beings and is the cause of the miseries that are 
brought by us. 
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"lya rab ji kabuli, orj dum baz rahan 
mashgule, khudat kun, ji khudam baj rahan 
ta hushiarani ji, nik a vad nidonam 
mastam kun o az, nik a badam baz rahan." 

"0 Lord, from self-conceit deliver me, 
Sever from self and occupy with Thee. 
This self is captive to earth's good and ill. 
Make me beside myself and st·t me free." 

There is one thought, one culture, one religion 
that flows through all the ages, and a.ll cultures and 
all religions, whatsoever may be their diversity in 
ou\ward expression, must lose themselves in it. It is 
on!}' through the supreme union of all cultures and 
religions that their claims to our acceptance can he 
recognised. 

yathii nadya(t syandanulntl/1 samudre 
astattt gacchanti niima-rupe vihtlya, 
tathii vidviin niima-rupii-di-vimuktalf 
paratparattt puru!·a 'II upaiti divyam. 

"Just as the rivers flowing into the ocmn arc lost in it, losing 
their names and forms, so the wise man cmanripated from names 
and forms passes on to the highPst divinity." 

Or, as Omar Khayyam says: 

"katre vagirist kh, aj vahar juda im hma 
vahar var katre vakhandid, kh ma im hma 
dar hakikat digri nist khuda im hma 
lik aj gardishc iknuklha kh11da im hma.' 

"The drop wept for its severance from the S(·a. 

But the sea smiled, for, 'I am all," said he. 
"The truth is all, nothing exists beside. 

That one point circling apes plurality." 
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Religion implies the spiritual expression of our 
personality in a much higher sense than Art, as it is 
generally understood, does, though in some of its 
special aspects Art approaches religion, passes into it or 
is an important aid to it. Art as spiritual expression 
may be distinguished from its material translation in 
audible and visible forms. As spiritual expression it 
represents the creative activity that manifests itself in 
sensuous forms, implying an immersion of the il'lner 
being in an exhilaration of emotion. The object of 
representation may be a landscape, beautiful scenes, 
or figures, any emotional complex or character ; the 
sensuous content, be it of colour, sounds, tune or 
rhythm which gives it its form, is spun out of the 
creative activity of the mind under the spontaneous 
direction of an outflow of joy which suffuses the whole 
creation. When the genius of the artist is such that 
it can manifest this joy and translate it in sensuous 
forms in such a manner that it can be enjoyed by 
others, we have an immortal work of art. The crea
tion of the artist may imitate nature, but it exists on 
an entirely different plane. The artist's joy in his 
creation emanates from an inner spring which is free 
from all animality and dissociated from all animal 
needs. There is a parable in the Upani~ads-the 
most sacred literature of the Hindus-in which two 
birds take part in the same action, mutually helping 
each other. They sit amicably on the same tree ; 
yet one eats the fruits of the tree while the other tastes 
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nothing but feels the joy spontaneously. the poet 
may sing his song on the bitterest experience of his 
life, but as soon as the sorrow takes the artistic form 
it ceases to be personal, or, rather, it becomes personal 
to all and therefore universal. Thus the universality 
of art is no abstract universality. It signifies the pre
sence of a concrete spiritual reality in all to whom 
the appeal of art is made. It is this spiritual rt>ality 
in the poet that transforms his animal feelings, be they 
sorrowful or pleasurable, into tht> artist's joy, and 
utilises the materials of his experience, intellectual. 
tecl\nical or sensuous, for the creation of the artistic 
form• through which it may manifest itself. Thr 
creative activity, order, method, choice of materials, 
their manifestation, due proportion and form, though 
they manifest themselves through the intellectual 
apparatus, are all guided and controlled by the inner 
spiritual being whose content is always beyond the 
intellectual plane. But though this spiritual being 
continually manifests itself in moulding the elements 
of our experience complex, in the interest of the crea
tion of the artistic form, yet it is always not only 
beyond the animal man, but also beyond the intel
lectual man. Being in thought and sense it is 
superior to them. The internal logic of artistic acti
vity is thus transcendental or mystical. It is the 
inner controller (antar-yltmin), of which the Kcno
pani$ad says that it ·:weaves the functions of the 
mind, but the mind does not know it." 

The artistic form conceals within itself the life of 
the inner spirit. When it passes over to another 
through some channel it creates in him a correspond
ing form. Through it his inner spirit manifests itself 
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in joy, and this joy overcomes the animal and intel
lectual obstruction of the individual that had·~epa
rated him from the artist, so, in the manifestation and 
enlightenment of the spiritual joy he becomes one 
with the artist and with all others who may be appre
ciating the artistic work. Thus the secret of art-com
munication lies in the revelation of the spirit in joy, 
which, like a burning torch, is carried to the heart of 
another and sets free his spirit, and in the effulgence 
of illumination burns away his egoistic self, which 
had separated him like a shell from the artist's person 
and created an obstructive individuality. In artistic 
creation and appreciation we have a field in 11hich 
spiritual realities become awakened, we are suffused 
with radiant joy and beauty, and come into commu
nion with kindred spirits. All sense of utility, per
sonal advantage and the craving for egoistic satisfac
tion ceases for the moment, and we feel ourselves to 
be in an entirely different world. But this illumina
tion of the spirit through art is by means of the 
sensuous content of the moment and the awakening 
of spiritual joy and fellowship is therefore bounded 
by •the limitations of the sense and touches our whole 
being only remotely. 

The presence of a spiritual principle in man so 
well illustrated by art-experience is the bedrock of 
Hinduism, and the fundamental aim of religion is 
to secure a supreme awakeniQg to this principle. In 
religion, however, it is not, as in art, a momentary 
flash produced by a sensuous content, but exists 
through all the complexities of our whole being, in 
our conscious and sub-conscious mental states, and 
in all our emotional and volitional manifestations and 
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detenninations. Religion is art in the deepest and 
widest sense of the term. It is an activity of the 
spirit in its self-expression through the whole of our 
personality. By personality, I mean here our entire 
complex structure, including our biological or animal 
tendencies and cravings, temperament, character, 
emotions and emotional outlook, will and conduct, 
in fact the totality of our interrelated experiences. 
This personality has in it a potential and an actual 
aspect, and in religious activity the spirit strives to 
reveal itself in and through the entire personality. 
Jus~as in art-activity the sensuous content involving 
the iileas, images, words, colours and their complex 
order must be so arranged or transformed that the 
spirit may find in them a proper form of self-expres
sion, so in religion, the entire personality must be so 
worked upon and transformed that it may prove it
self to be a suitable vehicle for self-expression, even 
as a creeper blossoms into beautiful flowers and a 
tree sweetens itself into its fruits. 

One of the chief characteristics of art is sympathy. 
A poet or painter is in sympathy with nature and 
with man. By sympathy here I mean attachnient 
or love. A poet surveys tenderly the scenes and 
events in the life of nature and the characters and 
situations in human life. To him inert nature is 
pregnant with spirit and he dallies with it as with 
human beings, and he transports man from amidst 
the economic and animal struggle to a higher level 
and invest him with a spiritual meaning. The 
affairs of men and their conflicts of character and 
interests appear to him in a new perspective and he 
clothes them with his own joy. He rejoices in the 
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revelation of his own spirit and invests with a like 
joy all those through whom, or ih association with 
whom, the revelation is made. The Upani$ads say 
that a brother, sister, wife, or son is dear because the 
Self is dear. The joy of all things is through their 
association with, and revelation through, the self. 
When this association is through the animal self, we 
have animal or egoistic pleasure, and when it is 
through the higher spiritual self we have disinterested, 
resthetic pleasure or art-joy. The Upani~ads say 
that when one wakens the spirit within the Self then 
are the winds honeyed, honeyed the rivers flo~ the 
nights and days are honeyed and even the ver)' dust 
is sweet. 

The spiritual principle revealed in artistic experi
ence may well lead to belief in the concrete spiritual 
principle revealed through religious experience, and 
we may, through it, get additional insight into the 
method through which the spiritual principle works 
to transform our personality and determine our atti
tude towards nature and man. The difference 
between the mode of activity of the spirit in the two 
spheres is primarily with regard to the materials for 
transformations ; for, in art the spiritual principle 
transforms merely a sensuous content and reveals 
itself under its limitations, but in religion the transfor
mation affects the whole personality. Thus art, from 
one point of view, is only imperfect religion and is 
utilised in its service in the form of various kind of 
rituals, images, altars, songs, dances, music, stories and 
the like. 

The fundamental purpose of religion is the 
spiritual fellowship of man on a non-utilitarian plane, 
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but this is only imperfectly secured through the 
sensuous content used in the services of religion by 
the members of any religious fraternity. 

When the unification implied in rituals is mis
applied for utilitarian or other ends religion may 
descend into fanaticism or worse forms of egoism so 
well illustrated by the religious history of the world. 
Though most forms of Hinduism employ rituals, the 
fact is continually emphasised that the sensuous repre
sentations of such rituals must always be inspired by 
the ultimate concept of religion, without which all 
ritual loses its significance and becomes false. 
Rituak without the true spirit of religion are like a 
lifeless body ; the purpose for which they are 
employed must continually advance, until the 
sensuous contact becomes unnecessary. 

The subsistence of a spiritual principle in man is 
testified not only by religious experience but also 
through artistic expression, as shown above. Like 
the artistic genius its revelation may manifest itself in 
a greater or less degree in this or that religious 
genius, but its reality, as a dominating influence.in 
moulding the lives of us all, cannot be denied. It is 
true that its defining content cannot be looked for 
within either the sense-data or the purely intellectual 
elements of our mind ; but that only shows that it 
belongs to another plane. The Upani!)ads demon
strate in parables the fact that things may exist even 
though they may not be grasped by the senses of the 
intellect. The seed of a banyan tree is very small 
and when we split it up we can see nothing inside it, 
yet it contains the principle which can unfold into a . 
great tree ; a lump of sugar when dissolved in water 
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cannot be seen, but it is still there and can be tasted. 
So the spiritual principle of man is revealed through 
inner experience and in the moulding influence that 
it exerts on his entire personality by transforming it 
into a suitable vehicle for its expression. It is neither 
knowledge, nor emotion, nor will, but it expresses it
self through them all as their inner controller and 
moulder. Being in them, it is beyond them. 

The concept of immortality cannot be applied 
to our bodies or the sensuous and intellectual elements 
of the mind, but only to the spirit which reveals its 
nature through an inner intuitive enlightenment. It 
lies deep in the cavern of the heart self-revealed 
through his own radiance but unrevealed by the 
ordinary cognitive ways. In this aspect its subsist
ence is mystical, its concrete reality is directly 
experienced and felt. Thus, belief in Immortality 
means only the awakening in man of his true 
nature as spirit ; for it is the spirit alone that 
has no content in itself, except so far as it may reveal 
itself through the content of our personality. All 
seeming changes in the spirit occur only through its 
asSociation with the personality. The immortal 
nature can only be realised through the intuitive 
awakening of spiritual reality. 

The concept of change is the concept of death ; 
and the concept of immortality implies the concept 
of changelessness. The spiritual principle, however 
it may be enmeshed as it were by the different condi
tions of our personality, is one in all men. It is 
universal in its nature not as a mere abstraction but 
as concrete, spontaneous, free individuality and 
reality. One of the most fundaD_),ental modes of its 
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self-expressibn must be towards the recogJition of 
the equality of all, freedom of all, and sanctity of all. 
Every man has an equal right to the development of 
his capacities and the attainment of happiness. But 
the religious spirit is not satisfied merely with the 
recognition of such rights ; it calls for the positive 
development of fellowship and love. Love all men 
as thyself-is the watchword of Hinduism. 

It has been said already that the Upani&ads 
teach that joy proceeds from the identification of 
others with one's self. The recognition of the univers
ality of one's own spiritual self thus implies the out
flow• of our own joy into others ; and this is but 
another name for love. 

The Vi-5~u Pura~a and the Bhiigavad Gita, the 
two leading gospels of Hindu faith, untiringly 
emphasise the fact that the intellectual and emotional 
apperception of all selves as being one with one's own 
self, is the true worship in religion. Moral science, 
when abstracted from religion, fails to justify its 
claims as an exact science. The application of 
standards in any of their divergent forms fails in 
logical coherence, and also in explaining • the 
problems of practical morality, which, when their 
nature is discussed merely from a speculative point 
of view, present insurmountable difficulties. This is 
illustrated when it is observed that all pleasure 
theories contradict themselves by the assumption of 
qualitative standards, and in the practical impos
sibility of the calculus of the greatest happiness of the 
greatest number ; rigid theories show themselves to 
be meaningless on account of the voidness of their 
content and the contradiction into which they plunge 
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when tlky deny the place of all emotion on the one 
hand and are yet forced on the other hand to 
introduce them by the back door. All social theories 
of ethics fail on the problem of the circular inter
dependence of the individual and society, and every
where the claims of egoism and altruism are left 
unsettled. The supreme justification of the ethical 
principle for ever escapes us in our abstract specula
tions of ethics, because they are treated merely as a 
normative science. But morality is like a flower that 
blooms on the plant of religion and realises its true 
significance when separated from it. Morality preiup
poses society, and society means the recogniti6n of 
the fellowship of human beings. If the fundamental 
fact of religion be the recognition of the spirituality 
of all, and if this recognition is not merely intellectual 
or metaphysical, but an emergent fact that arises from 
the moulding of our entire personality, involving 
thought, feeling and will, the morality that follows 
from religion does not involve any splitting of our 
personality, as is the case even in the most rigorous 
creed of morals. Thus Kant insists on the opposition 
of 'inclinations to will as a defining content of 
morality which gives rise to many logical and 
psychological difficulties. 

The higher morality which flows from religion 
is not satisfied with the ~qual treatment of others, nor 
in regarding each man as a sufficient end in himself, 
nor even with an intellectual appreciation of oneness, 
but only with intense feelings of love, friendship and 
compassion. 

Actions here are no longer separable from the 
total personality, but are only the external con-
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sequences of an inner transformation, in codsonance 
with revelation of the spirit in and through others. 
Universal friendship, universal charity, universal 
compassion, imperturbability of temper at the defects 
of others, and feelings of happiness at the happiness 
of others (maitri, karu1Jii, mudita, upek$ll) are regarded 
as the cardinal principles of Hindu and Buddhist 
morality that flows from religion. This is technically 
called brahmavihiira or the self-realisation of the 
highest, the spirit, in and through all others. The 
sphere of ordinary morality is often limited to parti
cular societies or nations, but the scope of religious 
moraiity is unrestricted by the limitations of nations, 
races, societies, creeds and the like. It proceeds from 
a positive outflow of love. A truly religious man is 
in love, peace and friendship with the whole world ; 
for him the obligation of morality has given place to 
spontaneous sympathy. The difference between art 
and religion is that while the former is satisfied with 
sympathy so far as it can be manifested through the 
limited sensuous contents of artistic creations, the 
sympathy of religion is the result of the transforma
tion of our whole personality, a religious creation 'by 
which we recognise our fellowship with all. 

As creative art may have in it an emphasis of the 
intellectual or the emotional content, so in diverse 
religious creations also we find the different aspects 
of our personality emphasised in differing ways. 
Thus in the philosophic form of religion as taught in 
the monistic Vedanta of Bailkara, the emphasis is on 
the realisation of the true nature of the spirit as pure 
consciousness, the one in all. The realisation of this 
unique reality, infinite and unlimited, is only possible 
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when oiie wakes within oneself the true philosophic 
wisdom. But such an awakening is only possible 
when one succeeds in dissociating oneself from all 
attachments to the obstructive egoistic and animal 
functions that separate man from his fellow beings 
by drawing him to the levels of his lower personality 
from whence, being still under the bondage of pas
sions, he cannot attain true spiritual freedom. That 
one Brahman manifests through all and is the one 
Reality in all is the fundamental tenet of the Vedanta. 
Religious realisation, therefore, consists in the attain
ment of that final enlightenment in which the .false 
and impure individuality vanishes in the supreme 
illumination of the spirit which is one in all. Yoga 
has a different metaphysical basis. It holds that 
though the content of pure spirit is the same in all, 
the life of each individual is presided over by spiri
tual principles which are only numerically different. 
Under the influence of these spiritual principles the 
elements of the personality are continually under
going change and expressing themselves as experi
ence in association with the external world. The 
culmination of the evolution of our experiences is the 
revelation of the religious man as the realisation .of 
the nature of the content of the spiritual principle 
(Pul1l!la) in one's own individuality and in that of 
others. The process of transformation of one's own 
personality takes place through the exertion of one's · 
own will by means of psychological exercises in medi
tation and concentration associated with moral puri
fication of the highest order. On the negative side it 
involves absolute non-injury as the fundamental 
creed and on the positive side it emphasises the 
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imperative ieed for training the mind to the." attitude 
of universal friendship, charity and compassion. 

As an aid to this end one should habituate one
self to opposing any ten.dencies to greed, attachment, 
or antipathy by engaging oneself in suitable course 
of thought and meditation so as to control all animal 
and anti-social passions. The important cardinal 
virtues are truthfulness, purity and contentment and 
the -surrender to God of all interests in one's own 
actions. The moral elevation aimed at involves a 
thorough transformation of one's own nature and 
personality in the interest of the self-illumination of 
one's. spiritual nature. As a further aid to securing 
progress the psychological discipline of Yoga, i.e., 
concentration for the purpose of uprooting all evil 
tendencies, is recommended. God is acknowledged 
in the system but plays only a part subordinate 
to the fundamental religious purpose of -the trans
formation of one's own personality, through 
which must come the realisation of the supreme 
spiritual principle. The systems of Yoga and 
Vedanta form the background of most systems of 
Indian religion which all utilise the principles in aliSo
dation with other modes of religious experience and 
discipline. 

The spiritual principle in man may recognise its 
own nature as modifying and transforming the 
personality, as appreciating the equal individuality 
of others in thought, action and feelings, and as 
realising the collective spirituality of all beings as a 
transcendent immanent principle, which in its pure 
spirituality transcends the human sphere and yet 
manifests itself under the specific individual limita- . 
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tions of,personalities. The recognition df the trans
cendent nature of the spirit is the revelation of God 
in man. Looked at from the transcendent point of 
view God is our father and we are like sparks from 
his divine nature. Thus the Up~ads teach that we 
are like the sparks of light from the divine fire or 
the threads of a web spun by the divine spider out 
of himself. From another point of view, God is 
regarded as the inner controller (antar-yamin). If He 
can modify the entire personality in the interests of 
spiritual revelation then all the elements of our 
personality must derive their powers and functions 
from Him and it is said in the Upani~ads that alr our 
cognitive and conative senses and even our life func
tions are derived from Him. Again, from another 
point of view, our own individuality is already merged 
and absorbed in Him like rivers in the ocean, like 
tunes of music in the sound, or like a lump of salt in 
saline water. In this mystic apprehension of unity 
the knower and the known vanish in a spiritual 
enlightenment, and this is regarded as the true immor
tality of the spirit. Death can only be of the body 
that changes, but so far as the pure spiritual essence 
is concerned, there can be no birth and no death, and 
f~om this point of view, the mystery of life and death 
vanishes. With the spiritual moulding of our 
personality, true immortality is manifested by the 
inward intuitive revelation of our spiritual nature. 
But the logical and ontological discussions involved 
in this religious situation cannot be taken up here as 
they occupy very large portion of our religious 
philosophy. 

The religious situation herein indicated is admit-
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ted in the p~ilosophy of Hindu art. which dkscribes 
artistic joy as being closely akin to the spiritual reali
sation of Brahman, the highest, and the identification 
of spiritual joy with artistic joy. An important modi
fication of the religious situation by the artistic move
ment is seen when the spiritual situation involved in 
religion is realised through the intimate terms of 
buman relationship. Thus, according to the Bhaga
vata 'or Vai!)J:.lava religion, the heart of the devotee 
surges from within and fills his whole being with 
gentle love for his master, father, friend or lover, who 
is the supreme Lord both of himself and of the 
univetse. The devotee's love for his master is so 
great that he calls nothing his own. He has offered 
to God not only all his material possessions, but all 
his inner attachments also. All his impurities are 
burnt away by this great love. Within and without 
he becomes filled with one sweet emotion that renders 
him dear to everyone, and endears all to him. The 
image of his Lord fills the world, and his whole being 
pulsates with divine emotion. The call of his flute 
springs from the cavern of his heart, from the bamboo 
groves of grazing cattle, and from fields of golden 
crops bathed by the glowing rays of the sun he sings 
the Lord's name in joy and melts ip. ecstasy. His 
heart flows out in milk and honey toward all the 
creatures of his Lord and lover. He has come in 
touch with the deep infinity of Jove and being in his 
Lord he longs continually for him. 

To get so much is still to ask for more. 
The unfathomed ocean's voice is in his heart, 
The Lord's bewitching beauty lights his eyes, 
Music enchants, his spirit floats on wings, 
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His f.ord' s caressing touch completes the joy. 
And, loving thus, the saint awakes in God. 
And through Him wakes in man, and, wakening thus, 
Senses again in man an awakened God. 
So, spiritual progress in a cycle moves 
From God to man and back again to God. 
Thus is man free to en joy spontaneous life 
Which blooms into a flower, and, blossoming so, 
Binds man and God in one sweet, fragrant whole. 

In some forms there is an emphasis on the meta
physical consciousness, in others on the determinate 
controlling of will, and in others again on the oujflow 
of spontaneous love. But all forms of Hindu religion 
mean a spiritual awakening of the nature in man 
through an internal transformation of personality, 
just as art in its varied forms means the creative trans
formation of a sensuous content for the revelation of 
the spirit in nature and man. The fellowship of man 
and the awakening of the spirit are thus the two 
poles that have determined all religious movements 
in India. 


